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Abstract

Enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (EPEC) and enterohaemorrhagic E.coli (EHEC) are
diarrhoeagenic human pathogens that colonize intestinal epithelial cells via an attaching
and effacing (A/E) lesion. Intimate adherence is mediated through binding of the intimin
adhesin to the bacterial translocated intimin receptor, Tir. EPEC adheres to all regions of
the human intestine in the in vitro organ culture (IVOC) system. In contrast, although
EHEC is associated with colonic pathology in human infections, a prototypical strain of
EHEC has shown a restricted tropism towards follicle-associated epithelium (FAE) of the
terminal ileum without evidence of colonic adhesion.

This thesis used the human IVOC system to further examine the intestinal interaction of
EHEC 0157:H7 and related EPEC serotypes. To address the apparent paradox of non
adherence of EHEC to colonic tissue in the IVOC experimental system, the role of
environmental, host and bacterial factors in modulating EHEC colonisation and tissue
tropism were studied. No environmental factor (modulation of IVOC system, bicarbonate,
serum, and mannose) was found to induce colonic adhesion. The investigation of the
hypothesis that prior host-bacterial interactions might enhance subsequent EHEC colonic
adhesion found that exposure to FAE promoted subsequent colonic adhesion, but in a non
intimate manner, demonstrating a novel form of interaction with human intestine. Great
diversity was found in EPEC and EHEC in relation to the presence and sequence of tir,
tccP and espJ; tccP-negative strains expressing Tuehec were identified indicating that
novel Nck-like molecules may be awaiting discovery. Tir was essential for EPEC and
EHEC adhesion in IVOC but its phosphorylation (EPEC) and its interaction with TccP
(EHEC) were not necessary for colonisation and A/E lesion formation on IVOC,
questioning the role of pedestal formation in enterocyte infection. This is in direct contrast
to cell culture findings and demonstrates the importance of IVOC in establishing 0157:H7
human pathogenesis.
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Chapter 1.0 Introduction

1.1 Microflora of the human gastrointestinal tract

The gastrointestinal tracts of all mammals are inhabited by an ecosystem of microbial
flora. Colonisation of the gastrointestinal tract begins during parturition and continues
for the next decade of growth and development (Savage, 1977). More than 400 different
species from 30 genera of bacteria in microfloral populations have been identified
comprising approximately

1 0 14

bacterial cells, the rest being fungi and yeast species of

eukaryotic origin. In humans, the number of gastrointestinal bacteria is estimated to
outnumber the total number of cells that make up the human body by ten-fold (Savage,
1977). Anatomically the gastrointestinal tract begins with the buccal cavity and ends at
the rectum. While the acid-producing stomach contains only 103-104 bacteria per
millilitre of gastric contents (Tannock, 1995), bacterial density in the intestine increases
distally, with numbers reaching 1012 per gram of luminal content in the colon (Moore
and Holdeman, 1974).

Despite such huge densities, the commensal microflora generally exist in equilibrium
with host immune responses. Metabolic functions of the microflora such as
fermentation of non-digestible polysaccharides and biosynthesis of vitamins K and
confer important nutritional benefits to the host (Hill, 1997). The presence of micro flora
also acts as a strong stimulant for priming of the mucosal immune system to respond
more rapidly to potential gut pathogens (Bealmear, 1981; Berg, 1983). The most
important role of the indigenous microflora however is to prevent exogenous
potentially pathogenic bacteria from colonising the intestinal tract, via the phenomenon
termed “bacterial antagonism” (Freter, 1956) or “colonisation resistance” (Van der
Waaij, 1971)- by competing for nutrients and for binding sites on the mucosal surface.
Despite these tangible benefits, detrimental effects to the host due to the microflora
often come in the form of gut infections caused by opportunistic members of the
microflora. While the process of translocation in which indigenous bacteria pass in low
numbers across the epithelial mucosal barrier to extraintestinal sites has been shown to
serve as a physiological boost to the reticuloendothelial system in healthy subjects (Van
Leeuwen et. al., 1994), it is also an important early step in the pathogenesis of
opportunistic infections originating from the gastrointestinal tract. Translocating
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indigenous bacteria can cause life-threatening infections such as sepsis, shock,
multiorgan failure or death in debiliated patients, especially immunocompromised
patients (Berg, 1999). Indeed, indigenous Enterobacteriaceae are the leading cause of
septicaemia, and they translocate more readily than indigenous obligate anaerobes that
also cause disease (Steffen et. al., 1988). However this thesis shall focus only on the
aspect of primary gut infections caused by pathogenic strains of a certain species,
Escherichia coli (E. coli) of Enterobacteriaceae.

1.2 Bacterial infections of the gastrointestinal tract

Also known as enteric bacteria, the Enterobacteriaceae family forms a subset of the
indigenous microflora with the ability to cause primary infections of the human
gastrointestinal tract. They are Gram-negative bacilli measuring up to 1.5 pm in width,
and some members express peritrichous flagella, polar flagella, or mixed flagellation
that thus confer motility. They are distinguished from all other Gram-negative
eubacteria by the ability to ferment carbohydrates under anaerobic conditions and by
the inability to produce oxidase due to absence of cytochrome oxidase. As enteric
bacteria are also found in natural habitats commonly in water bodies and soil,
transmission of intestinal infections caused by these bacteria frequently follows a
faecal-oral route. Twelve medically important genera of Enterobacteriaceae commonly
isolated from human infections include Salmonella, Shigella, Yersinia, Klebsiella and E.
coli. These are causative agents of water- and food-borne diseases such as typhoid fever,
bacillary dysentery, bloody diarrhoea and gastroenteritis. Campylobacter, Helicobacter,
Vibrio, Listeria spp. are also responsible for gastrointestinal tract infections in humans
but are not classified under Enterobacteriaceae. Primary gut infections caused by E.
coli and Salmonella can sometimes develop into severe secondary complications such
as septicaemic meningitis. This thesis focuses only on a subgroup of the E. coli species
that have the capacity to cause diarrhoea, with further elaboration on two categories of
diarrhoeagenic E. coli.
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1.3 Diarrhoeagenic Escherichia coli

First described in 1885 by the German paediatrician Theodor Escherich, Escherichia
coli is the type species of the genus Escherichia and is the main species of facultative
anaerobic bacteria that reside in mammalian intestinal tracts (Drasar and Hill, 1974). As
part of the normal flora, biosynthesis of vitamin K by E. coli provides an important
source of flora-derived nutrients to the host. However, it also exists as several highly
adapted pathotypes capable of causing a wide spectrum of diseases in humans. Even
non-pathogenic commensal members can become opportunistic causes of infections in
an immunocompromised host or when the gastrointestinal barrier has been disrupted.
Extraintestinal E. coli forms another versatile group of life-threatening pathogens that
are the most frequent cause of human urinary tract infections and neonatal septicaemic
meningitis.

Symptomatic bacterial infections of the intestinal tract are largely manifested in the
form of enteric diarrhoea. In the 1940s a particular strain of E. coli, named Bacterium
coli neopolitanum was reported to be the cause of infantile diarrhoea (Bray, 1945). This
was then followed by the isolation of new serological strains, in which the same strain
was responsible for region-specific outbreaks of infantile diarrhoea (Giles et. a l , 1949;
Taylor and Wright, 1949). In 1944 a serotyping system was proposed by Kauffmann to
facilitate proper classification of isolates on the basis of serology (Kauffmann, 1947).
Under the modified Kauffmann scheme, E. coli are serotyped based on their somatic O,
flagella H and capsular K surface antigen profiles. As the K phenotype can be conferred
by

several

different

molecular

structures

including

fimbriae,

only

acidic

polysaccharides have been retained in the K antigen series (Lior, 1996), with
proteinaceous fimbriae designated as F antigens (Orskov et. al., 1982).

Identification of diarrhoeagenic E. coli strains requires that these organisms be
differentiated from non-pathogenic E. coli of the normal flora (Nataro and Kaper, 1998).
The WHO classification was based on the 0:H serotyping of E. coli strains associated
with outbreaks and sporadic cases. This was useful for several years until the
identification of specific virulence markers in the 1980s. Direct detection assays for
known virulence gene markers include molecular methods such as nucleic acid
hybridisation and PCR (Nataro and Kaper, 1998), and in vitro phenotypic assays
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include the most widely employed HEp-2 cell adherence assay (Donnenberg and Nataro,
1995).

1.3.1 Genome fluidity

The fluidity of the E. coli genome is reflected by the presence of externally acquired
genetic material from other bacteria in the form of plasmids, prophages and transposons,
thus generating a highly heterogenous group of a single bacterial species (Arber, 1993).
Phylogenetic analyses of multilocus enzyme electrophoresis (MLEE) and sequencing
studies suggest that pathogenic strains of E. coli do not have a single evolutionary
origin within a common ancestor but have instead arisen several times (Pupo et. al.,
1997) The gain and loss of virulence genes borne on mobile genetic elements are likely
to have occurred several times in parallel in different lineages of pathogenic E. coli.
This parallel pattern of evolution further implies that natural selection strongly favours
the emergence and transmission of new virulent clones through accumulation of
specific virulence factors (Reid et. al., 2000). Externally-acquired genetic material can
also be highly prone to loss by large deletions of certain regions of the chromosomes.
Spontaneous deletions and internal rearrangement of huge segments of highly unstable
virulence-associated chromosomal-borne factors called pathogenicity islands have been
reported in several species of Yersinia (Fetherston et. al., 1992; Camiel et. al., 1996).
Hence both gene acquisition and gene loss could be factors that facilitate bacterial
adaptation to different environments.

Based on epidemiology, key virulence traits and pathology of disease, five distinct
categories have been recognised in association with diarrhoeagenic E. coli, and include
enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC), enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), enterohaemorrhagic
E. coli (EHEC), enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC) and enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC).
Diffusely adherent E. coli (DAEC) is recognised as the sixth independent category
based on their diffuse-adherence pattern on HEp-2 cells. However as the potential role
of DAEC as an enteric pathogen is not well established (Nataro and Kaper, 1998), they
will not be elaborated upon further. For phenotypic characterisation, the HEp-2
adherence assay serves as the current “gold standard” diagnostic test for EAEC
(Cravioto et. a l, 1979), and provides the best morphological differentiation among
EPEC, EAEC and DAEC (Vial et. al., 1990). This shall be discussed further in section
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1.3.20.1. Multiplex PCR systems employing multiple primer pairs that amplify key
virulence genes from all the 5 major categories allow for rapid diagnosis of
diarrhoeagenic E. coli pathotype (Toma et. al., 2003). Three general paradigms by
which diarrhoea is caused by E. coli have been described: i) enterotoxin production by
ETEC and EAEC, ii) host cell invasion by EIEC, and iii) intimate adherence by EPEC
and EHEC to host cell membranes and localised destruction of microvilli (Nataro and
Kaper, 1998). The following sections will describe the genetic basis of the pathogenesis
of the various categories of diarrhoeagenic E. coli and the specific characteristics of
each category that distinguish them from one another.

1.3.2 Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC)

ETEC is a predominant cause of paediatric diarrhoea in developing countries and of
acute diarrhoea in adult travellers from developed countries to areas where ETEC
infection is endemic (Arduino and DuPont, 1993). The occurrence of ETEC infections
is generally considered very rare in developed countries where higher standards of
hygiene and sanitation have helped to reduce ETEC transmission (Nataro and Kaper,
1998). ETEC is considered to be prototypical for the pathogenic mechanism by which
bacterial surface colonisation of small bowel mucosa is followed by enterotoxin
production, resulting in watery diarrhoea. First discovered as a cause of diarrhoea in
piglets and other newborn animals, the potential role of ETEC as a diarrhoeal pathogen
has been experimentally characterised by human volunteer studies and the ligated rabbit
intestinal loop model in which human E. coli isolates were shown to induce fluid
secretion (DuPont et. al., 1971; Taylor et. al., 1961).

1.3.2.1 ETEC adhesins

Human ETEC adheres to the small intestine through surface fimbriae or pili collectively
known as colonisation factor antigens (CFAs). There is great variation in CFAs of
major human ETEC strains, with CFAs further comprising coli surface antigens (CS)
and putative colonisation factors (PCFs) (Gaastra and Svennerholm, 1996; Wolf, 1997).
Intestinal host cell receptors to which ETEC CFAs bind are likely to be oligosaccharide
residues on glycoproteins and glycolipids (Gaastra and Svennerholm, 1996). This CFAreceptor interaction confers species specificity to each strain, hence adhesins produced
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by ETEC infecting humans are different from those of animal strains (Cassels and Wolf,
1995). CFA genes are usually organised as operons encoded on plasmids. A type IV
pilus named Longus has been found to be widely prevalent in many human ETEC
isolates that also produce ST and the most number of CFAs (Pichel et. al., 2002). The
potential of ETEC to produce so many colonisation factors thus poses a great challenge
to the development of a vaccine of broad efficacy.

1.3.2.2 ETEC enterotoxins

Enterotoxins are classfied as bacterial toxins that stimulate net secretion of fluid
through their action on intestinal epithelium without inducing histologically evident
tissue injury (Sears and Kaper, 1996). The ability to elaborate at least one of two groups
of enterotoxins, i.e. heat-labile (LT) and heat-stable (ST) toxins, is a defining
characteristic of ETEC. ETEC strains may produce LT only, ST only or both LT and
ST (Levine, 1987).

1.3.2.2.1 Heat-labile toxins (LT)

ETEC LTs are structurally and functionally closely related to the cholera toxin CT of
Vibrio cholerae with similarities in amino acid sequence (80%) and target receptors
(Sixma et. al., 1993). LT is sub-divided into two serologically distinct groups- LT-I and
LT-II. While LT-I is produced by ETEC pathogenic for humans and animals, LT-II is
rarely found in human isolates and has yet to be associated with disease (Seriwatana et.
al., 1988).

LT-I is an

8 6 kDa

oligomeric toxin composed of one A subunit and five identical B

subunits. Receptor binding to ganglioside GMi is mediated through the B subunits,
after which the toxin enters the host cell via endocytosis. The enzymatic A subunit is
responsible for ADP-ribosylation of and permanent activation of basolateral membraneassociated adenylate cyclase, leading to increased levels of intracellular cyclic AMP
(cAMP). The major apical membrane chloride channel activated by accumulated cAMP
is CFTR (cystic fibrosis transmembrane regulator). This ultimately results in a
physiological disruption of electrolyte transport, in the form of increased chloride ion
secretion from secretory crypt cells and at the same time inhibition of sodium chloride
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absorption by villous tip cells. This luminal efflux of electrolytes leads to passive
movement of water down the osmotic gradient via the paracellular pathway, resulting in
the manifestation of watery diarrhoea (Sears and Kaper, 1996). Other mechanisms of
diarrhoea due to LT-I toxicity include modulation of prostaglandin metabolism,
stimulation of the enteric nervous system, and intestinal inflammatory response to LT
and CT (McGee et. al., 1993; Sears and Kaper, 1996).

The LT-II serogroup shows 57% identity to LT-I and CT in the A subunits but no
homology in the B subunits. LT-II employs a similar mode of toxicity mechanism as
LT-I but binds to the GDI receptor instead of GMi (Fukata et. al., 1988).

1.3.2.2.2 Heat-stable toxins (ST)

In contrast to LT, STs are small monomeric peptides containing multiple cysteine
residues whose disulphide bonds confer upon the toxin its property of heat stability.
STs comprise two types of peptides unrelated in structure and function. STa contains 19
amino acids and is produced by human ETEC strains. Its host receptor is a membrane
enzyme called guanylate cyclase whose enzymatic activity is activated by ligand
binding. The resultant increased intracellular levels of cGMP leads to electrolyte
imbalances in luminal content similar to LT-mediated diarrhoea (Sears and Kaper,
1996). The density of STa receptors in human intestinal tissue has been found to rapidly
decrease with increasing age and this may contribute to the increased severity of ETEC
diarrhoea in young children than in adults (Cohen et. al., 1988). STb is a 5.1 kDa
peptide with 4 cysteine residues but bears no homology to STa (Arriaga et. al., 1995),
and is primarily associated with ETEC strains isolated from pigs. STb does not mediate
increases in intracellular cAMP or cGMP but stimulates increases in intracellular
calcium levels from extracellular sources and the secretion of bicarbonate from
intestinal cells (Dreyfus et. al., 1993; Sears and Kaper, 1996). Unlike LT or STa, STb
induces histological damage characterised by loss of villous epithelial cells and partial
villus atrophy which may require it to be re-defined as a cytotoxin rather than as an
enterotoxin as described earlier (Chao and Dreyfus, 1997).
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1.3.3 Enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC)

The growing importance of enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC) as an enteric pathogen
has been reflected in its association with diarrhoea in children of developing countries,
travellers and HIV-infected patients (Jiang et. a l, 2002; Regua-Mangia et. al., 2004;
Wanke et. al., 1998). EAEC is an important causative agent of both acute and persistent
diarrhoea, the latter defined by a duration exceeding 14 days. EAEC outbreaks have
also increased in developed countries, with the largest outbreak of EAEC diarrhoea
occuring in Japan that involved more than 2000 schoolchildren (Smith et. al., 1997;
Itoh et. al., 1997). Improper handling and refrigeration of food, and poor hygiene are
some of the risk factors of EAEC infection. Indeed, studies have found viable EAEC
counts in 44% of table-top Mexican sauces served in a region in Mexico popular with
tourists and with high rates of travellers’ diarrhoea, and in bottled water stored at nonrefrigeration temperatures of 23°C (Adachi et. al., 2002; Vasudevan et. al., 2003).
Immunosuppression such as advanced HIV-infection is also a likely risk factor, as
studies conducted prior to the use of active anti-retroviral therapy have shown that up to
44% of acute diarrhoea cases and 43-79% of persistent diarrhoea cases in HIV patients
are attributed to EAEC infection (Germani et. al., 1998).

1.3.3.1 Pathogenesis

Common clinical features of EAEC infection include watery secretory diarrhoea with or
without gross blood and mucus, low-grade or absence of fever. In one-third of patients,
blood may appear in the stool (Cravioto et. al., 1990), whereas human volunteers
develop a predominantly mucoid diarrhoea without blood or pus (Nataro et. al., 1995).
Histopathological examination of the gnotobiotic piglet model reveals the formation of
an unusual mucoid gel containing high densities of aggregating bacteria closely
adherent to the small intestinal epithelium, and pitting of goblet cells as an indication of
stimulation of mucus hypersecretion (Tzipori et. a l, 1992). EAEC adherence to
paediatric small and large intestinal mucosa was demonstrated in in vitro organ culture
(IVOC), and bacterial association with mucus was observed (Hicks et. al., 1996).
Formation of the bacteria-mucus biofilm is believed to aid in persistent colonisation by
EAEC. It has been suggested that the mucinolytic activity of a 110 kDa autotransporter
serine protease called Pic (protein involved in intestinal colonisation) produced by
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EAEC in the early stages of pathogenesis may promote surface colonisation by EAEC
(Henderson^. al., 1999).

1.3.3.1.1 Cytotoxicity

Cytotoxicity of EAEC infection in IVOC is manifested by exfoliation of enterocytes
and enlargement of crypt openings (Hicks et. al.y 1996). In the T84 human intestinal
carcinoma cell model, vesiculation of microvillar membrane and cytoplasmic changes
were followed by cell death and exfoliation of cells from the monolayer (Nataro et. al.,
1996). In rat ileal loops, EAEC infection resulted in shortening of villi, haemorrhagic
necrosis of villous tips, and a mild inflammatory response with oedema and
mononuclear infiltration of submucosae (Vial et. al., 1998). Several toxins are
implicated in tissue damage. The plasmid-encoded 104 kDa Pet toxin is a cytoskeletonaltering toxin that produces cytopathic effects on epithelial cells (Navarro-Garcia, et. al.,
1999), and abnormal surface morphological changes on colonic epithelium in IVOC.
However, cell damage in T84 cells was not due to the effects of Pet, hence suggesting
that injurious effects of EAEC on intestinal mucosa could occur via a different
mechanism (Henderson et. al., 1999b). EAEC also produces a heat stable enterotoxin 1
(EAST1) encoded by astA that shows similar properties to STa of ETEC. The astA gene
occurs only in a subset of diarrhoeagenic EAEC strains but is also widely found in
EHEC, ETEC and 38% of non-pathogenic E. coli strains (Savarino et. al., 1996).
EAST1 has been linked with increased cGMP concentrations in rabbit ileal tissue
incubated in Ussing chambers, suggesting a similar pathophysiological role as STa
(Savarino et. al., 1993). However, due to the extreme heterogeneity of EAEC strains,
only certain strains are cytotoxic on intestinal mucosa, and inconsistent collective
association of EAEC with diarrhoea has often been observed (Nataro and Kaper, 1998).

1.3.3.1.2 Inflammation

Intestinal inflammatory markers are released by the mucosal immune system in
response to EAEC infection. A large proportion of patients presenting with EAEC
diarrhoea have high levels of interleukin- 8 (IL-8 ) in their stool (Greenberg et. al., 2002).
The major structural protein of EAEC flagella called flagellin is associated with
triggering IL- 8 production from Caco-2 cell lines, mediated through toll-like receptors
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(TLRs), specifically TLR5 (Steiner et. al., 2000; Donnelly and Steiner, 2002).
Nucleotide polymorphisms in the IL- 8 promoter region have been reported to contribute
to genetic variation in the susceptibility of humans to EAEC clinical diarrhoea (Jiang et.
al., 2003).

1.3.3.2 Fimbriae

A minority of EAEC strains express flexible bundle-forming fimbriae of 2-3 nm
diameter termed aggregative adherence fimbriae I (AAF/I), which mediates adherence
to HEp-2 cells and haemagglutination of human erythrocytes (Nataro et. al., 1992). The
60 MDa pAA plasmid encodes AAF/I as well as a second fimbria termed AAF/II,
which is serologically and structurally distinct from AAF/I. AAF/II was shown to be
required for EAEC colonisation of colonic epithelium in IVOC (Czeczulin et. al., 1997).
A third plasmid-borne AAF called AAF/III has been identified in an EAEC strain that
produces neither AAF/I nor AAF/II (Bernier et. al., 2002). As AAF/I, AAF/II and
AAF/III were each found in only a minority of EAEC strains, it is likely that more
EAEC fimbria adhesins will be discovered. The role of type I fimbriae in aggregative
adherence has also been reported (Moreira et. al., 2003).

1.3.3.3 Afimbrial adhesins

Other non-fimbrial adherence factors have been reported. Two membrane-associated
protein adhesins of 18 kDa and 20 kDa have been found to specifically bind to
galactose sugar residues on the surfaces of HEp-2 cells and human erythrocytes (Grover
et. al., 2001). In EAEC serotype 0111 :H1 2 strains that do not harbour the genes for
AAF/I and AAF/II, a 58kDa outer membrane protein termed aggregative protein 58
(Ap58) has been shown to mediate adherence to HEp-2 cells and haemagglutination of
bovine erythrocytes (Monteiro-Neto et. al., 2003).

1.3.3.4 Biofilm formation

AAF contributes to the ability of EAEC to form biofilms on intestinal mucosa and on
other substrata such as glass and plastic surfaces under growth conditions of high sugar
and osmolarity. Some strains that do not produce AAF also form biofilms. In a
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prototypical strain of EAEC, gene products of fis and yafK are involved in
transcriptional activation of genes encoding AAF/II, suggesting that the EAEC biofilm
may be solely mediated by AAF (Sheikh et. al., 2001). The study did not find a role for
type I fimbriae in biofilm formation, although another study later reported that type I
fimbriae are required in the same strain (Moreira et. al., 2003). The pAA plasmid
encodes a 10 kDa gene product named dispersin Aap which has been shown to coat the
bacterial surface for the purpose of dispersing the bacteria from aggregates initially
formed by AAF (Sheikh et. al., 2002). The expression of dispersin in vivo and its
immunogenic properties renders the protein a suitable candidate in vaccine
development against EAEC.

1.3.4 Enteroinvasive E. coli{EIEC)

In developed countries EIEC infection occurs infrequently as occasional foodbome
outbreaks such as outbreaks in Japan and Texas, U.S.A. in 1988 and 1992 respectively
(Yamamura et. al., 1992; Gordillo et. al., 1992). The incidence of EIEC diarrhoea in
developing countries is also considered to be relatively low compared to EPEC, ETEC
and EAEC. Studies have reported differing isolation rates of EIEC from children in
Thailand with acute diarrhoea, being 4% in the mid-1980s and 0.5% in the late 1990s
(Taylor ef. al., 1988; Ratchtrachenchai et. al., 2004). Recently, EIEC and EAEC have
been reported to occur in significantly more diarrhoeal cases in HIV patients in Senegal
than from patients without diarrhoea (Gassama-Sow et. al., 2004).

EIEC is genetically very closely related to Shigella but possesses the biochemical
profile of E. coli. Although EIEC is generally negative for lysine decarboxylase and
lactose, and is non-motile like Shigella, phylogenetical analyses of MLEE and
sequencing of housekeeping genes have proposed the re-naming of Shigella spp. as
clones of EIEC (Lan and Reeves, 2001). In Shigella strains, the insertionally inactivated
csg locus is similarly found in EIEC, leading to defects in curli (csg) fimbrial
expression by both groups (Sakellaris et. al., 2000). Several EIEC serotypes are cross
reactive and harbour identical structure of O-antigens with some Shigella serotypes
(Linnerborg et. al., 1999).
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The classical phenotypic assay for identifying Shigella and EIEC is the Sereny test
(guinea pig keratoconjunctivitis), which correlates with the ability of a given strain to
invade epithelial cells and to undergo cell-to-cell spreading. Both organisms invade the
epithelium of the large intestine and harbour 120-140 MDa invasion plasmids whose
presence strongly correlates with a positive Sereny test and with virulence (Faundez et.
al., 1988; Sasakawa et. al., 1992). The pathogenic process involves penetration of
epithelia, lysis of the endocytic vacuole, intracellular multiplication, directional
movement through the cytoplasm and entry into adjacent epithelial cells. EIEC
infection commonly presents as watery diarrhoea. During a more severe infection, a
strong inflammatory reaction could arise and lead to ulcerative colitis, clinically
presented in the form of dysenteric stools containing blood and mucus.

1.3.5 Enteropathogenic E, coli (EPEC)

The first association of E. coli as an aetiologic agent of GI tract infections was derived
from clinical cases of diarrhoea occurring in infants below

1

year of age in the summer

of 1943 with documented mortality rates of 44% (Bray, 1945). In 1955, the term
enteropathogenic E. coli was then introduced to describe strains of E. coli that were
primary intestinal pathogens rarely isolated from healthy individuals or from nondiarrhoeal diseases (Neter et. al., 1955; Neter, 1965). Characterisation of various E. coli
strains associated with outbreaks of infantile diarrhoea showed most EPEC strains to
belong to certain well-defined O serotypes. However, most O serogroups are not
indicative of absolute pathogenicity as only certain H types are incriminated within the
O serogroup (Rowe et. al., 1974). The elucidation of the LT and ST enterotoxin
production phenotype of ETEC and the Shigella-like invasive pathogenic mechanism of
EIEC in the 1970s threw into question the designation of EPEC as pathogens, as EPEC
proved negative for enterotoxin production and invasion. Human adult volunteer
studies later confirmed the ability of EPEC to cause diarrhoea (Levine et. al., 1978), but
EPEC continued to be defined by its two negative features.

EPEC is a major cause of neonatal diarrhoea in developing countries and primarily
affects infants below 2 years of age. Rates of EPEC infection and mortality are now
considerably low in developed countries, but are generally higher in the developing
world as seen from an EPEC outbreak in Kenya resulting in 30% mortality (Senerwa et.
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al., 1989). Epidemiological studies in South America and South Africa have found that
EPEC is responsible for 30-40% of infant diarrhoea, and exceeds even rotaviral
infection in other studies (Gomes et. al., 1989; Robins-Browne et. al., 1980). EPEC
infection is manifested mainly as acute watery diarrhoea without blood and clinical
symptoms presented include low-grade fever and vomiting.

The first studies of the natural infection models of newborn piglets and rabbits revealed
a small specific lesion induced on intestinal mucosal tissue, and thus provided the first
insight into the pathogenic mechanism of EPEC that was distinct from enterotoxin
production and invasion by ETEC and EIEC respectively (Staley et. al., 1969; Cantey
et. al., 1981). The lesion was characterised by tight adherence of the bacteria onto the
epithelial surface of the intestine and destruction of the surrounding microvillous
projections of the epithelium. In the early 1980s, similar ultrastructural changes on
small bowel biopsies were later described in infantile cases of EPEC diarrhoea (Ulshen
and Rollo, 1980; Rothbaum et. al., 1982). This histopathological feature became widely
associated with the majority of EPEC strains and was termed an “attaching and
effacing” (A/E) lesion, which now serves as a positive defining feature distinguishing
EPEC from ETEC and EIEC (Moon et. al., 1983). The typical duration of 14 days of
chronic diarrhoea caused by EPEC had made it possible to obtain intestinal tissue
biopsies of diarrhoeal patients for electron microscopical research analysis.
Coincidentally, the year of 1982 also saw the discovery of a new class of
diarrhoeagenic E. coli - enterohaemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) - that caused an
aetiologically different disease altogether but shared the same pathogenic capacity to
induce A/E lesions in animal models and in vitro as EPEC (Tzipori et. al., 1986). With
the advent of molecular and cell biology approaches, many similarities as well as
distinct differences in the genetic basis of virulence were soon revealed between EPEC
and EHEC, and hence the pathogenicity of these categories of diarrhoeagenic E. coli
shall be discussed with close reference to each other in the later sections.
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1.3.6 Enterohaemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC)

1.3.6.1 Origins

In 1982, two outbreaks of a distinctive gastrointestinal illness in the states of Oregon
and Michigan, U.S.A., led to the recognition of EHEC as a novel class of pathogenic E.
coli. Two key epidemiological observations were noted in the ensuing reports in 1983.
Firstly, a rare E. coli serotype, 0157.H7 that demonstrated neither invasiveness nor
enterotoxigenicity was isolated from stools of patients who presented with
haemorrhagic colitis (HC) characterised by severe crampy abdominal pain and gross
bloody diarrhoea with little fever (Riley et. al., 1983). Secondly, Karmali and
colleagues (Karmali et. al., 1983b) reported that culture filtrates of E. coli isolated from
stools of patients with haemolytic uraemic syndrome (HUS) produced a distinctive
cytopathic effect on Vero cells whose sensitivities to effects of cytotoxins form the
basis of a cytotoxin assay (Konowalchuk et. al., 1977). These were soon followed by
findings that the cytotoxic activity of certain E. coli strains could be neutralised by
antibodies raised against Shigella dysenteriae 1 Shiga toxin (Stx), and that Shiga toxin
is equivalent to the Vero toxin produced by 0157:H7 strains (O’Brien et. al., 1982;
1983). Similarly, E. coli 0157:H7 strains from Canadian patients with HC were
reported to produce a cytotoxin active on Vero cells (Johnson et. al., 1983). It was thus
acknowleged that Vero toxin or Shiga-like toxin was the common bacterial virulence
factor between HC and HUS and was responsible for damage to both intestinal and
renal tissue (Karmali et. al. 1983a), although intestinal pathology was also sustained
from A/E lesions induced by the bacteria.

A review of E. coli strains stocks serotyped in the 1970s and early 1980s revealed that
the 0157:H7 serotype was indeed a rare occurrence in the U.S.A., U.K. and Canada
(Griffin and Tauxe, 1991; Day et. al., 1983; Johnson et. al., 1983; Riley et. al., 1983).
Prior to the 1982 outbreaks, the only known previous isolation of this serotype was
from a sporadic case of HC in 1975 (Riley et. al., 1983). It does appear then that E. coli
0157:H7 is truly an emerging pathogen rather than having been previously
unrecognised by diagnostic microbiology. However, Stx production is not exclusively
linked to the 0157:H7 serotype as more than 200 E. coli serotypes can express Stx
(Karmali, 1989). Hence, the 1982 outbreak caused by E. coli 0157:H7 paved the way
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for the Stx-producing class of pathogenic E. coli to be recognised as a new pathotype of
diarrhoeagenic E. coli (Nataro and Kaper, 1998).

1.3.6.2 Parallel Nomenclature

Vero cytotoxin-producing E. coli (VTEC) and Shiga toxin-producing E. coli (STEC)
are equivalent terms, both referring to E. coli strains that produce one or more toxins
related to the Stx family. Both terms are still being used interchangeably in the
literature and include both pathogenic and non-pathogenic serotypes. Possession of stx
genes is insufficient by itself to render an E. coli pathogenic. Rather, it is the acquisition
of stx genes that serves to confer pathogenicity upon recipient organisms that harbour a
background of appropriate complementary virulence factors (Tarr and Neil, 1996). As
the definition of enterohaemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) specifically encompasses the
capacity to cause HC and HUS, production of Stx and possession of a 60 MDa plasmid,
EHEC thus form a subset of STEC which are associated with clinical disease and are
considered to be pathogens (Nataro and Kaper, 1998). In addition, some serotypes of
EHEC shares with EPEC the ability to cause A/E lesions on epithelial cells, thus
linking two separate categories of diarrhoeagenic E. coli via a similar genetic basis of
bacteria-host cell surface interaction (Levine, 1987). Such EHEC strains are termed
“typical EHEC”, while STEC strains that neither produce A/E lesions nor harbour the
60 MDa plasmid are denoted by “atypical EHEC” (Nataro and Kaper, 1998).

1.3.6.3 Epidemiology

Besides large outbreaks of EHEC 0157:H7 diarrhoeal disease, sporadic cases form the
majority of EHEC infections in North America. In the U.S.A., EHEC 0157:H7 is the
third most frequently isolated pathogen after Campylobacter and Salmonella, and is
also most frequently isolated from stool specimens with blood (Slutsker et. al., 1997).
The importance of EHEC extends to Europe and Japan, with a similar seasonality to
infection as North America where sporadic cases reach a peak during the summer
season (Nataro and Kaper, 1998). Interestingly, non-0157 EHEC serotypes occur more
predominantly in South America and Australia, and that 0157 serotypes account for
only 20% of EHEC infections in Brazil and Argentina. In contrast to the more
industrialised countries, the incidence of EHEC infections is reported to be much lower
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as EHEC strains are much less frequently isolated than EPEC, ETEC or EAEC (Nataro
and Kaper, 1998).

1.3.6.3.1 Sources of STEC

Certain key features are revealed from epidemiological investigations. Being of
zoonotic origin, STEC exists in a huge animal reservoir notably in the intestinal tracts
of both wild and domesticated animals. In particular, cattle are the most important
animal species associated with E. coli 0157:H7. Colonisation by STEC of cattle herds
in many countries is widely prevalent and could reach as high as 60% (Nataro and
Kaper, 1998). A 3-year study in Japan found that repeated infection of individual
animals in a cattle farm heavily contaminated with E. coli 0157:H7 resulted in
continuous shedding of the pathogen by 30-46% of the herd (Ezawa et. al., 2004).
Adult cattle and calves can be transiently colonised with E. coli 0157:H7
experimentally but only neonatal calves develop intestinal lesions (Cray and Moon,
1995; Dean-Nystrom et. al., 1997). Studies have found persistent colonisation of the
bovine terminal rectum by E. coli 0157:H7 as the main site of colonisation of cattle
that continuously shed large numbers of EHEC into the environment (Naylor et. al.,
2003).

1.3.6.3.2 Transmission

EHEC can be transmitted by consumption of contaminated food and water, as well as
from person to person. Foodbome transmission is believed to account for 85% of the
73,000 estimated annual cases of E. coli 0157:H7 infection in the U.S.A. (Mead and
Griffin, 1998). The frequent association with cattle reservoirs implicates cattle products
to be major vehicles of transmission. The largest multi-state outbreak of EHEC
0157:H7 infection from 1992 to 1993 in the U.S.A. affecting more than 700 people,
was linked to contaminated beef hamburgers that had been prepared by a single foodprocessing plant which later distributed frozen patties to restaurants in many states (Bell
et. al., 1994). The process of grinding beef from many sources ensures homogenous
distribution of the contaminating pathogens throughout the food. Hence, ingestion of
pink ground beef in the form of undercooked hamburgers where the interior had not
been heated to the minimum of 60°C, is a major risk factor for sporadic E. coli
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0157:H7 infections (Mead et. al., 1997; Kassenborg et. al., 2004). Cross-contamination
between infected raw meat and other food items is also responsible for many infections
that could be avoided (Rajpura et. al., 2003). Outbreaks have been linked to other cattle
products such as unpasturised milk and cheese, and non-animal products such as fruit
juices and raw vegetables. Raw radish sprouts believed to have been contaminated with
cattle faeces were implicated in the majority of the more than 9000 cases in the 1996
outbreak of E. coli 0157:H7 infection in the Japanese city of Sakai (Michino et. al.,
1999).

1.3.6.3.3 Infectious Dose

A low infectious dose of 100-200 organisms similar to that required for Shigella
infection is consistent with reports of waterborne transmission and person-to-person
transmission of EHEC. Outbreaks of STEC 0121 and EHEC 0157:H7 have been
associated with swimming along beaches possibly contaminated with faecal discharges
(McCarthy et.al., 2001; Harrison and Kinra, 2004). Visits to livestock farms have been
cited as a major risk factor (O’Brien et. al., 2001), and investigations into an outbreak
of EHEC 0157:H7 infection at a scout camp held on agricultural showground identified
environmental exposure at the camp to be a risk factor as well (Howie et.al., 2003).

1.3.6.4 Non-0157:H7 serotypes of STEC

93% of human E. coli isolates are sorbitol-fermentation-positive, but most E. coli
0157:H7 do not ferment sorbitol within 24 hours, hence facilitating easy screening on
sorbitol-MacConkey (s-Mac) agar media for candidate E. coli 0157:H7 in test
specimens (Wells et. a l, 1983). Most non-0157 STEC are however sorbitol fermenters
and would thus be overlooked on an s-Mac agar plate. There is no known genetic
linkage between Stx production and the sorbitol fermentation phenotype. Screening for
Stx production in broth cultures is thus necessary for identification of non-0157 STEC.
An exception to classic E. coli 0157:H7 is the sorbitol-fermenting (SF) E. coli 0157:Hwidely isolated from HUS cases in Germany and the Czech Republic, and is believed to
belong to a different clone of EHEC (Gunzer et. al., 1992; Karch and Kohler, 1999). A
deletion in the gene flhC that encodes a transciptional activator of flagellum
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biosynthetic genes is responsible for the absence of the H7 antigen and loss of motility
in these SF E. coli 0157:H- strains (Monday et. al., 2004).

Unlike the rarity of E. coli 0157:H7 detection in food items, non-0157 STEC have
been isolated from 5-63% of foods sampled (Samadpour et. al., 1994). Canadian studies
have found higher rates of non-0157 STEC infection in cattle and higher detection rates
for non-0157 STEC (15-40%) compared to nil detection for E. coli 0157:H7 in ground
meats (Johnson et. al., 1996). The significance of this is unclear as more frequent
exposure of humans to non-0157 STEC has not translated into a correspondingly more
enormous disease burden (Tarr and Neil, 1996). The infectious dose of non-0157
STEC as a group is thus considered to be higher, but an outbreak of HUS and diarrhoea
in Australia revealed the low infectious dose of some non-0157 STEC and that not all
non-0157 STEC serotypes are of equal virulence (Paton et. al., 1996). Non-0157
STEC were also identified to be more prevalent than E. coli 0157:H7 as the causal
agent of severe non-bloody diarrhoea without HUS in Poland (Sobieszczanska et. al.,
2004). An extensive spectrum of pathogenicity thus exists within the STEC group,
ranging from E. coli 0157 with outbreak potential to non-0157 isolates that have not
been associated with human disease and which are possibly non-pathogenic.

The most common non-0157:H7 serotypes that predominate in human disease are
026:H11, O103:H2, 0111:NM and 0113:H21 (Paton and Paton, 1998). Interestingly,
the proportion of non-0157:H7 STEC to 0157:H7 STEC implicated in HUS cases
differs with geographical region. An increasing proportion of HUS cases in the USA
ranging from 25% to 63% have been attributed to be due to non-0157 STEC (Johnson
et. al., 1996). A Belgian study found 62% of STEC isolated from cases of non-bloody
diarrhoea to be non-0157:H7 compared to 32% that were 0157:H7 (Pierard et. al.,
1990). Another 7-year epidemiologic investigation conducted in Spain also concluded
that infections by non-0157 STEC strains were more common than those caused by
0157.H7 strains in continental Europe (Blanco et. al., 2004). In countries such as
Argentina, Chile and Australia, non-0157 EHEC serotypes account for the majority of
HUS cases. However, non-0157:H7 STEC strains are generally not as well
characterised as E. coli 0157:H7 despite their growing importance in human diarrhoeal
disease.
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1.3.6.5 Clinicopathology of STEC Disease

A broad spectrum of human disease is associated with STEC. The incubation period
usually lasts 3-5 days before the clinical syndrome of watery diarrhoea ensues. The
diarrhoea could resolve itself or progress within

1

or

2

days into bloody diarrhoea and

HC (Riley, 1987). The illness progresses to HUS in about 10% of patients younger than
10 years (Tarr, 1995), with 3-5% of HUS patients dying during the acute phase of the
disease and 12-30% of survivors suffering a range of permanent disabilities including
chronic renal insufficiencies, hypertension and neurological deficits (Pickering et. al.,
1994).

1.3.6.5.1 Haemolytic Uraemic Syndrome

HUS was first described in medical literature in 1955 long before the discovery of E.
coli 0157:H7. It is a life-threatening complication of STEC infections particularly in
paediatric

and

geriatric patients,

characterised by

a simultaneous triad of

microangiopathic haemolytic anaemia, thrombocytopenia and renal failure. The
primary event in HUS pathophysiology is endothelial cell damage in blood capillaries,
specifically of the renal vasculature. Injury to glomerular endothelial causes the
formation of thrombi composed of fibrin deposits, platelet clumping within capillaries,
and thickening of capillary walls. This results in haemolytic anaemia due to the
fragmentation of erythrocytes from mechanical turbulence in the microcirculation, and
renal failure from reduced glomerular filtration. The sequestration and subsequent
destruction of platelets in the blood vessels gives rise to thrombocytopenia (Stewart and
Lu, 1993). STEC infection also results in a variant form of HUS termed thrombotic
thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP) which occurs mainly in adults and affects the nervous
system to a larger extent (Morrison et. al., 1985).

1.3.6.5.2 Haemorrhagic colitis

Clinical symptoms of haemorrhagic colitis (HC) include abdominal cramps, bloody
diarrhea, and no or low-grade fever. The histopathological description for HC
comprises erosions, longitudinal ulcerations, haemorrhage and oedema in the lamina
propria, and thickening of the intestinal wall in the ascending and transverse colon.
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Necrotic haemorrhage and acute inflammation in the superficial mucosae with
preservation of the intestinal crypts, resembling tissue injury characteristic of acute
ischaemic colitis, were shown in colonic biopsy specimens of STEC-infected patients.
The focal infiltration of neutrophils in the lamina propria and crypts was suggestive of
infectious colitis. HC associated with EHEC 0157:H7 infection was thus found to
harbour features of both ischaemic and infectious colitis (Griffin et. al., 1990). The
ascending colon, also known as the right colon, was reported to be the most inflamed in
cases of HC, and the degree of severity was gradually reduced down the distal
transverse colon towards the rectum (Kelly et. al., 1990; Shigeno et. al., 2002). The
absence of bacterial adhesion in the colonic biopsies from HC patients suggest that the
ischaemic tissue injury sustained in the colon may be caused by Stx production rather
than as a result of bacterial A/E lesion or invasion (Kelly et. al., 1990). Additionally,
the resemblance of these histopathological features with those in toxin-mediated
Clostridium difficile-associated colitis further points to the involvement of a bacterial
toxin in HC. Concentrations of Stx in stool samples of EHEC-infected patients typically
exceed 100 pg/ml which constitutes more than the 50% lethal dose of Stx, based on a
porcine model, required to dehabilitate a child weighing 20-30 kg. This is thus
suggestive of sufficient Stx produced and released that passes through the intestinal
tract without requiring bacterial presence in the colon (Acheson et. al., 1996).

1.3.6.6 STEC Shiga-like toxin (Stx)

1.3.6.6.1 Structure

The cardinal virulence trait of EHEC is production of Stx that is the primary causal
agent of HUS complication in EHEC diarrhoea. Genes encoding Stx of STEC are
located on toxin-converting prophages of the lambdoid bacteriophage family (Karch et.
al., 1999). Two antigenically distinct members of the Stx toxin family, Stxl or Stx2 or
both, are produced by STEC. Stxl is 98% identical to Shiga toxin of S. dysenteriae,
differing by only

1

amino acid, while Stx2 bears only 56% homology to Stxl

(Stockbine et. al., 1986; O’Brien et. al., 1992). Variant forms of Stxl that differ from
the prototypical Stxl encoded by phage 933J have been reported, suggesting that Stxl
is not as conserved as previously thought (Paton et. al., 1995; Burk et. al., 2003). The
Stxlc variant which differs from Stxl in twelve amino acids has been isolated from
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cases of HUS and is reported to be widely distributed in non-EHEC serotypes found in
the sheep reservoir (Brett et. ah, 2003). Extensive sequence variation exists for Stx2
particularly in the B subunit, and Stx2 variants are designated Stx2c, Stx2v, Stx2e for
example (Calderwood et. al., 1996). Stx2e is mainly associated with severe piglet
oedema disease, but has also been found in STEC strains of bovine origin and in human
clinical isolates (Gyles et. ah, 1988; Osek et. ah, 2000; Muniesa et. ah, 2000). Similar
to ETEC LT and CT in structure, Stx is an AB compound toxin comprising one
catalytic 32 kDa A subunit and five 7.7 B subunits involved in toxin binding to target
cell receptors (O’Brien and Holmes, 1987).

1.3.6.6.2 Toxicity

Stx binds with high affinity via the B subunit to the plasma membrane
glycosphingolipid globotriasoyl ceramide (Gb3) also known as CD77 (Lingwood et. ah,
1987), whereas the exception of Stx2e recognises the Gb4 (globotetraosyl ceramide)
receptor preferentially over Gb3 (Samuel et. ah, 1990). Stx bound to a target cell
membrane is then internalised by receptor-mediated endocytosis from clathrin-coated
pits. The subsequent pathway of intracellular trafficking of the toxin determines the
biological effects. In cell types resistant to Stx, vesicles bound with Stx undergo fusion
with lysosomes resulting in toxin degradation (Sandvig and van Deurs, 1996). In Stxsensitive cells, toxin-laden vesicles undergo retrograde transport via the Golgi apparatus
to the rough endoplasmic reticulum and then enter the cytosol (Sandvig et. ah, 1992).
Modifications to fatty acid chains of Gb3 have also been shown to affect the efficiency
of toxin binding, uptake and intracellular trafficking and release, thus modulating Stx
cytotoxicity (Sandvig et. ah, 1994). Cleavage of the A subunit by the Ca -dependent
membrane serine protease furin generates a catalytically active A1 fragment (Garred et.
ah, 1995). The RNA N-glycosidase activity of the A subunit catalyses deadenylation of
28S rRNA of ribosomes, and hence inhibits general protein synthesis by preventing
binding of aminoacyl-tRNA to the 60S ribosomal subunit (Ogasawara et. ah, 1988). Stx
also induces Gb3-dependent programmed cell death. Stxl has been associated with
enhanced expression of the pro-apoptotic protein Bax, and interaction between the A
subunit of Stx2 and the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2 leads to apoptosis through
activation of caspase 3 (Jones et. ah, 2000; Suzuki et. ah, 2000). Stxl has also been
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shown to trigger a ribotoxic stress response resulting in p38 and JNK activation and
induction of apoptosis (Smith et. al., 2003).

Stx2-producing STEC cause 80% of HUS cases in western Europe and have been more
frequently associated with HUS than STEC that produce only Stxl or both Stxl and
Stx2 (Heuvelink et. al., 1995; Ostroff et. al., 1989). A

6

year study of STEC infections

in Denmark gave recognition to Stx2 to be an important risk factor for the development
of HUS (Ethelberg et. al., 2004). Experimentally Stx2 has been shown to be 400-fold
more toxic to mice than Stxl (Tesh et. al., 1993), and induce more damage in the form
of epithelial cell extrusion on IVOC than Stxl (Schuller et. al., 2004). Intestinal
endothelial cells and glomerular endothelial cells are

1 0 -fold

and

1 0 0 0 -fold

respectively

more sensitive to Stx2 than to Stxl (Jacewicz et. al., 1999; Obrig, 1998). The main Stx2
variant associated with HUS is Stx2c although the risk of progression to HUS was
significantly lower than that after infection with STEC of stx2 genotype (Friedrich et.
al., 2002). The crystal structure of Stx2 has been determined and was shown to adopt a
different orientation with respect to the B-subunits as compared to the Shiga toxin of S.
dysenteriae. Structural differences are also observed in the receptor-binding sites of the
B-pentamer, which may thus reflect the mechanisms behind the different modes of
action of the two toxins as well as the higher likelihood of developing HUS associated
with Stx2 (Fraser et. al., 2004).

1.3.6.6.3 Physiological damage

Gb3 serves as the main receptor for Stx and the extent of Stx-mediated damage
correlates with the tissue distribution of Gb3 receptors. Human intestinal endothelial
and renal endothelial cells are highly susceptible to Stx as they express high levels of
Gb3 (Jacewicz et. al., 1999; Boyd and Lingwood, 1989). Developmental regulation of
Gb3 expression could account for pronounced Stxl and Stx2 binding to renal tubules
and glomerular endothelial cells of children but not of adults, hence partially explaining
the age-related incidence of occurrence of HUS (Lingwood 1994; Chaisri et. al., 2001).
Stx-induced microangiopathy is dependent on tissue-specific Gb3 expression in rabbits
and mice. Injection of rabbits with Stxl causes cerebrovascular and gastrointestinal
inflammation without renal damage, while Stx2 induces disease in the central nervous
system and kidneys but not the gut (Richardson et. al., 1992; Tesh et. al., 1993).
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Although neonatal calves could develop fatal ileocolitis from E. coli 0157.H7 infection,
Gb3 receptors have been found only on bovine intestinal crypt epithelial cells which
internalise Stx via the lysosomal pathway for degradation (Hoey et. al., 2003). Also, the
absence of Gb3 expression by bovine intestinal and renal endothelia may account for the
inherent resistance of cattle to Stx-mediated cytotoxicity (Pruimboom-Brees et. al.,
2000). In humans, Gb3 receptors have not been detected on small and large intestinal
epithelium, but Stx is capable of translocating across the epithelium to bind to
endothelial cells in the lamina propria below (Holgersson et. al., 1991; Schuller et. al.,
2004). Although a novel membrane protein receptor has been implicated in Stx binding
to Gb3-deficient Vero cells (Devenish et. al., 1998), no other Stx receptor besides
Gb3/Gb4 has yet been identified on human intestinal epithelium. Certain cell lines such
as T84 cells immortalised from gut epithelial cells also do not express Gb3, but
polarised T84 cell monolayers are able to translocate Stx via an apical-to-basolateral
transcellular pathway like Gb3-expressing Caco2 cells do (Acheson et. al., 1996). The
movement of Stx is enhanced by a corresponding basolateral-to-apical transmigration
of neutrophils across the epithelial monolayer, thus allowing toxin entry into the
micro vascular circulation in the lamina propria (Hurley et. al., 2001). Stx can induce
and upregulate synthesis of proinflammatory cytokines eg. IL-8 , in various cell types
such as intestinal epithelial cells, endothelial cells and macrophages (Heyderman et. al.,
2 0 0 1 ),

and the released cytokines in turn bring about infiltration of neutrophils into the

intestinal epithelium, causing an increased paracellular permeability to Stx due to tight
junction disruption, thus promoting luminal Stx absorption (Thorpe et. al., 2001).
Indeed, these in vitro findings correlate with clinical observations of elevated levels of
IL- 8 and chemoattractant compounds in plasma and urine samples of HUS patients
(Karpman et. al., 1995; van Setten et. a l, 1998). Abnormally increased circulating
levels of the granulocyte colony-stimulating factor have also been detected in paediatric
cases of EHEC 0157:H7-associated HUS (Proloux et. al., 2002). Stx has been shown to
bind readily to neutrophils via a different receptor which binds Stx with a 100-fold
lower affinity than Stx binds Gb3. The demonstration of high affinity Stx transfer from
neutrophils to glomerular microvascular endothelial cells strongly implicates
neutrophils to be the carrier of Stx from the intestinal vascular system to renal
endothelial cells (te Loo et. al., 2001). Hence, activation of immune cells in the gut by
Stx is likely the key event responsible for initiating the renal pathology of HUS
(Heyderman et. al., 2001). The discovery of non-Stx-producing isolates of EHEC
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0157:H7 from HUS with non-bloody diarrhoeal cases further supports the role of Stx
as necessary in causing haemorrhagic colitis but not sufficient on its own to cause the
full spectrum of pathological manifestations of HUS (Schmidt et. al., 1999b).

Administration of antibiotics for therapeutic treatment of EHEC 0157:H7 infections is
generally avoided due to retrospective studies that suggest that treatment of antibiotics
may increase the risk of developing HUS (Wong et. al., 2000). In vitro exposure of
EHEC 0157:H7 to subinhibitory concentrations of various antibiotics have
demonstrated that extracellular Stx toxin levels directly correlated with the
concentration of the antibiotic applied (Walterspiel et. al., 1992). The increased levels
of Stx production in response to antibiotics were due to induction of the Stx-converting
prophages, phage genome replication within the bacterial cytoplasm, increased
transcription of stx genes and phage-mediated lytic release of Stx which would
accordingly aggravate the severity of STEC infections (Matsushiro et. al., 1999). This
thus also poses cautionary implications for practices in animal husbandry in which
antibiotics are often used inappropriately as growth promoters for animals.

1.3.7 The Attaching and Effacing (A/E) lesion

The hallmark of pathogenesis of EPEC and EHEC is the generation of a
histopathological lesion on host cells known as the attaching and effacing (A/E) lesion
that is distinct from that produced by the other three diarrhoeagenic E. coli pathotypes
of ETEC, EIEC and EAEC (Moon et. al., 1983). TEM of small intestinal biopsies from
several cases of in vivo infection showed intimate attachment of bacteria to the mucosal
surface with disintegration of microvilli and glycocalyx in the immediate vicinity of the
sites of attachment, and overall shortening of villi, together resulting in substantial
reduction in absorptive surface area (Clausen and Christie, 1982; Rothbaum et. al.,
1983; Hill et. al., 1991). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of EPEC and EHEC A/E
lesions induced on human intestinal IVOC featured gross elongation of microvilli
around the periphery of adhering bacterial colonies but with effacement of microvilli
where bacteria had attached (Knutton et. a l, 1987; Phillips et. a l, 2000b).

In both in

vivo and in vitro on tissue culture cells, profound rearrangement of cellular cytoskeleton
in the form of actin microfilament aggregation occurs beneath the bacterial-host
interface and this actin-rich structure became known as a pedestal above which the
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bacteria adheres (Knutton et. al., 1987). Pedestals can be projected up to 10 pm above
the cell surface and tend to be much more pronounced on tissue culture cells
(Rosenshine et. al., 1996). The accumulation of actin at sites of bacterial adhesion
provided the basis of a diagnostic assay - the FAS test, for A/E bacterial pathogens in
which fluorescein isothiocynate (FITC)-phalloidin was used to probe for filamentous
actin and thus enabled visualisation of the A/E lesion by fluorescence microscopy
(Knutton et. al., 1989). Examination of surface properties of bacterial-host cell
interaction using real-time video microscopy revealed EPEC pedestals to be dynamic
structures that can undergo changes in length and shape (Sanger et. al., 1996). EPEC
translocates along the cell surface and also undergoes moving, twisting and turning
while remaining tethered to the pedestal. The movement of EPEC was found to be
dependent on recruitment and polymerisation of actin in the pedestals, and at 0.03 pm/s
to 0.07 pm/s proved to be significantly slower than the speed of 0.2 pm/s for Listeria
intracellular actin-based motility (Theriot et. al., 1992).

1.3.7.1 A/E family of pathogens

A/E lesions have also been characterised in the closely related EHEC (Tzipori et. al.,
1986), the only known murine A/E pathogen Citrobacter rodentium (Schauer and
Falkow, 1993), rabbit EPEC (REPEC) comprising REPEC 0103 and RDEC-1 (REPEC
015:H-) (Robins-Browne et. al., 1994). Unlike EPEC, A/E lesions generated by EHEC
in in vivo clinical human specimens have yet to be reported due to ethical
considerations of heightened risk of intestinal haemorrhage when obtaining biopsies in
a setting of haemorrhagic colitis (Nataro and Kaper, 1998). The ability to induce actin
pedestal formation in vitro has also been reported for EPEC strains recovered from
diarrhoeal disease in domestic animals and monkeys (Carvalho et. al., 2003; Krause et.
al., 2005). All the genetic information necessary for A/E lesion formation by EPEC is
encoded within a large chromosomal locus called the locus of enterocyte effacement
(LEE) (McDaniel and Kaper, 1997), which has also been identified in the A/E family of
pathogenic bacteria thus suggesting horizontal acquisition of the LEE by members of
the family.
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1.3.8 The Locus of Enterocyte Effacement (LEE)

The genes encoding A/E lesion formation are borne on a ~ 35 kb pathogenicity island
on the chromosome called the locus of enterocyte effacement (LEE). The term
‘pathogenicity island’ (PAI) was first coined by Hacker et. al. to describe two large
unstable DNA regions on the chromosome of uropathogenic E. coli (UPEC) that could
undergo spontaneous excision in vitro and in vivo (Hacker et. al., 1990). A PAI is
defined as a region on the genome of a pathogen that encodes virulence determinants,
and is absent in non-pathogenic members of the same species. The LEE was first
discovered in EPEC 0127:H6 strain E2348/69 (E69) and found to be conserved in
EHEC 0157:H7, REPEC and C. rodentium, but was not detected in non-A/E categories
of diarrhoeagenic E. coli and nonpathogenic E. coli (McDaniel et. al., 1995). The
considerably lower G+C content (38%) of the LEE compared to that of the E. coli K-12
genome (51%) is suggestive of a past event of horizontal acquisition of LEE from a
foreign source. Sequence comparison shows that the LEE from EPEC E69, EHEC
0157:H7 strain EDL933 and RDEC-1 015:H- are highly conserved in gene order and
in both nucleotide and protein sequences, indicative of a common origin (Elliott et. a l,
1998; Pema et. al., 1998; Zhu et. al., 2001). In EPEC E69 and EHEC 0157:H7, the
chromosomal site of insertion of the LEE is the selenocystyl tRNA gene locus (selC)
which is also associated with a PAI of UPEC and is thus considered a hot spot of gene
insertion (Blum et. a l, 1994). Alternative sites of insertion have been found in other
strains, such as pheU (gene encoding phenylalanine tRNA) in serotypes 026 and 0111,
and a third as yet unidentified insertion site in LEE+ strains that contain intact selC and
pheU loci (Sperandio et. al., 1998). The correlation between the insertion site of LEE
and clonal lineage suggests that the LEE PAI had been inserted at multiple times and
sites during the evolution of LEE-containing pathogenic E. coli (Wieler et. al., 1997).

The LEE from EPEC E69 is made up of 41 open reading frames (ORFs) organised as 5
major operons - LEE1, LEE2, LEE3, LEE4, and tir(LEE5) - which are classified as 3
major regions in terms of function (Mellies et. al., 1999; Frankel et. al., 1998). The first
region encodes a type III secretion system (TTSS) of which genes bearing homology to
the TTSS of Yersiniae are designated as esc (E. coli secretion) genes and those which
are not homologous are named sep (secretion of E. coli proteins) (Elliott et. al., 1998).
The second region contains genes involved in epithelial cell attachment, namely eae
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and tir encoding the intimin adhesion and translocated intimin receptor (Tir)
respectively. Genes encoding proteins secreted by the TTSS termed Esps (E. coli
secreted proteins) such as EspA, EspB and EspD, make up the third major region. The
LEE also contains genes coding for cytosolic chaperones that are required for proper
secretion and translocation of their respective LEE-encoded cognate protein substrates,
such as CesD and CesD2 (chaperone for E. coli secreted protein) that act as chaperones
for EspB and EspD (Wainwright and Kaper, 1998; Neves et. al., 2003a). A schematic
map of the genetic organisation of the LEE from EPEC is shown in figure 1.1.

The LEE sequence from EHEC 0157:H7 strain EDL933 was found to be longer,
spanning more than 43 kb and harbouring 54 ORFs. The additional 13 ORFs are due to
a 7.5 kb putative prophage named 933L which was postulated to have inserted into the
selC site after acquisition of the LEE by EHEC and is hence unlikely to encode any
known virulence function. The remaining 41 genes are organised in the same linear
order as in EPEC and mostly display above 94% identity at the protein level to the
EPEC LEE. The TTSS-encoding regions are highly conserved between the 2 strains but
hypervariability is observed in genes encoding proteins that are involved in host
interaction, suggesting an evolutionary relationship between genetic polymorphism and
cellular location of the gene product (Pema et. al., 1998). While the EPEC LEE
contains all the genes necessary for forming A/E lesions on HEp-2 cells in vitro, the
LEE from EHEC 0157:H7 is necessary but not sufficient, implying that additional
factors required for A/E lesion formation are encoded outside the LEE in EHEC
(McDaniel and Kaper, 1997; Elliott et. al., 1999).

1.3.8.1 Intimin

The eae (E. coli attaching and effacing) gene in the LEE5 operon encodes a 94kDa
outer membrane protein intimin first discovered in 1990 in the EPEC serotype 0127:H6
as the requisite adhesin for attachment of EPEC to epithelial host cells (Jerse and Kaper,
1991). Intimin homologues were subsequently found in LEE-positive STEC, C.
rodentium and REPEC, and were shown to be essential for intestinal mucosal
colonisation in human IVOC and various animal models of infection including the
mouse, piglets and calves (Phillips et. al., 2000b; Schauer and Falkow, 1993; Dean-
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Figure 1.1 Schematic representation o f the Locus o f Enterocyte Effacement (LEE) o f
EPEC 0127:H 6 E2348/69
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Figure 1.1 Schematic representation o f known EPEC virulence factors encoded on the
chromosomally-located LEE (locus o f enterocyte effacement) pathogenicity island. The
LEE comprises genes R1/R2 and five main operons LEE 1-5 made up o f 41 genes, o f
which the function o f almost all are known thus enabling the genes to be classified. The
functional grouping o f the LEE gene products is also denoted by coloured boxes at the
bottom o f the figure (adapted from Dean et. al, 2005).

Nystrom et. al, 1998). In addition, human volunteer studies have reinforced the role o f
intimin as a virulence factor o f pivotal importance in EPEC (Donnenberg et. al, 1993).
Intimin is however not necessary for colonisation o f rabbits by REPEC although it is
essential for A/E lesion formation and full bacterial virulence (Marches et. al, 2000).
Intimin binding to host cells via ligand association with bacterial translocated intimin
receptor Tir is absolutely vital for initiating host cellular signalling events that
eventually lead to rearrangement o f the host actin cytoskeleton and A/E lesion
formation (Kenny, 1997).

1.3.8.1.1 Immunogenicity

As a bacterial adhesin that directly interacts with host cells, intimin is highly
immunogenic and elicits an antibody response in EPEC- and EHEC-infected hosts.
Antibodies to intimin have been found in maternal colostra as well as in sera o f mothers
and infants living in areas o f EPEC endemicity, and may protect infants from EPEC
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infections in the first six months of life (Loureiro et. al., 1998; Parissi-Crivelli et. al.,
2000). Intimin alone has been shown to induce colonic hyperplasia and inflammation
similar to that in C. rodentium-infected mice as well as generating a specific mucosal
anti-intimin immunoglobulin A response (Higgins et. al., 1999; Frankel et. al., 1996b).
Two immunodominant regions have been identified by human colostra residing in both
Int28oot and Int28oP (Adu-Bobie et. al., 1998). In vitro intimin has been shown to be a
potent costimulator of CD4+ T cell responses in the spleen and organised lymphoid
tissue independent of Pi-integrin binding, suggesting the existence of a host receptor for
intimin (Concalves et. al., 2003). Studies in REPEC infected-rabbits demonstrated a
role for intimin in production of proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-8 and tumor
necrosis factor a (TNFa) by Peyer’s patch lymphocytes and possibly in the suppression
of anti-inflammatory IL-10 expression (Ramirez et. al., 2005). Intimin-mediated
inflammatory response in the intestinal mucosal may thus serve to enhance bacterial
colonisation.

1.3.8.1.2 Structure

Homology of intimin a of EPEC with the invasin protein of Yersinia led to
identification of the carboxyl-terminal 280 amino acid residues (Int28o) to be the intimin
cell-binding domain (Frankel et. al., 1994). Invasin mediates invasion and translocation
of Yersinia across intestinal epithelium (Isberg et. al., 1987). Resolving the global
structure of Int28o using nuclear magnetic resonance and X-ray crystallography reveals
three globular domains measuring approximately 90A in total (Kelly et. al., 1999; Luo
et. al., 2000). The first two domains designated D2 and D3 each comprise p-sheet
sandwiches structurally similar to the immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF), while the Cterminal domain D4 bears resemblance to the C-type lectin domains (CTLD), a family
of calcium-binding proteins responsible for cell-surface carbohydrate recognition
despite an insignificant sequence homology of <10%. The region involved in Tir
receptor binding was further localised to the C-terminal 190 residues (Inti 90) spanning
the IgSF-like D3 and CTLD D4, and specifically to a 20 X 8 A patch of residues within
the C-terminal 100 residues in D4 (Batchelor et. al., 2000). Antibodies against the
CTLD domain were shown to block EPEC host cell adherence and actin polymerisation
(Carvalho et. al., 2005). Several key tyrosine, tryptophan residues and a valine 252
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residue in D3 and CTLD were shown to be necessary for mediating cell and Tir binding,
colonisation of IVOC and induction of colonic hyperplasia in mice (Reece et. al., 2001;
et. al., 2002a; et. al., 200b; Batchelor et. al., 2000).

Crystallisation of the intimin-Tir receptor complex demonstrated that intimin is
composed of an N-terminal anchor region which includes the periplasmic and
transmembrane domain, and the four extracellular domains labelled D1 to D4. A
flexible linker made by two glycine residues may serve to connect the extracellular
segment of intimin to the transmembrane domain and allow for different orientations of
intimin during Tir attachment (Luo et. al., 2000). Intimin is an autotransporter protein
that drives its own passage across the outer membrane onto the bacterial surface (Finlay
and Falkow, 1997). The central transmembrane region that forms a P-barrel domain
was shown to direct intimin homodimerisation which was in turn required for clustering
of Tir (Touze et. al., 2004). Tir clustering is necessary for subsequent tyrosine
phosphorylation of Tir resulting in actin pedestal formation for E69 (Campellone et. a l,
2004b). Although the P-barrel-forming region is conserved among the invasin/intimin
protein family, an extracellular domain of Yersinia invasin was interestingly
responsible for driving invasin homo-multimerisation leading to clustering of cellular
pi-integrin receptor (Dersch and Isberg, 1999).

Resolution of the crystal structure of EPEC intimin a has been extrapolated to the
structural characterisation of other intimin types including intimins p and y which are
predicted to be similar (Kelly et. al., 1999; Luo et. al., 2001). However, the intimin y
subtype expressed by 0157:H7 EHEC has yet to be structurally resolved. The region of
intimin y involved in Tir binding has also been localised to the C-terminal 181 residues,
akin to the 190 residues of intimin a that mediate interaction with EPEC Tir (Batchelor
et. al., 2000; Liu et. al., 1999). Using the yeast two-hybrid assay, four residues residing
within a 50-residue domain at the C-terminus of intimin y were further identified to be
critical for Tir recognition. These four residues were predicted, via juxtaposing the
intimin y and EHEC Tir sequences onto the intimin a-Tir crystal structure, to be located
at the intimin-Tir interface within a pocket that interacts with the isoleucine 298 of
EHEC Tir (Liu et. al., 2002). Lysine 927 of intimin a forms a salt bridge with
glutamine 312 of EPEC Tir, but an asparagine is shown to occupy position 927 in

intimin y while EHEC Tir contains a valine 312. Hence, the binding affinity of intimin
a for EHEC Tir is predicted to be 20-fold lower than of intimin y (DeVinney et. al.,
1999; Luo et. al., 2000).

1.3.8.1.3 Subtypes

Extensive sequence variation exists in the intimins expressed by A/E pathogens,
particularly in Int28o being involved in receptor binding and hence subjected to natural
selection driven by immune responses of the host. Through serotyping, using antibodies
raised against Int28o, and typing by PCR amplification of eae, to date thirteen different
intimin alleles have been identified and named after Greek letters (a, P, 5, s ,
0,

y,

r|,

k , i,

X,

p, v, Q (Adu-Bobie et. al., 1998; Ramachandran et. a l , 2003). Techniques for

typing of intimin consist of antisera-, PCR, PCR-RFLP (restriction fragment length
polymorphism)- and sequencing-typing. Limitations to typing with antisera and PCR
are that novel intimin variants may not be typable and may also fail to be detected by
conventional allele-specific primers. PCR-RFLP operates on the basis of restriction
enzyme digestion of whole intimin gene sequences to yield a signature profile of
digestion dependent on the sequence variation of each allele (Oswald et. a l , 2000). A
study that examined outbreak and non-outbreak strains of EPEC isolated between 1967
and 2001 in the U.K. identified six different intimin types through the use of PCRRFLP, and noted intimin p as the most frequent intimin type detected (Jenkins et. a l ,
2003). The EPEC reference strain E69 expresses intimin a, while EHEC 0157:H7
express intimin y. Intimin p is distributed among EPEC and EHEC clone 2 and C.
rodentium, and intimin e is found predominantly in EHEC serogroup 0103 (Oswald et.
a l , 2000). Restriction analysis has further yielded the subgroups of a l-a 2 , pl-p2, and
yl-y2, with p2 later named as intimin 5 (Oswald et. al., 2000). Some EHEC strains of
serogroup 0111 express a subset of intimin y known as y2 which is nearly identical to
intimin 0 produced by EHEC 0111:H8 strains such that eaey2 and eaeO could be
viewed as a single variant (Tarr and Whittam, 2002). Phylogenetic analyses have thus
classified four groups of closely related intimin alleles: a and

P and k , y and 0, and 8

and r\ (Zhang et. al., 2002). The heterogeneity in the intimin C-terminus is postulated to
have arisen through intragenic recombination and substitution events. In particular,
sequence analysis of intimin 0 suggests a higher frequency of amino acid substitutions
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that alter the charge of the residue to have occurred in the C-terminus (Tarr and
Whittam, 2002). Intimin variants such as 0, r|, i, and

k

have been isolated from animal

sources and could constitute a reservoir for recombination of eae genes, promoting the
emergence of new intimin alleles. However, the majority of the intimin variants have
not been or only rarely associated with human disease-causing EPEC and STEC strains.

1.3.8.1.4 Tissue Tropism

The existence of different intimin types may influence the tissue specificity of EPEC
and EHEC during colonisation of host intestinal mucosa. Human IVOC has shown that
intimin a-expressing EPEC colonise all regions of the small intestine, while EHEC
0157:H7 colonise only Peyer’s patch tissue of the distal small intestine (Phillips et. al.,
2000b). In intimin-exchange studies, EPEC engineered to express intimin y displayed a
restricted tissue tropism towards Peyer’s patches (Phillips and Frankel, 2000).
Conversely, adherence of recombinant EHEC strains that expressed intimin a was
shown to spread to proximal and distal small intestine (Fitzhenry et. al., 2002a). Similar
alterations in tissue tropism were also shown in the mouse and gnotobiotic piglet
models. Intimin a but not intimin y, was capable of complementing intimin p in colonic
colonisation and C. rodentium virulence (Frankel et. al., 1996b; Hartland et. al., 2000),
as well as generating an EPEC-like tropism of distal small intestine colonisation in
addition to original colonic adherence by EHEC 0157:H7 in gnotobiotic piglets
(Tzipori et. al., 1995). However, strains from the EPEC serotype 055:H6 have been
shown to restrict their tropism only to Peyer’s patches despite expressing intimin a,
hence implying that intimin type may not be an absolute determinant of tissue tropism
which can be influenced by other factors (Fitzhenry et. al., 2002b).

1.3.8.1.5 Host receptors

Indirect evidence suggests that a host intimin receptor exists in addition to the bacterialderived Tir. Observations that C. rodentium virulence in mice could be mediated by
intimin alone lent strong support to the hypothesis that intimin binds to a host receptor
(Higgins et. al., 1999). Although the CTLD-like D4 domain constitutes a potential
carbohydrate recognition site, the possibility of carbohydrate recognition by intimin
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remains speculative due to the absence of a calcium binding loop and subtle differences
in the internal D4 secondary structure with archetypal CTLDs (Batchelor et. al., 2000).
The similarity of intimin to invasin prompted studies that showed direct binding of
purified Int280a protein to pi-integrins on lymphocytes that served as host receptors for
invasin (Frankel et. al., 1996a). Relocalisation of basolaterally restricted pi-integrins to
the apical cell surface in response to EPEC infection of polarised T84 cells, allowed piintegrin-intimin interaction that mediated actin predestal formation and a late-stage
decrease in transepithelial resistance - a marker of tight junction barrier disruption
(Muza-Moons et. al., 2003). A previous report utilised non-polarised HEp-2 cells that
may account for the finding that binding of intimin to pl-integrin was not required for
EPEC adherence and A/E lesion formation (Liu et. al., 1999). However no evidence
exists as yet for the occurrence of integrin-intimin interaction in vivo. It is also
uncertain as to whether intimin could bind directly to host cells or only in the presence
of host membrane-inserted Tir (Frankel et. al., 1995; DeVinney et. al., 1999). In
addition, mutation of a cysteine at position 937 of the intimin a D4 domain that forms
part of a disulphide bridge, does not prevent intimin-Tir binding, yet abolishes EPEC
adherence to HEp-2 cells and human intestinal IVOC (Hartland et. al., 1999; Hicks et.
al., 1998). However, the role of cysteine 937 in vivo for inducing colonic hyperplasia
and Thl immune response in C. rodentium-infected mice highlights the critical
importance of intimin-Tir interaction (Higgins et. al., 1999). These discrepancies in
observations are likely attributed to the possibility that disruption of the disulphide
bridge may not be sufficient to inhibit intimin binding to Tir in gel overlays involving
denatured proteins and in the yeast two-hybrid system where disulphide bond formation
is unlikely (Nougayrede et. al., 2003).

An additional host-derived receptor known as nucleolin has been reported for EHEC
0157:H7 intimin y (Sinclair and O’Brien, 2002). Nucleolin is a membrane protein
substrate of protein kinase C-^ (PKC-Q, and phosphorylation of nucleolin by PKC-^
occurs in response to cell proliferation stimulus by nerve growth factor (Zhou et. al.,
1997). Colocalisation of nucleolin and intimin y has been demonstrated on the surface
of HEp-2 cells and antibodies to nucleolin could prevent EHEC 0157:H7 adherence.
Intimins a, p and y were all shown to bind nucleolin with similar affinity, suggesting
that this interaction is not likely to be a determining factor of intimin-mediated tissue
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tropism but rather is involved in bacterial adherence promoted by all intimin types
(Sinclair and O’Brien, 2004). Despite no obvious sequence homology, competition
between Tir and nucleolin for intimin implies overlapping binding sites on the CTLD
domain for Tir and nucleolin. The exclusion of nucleolin beneath adherent bacteria
where Tir-intimin interaction occurs also supports the explanation that intimin does not
simultaneously bind to HEp-2 cells through both receptors. However, comparison of
dissociation constants revealed a 5-10 times higher binding affinity of intimin for Tir
than for nucleolin. Observations that intimin is coordinately expressed with Tir in vitro
and is presented on the bacterial surface only when Tir is expressed, further support
intimin as a Tir-binding adhesin and not as an initial adhesin that binds to a host
receptor (Roe et. a l , 2004). Intimin interactions with nucleolin are hence likely to be
distinct from that with Tir during EHEC 0157:H7 infection. Tir-independent intiminnucleolin interactions may play a role in the activation of PKC-£, which is involved in
EPEC-induced inflammatory responses of host cells (Savkovic et. al., 2003).
Stimulation of PKC-<^ activity has been shown to be transient and minor in EHEC
0157:H7-infected polarised T84 cells, and a lack of tight junction disruption is seen
with inhibition of PKC-C, (Tomson et. al., 2004). Hence, the in vivo signicance of
nucleolin as a receptor for intimin y remains to be further elucidated.

1.3.8.1.6 Other intimin-mediated events

Intimin has been shown to mediate the formation of microvillous-like processes (MLP)
associated with EPEC bacterial attachment on HEp-2 cells which arose from
remodelling of the host cell surface. An absence of EspA translocon formation and
EspB translocation resulted in increased MLPs that formed cage-like structures
engulfing adherent bacteria. MLPs were also induced by incubating HEp-2 cells with
intimin-coated latex beads, thus indicating a role of intimin in the activation of
signalling pathways associated with the early stages of EPEC-induced A/E lesion
formation via a Tir-independent mechanism (Phillips et. a l, 2000a). In addition, intimin
has been shown to act in concert with EspF and Map in eliciting disruptions to
intestinal barrier integrity also independent of its interaction with Tir, which is again
suggestive of alternative receptors for intimin (Dean and Kenny, 2004).
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1.3.8.1.7 EHEC intimin in host colonisation

Strain typing has shown that eae is most commonly associated with human-virulent
STEC strains such as those of serogroups 0157, 026 and 0111. Studies in gnotobiotic
piglets, adult cattle and sheep, and on human IVOC have demonstrated unequivocally
the essential role of intimin in EHEC 0157:H7 colonisation and virulence (Tzipori et.
al., 1995; Comick et. al., 2002; Fitzhenry et. a l, 2002a). EHEC 0157:H7 however does
not require intimin for persistent colonisation of chickens and pigs (Best et. al., 2005;
Jordan et. a l, 2005). A significant number of non-0157 STEC isolates from clinical
cases of HC and HUS including those associated with LEE-negative EHEC do not
carry the eae gene (Paton et. a l, 1999). Studies in neonatal pigs have found that a lack
of intimin production caused little difference in overall severity of disease by eae' non0157 STEC despite a lack of intestinal A/E lesions, and virulence could be solely
attributed to the effects of Stx2 (Dean-Nystrom et. al., 2003). Hence, eae is not suitable
as an absolute indicator of a given STEC strain’s capacity in colonisation and
pathogenesis, especially for non-0157 STEC.

1.3.8.2 Translocated intimin receptor (Tir)

The earliest designation for the receptor of intimin was known as Hp90, a 90 kDa
protein of eukaryotic host origin that was phosphorylated and shown to interact with
bacterial surface-expressed intimin resulting in the intimate adherence of EPEC to
pseudopod extensions of the host cell membrane (Rosenshine et. a l, 1996). Hp90 was
later re-named the translocated intimin receptor, Tir, which proved to be the first
example of a bacterial receptor and was injected into host cells to act as a ligand for the
intimin adhesin (Kenny et. a l, 1997b). The STEC Tir, then known as EspE which is
also secreted and translocated into host cells by the TTSS, was soon identified (Deibel
et. al., 1998). Upon translocation into host cells by the TTSS, EPEC Tir is modified via
phosphorylation before its insertion into the host plasma membrane (Kenny, 1999).
Intimin binding to Tir leads to clustering of Tir which is then additionally
phosphorylated on a C-terminal tyrosine residue 474 (Campellone et. a l, 2004b). In
contrast, EHEC Tir contains a serine residue equivalent of tyrosine 474 and does not
undergo tyrosine phosphorylation (DeVinney et. a l, 1999). Nonetheless, Tir-intimin
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interaction is crucial for A/E lesion formation in both EPEC and EHEC (Kenny et. al.,
1997b; DeVinney et. al., 1999).

1.3.8.2.1 Structure and Function

Membrane topology of Tir shows the adoption of a hairpin-loop conformation with the
central region exposed as an extracellular loop flanked by two a helical transmembrane
domains and with both the N- and C-termini extended into the host cell cytoplasm
(Hartland et. al., 1999). The intimin-binding domain (IBD) of Tir has been localised to
a central 107 amino acid region within the extracellular domain and is composed of two
long a helices, a minor 3-residue helix and a p-hairpin revealed by X-ray
crystallography (Luo et. al., 2000). The two a helices mediate dimerisation of Tir
monomers in complex with intimin by forming an antiparallel four-helix bundle that
may have a biological function. Binding of Tir IBD to intimin occurs through hydrogen
bonding and a salt bridge formed between the CTLD D4 intimin domain and the phairpin and the a helix directly downstream. The high degree of conservation of the
IBD exceeding 60% identity between IBDs of EPEC and EHEC, illustrates the
importance of a highly defined structure for Tir dimer formation as well as intimin
binding.

Both CesT-dependent and -independent transport of Tir across the bacterial and host
cell membranes is mediated by the N-terminal 100 amino acids of Tir (Crawford and
Kaper, 2002). CesT is a type III cytosolic chaperone required for post-translational
stability and efficient secretion of Tir (Elliott et. al., 1999b; Abe et. al., 1999). Both the
intracellular N- and C-termini bind to several host proteins involved in focal adhesion
and actin rearrangement. Interaction of focal adhesion proteins that include a-actinin,
talin and vinculin with the N-terminus of Tir may serve to strengthen bacterial
attachment to intestinal epithelial cells, although their exact functions remain unclear
(Freeman et. al., 2001). Talin association with integrins in focal adhesions or with
structural proteins such as actin and vinculin, is involved in signal transduction of
extracellular stimuli to the cell cytoskeleton. Recruitment of talin to EPEC pedestals
was found to be essential for polymerisation of actin below sites of bacterial attachment
and occurred independently of Tir phosphorylation, suggesting that interactions
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between talin-actin may also contribute to actin pedestal formation (Cantarelli et. al.,
2001 ).

1.3.8.2.2 Intracellular Phosphorylation and Signal Transduction

Phosphorylation of the C-terminal tyrosine 474 is a critical requirement for sequential
recruitment of various cytoskeletal proteins, eventually leading to accumulation of actin
beneath adhering EPEC (Kenny, 1999). Redundant tyrosine kinases including the Src
family kinase c-Fyn and the Abl tyrosine kinase family have been implicated in the
phosphorylation of tyrosine 474 (Phillips et. al., 2004; Swimm et. al., 2004). Direct
recruitment of the host adaptor protein Nek to the 12-residue peptide sequence
encompassing phosphorylated tyrosine 474 is required for activating neural WiskottAldrich syndrome protein (N-WASP) (Campellone et. al., 2002; Lommel et. al., 2001).
This leads to actin polymerisation and formation of actin-rich pedestals through the
stimulation of actin-related protein 2/3 (Arp2/3) activity by N-WASP. Replacing
tyrosine 474 with other residues abolishes A/E lesion formation in vitro (Kenny, 1999;
DeVinney et. al., 2001). A second tyrosine residue, tyrosine 454, has however been
shown to undergo phosphorylation albeit with lower efficiency, and singly induce actin
pedestal formation via the N-WASP/Arp2/3 machinery independent of Nek recruitment.
This suggests that Tir may activate the mammalian actin assembly machinery via
multiple pathways (Campellone and Leong, 2005).

On the contrary, Nck-independent activation of N-WASP by the non-tyrosine
phosphorylated EHEC Tir occurs through the EHEC EspF-like protein TccP which
directly binds to the GTPase-binding domain of N-WASP (Garmendia et. al., 2004;
Campellone et. al., 2004a). EHEC Tir shares less than 60% overall identity with EPEC
Tir, and only about 41% identity in the C-terminal sequence (Pema et. al., 1998;
Gruenheid et. al., 2001). Besides Nek, the host adapter proteins Crkll and Grb2 are also
not recruited to EHEC-induced pedestals (Goosney et. al., 2001). Recruitment of the
intermediate protein cytokeratin-18 (Ckl8) by Tir is involved in A/E lesion formation
and was shown to be tyrosine 474 phosphorylation-dependent in EPEC but not in
EHEC (Batchelor et. al., 2004). Other cytoskeleton-associated and signalling host cell
proteins common to both EPEC and EHEC pedestals include gelsolin, cortactin, ezrin,
fimbrin, tropomyosin, and myosin II, but their exact roles in pedestal formation have
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yet to be identified (Goosney et. al., 2001). Unlike intimin, EPEC and EHEC Tir are
not functionally interchangeable as EHEC additionally requires the co-expression of
TccP in order to restore actin nucleation in an EPEC background (DeVinney et. al.,
2001; Garmendia et. al., 2004). Thus, EPEC and EHEC may utilise different signalling
pathways that ultimately converge on N-WASP to effect rearrangements of the host
actin cytoskeleton.

1.3.8.2.3 In vivo virulence

The critical role of Tir for virulence was demonstrated in mouse and rabbit models.
Like the eae-deletion mutant, inactivation of Tir in REPEC failed to induce disease
symptoms although attenuated colonisation without intestinal lesions was observed
(Marches et. al., 2000). An EPEC Atir deletion mutant was however still capable of
inducing effacement of microvilli albeit with reduced bacterial adherence on human
intestinal IVOC (Shaw et. al., 2005a). The in vitro requirement for Tir phosphorylation
was found to be dispensable for C. rodentium colonisation and colonic hyperplasia in
vivo, illustrating the complexities of the dynamics of A/E bacterial pathogenesis (Deng
et. al., 2003). Like intimin, Tir is highly immunogenic and antibodies against the IBD
of Tir have been detected in maternal colostra and sera of mother and children living in
Sao Paulo, Brazil (Sanches et. al., 2000). In addition, convalescent sera from patients
with HUS caused by LEE-positive STEC have been shown to react with Tir expressed
by EHEC serogroups 026, O l l l and 0157 which show heterogeneity to Tir of EPEC
(Paton et. al., 1998).

1.3.8.2.4 Filopodia inhibition

Besides pedestal formation, both Tir and intimin are also involved in the
downregulation of Map-triggered filopodia formation, an early and transient event
observed on HeLa cells at sites of infection that precedes intimin-Tir-induced
cytoskeletal rearrangements by EPEC. An intimin-dependent GTPase-activating
protein-like (GAP-like) motif in the C-terminus of Tir has been shown to repress
filopodia formation and promote formation of pedestals, thus highlighting the
multifunctional nature of the Tir effector protein (Kenny et. al., 2002).
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1.3.8.3 Type III secretion system

The type III secretion system (TTSS) is a mechanism for direct injection of effector
proteins into host cells utilised by many Gram-negative bacteria species (Hueck, 1998).
The approximately 20 proteins that make up the multicomponent secretion apparatus of
EPEC and EHEC are encoded by the LEE and are assembled into a macromolecular
needle complex (NC) like the type III NC secretons characterised in Salmonella and
Shigella. The NC spans both the inner and outer bacterial membranes, and is composed
of a basal body made up of upper and lower ring doublets with a needle-like structure
projecting away from the bacterial surface (Sekiya et. a l , 2001; Daniell et. al., 2001b).
The architectural structure of the NC bears striking similarity to that of the basal body
of the apparatus for flagellar biosynthesis, while the majority of the ring proteins
located in the inner membrane are highly conserved between the two systems (Hueck,
1998). Within the bacterial periplasmic space, the highly conserved EscJ protein forms
a channel that connects the outer and inner rings of the NC basal body (Crepin et. al.,
2005a). The defining characteristics of type III secretion are that protein secretion
occurs independently of the sec pathway and does not involve N-terminal cleavage
processing, although the secretion apparatus components such as EscJ do require the
sec pathway for periplasmic localisation and apparatus assembly (Hueck, 1998; Crepin
et. al., 2005a). The filamentous translocon formed by EspA which is attached to the
outer membrane basal complex via the needle structural protein EscF, is unique to the
EPEC NC and markedly different from the archetypal structure in Shigella and
Salmonella (Wilson et. al., 2001; Sekiya et. al., 2001). The EspA sheath-like structure
measures 10-12 nm in width compared to 8.0-8.5 nm for the needle of Shigella and may
measure up to 688 nm in length (Sekiya et. al., 2001; Daniell et. al., 2001b).
Transmission electron microscopical resolution of the three dimensional structure of
EPEC EspA filaments reveals a five-stranded helical tube of diameter 120 A enclosing
a channel of diameter 25

A.

The subunit arrangement corresponds to 28 subunits per

five turns of the helix with a pitch of 26 A and an axial rise of 4.6 A per subunit, which
bears striking similarity to that in flagellum (Daniell et. al., 2003). Thus, the EspA
filamentous translocon functions as a conduit for the transport of effector proteins
through its central channel into the cytoplasm of host cells.
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1.3.8.3.1 EspA Translocon

EspA, EspB and EspD lack classical signal sequences in their N-termini and hence
utilise the TTSS for secretion into the extracellular milieu (Jarvis et. al., 1995). All 3
proteins are necessary for signal transduction in host cells and A/E lesion formation.
Interactions among the three proteins during early stages of A/E lesion formation
require complex coordination of their expression and activities, and hence each protein
will be described with close reference to the other two Esp proteins.

EspA was initially characterised as a secreted effector protein instead of a structural
protein, until filamentous structures on the EPEC surface that physically connect the
bacterium to the eukaryotic host cell surface were found to be composed of the 20 kDa
protein EspA through the use of EspA anti-sera (Knutton et. al., 1998). As the major if
not the only component of a bacterial organelle that may have direct interaction with
the host, EspA is highly immunogenic and maternal antibodies to EspA have been
found in women who may have been exposed to EPEC infection (Loureiro et. al., 1998).
EspA has also been implicated in mediating expression of proinflammatory cytokines
by lymphocytes from Peyer’s patches in rabbits (Ramirez et. al., 2005). The
oligomerisation of EspA monomers into multimeric complexes occurs through Cterminal coiled-coil domains which enable the association of two or more a-helices.
Coiled-coil domains are believed to occur in many TTSS proteins and such domains in
the flagellin protein have been demonstrated to be required for the assembly of flagella
(Delahay et. al., 1999). Elongation of EspA filaments is effected through addition of
EspA subunits to the tip of a growing filament and is regulated by intracellular
availability of the subunits (Crepin et. al., 2005b). Inactivation of espA or mutations in
key residues of the coiled-coil domains abolishes A/E lesion formation through
pleiotropic disruption of type III secretion.

The extremely high degree of conservation (98-100%) in the TTSS basal body
structural proteins, including EscF, between E69 and EHEC 0157:H7 suggests that the
type III secretion secreton will adopt a highly similar structure in EHEC (Pema et. al.,
1998). EHEC 0157:H7 EspA filaments have been shown to mediate bacterial
attachment to cultured cells and induce non-contact-dependent haemolysis of red blood
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cells (Ebel et. al., 1998; Shaw et. al., 2001). Although EspA proteins of EPEC
0127:H6 and EHEC 0157:H7 share an identity of 79% and both were observed to
assemble filaments of ~12 nm diameter, no cross-reactivity was seen between antisera
raised against EspA from both strains. Antisera to EHEC EspA bound to EspA
filaments of the closely related EPEC 055 :H7 instead, thus suggesting the possible
existence of polymorphisms within EspA filaments from different clonal groups of
EPEC and EHEC, and that such a factor be taken into consideration for the
development of broad-range EspA-based vaccines (Neves et. al., 2003).

1.3.8.3.2 E. coli Type III secretion system 2 (ETT2)

Whole genome sequencing of two different outbreak strains of EHEC 0157:H7 has
facilitated the identification of an ETT2 (E. coli Type III secretion system 2) gene
cluster which potentially encodes a second type III secretion system resembling the
TTSS of Salmonella pathogenicity island 1 (SPI-1) of S. enterica (Hayashi et. al., 2001;
Pema et. al., 2001). ETT2 was shown to occur in whole or in part in the majority of E.
coli and Shigella strains but had been subjected to widespread mutational attrition in
most cases (Makino et. al., 2003; Ren et. al., 2004). An intact ETT2 cluster was
characterised in EHEC 0157:H7 but which contains extensive inactivating mutations
that would abolish its function accordingly. In addition, a secretion-associated locus
termed the eip island was identified in the prototypical EAEC strain 042 which also
harboured an intact ETT2 cluster but which does not contain the similar mutations. The
eip island potentially enocdes an EspD-like effector protein as well as structural
proteins that could constitute the type III translocon, but this island is altogether absent
in EHEC 0157:H7. Thus the ETT2 is considered cryptic, incapable of functioning as a
secretion system as the LEE-encoded TTSS in EHEC 0157:H7. The presence of ETT2
genes in both pathogenic and commensal E. coli isolates including the non-pathogenic
laboratory E. coli strain K-12 raises doubts with regards to putative role of ETT2 in
virulence. However the postulation that the ETT2 locus was a result of a deletion in E.
coli K-12 rather than an insertion into the EHEC genome is suggestive of a virulenceassociated function of ETT2 which presently exists as a vestigial genetic element in
non-pathogenic strains. The entire absence of the ETT2 cluster in EPEC clone 1
represented by E69 and the presence of deletions in that of EPEC clone 2, suggests that
evolutionary acquisition of the ETT2 island may have occurred after the divergence of
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EPEC clone 1 but before the divergence of EHEC clone 1 which includes EHEC
0157:H7.

1.3.8.4 Type III translocated effectors

1.3.8.4.1 LEE

1.3.8.4.1.1 EspB

EspB bears weak homology to Yersinia YopB and YopD proteins (21% and 19%
identity respectively) but is structurally more similar to YopD in containing a putative
transmembrane domain and a predicted trimeric coiled-coil domain (Pallen et. al.,
1997). Unlike EspA, EspB is localised to both the cell membrane and cytosol upon
translocation by the TTSS into host cells, and accumulates immediately beneath
adherent bacteria in the form of discrete foci of staining observed under fluorescence
microscopy. Basal levels of EspB secretion occurs in the absence of epithelial cells but
is strongly enhanced upon host cell contact-stimulation of the TTSS (Wolff et. a l ,
1998). Translocation of EspB is dependent on the EspA filamentous translocon, while
EspB is required for the translocation of Tir as well as for self-translocation (Kenny and
Finlay, 1995). Although EspB has been shown to associate closely with EspA during
cellular infection, it is not required for EspA filament formation and cell attachment,
and is also not a structural component of the filament (Knutton et. a l , 1998; Hartland et.
al., 2000). This suggests the delivery of EspB into host cells after EspA binding to cells
may be important for general protein translocation by the TTSS. Studies have sought to
characterise the role of cellular-localised EspB in bacterial virulence. Direct expression
of EspB in HeLa cells has been shown to induce changes in cell morphology and a
decrease in actin stress fibre formation, suggesting a role for EspB as a cytoskeletal
toxin (Taylor et. al., 1999). Although a motif common to enzymes that binds the
cofactor pyridoxal phosphate was identified in the EPEC EspB sequence, EspBpyridoxal phosphate could not be demonstrated in vitro. In addition, variations in this
motif have been found in EspB proteins from other A/E strains, thus excluding a role of
pyridoxal phosphate in EspB activity (Taylor et. al., 2001).
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The EspB protein of EHEC 0157:H7 is 74% homologous to EPEC 0127:H6 EspB
(Elliott et. al., 1998). EHEC EspB has been shown to interact with a-catenin, a 102 kDa
cytoskeletal-associated protein homologous to vinculin. The N-terminus of EHEC EspB
contains two vinculin-conserved regions that are most likely the binding sites for the Cterminus of a-catenin. a-catenin is capable of bundling F-actin, and its recruitment to
the sites of EHEC adherence occurs through binding to EspB and is essential for A/E
lesion formation. Interestingly, a-catenin also localises with EspB intracellular
accumulation spots in EPEC infection although a-catenin interaction with EPEC EspB
has yet to be demonstrated, a-catenin has been implicated in E-cadherin-mediated actin
cytoskeleton rearrangement during Listeria monocytogenes invasion of host cells. Thus,
the exact mechanism of actin accumulation through a-catenin activity remains to be
characterised (Kodama et. al., 2002).

Though the precise mechanism of EspB in virulence is still unclear, EspB has however
been shown to be involved in many aspects of EPEC pathogenesis. Human volunteer
studies in which EspB was shown to be necessary for generating diarrhoea in 9 out of
10 volunteers, and for producing A/E lesions and epithelial damage on intestinal
biopsies demonstrated unequivocally that EspB is a virulence factor in EPEC (Tacket et.
al., 2000). EspB-mediated signal transduction is required for NF-kB activation in T84
cells leading to IL-8 production, and induction of transepithelial migration of
neutrophils (Savkovic et. al., 1997; Savkovic et. al., 1996). EspB, in addition to intimin,
EspA and EspD, is also required for eliciting changes in shortcircuit current across
polarised Caco-2 cells mounted in Ussing chambers which are linked to modulation of
transepithelial electrolyte transport (Collington et. al., 1998b). These physiological
perturbations observed in vitro may reflect the ionic fluxes necessary for causing
diarrhoea in vivo.

13.8.4.1.2 EspD

The haemolytic activity associated with the TTSS of EPEC on red blood cells has been
attributed to the formation of a membrane-spanning pore structure by EspA, EspB and
EspD (Warawa et. al., 1999). EspD is required for EspA secretion and proper filament
formation in EPEC (Knutton et. al., 1998). EspD does not interact with EspA, EspB or
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intimin but is able to undergo EspD-EspD interaction via its C-terminal coiled-coil
domain. The EspD coiled-coil domain mediates A/E lesion formation, bacterial-host
cell binding through EspA filaments and EPEC haemolysis of red blood cells but is
however not necessary for EspA filament biosynthesis, hence identifying a separate
functional domain in EspD that controls EspA filament length. The close association of
EspD with EspA filament elongation suggests a function for EspD as a filament
capping protein that may direct EspA filament attachment onto cells (Daniell et. al,
2001a). EspD is highly insoluble and the possession of two putative transmembrane
domains correlates with its translocation into the host cell membrane without entering
the cytoplasm (Wachter et. a l, 1999; Daniell et. a l, 2001a). EspD bears homology to
Yersinia YopB and Shigella IpaB which are components of type III translocons
involved in translocation pore formation (Comelis and Van Gijsegem, 2000).
Osmoprotection of red blood cell membrane-inserted EspD of DAEC reveals a minimal
pore size of 3-5 nm formed by EspD and EspB, supporting a direct role for both
proteins in forming a pore in the host cell membrane through which TTSS-translocated
effector proteins could enter host cells (Ide et. a l, 2001). Interaction of EspD and EspB
with the host cell protease inhibitor aj-antitrypsin (AAT) has been shown to disrupt
pore formation at physiological concentrations of AAT. The consequential inhibition of
type III secretion and EPEC haemolysis of red blood cells thus highlight the
significance of translocation pore formation by EspB and EspD, as well as a role for
AAT in host cell defence mechanisms against EPEC infections (Knappstein et. a l,
2004).

The EspD protein of EHEC 0157:H7 is 85% and 90% identical to EspDs of EPEC and
DA-EC respectively. EspD is similarly essential for A/E lesion formation and EspA
filament formation by EHEC 0157:H7. However, a more severe reduction in EHEC
attachment to HeLa cells in the absence of EspD compared to that in EPEC was
observed. EHEC produces EspA filaments that are 30 nm-thick in comparison to the 50
nm-thick filaments by EPEC, suggesting that the mode of influence of EspD on
filament length may be different between EPEC and EHEC. The cellular localisation of
EHEC EspD resembles that of EspB being translocated both into the cytosol and the
cell membrane where EspD accumulates as patches, rather than forming part of the
EspA filamentous translocon. The cytoplasmic localisation of EspD suggests a possible
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effector function and thus, EspD may perform a role analogous to that of EspB in
EHEC (Kresse et. al., 1999).

1.3.8.4.1.3 EspG

The TTSS-translocated EspG effector protein of E69 bears a homology of 40% with
VirA of Shigella flexneri. VirA is postulated to play an accessory role in the invasion
phenotype of S. flexneri and may be more important for intracellular survival and
spreading (Uchiya et. al., 1995). Although EspG can functionally substitute for VirA in
a Shigella background, it was not required for A/E lesion formation in vitro and on
IVOC in spite of its translocation into host cells (Elliott et. al., 2001; Shaw et. al.,
2005a). EspG was however involved in intestinal colonisation in rabbits as a possible
accessory factor in EPEC virulence. A role for EspG in virulence was also
demonstrated in mice, in which EspG was essential for C. rodentium colonisation and
colonic hyperplasia (Hardwidge et. al., 2005). An orthologue of EspG/VirA is encoded
by orf3 located upstream of espC on the espC pathogenicity island. Both Orf3 and
EspG have been shown to modulate the RhoA-ROCK signaling pathway mediated by
GEF-H1 (Matsuzawa et. al., 2004). Interaction of Orf3 and EspG with tubulin leads to
microtubule destabilisation and activation of microtubule-bound GEF-H1, a RhoAspecific guanine nucleotide exchange factor. EspG- and Orf3-mediated actin stress fibre
formation and microtubule network destruction beneath adherent bacteria may be
events associated with increases in paracellular permeability, although neither EspG nor
Orf3 is required for the disruption of tight junctions. This also correlates with the
observation that a localised depletion of the microtubule cytoskeleton was dependent on
the intracellular locations of both EspG and Orf3 (Shaw et. al., 2005b).

1.3.8.4.1.4 EspH

The espH ORF lies within LEE3 and encodes the EspH effector protein that is localised
beneath adhering bacteria upon its translocation into host cells. EspH of EPEC and
EHEC is associated with repressing filopodial formation and enhancing pedestal
formation. Inactivation of espH in EPEC led to increased filopodia formation and
reduced numbers of pedestals formed. Marked elongation of typically flat pedestals was
observed when EspH was overexpressed in EHEC. Transient expression of EspH in
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COS culture cells resulted in rapid disassembly of actin structures and disruption of the
actin cytoskeleton, contributing to enhanced formation of pedestals. As filopodial
formation promoted by Map is Cdc42-dependent, EspH is likely to modulate the host
cytoskeletal structure through inhibition of Cdc42-mediated signalling. The filopodialrepressing activity of EspH is unrelated to Tir which also represses filopodia and
promotes pedestal formation (Tu et. al., 2003). Unlike A/E lesions formed by wildtype
EPEC, those formed by an EPEC AespH mutant on IVOC are characterised by limited
elongation of non-effaced microvilli and pedestal footprints whereby fully-formed
pedestals were not in association with overlying bacteria. Colonisation by the AespH
mutant of EHEC in infant rabbits was also reduced throughout the intestinal tract
(Ritchie and Waldor, 2005). These suggest that the EspH effector may play a role in
modulating Tir interaction with the cytoskeleton and intimin, which in turn could
determine the stability of bacterial attachment to the human intestine (Shaw et. al.,
2005a).

1.3.8.4.1.5 EspF

The espF gene is located downstream of espB and encodes a 21 kDa protein that is
translocated into host cells by the TTSS (McNamara and Donnenberg, 1998). EspF
contains three proline-rich repeat sequences which resemble recognition sequences of
src-homology 3 (SH3) domains of cellular proteins associated with signal transduction,
suggestive of EspF interaction with host signalling proteins (Donnenberg et. al., 1997).
While protein identity between EspF of E69 and EHEC strain EDL933 is 93.4%, EHEC
EspF contains 4 proline-rich repeats as of EspF proteins identified in other A/E
pathogens which also differed in the number of proline-rich repeats. EspF does not
contribute to adherence or A/E lesion formation but induces distinct apoptotic cell death
in a dose-dependent fashion (Crane et. al., 2001). Optimal expression of EspF by both
EPEC and EHEC requires a LEE-encoded chaperone CesF for proper folding of the
EspF protein (Elliott et. al., 2002; Viswanathan et. al., 2004a). Translocated EspF has
been shown to localise to the mitochondrial organelle via its N-terminal mitochondria
targeting sequence (MTS) and cause permeabilisation of the mitochondrial membrane.
The release of cytochrome c from mitochondria into the cytosol as well as activation
through cleavage of caspase-9 and caspase-3 were specifically mediated by EspF during
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EPEC infections, indicating a role for EspF in triggering the mitochondrial death
pathway (Nougayrede and Donnenberg, 2004). EspF is also involved in the disruption
of intestinal barrier function by increasing the permeability of polarised T84 cell
monolayers as measured by decreases in their transepithelial electrical resistance (TER),
and causing the redistribution of occludin, a protein associated with intercellular tight
junctions (McNamara et. al., 2001). EHEC-induced reduction of TER is however less
and slower compared to EPEC, and is likely mediated by both EspF and the EspF-like
TccP. EHEC EspF and TccP are functionally interchangeable with EPEC EspF in
alteration of barrier function (Viswanathan et. al., 2004a). Studies on IVOC have
implicated a role for EspF in the remodelling of the intestinal brush border microvilli,
although it is dispensible for A/E lesion formation in vitro (Shaw et. al., 2005a). EspF
may serve as a minor colonisation factor of C. rodentium in the murine model (Deng et
al., 2004; Mundy et al., 2004). A more significant role in murine virulence and lethality
was demonstrated for EspF in another study, which also found that the 16th leucine in
the MTS is critical for EspF-dependent disruption of mitochondrial membrane potential
leading to cell death and virulence in vivo (Nagai et. al., 2005). In EHEC infection of
infant rabbits, EspF was associated with downregulation of the host immune response
and promoting bacterial colonisation (Ritchie and Waldor, 2005). EspF of EPEC was
also shown to be associated with CK18 and may play a role in increasing CK18
solubility which in turn influences the stability of the intermediate filament network of
host cells (Viswanathanet. al., 2004b).

1.3.8.4.1.6 Map
Originally known as Orfl9, Map (mitochondria-associated protein) is encoded
upstream of tir and was the first TTSS-secreted protein reported to be targeted to the
mitochondria. Translocation of Map into host cells is dependent on a functional EspB, a
component of the type III translocon. Biochemical similarity of the Map N-terminus
with mitochondria import proteins, including a putative mitochondria presequence
cleavage site, likely mediates targeting of Map to mitochondria and N-terminal
processing that leads to mitochondrial import and mitochondrial membrane potential
disruption (Kenny and Jepson, 2000). The second function of Map involves inducing
early, transient formation of filopodia on infected HeLa cells in vitro in a Cdc42dependent manner. Map-induced filopodial formation is shown to be antagonistic to
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actin pedestal formation, and is downregulated by both intimin and Tir. This function of
Map is not related to its mitochondrial-targeting activity, demonstrating the
multifunctional nature of EPEC effector proteins and the necessity of coordinate
regulation of these different signalling pathways (Kenny et. al., 2002). Inactivation of
Map in EPEC did not abolish A/E lesion formation but gave rise to pedestal footprints
left by detachment of overlying bacteria from fully-formed pedestal structures. Hence,
Map may also function as a modulator of Tir interaction with the cytoskeleton (Shaw et.
a l , 2005a).

1.3.3.4.7 EspZ/SepZ

SepZ is a TTSS-translocated effector protein encoded by the second ORF of the LEE2
operon. Although an insertional mutation in sepZ has previously been reported to
reduce the translocation of Tir and EspB and the assembly of EspA filaments, as well as
result in lower formation of A/E lesions and phosphorylation of Tir (Rabinowitz et. al.,
1996; Devinney et. a l, 2001), a subsequent study however could not demonstrate a
similar function for EspZ in these aspects of EPEC-host cell interactions (Kanack et. al.,
2005). Sequence variation in espZ occurs among A/E pathogens, and identities with
SepZ of EPEC are the range of 60-81%. The specific function of EspZ remains
unknown.

1.3.8.4.2 Non-LEE effectors

1.3.8.4.2.1 TccP

TccP (Tir-cytoskeleton coupling protein) is the second TTSS-translocated effector
protein characterised after Tir which is directly involved in the formation of actin
pedestals by EHEC 0157:H7 (Garmendia et. al., 2004; Campellone et. al., 2004a).
TccP is encoded outside the LEE on the prophage CP-933U in EHEC 0157:H7 and
shares with EspF 24% amino acid identity as well as several near identical proline-rich
domains, hence TccP is also known as EspFu (Campellone et. al., 2004a). The Cterminal six 47-residue proline-rich repeats of TccP constitute 22 putative SH3 domains
that have been shown to bind and activate the GBD of N-WASP. Nck-independent
activation of N-WASP by EHEC is thus mediated by TccP which serves as the link
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between Tir and N-WASP. An absence of Tir-TccP interaction in vitro suggests an
indirect association between Tir and TccP, and that the bridging factor is probably of
host origin. Co-expression of TccP and EHEC Tir by an EPEC Atir mutant has been
shown to restore actin polymerisation in HeLa cells, and TccP is required for A/E
lesion formation and recruitment of N-WASP, Arp2/3 and a-actinin to bacterial
attachment sites in vitro. Redundancy in EspF function in EHEC as well as
complementation of an EPEC AespF mutation suggests that TccP may also be involved
in intestinal barrier disruption (Viswanathan ef. al., 2004b).

1.3.8.4.2.2 EspJ

Like TccP, EspJ is also encoded within the prophage CP-933U adjacent to the tccP
gene but is present in EHEC 0157:H7, EPEC and C. rodentium as well. EspJ shares
22% identity with HopF, a type III effector protein of Pseudomonas syringae and is
translocated into host cells by the TTSS but does not play a role in A/E lesion formation
in vitro and on human IVOC. Infection studies with mice revealed that EspJ may
function as an antivirulence factor in vivo, as an absence of EspJ production resulted in
increased colonisation and persistence of C. rodentium in the gut. Antivirulence genes
have been characterised in other pathogens as well, such as pcgL in Salmonella, and the
contribution of EspJ to the dynamics of bacterial clearance from the host intestines may
play a role in promoting survival of the host, and dissemination and transmission of the
pathogen (Dahan et. al., 2005).

1.3.8.4.2.3 Cif

Cif (cycle-inhibiting factor) was first described in REPEC serogroup 0103 (De Rycke
et. al., 1997), and was the first TTSS-translocated effector discovered that is encoded
outside the LEE. The effector domain of Cif lies within the C-terminus while the Nterminal 16 amino acids comprise the translocation signal which is interchangeable with
that of other TTSS-translocated effectors such as Map, Tir and EspF (Charpentier et. al.,
2004). Although cif is also widely distributed in EPEC and EHEC, a mutated form of
the gene occurs more commonly in such strains suggesting that not all cif-containing
EPEC and EHEC may express a functional Cif protein. Cif is not required for
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adherence or A/E lesion formation, but has been shown to induce cytopathic effects
characterised by formation of stress fibres through recruitment of focal adhesion
plaques, and inhibition of the eukaryotic cell cycle G2/M transition phase. The latter
effect is linked to the maintenance of the mitotic cyclin-dependent kinase Cdkl in an
inactive phosphorylated state, although it is unclear if Cif directly binds to Cdkl. Cifmediated arrest on intestinal cell division could affect the regenerative renewal of the
intestinal epithelium hence impairing intestinal barrier integrity and facilitating the
movement of bacteria or toxins across the epithelial layer. Hence, Cif belongs to the
growing family of bacterial cyclomodulins including cytolethal distending toxins
produced by Gram-negative bacteria that are capable of subverting the host cell cycle
(Marches et. al., 2003).

1.3.8.4.2.4 EspI/NleA

NleA (non-LEE-encoded effector A) is an effector protein encoded in a pathogenicity
island that is associated with the prophage CP-933P in EHEC 0157:H7, and has also
been separately identified as EspI in C. rodentium (Gruenheid et. al., 2004; Mundy et.
al. 2004b). Upon translocation of NleA via the LEE-encoded TTSS into host cells,
NleA localises to the Golgi apparatus (GA). Although NleA is not essential for A/E
lesion formation in vitro, it was required for C. rodentium virulence in the mouse model.
An ts.nleA deletion mutant of C. rodentium produced only mild disease symptoms
without lethality in the susceptible mouse strain C3H-HeJ, and failed to induce colonic
hyperplasia in outbred NIH Swiss mice that do not succumb to C. rodentium infection.
AnleA-infected mice were resistant to subsequent infections with wild type C.
rodentium, thus implying that a lack of NleA does not impair C. rodentium from
colonisation and interaction with the host to stimulate protective immunity, espl has
been detected in the majority of LEE-containing EHEC and EPEC clinical isolates, and
was associated with a more severe form of disease (Mundy et. al. 2004a). The
significance of NleA localisation to the GA and its in vivo function nevertheless remain
to be characterised.
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1.3.8.4.2.5 Other effectors

EspG2 and other as yet uncharacterised non-LEE genetic factors may also form part of
the repertoire of TTSS-translocated effectors (Garmendia et. al., 2005). The
translocated orf3 gene product was shown to share 43.5% identity with EspG and
display a similar intracellular role to EspG (section 1.3.8.4.1.3), and was thus re-named
EspG2 (Matsuzawa et. al., 2004; Shaw et. al., 2005b).

1.3.8.5 Chaperones

Many proteins secreted by TTSS commonly require association with cytosolic
chaperones for proper protein folding and stability. Chaperones also serve to prevent
premature protein-protein interactions and are required for translocation of their
cognate protein substrates into host cells (Wattiau et. al., 1996). Type III chaperones
share little sequence identity but are generally small cytoplasmic acidic proteins ranging
from 15 to 20 kDa and harbour a predicted C-terminal amphipathic a-helix involved in
substrate binding (Delahay et. al., 2002). Chaperone-encoding genes are usually
adjacent to the genes that encode their respective protein substrates.

Both univalent and bivalent type III chaperones have been identified in EPEC and
EHEC. CesT (chaperone for E. coli secretion of Tir) is a bivalent chaperone that is
required for stability and translocation of Tir and Map, and bears weak similarity to the
SycH chaperone of Yersinia (Creasy et. al., 2003a; Wattiau et. al., 1996). CesT-CesT
N-terminal homodimerisation may be a common feature of type III chaperones and a
prerequisite for specific interactions of CesT C-terminus with the N-terminus of its
partner proteins Tir and Map (Delahay et. al., 2002; Elliott et. al., 1999). The chaperone
CesD is required for proper secretion of EspB and EspD. CesD contains 2 C-terminal
amphipathic a-helices and shows an unsual pattern of localisation to both the outer and
inner membrane despite the absence of transmembrane domains. CesD has been shown
to interact with EspD but not EspB (Wainwight and Kaper, 1998). A second chaperone
CesD2 is required by EspD for optimal secretion, and is similarly localised to the
cytosol and inner membrane as CesD (Neves et. al., 2003a). The explanation is that the
insolubility and autoaggregation of EspD in vitro may account for the necessity for two
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chaperones to maintain EspD solubility so as to prevent premature EspD-EspA
interactions (Daniell et. al., 2001). Post-translational stabiliy and secretion of EspA, and
secretion of EspB are dependent on the basic chaperone CesAB - an unusual
biochemical property of chaperones (Creasy et. al., 2003b). Inhibition of premature
EspA-EspA association may occur via CesAB-sequestration of the coiled-coil domain
of EspA but this mechanism alone is unlikely to be sufficient. Specific binding of
CesAB to EspB has been shown, suggesting that the primary and accessory chaperones
for EspB are CesAb and CesD respectively. The functions of CesAB, CesD and CesD2
may thus exert an influence on the temporal order by which effector proteins translocate
through the TTSS into host cells. CesT, CesAB and CesD are necessary for A/E lesion
formation. Interestingly, although CesD2 does not contribute to A/E lesion formation
on HEp2 cells, it was however required for C. rodentium colonisation and virulence in
mice (Neves et. al., 2003a). The tight junction-disrupting EspF also relies on its
interaction with the CesF chaperone for intracellular stability, secretion and
translocation into host cells. Inactivation of cesF in EPEC generates a phenotype
similar to that of an espF-deletion mutant in attenuated ability in reducing TER of
polarised T84 cells and disruption of barrier function (Elliott et. al., 2002).

1.3.8.6 Pas
The protein associated with secretion (Pas) is encoded by a gene situated between eae
and espA in EHEC 0157:H7 and is the counterpart of EscD of unknown function in
EPEC. Both Pas and EscD bear significant similarity to SpiB of Salmonella
typhimurium and YscD of Yersinia which are components of TTSS. The presence in
Pas of a transmembrane domain typical for proteins involved in translocation implies a
role of Pas in protein translocation rather than of an effector function. Pas was shown to
be necessary for secretion of Esp proteins and bacterial adherence as well as A/E lesion
formation (Kresse et. al., 1998).

1.3.9 Pili/flmbriae

Bacteria produce filamentous adhesins known as fimbriae or pili that attach to
carbohydrate moieties on the surfaces of target cells (Hultgren et. al., 1993). Pili that
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serve as colonisation factors of E. coli include CFAs of ETEC, K88 pili of swine ETEC
and P fimbriae of uropathogenic E. coli (UPEC) (Gaastra and Svennerholm, 1996).

1.3.9.1 Type I and other fimbriae

Type 1 fimbriae bind to the mannose moiety of eukaryotic cell membrane glycoproteins
and are the most common adhesin produced by E. coli (Wold et. a l, 1990). Type 1
fimbriae mediate mannose-sensitive binding of bacteria to host cells and have been
associated with UPEC adhesion and virulence, as well as adhesion and translocation of
commensal E. coli across intestinal epithelium under host catabolic trauma (Connell et.
al., 1996; Hendrickson et. al., 1999). Human volunteer studies have shown that type I
fimbriae are produced and elicit an immune response during infection by the E69, but
no role in in vitro adhesion was demonstrated (Karch et. al., 1987a; Elliott and Kaper,
1997). In addition to Bfp, expression of novel rod-like fimbriae and fibrillae that shared
amino acid similarity with P fimbriae of UPEC and FI 845 fimbriae of DAEC has been
documented for three prototypic EPEC strains of serotypes O llliN M , 0127:H6 (E69)
and 0128:H1 (Giron et. al., 1993). The fimbriae of EPEC 0111:NM were distinct from
type I fimbriae and consisted of three structural subunits which mediated bacterial
adherence to HEp-2 cells. Antibodies to Bfp and to the three fimbrial subunits were
shown to abolish the LA phenotype as well as severely attenuate adherence, thus
suggesting possible involvement of these novel fimbriae in host cell surface interactions.
The presence of Ler however exerts a negative regulatory effect on general fimbrial
expression as novel fimbriae distinct from Bfp has been observed on /er-deletion
mutants of both EPEC and EHEC, thus suggesting that EPEC and EHEC harbour the
genes for as yet unidentified fimbriae whose expression may require conditions
different from that which induces Ler-dependent LEE gene expression (Elliott et. al.,
2000).

EHEC 0157:H7 does not harbour many of the characterised E. coli adhesins such as
K99 and F41 but contains the chromosomal fim gene cluster that encodes type 1
fimbriae. The majority of EHEC 0157 strains however do not express type I fimbriae
due to a 16 bp-deletion within the regulatory switch region that prevents off-to-on
inversion of the switch to allow expression of the structural subunit FimA under
permissive conditions (Enami et. al., 1999, Li et. al., 1997). EHEC serogroups 026 and
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Figure 1.2 Interplay between LEE- and non-LEE-encoded effectors translocated by the
type III translocon in actin pedestal formation by EPEC and EHEC
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Figure 1.2 EPEC and EHEC translocate LEE encoded and non-LEE encoded effector
proteins into the host cell cytosol. These effectors trigger cytoskeleton rearrangements
(Tir, EspH, EspF, EspG), disruption o f the epithelial barrier (EspF, Map), cytotoxicity
(EspF, Cif) and host cell responses that ultimately generate watery diarrhoea. Different
from EPEC, EHEC Tir is not tyrosine phosphorylated and does not interact with Nek in
order to trigger actin polymerisation at the site o f bacterial adhesion, instead EHEC
translocates an effector protein, TccP/EspFu, which has an Nck-like activity and is
essential to promote the reorganisation o f the actin cytoskeleton underneath adherent
EHEC bacteria, (adapted from Garmendia et. al., 2005)

011 8 on the other hand do not contain the deletion but display strain-specific variable
degrees o f type I fimbriae expression that were not attributed to sequence variation o f
the switch regions (Roe et. al., 2001). Modulation o f type I fimbriae expression levels is
mediated by various regulatory mechanisms. Phase variation o f type I fimbriae
expression is dependent on recombinases FimB and FimE which are in turn regulated
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by environmental conditions such as temperature and nutrient availability (Gaily et. al.,
1996). As with the repression of novel fimbrial production by Ler, negative regulation
by H-NS has been shown to maintain the state offimA transcription in the OFF mode
(O'gara and Dorman, 2000). In addition, regulatory cross-talk between the type I
fimbrial and P fimbrial operons both essential for UPEC adhesion and pathogenic E.
coli infection of the chicken model, have demonstrated mutual exclusivity in expression
of fimbrial type with respect to the stages of infection (Pourbakhsh et. al., 1997; Xia et.
a l , 2000). Infection studies in calves have even suggested that elaboration of type I
fimbriae may be detrimental for persistence of EHEC 026:H' in the intestines (van
Diemen et. a l , 2005). Hence the actual in vivo significance of type I fimbriae remains
unclear. A novel fimbrial locus has been identified in EHEC 0157:H7 to be required
for intestinal colonisation in calves but further elucidation of the properties of the
encoded fimbriae is necessary (Dziva et. al., 2004). The Sfp fimbriae is expressed by
SF EHEC 0157:H- which is further described in section 1.3.13.1.

1.3.9.2 Curli

Curli fibres are thin coiled aggregegative fimbriae typically expressed by E. coli and
Salmonellae under stress environmental conditions and bind to components of the
eukaryotic extracellular matrix such as fibronectin, laminin and certain human serum
proteins (Olsen et. al., 1989). Expression of curli by EHEC 0157:H7 is generally
uncommon but can occur in a temperature-independent phase-variant manner in
association with point mutations within the csgD promoter that directs transcription of
the regulator CsgD (Uhlich et. al., 2001). Sequence variation in the csgD promoter has
also been linked to a more invasive and virulent phenotype in tissue culture cells and in
mice respectively (Uhlich et. al., 2002). Despite the absence of an aaf gene homologue
in the p0157 plasmid, curliation of EHEC 0157:H7 has been shown to confer a highly
aggregative phenotype resembling that of EAEC which may correlate with the ability of
EHEC 0157:H7 in biofilm formation on abiotic surfaces such as stainless steel surfaces
of food processing plants (Kim and Kim, 2004; Ryu et. a l, 2004; Pawar et. al., 2005).
However, curli expression is highly unstable with loss of curliation occurring
spontaneously with passage of EHEC 0157:H7 in vitro, and thus the significance of
curli as a potential EHEC adhesin remains to be demonstrated.
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1.3.9.3 Type IV pili/fimbriae

1.3.9.3.1 EPEC Bundle forming pilus (Bfp)

The characteristic localised adherence (LA) of EPEC as compact three dimensional
microcolonies on tissue culture cells in vitro is mainly attributed to the production of a
type IV pilus encoded by an operon of 14 genes on the 95 kb pEAF plasmid (Sohel et.
al., 1996; Stone et. al., 1996). Type IV pili are expressed by many pathogenic bacteria
such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Neisseria gonorrhoeae, and are associated with
bacterial adherence to host cells, bacterial autoaggregation and twitching motility. The
pEAF-encoded type IV pilus of EPEC is named bundle-forming pilus (Bfp) pilus
because filaments 4-7 nm in width are observed to emanate from the bacterial surface
and appear to align along their longitudinal axes to form bundles of filaments
measuring 50- 500 nm in diameter and 15-20 pm long. These bundles intertwine with
Bfp of other EPEC bacteria so as to create a three dimensional network that holds
individual bacteria together as a compact microcolony (Giron et. al., 1991). BfpA
encoded by the first gene bfpA of the operon constitutes the major structural pilin
subunit of the fibre also known as bundlin which was derived from cleavage processing
of prebundlin by a peptidase encoded by bfpP (Sohel et. al., 1993; Zhang et. al., 1994).
Other genes of the operon are involved in the biogenesis of Bfp and LA. EPEC
expression of BfpA has been shown to undergo environmental regulation, occurring
optimally during exponential growth at temperatures close to 37°C in the presence of
calcium while being reduced in the presence of ammonium ions (Puente et. al., 1996).

Bfp may also contribute to EPEC autoaggregation when grown in tissue culture
medium in vitro as this phenomenon was abolished in strains cured of the EAF plasmid
(Vuopio-Varkila and Schoolnik, 1991). In addition, dispersal of bacterial from
aggregates and microcolonies is dependent on the bfpF gene product that bears
homology to pilT, a putative nucleotide-binding protein of P.aeruginosa. BfpF was
shown to be essential for mediating the morphological transformation of Bfp filaments
from thin to thick bundles and bacterial release from microcolonies as infection by
EPEC develops, thus enabling efficient colonisation of the intestine (Knutton et. al.,
1999). Indeed, the inability to bring about dissociation of bacteria from aggregates by a
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bfpF mutant strain resulted in greatly attenuated virulence in volunteer studies with
diarrhoea developing in only 30% of volunteers (Bieber et. al., 1998).

Bfp has been implicated as a potential adhesin of EPEC in view of its role in LA.
Deletions in bfpA have resulted in reduced adherence on tissue culture cells in vitro
without affecting A/E lesion formation. In human volunteer studies, expression of Bfp
was necessary for the development of diarrhoea which occurred in 87.5% (14 out of 16)
of test volunteers, clearly illustrating Bfp to be an EPEC virulence factor (Bieber et. a l,
1998). The issue of whether Bfp acts as a primary adhesin however remains speculative.
Bfp-expressing EPEC have been documented to adhere directly onto the host cell
membrane surface in vitro instead of being recruited to established bacterial
microcolonies (Tobe and Sasakawa, 2001). In addition, the higher efficiency of EPEC
adhesion to human-derived cell lines in comparison to mouse cell lines was suggested
due to the expression of Bfp independent of positive regulation by the EAF plasmidencoded Per. Purified prebundlin was further shown to bind preferentially to human cell
lines, thus altogether suggesting that Bfp is involved in primary adhesion (Tobe and
Sasakawa, 2002). However, studies utilising the human IVOC model showed that
absence of the EAF plasmid abolished three dimensional microcolony formation but
did not affect A/E lesion formation on intestinal explants. This supported the role of
Bfp in bacterial aggregation and LA independent of initial adhesion to the intestinal
mucosa (Hicks et. al., 1998). In fact, some clinical isolates of EPEC do not express Bfp
due to conserved deletions in the bfp operon, suggesting that Bfp is not the major
adhesin required for EPEC adhesion but may serve to enhance the virulence of Bfpproducing EPEC (Bortolini et. al., 1999).

A host receptor for Bfp has yet to be identified. Several oligosaccharides implicated as
potential Bfp receptors include TV-acetyl-galactosamine (Scaletsky et. a l, 1998),
fucosylated tetra- and pentasaccharides (Cravioto et. al., 1991), and lactosyl glycans
(Vanmaele et. al., 1999). However, experimental inhibition of EPEC adhesion may
have arisen from downregulation of expression of BfpA and possibly other virulence
factors mediated by interactions with the oligosaccharides, rather than through
competitive binding to Bfp. Bfp has also been shown to bind the lipid
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) that is found in abundance in membranes of enterocytes
(Khursigara et. al., 2001). Ligand binding of PE to Bfp-expressing EPEC has been
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associated with induction of apoptosis of host cells which correlated with the presence
of bfpA in several strains of EPEC (Abul-Milh et. al., 2001). Interestingly PE has also
been shown to promote attachment of both EPEC and EHEC to HEp-2 cells, and that
treatment with anti-serum against PE partially inhibited bacterial adherence (Barnett et.
al., 1999). Nevertheless, the biochemical saturability and strength of Bfp interaction
with the various putative receptors have not been determined to further verify the
specific binding of these receptors to Bfp.

1.3.9.3.2 Citrobacter rodentium Cfc

A genome-wide signature-tagged mutagenesis screening of genes required for C.
rodentium in vivo colonisation led to the identification of a cluster of 12 genes that
encode a novel type IV pilus designated Cfc (colonisation factor Citrobacter).
Sequence comparison of the cfc cluster revealed similarity with the COF pilus operon
of ETEC both in genetic organisation and protein sequence. The cfcA gene is predicted
to encode a 24.9 kDa protein that serves as the putative pilin subunit of the assembled
pilus. Although functional studies showed that the Cfc pilus was required for C.
rodentium colonisation in mice, piliation of C. rodentium during colonic infection and
A/E lesion formation has not been demonstrated. EHEC 0157:H7 is not known to
possess a homologue of cfc (Mundy et. al., 2003).

1.3.9.4 Long Polar Fimbriae

Long polar fimbriae (Lpf) are similar to Type I fimbriae in genetic organisation and
were first described in Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium promoting both S.
typhimurium colonisation and invasion of murine Peyer’s patches (Baumler and
Hefiffon, 1995; Baumler et. al., 1996). Genomic sequencing of EHEC 0157:H7
revealed two O islands 141 and 154 among the extra 1.34 Mb of EHEC-specific DNA
that contain genes closely related to the IpfABCDE operon of S. typhimurium. O island
141 encodes the first operon IpfABCC’DE (Ipfl) while the second operon IpfABCDD ’
(lpf2) is encoded by O island 154 with the LEE PAI located between the two O islands
(Torres et. al., 2002a; Torres et. al., 2004). Introduction of each lp f operon into the non
fimbriated E. coli K-12 strain resulted in the expression of surface fibrillae-like
structures that resemble long polar fimbriae. Whilst Lpf produced from S. typhimurium
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in E. coli K-12 followed a polar distribution and measured 2-10 pm long, the similar
length Lpfl of EHEC 0157:H7 was however peritrichously distributed and Lp£2
presented with a different appearance from the former two. Inactivation of lpfl has been
associated with a slight reduction in host cell adhesion as well as a lack of microcolony
formation, while Lpf2 may be mainly required for initial adherence at the early stages
of infection. Both fimbrial operons do not play a role in A/E lesion formation but have
been shown to contribute to in vivo colonisation in ovine and porcine models by EHEC
0157:H7 (Jordan et. a l , 2004). lpf-like operons have also been characterised in REPEC,
non-0157:H7 EHEC, LEE-negative EHEC strains, as well as EPEC 055:H7. REPEC
015:H- contains two lpf gene loci, /p/m 41 and /p/1 1 54 which are the equivalent of EHEC
0157:H7 O islands 141 and 154, and lpf m i was shown to contribute to early stages of
intestinal colonisation and subsequent diarrhoeal development in rabbits (Newton et. a l,
2004). In addition, the lp f operon found in the LEE-negative EHEC strain 0113:H21
was also shown to mediate adhesion to CHO cells (Doughty et. a l, 2002). Due to
difficulties in generating antisera that recognise the native fimbrial subunit LpfA, the
presence of Lpf-like structures has yet to be directly demonstrated on wildtype EHEC.
Nonetheless, the involvement of Lpf in intestinal adhesion may occur during the early
events of bacterial infection prior to A/E lesion formation and particularly in non-LEE
EHEC, expression of Lpf may serve as one of the mechanisms for LEE-independent
adhesion onto the host intestinal surface.

1.3.9.4.1 REPEC fimbriae

Plasmid-encoded fimbriae in REPEC have also been characterised and include AF/R1
(adhesive factor/rabbit 1) of REPEC 015:H- (RDEC-1), AF/R2 of REPEC O103:H2
and Ral of REPEC 015:H- strain 83/39 (Berendson et. a l, 1983; Fiederling et. al,
1997; Adams et. a l, 1997). These fimbriae do not resemble type IV fimbriae as do Bfp
but belong to other classes of fimbriae. AF/R1 bears significant similarity to type I
fimbriae while both AF/R2 and Ral shares homology with K88 and CS31A fimbriae of
ETEC (Wolf and Boedeker, 1990). Infection studies in rabbits have demonstrated that
all three fimbriae are essential for full bacterial virulence through mediating initial
colonisation of the host intestines but are not required for A/E lesion formation. AF/R1,
in particular, has been shown to mediate specific attachment of RDEC-1 to M cells of
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Peyer’s patch lymphoid follicular epithelium (Inman and Cantey, 1983; Wolf et. al.,
1988). Indirect evidence in the rabbit infection model has also implicated a role for
AF/R2 in Peyer’s patch adhesion and the brush border rabbit sucrase-isomaltase protein
has been shown to be a possible endogenous receptor for AF/R1, although additional
binding to glycolipid receptors may also be involved (Heczko et. al., 2000; Ryu et. al.,
2001). Hence in contrast to the model proposed for in vivo colonisation of EPEC in
which Bfp-mediated three dimensional colony formation is preceded by intiminmediated adhesion, REPEC plasmid-encoded fimbriae are shown to serve as initial
adhesins that direct bacterial attachment which is then followed by intimin-mediated
intimate adhesion through A/E lesion formation (Krejany et. al., 2000).

1.3.10 Flagella

Flagella are composed of the structural protein subunit flagellin encoded by fliC , and
present as surface appendages on bacteria for motility and chemotaxis. Inactivation of
flagella expression in EPEC resulted in defects in adhesion and in microcolony
formation on host cells, while introduction offliC into E. coli K-12 strain was shown to
confer an adhesive phenotype. The purified flagellar H6 and H2 antigens of EPEC but
not H7 of EHEC were shown to directly mediate bacterial adhesion to HeLa and HEp-2
cells (Giron et. al., 2002). The observation that flagella appeared to extend away from
the adhering microcolony was in agreement with a role of flagella as a tether of bacteria
to host cells. In addition, flagella production was subjected to activation by quorum
sensing in response to AI-3 (Sperandio et. al., 2003). However the finding that Bfp
expression was also reduced in a fliC mutant background and that disruptions in bfpA,
genes encoding various LEE secreted proteins, components of the TTSS and luxS all
led to attenuation in flagella production, served to complicate conclusions of flagella as
an adhesin (Giron et. al., 2002) and thus the precise role of flagella in EPEC adhesion
awaits further elucidation.

The role of flagella in EHEC adhesion is largely unknown. The existence of non-motile
SF EHEC 0157:H- that are a major cause of HUS in Germany suggests that flagella
may not be an important factor in EHEC virulence (Gunzer et. al., 1992). Interestingly,
EHEC 0157:H7 have been shown to require flagella for persistent colonisation of
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chicks, implying species-specific modulation of expression of factors that aid bacterial
adhesion (Best et. al., 2005).

1.3.11 Outer membrane proteins of EHEC

1.3.11.1 EHEC Efal

The EHEC LifA homologue was first identified in EHEC serotype 0111 :H- as a factor
required for adherence to CHO cells, hence named Efal (EHEC factor for adherence 1)
(Nicholls et. al., 2000). The efal gene exists as two truncated and shorter chromosomal
versions in EHEC 0157:H7 but is present in all other A/E pathogens and interestingly
also in SF EHEC 0157: H- as full length sequences (Janka et. al., 2002). Although a
deletion in the first gene sequence has led to reduced EHEC 0157:H7 adherence, the
functionality of truncated Efal in EHEC 0157:H7 remains unclear (Tatsuno et. al.,
2000). STEC colonisation of bovine intestine and expression of TTSS-secreted proteins
such as EspA have been shown to require Efal which is however not essential for A/E
lesion formation (Stevens et. al., 2002b). The lack of a full length efal in EHEC
0157:H7 may nonetheless correlate with the presence of an Efal homologue named
ToxB, a 362 kDa protein encoded on the p0157 plasmid that is similarly required for
full EHEC 0157:H7 adherence in vitro (Tatsuno et. al., 2001). ToxB also plays a role
in promoting production and secretion of EspA, EspB and Tir through an unknown
mechanism independent of Ler, despite not influencing A/E lesion formation. However
an equivalent effect on intestinal colonisation is not being exerted by both ToxB and the
truncated Efal of EHEC 0157:H7 in infection of sheep and calves (Stevens et. al.,
2004). The significance of Efal and ToxB in human STEC infections is not yet known.

1.3.11.2 OmpA
Outer membrane protein A (OmpA) is one of the major proteins of the E. coli outer
membrane and is highly conserved among Gram-negative bacteria. The invasive
property of OmpA was first described in the study of E. coli meningitis pathogenesis
(Prasadarao et. al., 1996). OmpA in EHEC 0157:H7 however served as an adherence
factor that mediated binding to different cell types, and antibodies to OmpA inhibited
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EHEC 0157:H7 adhesion (Torres and Kaper, 2003). The role of OmpA as an adhesin
in vivo awaits further elucidation.

1.3.11.3 IrgA homologue adhesin (Iha)

The outer membrane protein IrgA homologue adhesin (Iha) is considered to be the first
EHEC protein described that serves as an adhesin when expressed in non-adherent
laboratory E. coli (Tarr et. al., 2000). Iha shares significant similarity with the ironregulated gene A (IrgA) of Vibrio cholerae and was shown to be necessary for adhesion
and virulence in UPEC infection of mice (Johnson et. al., 2005). The wide distribution
of iha in STEC does not however correlate with expression in all zTza-positive strains,
suggesting that Iha expression may be subjected to lineage-specific regulatory
mechanisms. In fact, iha is located in a highly variable region of the chromosome
adjacent to tellurite resistance loci which are absent in the closely related EPEC
055:H7 and SF EHEC 0157:H-. The relevance of Iha in EHEC virulence in humans
remains to be characterised.

1.3.11.4 Cah

The calcium binding antigen 43 homologue (Cah) protein is encoded by the
chromosomal cah gene which exists as 1-2 identical copies in EHEC 0157:H7 (Torres
et. al., 2002b). Cah shares homology with the family of non-protease autotransporters
secreted by Enterobacteriaceae, in particular with antigen 43 (Ag43) of E. coli and
AIDA-I of DAEC. As an outer membrane protein, Cah does not serve as an adhesin but
rather mediates interactions between bacteria leading to formation of aggregates and
biofilms, which resembles the activity of Ag43. Ag43 is a self-recognising surface
adhesin found in most E. coli strains and Ag43-mediated bacterial aggregation has been
demonstrated to confer protection against hydrogen peroxide killing, which may
provide insight into the role of biofilm formation in EHEC (Schembri et. al., 2003).
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1.3.12 Non LEE virulence factors

1.3.12.1 EspC

EspC is a 110 kDa protein and is the only one of the 5 known Esp secreted proteins of
EPEC that utilises the type V autotransporter secretion pathway instead of the LEEencoded TTSS (Stein et. al., 1996). The espC gene is located on a second chromosomal
pathogenicity island of 15.2 kb which has a G+C content of 40.5%, substantially lower
than that of E. coli K-12 (50.8%). EspC belongs to the subfamily of serine protease
autotransporters of Enterobacteriaceae (SPATE) that are found in avian pathogenic E.
coli, Haemophilus influenzae, Shigella flexneri, and include EspP of EHEC, and Pic
and Pet of EAEC. Homologues of espC have also been found in the family of A/E
lesion-forming pathogens such as RDEC-1 and Citrobacter freundii biotype 4280.
EspC is not necessary for EPEC adherence or A/E lesion formation in vitro (Stein et. al.,
1996), but displays enterotoxin activity that causes increases in short-circuit current and
potential difference in rat jejunal tissue mounted in Ussing chambers (Mellies et. al.,
2001). This activity was abolished by antibodies directed against the EspC homologue,
Pet of EAEC that shares 55% identity with EspC. The mechanism of epithelial damage
by EspC is however postulated to be different from that by Pet due to differences in
internalisation by host cells, intracellular trafficking and protease activity on the
substrate, that may explain the reduced cytopathic effects caused by EspC (NavarroGarcia et. al., 2004). The role of EspC may yet be as an accessory virulence factor as
the espC pathogenicity island is found only in a subset of EPEC strains.

1.3.12.2 EPEC LifA/Efal

LifA (lymphocyte inhibitory factor A) also known as lymphostatin, was initially
identified as an EPEC toxin that specifically inhibited lymphocyte proliferation and
production of cytokines IL-2, IL-4 and interferon y. At 366 kDa in size, it is one of the
largest bacterial toxins known and bears homology to the large cytotoxins of Clostridia
(Klapproth et. al., 2000). The EHEC serotype 0 1 11:H- efal gene is a close homologue
of lifA sharing 99.9% homology in nucleotide sequence, and the two designations have
thus been used interchangeably (Nicholls et. al., 2000). The lifA!efal gene is not
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essential for A/E lesion formation. In the absence of pEAF, LifA was however required
for adhesion to CHO (Chinese hamster ovary) cells, without affecting EspA filament
expression. Rabbits infected with REPEC have been shown to develop antibodies to the
middle region of LifA which were able to partially inhibit EPEC binding to CHO cells.
This domain of LifA is predicted to contain a coiled-coil domain that may contribute to
protein-protein interactions with a putative host cell receptor, thus suggesting that LifA
could serve as an adhesin in the absence of Bfp (Badea et. al., 2003). In the murine
model, LifA/Efal is necessary for both colonic colonisation and induction of crypt cell
hyperplasia by C. rodentium, further supporting a role for LifA as an adherence and
virulence factor (Klapproth et. al., 2005). lifA is not encoded within the LEE and does
not utilise the LEE-encoded TTSS for secretion.

1.3.13 The EHEC pO!57 plasmid

The majority of EHEC 0157:H7 strains carry a 60 MDa plasmid known as p0157
which is also present in EHEC 026:H11 strains (Levine et. al., 1987). Initial correlation
of p0157 with expression of fimbriae that mediated adherence to Henle 407 cells but
not to HEp-2 cells had proved conflicting with later studies that could not specifically
demonstrate a role for p0157 in host cell adhesion (Karch et. al., 1987b; Toth et. al.,
1990; Fratamico et. al., 1993). While the presence of the plasmid was also not shown to
have any effect on pathogenesis in the gnotobiotic piglet and rabbit models, these
models do not fully reproduce the full spectrum of disease symptoms observed in
EHEC human infection (Tzipori et. al., 1987; Dytoc et. al., 1993). Genome sequencing
of the p0157 plasmid from two EHEC 0157:H7 strains confirmed the presence of
several putative virulence factors that include the enterohaemolysin QilyA) locus, the
katP gene that encodes a bifunctional catalase-peroxidase (Brunder et. al., 1996), EspP
that encodes an extracellular serine protease (Brunder et. al., 1997) and a novel type II
secretory system (Burland et. al., 1998; Makino et. al., 1998). Although no fimbrial
gene locus could be identified on the p0157 sequence, the phenotype of decreased
adherence to Caco-2 cells with reduced LEE protein secretion by a plasmid-cured strain
of an EHEC 0157:H7 outbreak isolate was attributed to the lack of the p0157-encoded
ToxB that exerted an indirect influence on type III secretion and efficiency of
microcolony formation without functioning as a primary adhesin (Tatsuno et. al., 2001).
The absence of the p0157 plasmid and hence toxB in EHEC O l l l may correlate with
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the carriage of efal on the chromosome as earlier described in section 1.3.11.1
(Nicholls et. al., 2000).

1.3.13.1 Sfp fimbriae

In contrast, the p0157 of SF EHEC 0157:H- (pSF0157) contains the sfp cluster of six
genes of genetic organisation similar to that of the pap locus encoding P fimbriae in
UPEC. The sfp locus was predicted to encode novel fimbriae, and the structural pilin
subunit SfpA bears sequence homology to PapA of P fimbriae as well as structural
similarity to the PmpA pilin of Proteus mirabilis (Brunder et. al., 2001). Sfp fimbriae
expressed in the non-fimbriated E. coli K-12 strains HB101 were 0.4 pm long and 3-5
nm in diameter compared to both P fimbriae and type I fimbriae both 7 nm in diameter
(Gander and Thomas, 1987), and mediated mannose-resistant haemagglutination of
erythrocytes thus excluding the possibility of type 1 fimbriae expression. Sfp structures
have however yet to be visualised on wildtype SF EHEC 0157:H-. The other main
difference between the sequences of pSF0157 and p0157 stemmed from the absence of
the espP and katP genes on pSF0157 whose respective loci on p0157 appears to
correspond to the site of sfp cluster insertion on pSF0157 of SF EHEC 0157:H(Brunder et. al., 1999).

1.3.13.2 Enterohaemolysin HlyA

The p0157-encoded enterohaemolysin (HlyA) of EHEC 0157:H7 belongs to the RTX
(repeats in toxin) family of exoproteins in Gram-negative bacteria that function as poreforming cytotoxins (Bauer and Welch, 1996). EHEC-HlyA bears 60% similarity with
E. coli a-haemolysin, and demonstrates a similar but not identical pore-forming activity
in erythrocyte membranes, thus highlighting the potential of EHEC-HlyA as a virulence
factor (Schmidt et. al., 1996). The hlyA operon is highly conserved in EHEC 0157 and
occurs less frequently in other EHEC serogroups. The clinical significance of EHECHlyA has also been demonstrated by the findings that immune responses have been
generated against EHEC-HlyA in HUS patients, and that a statistically significant
linkage has been shown between the occurrence of EHEC-HlyA in STEC 0111 strains
and the development of HUS (Schmidt et. al., 1995; Schmidt and Karch, 1996).
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1.3.13.3 EspP

The p0157 plasmid of EHEC 0157:H7 and 026:H11 encodes an extracellular serine
protease termed EspP that belongs to the type V autotransporter protein family as well
as the subfamily of serine protease autotransporters of Enterobacteriaceae (SPATEs)
produced by Enterobacteriaceae (Brunder et. al., 1997). EspP is similar to EspC of
EPEC and has been shown to elicit immune responses in EHEC-infected patients,
implying expression of EspP in vivo. Cleavage of pepsin A and human coagulation
factor V by EspP could lead to decreased clotting reaction with prolonged bleeding,
thus EspP may be an accessory factor in exacerbating mucosal haemorrhage in HC.
Distribution of espP may be associated with specific serogroups in particular 0157 and
026, and its absence in SF EHEC 0157:H- suggests that it may not be crucial in the
pathogenesis of HC and HUS (Schmidt et. al., 1999a; Brunder et. al., 1999). In addition
unlike that of EPEC EspC and EAEC Pet, cytotoxic effects of EspP have also yet to be
demonstrated in vitro (Dutta et. al., 2002).

1.3.13.4 Etp Type II secretion pathway

Sequencing of p0157 also led to the identification of a gene cluster of 13 genes that
encode an EHEC type II secretion pathway {etp) (Schmidt et. al., 1997). Type II
secretion pathways, also known as the general secretory pathway (GSP), mediate Secdependent extracellular protein secretion in several species of Gram-negative bacteria
(Pugsley, 1993). The etp gene cluster occurs predominantly in EHEC serogroup 0157
and sporadically in non-0157 EHEC but not in EPEC, ETEC and EAEC. In addition,
the combination of EHEC-A/y, katP and etp genes was found to be virtually restricted to
EHEC 0157:H7 whereas non-0157 EHEC showed a more sporadic distribution of this
genetic combination. However, the functionality of this putative secretion system
remains to be further characterised, and hence the relevance of the etp gene operon in
pathogenesis is unknown.

1.3.13.5 StcE

p0157 encodes a zinc metalloprotease StcE that is secreted via the genetically-linked
etp type II secretion pathway (Lathem et. al., 2002). Cleavage substrates of StcE
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include the Cl esterase inhibitor (Cl-INH) and the salivary glycosylated proteins mucin
7 and glycoprotein 340. StcE-cleavage and -sequestration of Cl-INH to the sites of
bacterial adhesion is postulated to reduce the inflammatory reponse via inhibition of the
complement cascade (Lathem et. al., 2004). Degradation of mucin 7 and glycoprotein
340 by StcE was shown to reduce the viscosity of human saliva and possibly as well as
to reduce the thickness of the mucous glycocalyx layer on the intestinal mucosa surface,
thus facilitating increased intimate adherence of EHEC 0157:H7 (Grys et. al., 2005).
Expression of StcE, like many proteins encoded by the LEE, is positively regulated by
Ler, further augmenting the putative role of StcE in enhancing bacterial adhesion. The
stcE gene has been shown to occur mainly in EHEC 0157:H7 and in some strains of
EPEC 055 :H7 but not in the other classical EPEC serogroups as well as non-0157
STEC (Lathem et. al., 2003).

1.3.14 LEE-negative EHEC

Some serotypes of EHEC do not contain the LEE PAI and are not considered A/E
pathogens as they adhere to intestinal epithelium via an A/E lesion-independent
mechanism. EHEC 0113:H21 is one of the most common LEE-negative EHEC
serotypes isolated from sporadic and outbreak cases of HC and HUS in Australia, and
typically produces Stx2 but not intimin for host colonisation (Paton et. al., 1999).
Adhesion of EHEC 0113:H21 to rabbit intestinal epithelium was shown to cause
effacement of microvilli but without the accompanying cytoskeletal rearrangements
generated by LEE-positive EHEC (Dytoc et. al., 1994). Little is generally known about
the mechanisms involved in adhesion of LEE-negative EHEC but several adhesins have
been identified. The plasmid pOl 13 encodes enterohaemolysin HlyA and a novel STEC
autoagglutinating adhesion named Saa that mediates adherence of EHEC 0113:H21 to
HEp-2 cells (Paton et. al., 2001). EHEC strains that contained saa usually do not
harbour an eae sequence, again illustrating that intimin may not be an absolute marker
of virulence (Toma et. al., 2004). The clinical relevance of Saa is as yet unclear as no
significant association exists between STEC isolated from HUS cases and the carriage
of saa (Jenkins et. al., 2003). Nevertheless, the frequent occurrence of saa in STEC
isolated from ruminants does suggest a role for Saa in intestinal attachment. A novel
chromosomal fimbrial gene cluster in EHEC 0113:H21 related to Lpf has also been
shown to contribute to adherence, while a similar role was not demonstrated for a novel
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p0113-encoded type IV pilus (Doughty et. al., 2002; Srimanote et. al., 2002). Of
interest is the presence of a genomic island in the LEE-negative EHEC inserted at the
selC site in place of the LEE in EPEC and LEE-positive STEC, which encodes an Ihalike factor and a serine protease bearing similarity to p0157-encoded EspP in addition
to numerous insertion sequences associated with genetic mobility. This island, named
the locus for proteolysis activity (LPA), occurs exclusively in LEE-negative EHEC, and
further studies are needed to establish its role in the virulence mechanisms of this subset
of STEC strains (Schmidt et. al., 2001).

1.3.15 Definition of classical EPEC

In view of the various common genetic features between EPEC and STEC, a consensus
was arrived at the second EPEC international symposium for a universal definition of
EPEC. The most important characteristics of EPEC were established to be the
production of the A/E lesion and the absence of Stx production, with the latter being of
paramount importance in distinguishing between EPEC and STEC (Kaper, 1996).
Typical EPEC contains the EAF plasmid with the Bfp-encoding operon that confers the
localised pattern of adherence on culture cells. A subset of EPEC strains however do
not possess this plasmid and a separate designation, termed “atypical EPEC” was
suggested for these EPEC strains The majority of typical EPEC fall into well-defined
serotypes while atypical EPEC largely belong to a different set of serotypes. As the
possession of an EAF plasmid constitutes the sole distinguishing characteristic between
typical and atypical EPEC, atypical EPEC may also include naturally occurring stx
variants of E. coli strains belonging to traditional EHEC serotypes such as 026:H11
and 011 lac:H8 (Pelayo et. al., 1999).

1.3.15.1 Atypical EPEC

The increasing prevalence of atypical EPEC as an emerging pathogen has been
documented in several epidemiological investigations undertaken in Brazil and the
continents of Europe and North America, which coincides with a decline of the typical
serotypes traditionally associated with both outbreaks and sporadic cases of EPEC
diarrhoea (Trabulsi et. al., 2002). Most of the typical EPEC serotypes are associated
only with humans while atypical EPEC are largely of animal origin. Besides lacking the
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EAF plasmid, atypical EPEC also display variety in their combinations of virulence
gene markers which altogether suggest that atypical and typical EPEC belong to
different genetic groups. Some atypical EPEC strains produce both LEE- and non-LEE
encoded virulence factors, the latter including the EAST1 toxin which is the most
frequently encountered non-LEE virulence factor and is strongly associated with
diarrhoeal sources of atypical EPEC (Dulguer et. al., 2003). A subset of atypical EPEC
produces a-haemolysin that was in turn significantly associated with expression of the
cytolethal distending toxin of cell-detaching E. coli, and the afimbrial adhesin Afa of
EAEC, further reflecting the extremely heterogeneous repertoire of virulence factors in
the atypical EPEC reservoir (Pelayo et. al., 1999; Paciorek, 2002; Trabulsi et. al., 2002).
Comparative analysis postulates that the majority of atypical EPEC strains are generally
considered to be more closely related to EHEC 0157:H7 than to typical EPEC. The
genetic diversity present in atypical EPEC suggests that atypical EPEC strains are
unlikely to be of lower pathogenicity since they possess a diverse array of as yet
unidentified virulence factors that may compensate for to their lack of pEAF.

1.3.16 Clonal evolution and classification of EPEC and EHEC
The diarrhoeagenic categories of EPEC and EHEC are highly clonal in nature rather
than representing a single genetically homogenous pathovar. As shown by population
genetic analysis of housekeeping genes, EPEC and EHEC strains are each classified as
two divergent clonal lineages consisting of various O antigenic serogroups (Kaper,
1996). EPEC clone 1 typically expresses flagellar antigen H6 and includes classical
serotypes 0127:H6 and 055 :H6 while EPEC clone 2 either expresses flagellar antigen
H2 or is non-motile. EHEC clone 1 includes the 0157:H7 serotype whereas EHEC
clone 2 contains other Stx-producing E. coli serogroups in particular the 026 and O l l l
serogroups (Frankel et. al., 1998)

The EHEC 1 clonal group consists of the EHEC 0157:H7 serotype and sometimes also
the closely related atypical EPEC 055:H7. The EPEC 055 serogroup is the third most
frequent O serogroup associated with infantile EPEC diarrhoea and comprises the major
serotypes 055 :H6, 055:H7 and the H- non-motile variants (Gomes et. al., 1989b).
Multilocus enzyme electrophoretic analysis (MLEE) has shown that EPEC 055 can be
further divided into two major clonal lineages, of which the first lineage 055:H6
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produces the H6 flagellar antigen and possesses the EAF plasmid and is thus considered
a typical EPEC serotype while the intimin y-expressing 055:H7 does not contain the
pEAF plasmid (Rodriguez et. al., 1996). The insertion of the LEE PAI in the
chromosomal selC site common to both EPEC 055:H7 and EHEC 0157:H7 gave rise
to the hypothesis that acquisition of the LEE by an ancestor of EPEC 055 :H7 had
occurred prior to the emergence of EHEC 0157:H7 (Whittam et. al., 1993). However,
the presence of a full length copy of the efal gene in EPEC 055 :H7 and SF EHEC
0157:H- but not in EHEC 0157:H7 suggests that SF EHEC 0157:H- may been
phylogenetically closer to the EPEC 055 :H7 progenitor and may have been the
intermediary lineage between EPEC 055:H7 and EHEC 0157:H7 (Janka et. al., 2002).
The common property of Stx-production in both the 0157:H7 clonal lineages indicates
lysogenisation of the SF EHEC 0157:H- clone by sto-converting bacteriophages.
Further divergence of the 0157:H7 lineage would additionally include loss of the
genetic capacity in sorbitol fermentation, acquisition of the urease gene cluster and the
/Aa-tellurite resistance loci found exclusively in EHEC 0157:H7 (Friedrich et. al., 2005;
Tarr et. al., 2002). The loss of motility by the SF EHEC 0157:H- lineage was attributed
to multiple mutations accumulated in fliC as well as the deletion in the FlhC
transciptional activator of flagella biosynthesis, that resulted in the total inactivation of
flagellin expression (Reid et. al., 1999; Monday et. al., 2004). The finding of a 1000fold higher mutation rate in more than 1% of EHEC 0157:H7 than in commensal E.
coli is postulated to enhance its ability to acquire foreign DNA rather than result in an
increase in the rate of long term point mutation (LeClerc et. al., 1996; Whittam et. al.,
1998). Comparative genomic analysis between EPEC 055:H7 and EHEC 0157:H7
further supports the model of sequential evolution of EHEC 0157:H7 from EPEC
055:H7 (Wick et. al., 2005).

The EPEC and EHEC clonal 2 groups comprise various serotypes of 026 and 0111,
with the H2 and H- serotypes specifically categorised under EPEC clone 2. The intimin
p-expressing EHEC 026:H11 is the most common non-0157 EHEC isolated from
sporadic cases in Europe and has also been responsible for a large outbreak of EHEC
infection in Germany (Missel et. al., 2003; Werber et. al., 2002). The sites of insertion
of the LEE PAI in the serotypes 026H-/H11, 0111ac:H8/H- were posited to reside in
p h eU rather than in selC in the clonal 1 groups (Sperandio et. al., 1998). This was later
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refuted by another study that demonstrated the insertion site of the LEE in the clonal 2
groups to be pheV instead of pheU (Rumer et. al., 2003). The site pheV serves as a
third insertion site for the LEE that was initially identified as the LEE insertion site in
EHEC O103:H2 and similarly codes for the phenylalanine tRNA as pheU in a different
chromosomal location (Jores et. al., 2001). Nonetheless, EHEC clone 2 is postulated to
have emerged from an EPEC clone 2 progenitor prior to the acquisition of the EAF
plasmid by EPEC clone 2 (Reid et. al., 2000). Alternatively it also remains possible that
acquisition of LEE may have occurred on multiple occasions in the EPEC and EHEC
clonal 2 lineages as shown by the highly diverse intimin subtypes characterised in
serotypes of EHEC O l l l (Tarr and Whittam, 2002). Further evolution of the EHEC
clone 2 lineage would involve acquisition of the Stx-encoding bacteriophage, and a loss
of the ability by 026:H11 in metabolic fermentation of the carbohydrate rhamnose
which parallels the sorbitol-nonfermenting characteristic of EHEC 0157 (Hiramatsu et.
al., 2002). Indeed the extensive genetic diversity of the EHEC 026 serogroup has been
shown and that pathogenic clonal subgroups can rapidly emerge within short intervals
(Zhang et. al., 2000). The presence of a high pathogenicity island initially identified in
Yersinia that was found exclusively in EHEC 026:H11 additionally highlights the
prevalence of inter-species horizontal genetic transfer among enteric bacteria which
further contributes to clonal diversity of the E. coli pathovars (Karch et. al., 1999).

Clonal diversity observed in the intimin 8-expressing EHEC O103:H2, considered an
emerging pathogen in Germany, suggests that this serotype may constitute an
evolutionarily distinct lineage that is independent of the other EHEC lineages (Prager et.
al., 2002). EHEC O103:H2 carries only stxl

and expresses a version of

enterohaemolysin that is functionally similar to a-haemolysin, and variation in the
combination of p0157-encoded gene markers is also shown in the pO103 plasmid with
the plasmids of EHEC 0157 and 026 (Zhang et. al., 2000). Additionally, the pheV siteinserted LEE was shown to be contained within a larger 111 kb PAI that constitutes a
complex assembly of virulence genetic elements including the efalllifA locus and a
homologue of the Shigella ShET-2 enterotoxin (Jores et. al., 2005). This suggests that
EHEC O103:H2 is likely to have emerged from an ancestral clone prior to acquisition
of the LEE in the selC or pheU sites and altogether represents a separate lineage from
the EPEC and EHEC clonal groups 1 and 2.
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1.3.17 Hybrid serotypes of diarrhoeagenic E. coli

The classification of the various categories of diarrhoeagenic E. coli is largely based on
distinct differences in clinical disease symptoms and the carriage of signature virulence
factors. The clonal nature of these pathogenic E. coli meant that the majority of the O
serogroups have come to be closely associated with certain pathovars. However,
serotypes such as 026:H11/H- and 011 lac:H8 resemble both STEC and atypical EPEC,
and hence may more accurately represent heterogenous serotypes of a different clonal
lineage altogether. Despite the popular synonymity of the 0157:H7 serotype with the
EHEC pathovar, the potential pitfalls of classifying pathogenic E. coli by their
serogroup is illustrated by the isolation of EPEC belonging to the 0157 serogroup. Stxnegative 0157:H45 EPEC have been recovered from outbreaks and sporadic cases of
diarrhoea in Japan and Germany as well as from bovine sources, and that the 0157:H45
EPEC strains were shown to harbour the EAF plasmid as well as generate the LA
phenotype on cultured cell adherence (Makino et. al., 1999; Stephan et. a l , 2004).
Detailed genotypic characterisation performed for housekeeping genes of 0157 EPEC
isolated from infantile diarrhoea cases in Brazil revealed a closer phylogenetic
resemblance of these strains to EPEC clone 1 than to EHEC clone 1 (Blank et. al.,
2003). The lack of both the H7 flagellar antigen and Stx-encoding genes suggests these
0157 strains to be a distinct clonal group independent of EHEC 0157:H7. The
traditional EPEC serogroup of 0125 has also been shown to harbour hybrid serotypes
of EAEC that display the aggregative adherence (AA) phenotype, with the example of
the serotype 0125:H6 that demonstrated positivity for both an eae gene as well as an
AA pattern of adhesion (Valle et. al., 1997; Elias et. al., 2002). Furthermore, the
discovery of a combination of EAEC and EHEC characteristics in an STEC 0111:H2
isolated as the cause of an outbreak of HUS but displayed an in vitro AA phenotype and
negative carriage for both an eae gene and the EHEC plasmid, certainly suggests the
potential existence of hybrid serotypes (Morabito et. al., 1998). Thus this also implies
that future typing of novel diarrhoeagenic strains of E. coli may require simultaneous
examination for signature characteristics of other unlikely pathovars rather than being
confined to the boundaries arbitrarily defined by the presentation of the disease.
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1.3.18 Regulation of LEE gene expression
1.3.18.1 Regulation by bacterial factors

1.3.18.1.1 Per

In EPEC, the transcriptional activator of the LEE and the bfp operon is the Per
(plasmid-encoded regulator) regulator encoded by the per operon comprising per A,
perB, perC and perD. Per directly activates the transcription of Ler (LEE-encoded
regulator) encoded in LEE1 in addition to the expression of intimin and Bfp (Mellies et.
al., 1999). PerA belongs to the AraC-like family of transcriptional activators that are
involved in the regulation of type III secretion systems in other Gram-negative
pathogens (Hueck, 1998). It contains two C-terminal helix-tum-helix motifs
characteristic of transcriptional regulators and shares approximately 54% similarity
with the virulence gene regulator VirF that is involved in Shigella flexneri invasion
(Gomez-Duarte and Kaper, 1995). PerB is similar to eukaryotic DNA binding proteins
while perC, which is indirectly required for the expression of LEE2 and LEE3 operons,
shows no significant similarity to proteins of known functions (Bustamante et. al.,
2001). PerA, perB and perC are all necessary for the transcriptional activation activity
of Per. Homology of more than 70% between perD and transposable elements such as
Tn7 and IS630 suggests that the per locus was acquired by EPEC via a transposon.

1.3.15.1.2 Ler

The pivotal regulator of LEE gene expression is the 15 kDa ler gene product that shows
homology to the H-NS/StpA family of bacterial DNA-binding proteins (Mellies et. al.,
1999). Expression of LEE 1-encoded Ler is dependent on activation by integration host
factor (IHF), quorum sensing and augmented by Per (Friedberg et. al., 1999; Sperandio
et. al., 1999). In turn Ler acts as a positive regulator of the LEE2, LEE3, LEE4 and
LEE5 (tir) operons. Transcriptional repression of LEE2, LEE3 and LEE5 occurs
through binding of H-NS to the respective promoter regions, which is overcome by the
antirepressor activity of Ler (Sperandio et. al., 2000; Haack et. al., 2003). The histonelike, nucleoid-associated protein (H-NS) is a negative regulator of virulence gene
expression in several Gram-negative pathogens by preferentially binding to DNA
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curved in topology, and has been shown to repress VirF upregulation in Shigella under
temperature-dependent conditions (Atlung and Ingmer, 1997; Prosseda et. al., 1998).
Pleiotropic regulation of gene expression by H-NS has been demonstrated to affect the
expression of approximately 5% of the genes in E. coli (Hommais et. al., 2001). Thus,
hierarchial regulation in EPEC is such that IHF- and Per-activation of ler leads to the
derepression of the LEE2, LEE3 and LEE5 operons subjected to H-NS-dependent
transcriptional silencing. Ler is a weak activator of LEE4 in EPEC and may function
mainly as a derepressor of unknown transcriptional inhibitors of LEE4 expression
(Elliott et. al., 2000). Binding and activation of the LEE4 operon by Ler in EHEC has
also been shown although previous studies have suggested that EHEC LEE4 is not a
target of Ler regulation (Sharma and Zuemer, 2004). Another member of the H-NS
group of proteins known as Fis (factor for inversion stimulation) whose expression like
that of Bfp is growth phase-dependent, is also involved in activating ler transcription
thus exerting an influence on A/E lesion formation (Goldberg et. al., 2001). In addition,
the BipA GTPase which belongs to the superfamily of ribosome-binding GTPases has
been implicated as a master regulator of virulence gene expression in EPEC and
positively regulates the espC PAI and ler expression independent of H-NS, IHF and Per
(Grant et. al., 2003).

In addition, Ler has also been shown to regulate the expression of phenotypes and
proteins encoded outside the LEE, including the activation of expression and secretion
of EspC in EPEC and TagA in EHEC. Ler may also act as a repressor of novel fimbria
which may contribute to an increase in adherence of EPEC and EHEC on host cells
(Elliott et. al., 2000). However, Ler has also been shown to negatively autoregulate
LEE1 in EPEC by acting as a specific autorepressor of LEE1 transcription. This self
regulation mechanism limits Ler concentrations to levels just sufficient for the
activation of LEE operons as well as reduces cell-to-cell variability in LEE1 expression,
thus achieving a balance between optimising virulence gene expression and minimal
induction of the host’s immune response (Berdichevsky et. al., 2005).

1.3.18.1.3 perC homologue (Pch)

EHEC is not known to harbour homologues of per A and perB but at least five perC-Wkz
sequences have been found in the fully sequenced genome of EHEC 0157:H7 strain
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Sakai while the other genome-sequenced EHEC 0157:H7 strain EDL933 may contain
only four such genetic sequences. Three of the perC-like genes common to both strains,
named pchA,pchB and pchC, were each shown to encode a 104 amino acid protein that
enhanced expression of LEE genes through activation of the expression of Ler. PchA,
PchB and PchC were all found to be necessary for full expression of the LEE as well as
promoting adhesion to HEp-2 cells. All three genes were also detected in all clinical
isolates of LEE-positive EHEC tested, and pchD and pchE which encode proteins of
unknown functions occurred in the majority of the test strains. Thus, Pch may function
as the Per-equivalent in EHEC and exert positive regulation of LEE gene expression
also through the Ler regulator (Iyoda and Watanabe, 2004).

1.3.18.1.4 Negative regulators

Negative regulators described for Ler include the LEE-encoded transcriptional
repressor L0044 of EHEC and Hha (Lio and Syu, 2004; Sharma and Zuemer, 2004).
The nucleoid-associated non-LEE factor Hha which is known to repress expression of
HilA and a-haemolysin in Salmonella and pathogenic E. coli respectively, similarly
represses ler transcription through ler promoter-binding leading to modulation of LEE4
esp operon expression and thus demonstrating Ler-dependent regulation of LEE4 in
EHEC. The LEE is also subjected to regulation by other bacterial factors independent
of Ler involvement. Mutational inhibition of two regulatory genes, etrA and eivF, found
in the ETT2 gene cluster resulted in increased LEE protein secretion as well as
increased adhesion to host cells, suggesting that EtrA and EivF act as suppressors of
LEE gene expression in EHEC (Zhang et. al., 2004). EtrA- and EivF-mediated
transcriptional inhibition of LEE expression may occur indirectly through GrlA and
GrlR that were characterised as additional LEE-encoded positive and negative
regulators of type III secretion respectively in C. rodentium (Deng et. al., 2004). The
observation of such cross-talk between TTSS gene clusters and the fact that the cryptic
ETT2 may nonetheless encode functional regulators raise the possibility that further
variations in EtrA and EivF expression might also account for differences in secretion
levels of LEE proteins by different strains of EHEC. In addition, two chromosomalencoded proteins YhiE and YhiF that exhibit weak homology to DNA-binding proteins
involved in transcriptional regulation have been similarly shown to exert inhibitory
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effects on type III secretion via an unknown mechanism that does not involve Ler.
Deletion of yhiE produced increased adherence of EHEC to host cells and was also
associated with enhanced intestinal colonisation in mice, providing evidence of a role
for YhiE in in vivo regulation of LEE-mediated type III secretion and adhesion
(Tatsuno et. al., 2003).

1.3.18.2 Environmental Activation

Production of virulence factors is often influenced by growth phase and various physiochemical parameters such as temperature, osmolarity and pH which are a reflection of
the optimal environmental conditions encountered in vivo. Passage through the GI tract
involves a transitional stage in the stomach during which microorganisms are exposed
to the extreme acidity of gastric juice. Expression of acid resistance is thus necessary
for any potential intestinal pathogen to survive the acidic conditions prior to their entry
into the small intestine upon which virulence gene expression could then be initiated. A
glutamate carboxylase known as GadX is involved in activation of the glutamate
carboxylase (GAD) acid resistance system as well as negative regulation of virulence
protein expression of intimin, Tir and Bfp through the repression of PerA (Shin et. a l ,
2001). The activation of GadX itself under acidic conditions thus allows regulation of
the per regulon in response to changes in external environmental pH, which may then
influence temporal expression of virulence-associated genes upon exit from the
stomach into the more alkaline small intestine.

Expression of the LEE genes and adhesion to host cells have been experimentally
shown to be enhanced by culturing EPEC and EHEC in tissue culture medium such as
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) or nutritionally-poor bacterial medium
such as M9 medium, than in nutrient-rich medium such as Luria-Bertani broth (Ebel et.
al., 1996). The positive effect of DMEM on EHEC was attributed to the inorganic
bicarbonate ion component by stimulating an increase in ler gene transcription,
therefore resulting in an overall upregulation of LEE protein expression. Bicarbonate
occurs in higher concentrations in luminal contents of the distal small intestine and may
thus serve as a signalling factor for activation of EHEC virulence gene expression (Abe
et. al., 2002). Thermoregulation of LEE gene transcription has been characterised and
involves the in vitro activation of Ler expression at the human body temperature of
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37°C which then enables the derepression of the LEE operons as well as of espG that
are constitutively subjected to global repression by H-NS (Kenny and Finlay, 1995;
Umanski et. a l, 2002). Activation and modulation of virulence determinants by
temperature has also been shown for many enteric bacterial pathogens such as Yersinia
and Shigella, and serves to signify the transit of the bacteria physically from an external
environment into a host environment (Mekalanos, 1992). The positive influence of high
osmolarity and micronutrients such as calcium and ammonium ions on LEE
transcription has also been reported in EHEC, and that the combination of 37°C and
high osmotic pressure induced increased levels of activation than when each parameter
was tested on its own (Beltrametti et. a l, 1999). Anaerobiosis of Salmonella in the
small and large bowel luminal environment has also been shown to enhance its
virulence and invasive potential, indicating that the anaerobic conditions of the gut
serve as an important environmental cue for the activation of intestinal bacteria (Singh
et. al., 2000; Lee and Falkow, 1990). While the indigenous microflora constitute an
important line of defence against the colonisation of intestinal mucosa by pathogens,
their presence may also act as activation cues for pathogenic bacteria as seen in the
increased expression of AggR, a global transcriptional regulator of virulence factors
including AAF in EAEC cocultured with commensal bacteria in a continuous-flow
anaerobic system (Ruiz-Perez et. a l, 2004). Thus the intestinal flora may also exert
important influences on virulence gene expression by enteric bacteria.

1.3.18.3 Quorum sensing

The mechanism of bacterial cell-to-cell communication known as quorum sensing (QS)
that enables bacteria to monitor their own population density within a particular spatial
environment was first described in Vibrio harveyi. QS has been shown to serve as an
activator of virulence-associated genes in EHEC such as the LEE, stx genes and the
flagella regulon (Surette et. a l, 1999; Sperandio et. al., 1999). QS is mediated by the
luxS gene that codes for an enzyme involved in biosynthesis of two known autoinducer
compounds, AI-2 and AI-3 in EHEC 0157:H7 (Sperandio et. al., 2003). AI-3, rather
than AI-2, is responsible for QS regulation of the LEE through activating the expression
of QseA, a member of the LysR family of transcriptional factors (Sperandio et. al,
2002a). An additional level of positive regulation of Ler occurs through QseA which
activates the LEE independently of Per in EPEC, whereas in EHEC transcription of ler
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is activated by QseA in a cascade fashion in the absence of Per (Sircili et. al., 2004). QS
activation of Per in EPEC does not occur in response to AI-2 or AI-3 but rather via an
as yet unknown factor. The QS regulation of flagella expression in EHEC is effected
via the two-component QseBC system of which QseC also serves as the sensor for AI-3
(Sperandio et. al., 2002b; Sperandio et. al., 2003). The luxS system is widely found in
enteric bacteria and production of AI-3 by the dense normal flora of the large intestine
may enable a low infective dose of EHEC 0157:H7 to respond accordingly by
virulence gene activation. Cross-talk between AI-3 and the catecholamine endocrine
hormones epinephrine and norepinephrine that can be found in the intestinal tract,
suggests that cross-communication between the luxS/AI-3 bacterial quorum sensing
system and the host epinephrine signalling system also provides an additional level of
environmental global regulation in EHEC 0157:H7. Norepinephrine is also capable of
modulating the mesenteric parasympathetic nervous system and has in fact been shown
to enhance EHEC 0157:H7 colonisation of porcine colonic mucosa (Green et. al.,
2004). In addition to regulation by quorum sensing, LEE3 and LEE5 are also regulated
by the alternate sigma factor RpoS which is a global regulator in bacterial adaptation to
the late exponential growth phase as well as suboptimal growth conditions (Sperandio
et. al., 1999). A homologue of LuxR, the transcriptional activator of bioluminescence
gene expression in Vibrio in response to sufficient autoinducer levels has been
identified in EHEC and termed SdiA. SdiA instead serves as a negative regulator of
expression of espD, eae and the flagella operon, suggesting that QS may also control
EHEC 0157:H7 motility and intestinal colonisation via SdiA-regulation of the LEE4
and LEE5 operons (Kanamaru et. al., 2000).

1.3.19 Pathophysiology of EPEC/EHEC diarrhoea

1.3.19.1 Destruction of intestinal barrier integrity

The induction of diarrhoea in a bacterial infection fundamentally involves physiological
perturbations to intestinal epithelial functions such as electrolyte transport, tight
junction (TJ) barrier integrity and local immune response. Disruption of barrier function
resulting in watery diarhoea in EPEC infection occurs via the activation of signaling
pathways which lead to loss of epithelial resistance and increased barrier permeability.
EPEC infection of host cells has been shown to induce the phosphorylation of several
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host proteins that include ezrin, myosin light chain (MLC) and protein kinase C (PKC).
The redistribution of the membrane-cytoskeletal linker protein ezrin from microvilli of
epithelial cells to the sites of EPEC attachment results in activation of ezrin through
threonine and tyrosine phosphorylation, followed by cytoskeletal rearrangements and
disruption of TJs (Simonovic et. al., 2001). On the other hand, association of MLC with
the cytoskeleton and MLC phosphorylation are enhanced by EPEC infection, which has
been shown to promote the contraction of cytoskeletal protein rings that underlie the
TJs leading to increases in paracellular permeability (Manjarrez-Hemandez et. al., 1996;
Yuhan et. al., 1997). EPEC-induced phosphorylation of PKC has also been implicated
in causing the dissociation of the cadherin- p-catenin complex that constitutes adherens
junctions, resulting in increased leakiness of the intestinal barrier (Mallidi et. al., 2004).
The release of the TJ-associated protein occludin into the cytoplasm following
dephosphorylation causing TJ disintegration, was shown to be largely mediated by
EspF and Map but a synergistic contribution from intimin independent of its function of
Tir-interaction has also been demonstrated (McNamara et. al., 2001; Simonovic et. al.,
2000; Dean and Kenny, 2004). A similar role in TJ disruption has been implicated for
Tccp/EspFu as well, suggesting that EPEC produces multiple multifunctional proteins
that are involved in activating the various pathways that lead to destruction of intestinal
epithelial barrier integrity (Viswanathan et. al., 2004a). The decrease in TER in TJ
disruption may also arise from perturbations in intestinal cell polarity, as redistribution
of basolaterally-located pi-integrins to the apical surfaces of differentiated T84 cells
and co-localisation with EPEC attachment sites, suggestive of intimin-pi-integrin
interaction, has been shown (Muza-Moons et. al., 2003).

1.3.19.2 Modulation of ion transport

The secretory aspects of diarrhoea may be attributed to a loss of absorptive surface and
capacity, destruction of brush border microvillar enzymes resulting in malabsorption, as
well as due to alterations in electrolyte transport. Diarrhoea associated with enteric
bacterial infections could result from increased chloride secretion, decreased sodium
chloride secretion, or both. Caco-2 and HeLa cells infected with EPEC expressing a
functional TTSS and delivering EspA, EspB and EspD have exhibited decreases in
resting membrane potential (Collington et. al., 1998b), and Caco-2 cells undergo rapid
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increases in short-circuit current linked to possible activation of chloride ion secretion
(Stein et. al., 1996; Collington et. al., 1998a). The induction of PKC activation by
EPEC accompanied by increased membrane-association of PKC may yet account for
the triggering of signalling cascades through PKC-stimulation of the cystic fibrosis
transmembrane chloride channel as well as other chloride channels that could result in
net secretion of ions and fluids (Crane and Oh, 1997). However, studies on T84 cells
have yielded conflicting observations, that alterations in transport of bicarbonate rather
than of chloride by EPEC is the mechanism for eliciting the diarrhoeal response (Hecht
and Koutsouris, 1999). These discrepancies are most probably attributed to the
differences in the cell lines used for study, as Caco-2 cells represent absorptive villous
cells derived from colonic carcinoma while T84 cells resemble colonic secretory crypt
cells (Chantret et. al., 1988; Dharmsathaphom et. al., 1984). For sodium transport,
differential regulation of Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE) activity of several NHE isoforms by
EPEC has been reported and that a net stimulation of sodium ion uptake mediated by
the NHE isoform 2 was observed which does not promote diarrhoea. This may however
merely represent a compensatory mechanism for the decrease in NHE3 activity which
would promote diarrhoea, and that the downregulation of NHE3 transport, with the
inhibition of the chloride/OH' exchange channel, is more likely to contribute to EPECinduced diarrhoea (Hecht et. al., 2004). Thus the actual molecular basis underlying the
pathophysiology of EPEC diarrhoea is likely to involve a complex interplay among
various signal transduction pathways that regulate the transport and secretion functions
of the intestinal epithelium.

1.3.19.2.1 Intracellular calcium fluxes
^ I

An increase in intracellular levels of calcium ion (Ca ) induced by EPEC was initially
postulated to be the mechanism through which cytoskeletal rearrangements were
mediated that eventually resulted in osmotic diarrhoea (Baldwin et. al., 1991). Later
studies however failed to report the occurrence of such calcium fluxes, concluding that
A/E lesion formation by both EPEC and EHEC was Ca2+-independent (Bain et. al.,
1998). Another study later indicated the possibility of calcium fluxes which is required
for the perturbation of TJs but not in the inflammation cascade (Savkavoic et. al., 2001).
The controversial role of calcium thus remains unresolved.
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1.3.19.3 Inflammatory responses

EPEC-induced inflammation of the gut is largely mediated by the activation of nuclear
transcriptional activator (NF-kB) through the PKC<^ and ERK signalling pathways,
which is in turn central to the activation of interleukin-8 (IL-8) expression (Savkavoic
et. al., 1997; et. al., 2001; et. al., 2003). The production of the cytokine IL-8 serves to
induce transmigration of neutrophils across an intact T84 cell monolayer (Savkavoic et.
al., 1996), which may exacerbate paracellular permeability as well as trigger a cascade
of release of inflammatory factors by other immune cells thus eliciting tissue injury. In
addition, activation of NF-kB is critical for the upregulation of galanin-1 receptor
expression on both T84 cells and murine colonic epithelium in response to colonisation
by EPEC, EHEC and ETEC. This results in stimulation of galanin-1-mediated chloride
secretion, and provides evidence of NF-kB acting as a central regulator that coordinates
physiological electrolyte transport with the innate immune system (Hecht et. al., 1999).
Intimin and EspA have been demonstrated to promote proinflammatory cytokine
production in rabbit Peyer’s patches (Ramirez et. al., 2005). The induction of IL-8
expression in T84 cells has also been shown to be mediated by flagellin produced by
EPEC, EHEC as well as of nonpathogenic E. coli K-12, and occurs independently of
A/E lesion formation and type III secretion (Zhou et. al., 2003). Studies with HeLa cells
revealed that this surge of NF-kB and proinflammatory cytokine production is believed
to be transient, and EspB plays a role in the suppression of IL-6 and IL-8 expression
(Hauf and Chakraborty, 2003). The active inhibition of NF-KB-mediated signalling is
likely to be a bacterial mechanism of preventing an excessive host immune response
which could prove deleterious to bacterial colonisation of the intestine. Indeed in the C.
rodentium mouse model of infection, the host-generated adaptive immune response
involving mainly CD4+ T helper cells recruitment is largely required for clearing the
infection (Simmons et. al., 2003). Hence, the mucosal inflammation observed during
infection by EPEC and EHEC are likely to consist of both the bacterial pro- and anti
inflammatory effects as well as the host protective immune responses towards resolving
microbial infections of the gastrointestinal tract.
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1.3.19.4 Epithelial cell death

The ability to cause host cell death both directly and indirectly is a basic mechanism of
pathogenesis of many pathogens. Pronounced crypt hyperplastic villous atrophy in
intestinal specimens had been reported in in vivo EPEC infections (Rothbaum et. al.,
1982; Ulshen and Rollo, 1980; Hill et. al., 1991), and cell turnover in small intestinal
crypts occurred at rates comparable to that in coeliac disease, suggesting that crypt
hyperplasia constitutes a common tissue response to mucosal damage induced in food
allergy and infection (Savidge et. al., 1996). EPEC- and EHEC-induced apoptosis and
necrosis

have

been

demonstrated

in

several

studies

in

which

Bfp-

phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) binding and EspF translocation have been shown to
promote apoptotic cell death (Abul-Milh et. al., 2001; Crane et. al., 2001). Apoptosis
triggered by EHEC attachment to host cells was associated with increased host
membrane PE levels which further augmented bacterial binding as well as membrane
localisation of PE (Foster et. al., 2000). It was further shown that EPEC-activated PKC
was targeted to membrane PE and that extemalisation of the PKC-PE complex resulted
in host cell apoptosis (Crane and Vezina, 2005). A role for Tir has also been
demonstrated in which ectopically-expressed Tir localised to mitochondria induced
apoptosis of host cells (Malish et. al., 2003). The relevance of these pro-apoptotic
mechanisms in vivo is unclear. In addition, EPEC has been shown to biochemically
modify focal adhesions (FA) which are dense aggregations of integrin receptors and
cytoskeletal-associated proteins through which epithelial cells attach to the extracellular
matrix. EPEC-induced cell rounding-up and detachment was dependent on TTSStranslocation of effector proteins whose activities led to dephosphorylation of FA
kinase and redistribution of FA to the cell periphery (Shrifin et. al., 2002). Damage to
barrier integrity from detachment of epithelial cells may thus further aggravate the local
inflammatory response. Studies in rabbits however revealed that REPEC does not
appear to promote apoptosis in intestinal epithelium (Heczko et. al., 2001). The antiapoptotic aspect of EPEC pathogenesis was also shown in its activation of tyrosine
kinases, PKC and NF-kB which function as mediators of pathways involved in cell
death suppression. It is likely that the crypt hyperplasia and increased cell turnover in
EPEC-infected gut mucosal may have arisen as a result of its anti-apoptotic activities.
The normal physiological cell turnover rates in the both small and large intestine occurs
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every 3-6 days and are maintained by apoptosis (Jones and Gores, 1997). In addition,
this cell turnover has been shown to be exacerbated in enteric bacterial infections but
remains largely a host response that may serve to remove and dislodge infected and
damaged epithelial cells as a mechanism for counteracting the spread of infection (Kim
et. al., 1998). Thus, maintaining the balance between active host cell killing and
downregulation of crypt hyperplasia in epithelial layers of the gut would be an
important function of EPEC, in ensuring that it can colonise the intestinal tract without
destroying the enterocytes upon which it adheres.

1.3.20 Models for EPEC and EHEC research

1.3.20.1 Cultured epithelial cell lines

Intestinal epithelial cell lines serve as convenient tools for the study of EPEC and
EHEC host interactions and comprise mainly malignant tumour cell lines of human
origin. These include the HeLa, HEp-2, Caco-2, T84 and HT29 cell lines that are used
for studying the various aspects of EPEC and EHEC pathogenesis. The HeLa cell line
was the first carcinoma cell line developed for long term culture and was derived from a
cervix epitheloid carcinoma while HEp-2 cells were derived from a larynx carcinoma
(Grey et. al., 1952; Moore et. al., 1955). The HEp-2 cell bacterial adherence assay
serves as the “gold standard” for the phenotypic diagnosis of the EAEC, EPEC and
DAEC categories, based on the three distinct patterns of adherence - localised
adherence (LA), aggregative adherence (AA), and diffuse adherence (DA) - observed
after the standard 3h of incubation (Cravioto et. al., 1979; Vial et. al., 1990). An
additional fourth pattern termed the localised adherence-like (LAL) pattern was later
described and included for the appearances of some EHEC and atypical EPEC strains
which displayed less adherence in the form of less compact bacterial clusters only with
prolonged incubation periods of 6h (Scaletsky et. al., 1996; Knutton et. al., 1991).
HeLa and HEp-2 are also commonly used for studying the molecular basis of A/E
lesion formation in EPEC and EHEC, but both cell lines are of non intestinal origin and
do not become differentiated like the human colon carcinoma-derived Caco-2, T84 and
HT29 cell lines. At confluency, Caco-2 cells are able to undergo spontaneous
enterocytic differentiation, developing polarisation of the cell layer with formation of
domes and apical brush border microvilli when grown on permeable supports in vitro,
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whereas the HT29 cell line initiates enterocytic differentiation only in the absence of
glucose in in vitro culture (Chantret et. al., 1988). Caco-2 cells are also characterised by
the formation of intercellular TJs that result in high levels of transpeithelial electrical
resistance across the monolayer (Grasset et. al., 1984). These features are also
developed in the polarised T84 cell line that structurally resemble crypt cells of the
colon and are able to mediate vectorial electrolyte transport as intestinal enterocytes in
vivo (Dharmsathaphom et. al., 1984; Madara et. al., 1987). Thus, differentiated cultures
of Caco-2 and T84 cells are more physiologically relevant to intestinal epithelium and
have been more extensively utilised for the study of the pathogenic effects of EPEC and
EHEC in alterations in ion transport, inflammation and perturbations in intestinal
barrier function in the form of tight junction disruption, that may provide explanations
for the mechanism of EPEC and EHEC diarrhoea (Hecht, 2001).

1.3.20.2 In vitro organ culture (IVOC)

The study of interactions between enteric pathogens and the intestinal mucosa was
greatly aided by the development of techniques that enable the culturing of intestinal
biopsy explants obtained from humans or animal models in a laboratory setting. In vitro
culture of human intestinal explants was first used for the study of human
gastrointestinal disorders such as coeliac disease and ulcerative colitis (Jos et. al., 1975;
Trier, 1976). The application of IVOC for enteric microbial pathogenesis research
maintains the complexity of the in vivo intestinal mucosal surface, such as the presence
of host receptors, the glycoclayx layer and mucus production. The glycocalyx
constitutes a non-specific barrier that serves to regulate particulate access to the apical
enterocyte membrane surface (Frey et. al., 1996), and its presence as a thinner layer on
ileal Peyer’s patches may account for the specific targeting of EHEC 0157:H7 to
Peyer’s patches (Phillips et. al., 2000b). The use of IVOC for demonstrating A/E lesion
formation by EPEC and EHEC on both paediatric and adult human intestinal explants
(Knutton et. a l , 1987; Knutton et. a l , 1992) has also facilitated elucidation of the
different tissue tropisms of EPEC E69 and EHEC 0157:H7 (Phillips et. a l , 2000b). In
ex vivo animal studies, IVOC has been used to show EPEC A/E lesion formation on
rabbit ileum and EHEC 0157:H7 colonisation with A/E lesion formation on bovine
large intestinal explants (Batt et. al., 1987; Baehler and Moxley, 2000).
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Using human foetal intestinal tissue for xenograft transplant into immunodeficient mice,
a severe-combined immunodeficient murine xenograft model was developed which
displayed morphological characteristics of small and large intestinal mucosa (Savidge
et. al., 1995). Despite the presence of murine cells in the submucosa and lamina propria,
the epithelium that comprises the enterocytes, myofibroblasts and intraepithelial
lymphocytes was essentially of human origin. The murine xenograft transplant model
has been used to demonstrate an important function of neutrophil recruitment for
limiting human intestinal invasion by Shigella (Zhang et. al., 2001). The maintenance
and culture of human intestine in an animal model could also be used for the study of
EPEC- and EHEC-human host interactions.

1.3.20.3 Animal models

The study of pathogenesis of EPEC and EHEC in animal models enables the bacterialhost interaction to be assessed in the context of an in vivo intact environment
comprising differentiated intestinal epithelium and the presence of commensal flora, as
well as in the aspects of regulation of host and bacterial gene expression, pathology and
immunological responses. This is however complicated by the fact that both are humanspecific pathogens and do not readily infect most laboratory animal models or
reproduce the full clinical spectrum of disease symptoms in animal models. The more
commonly used animal models include small animal models such as the mouse,
gnotobiotic piglet, rabbit, whilst the large animal models typically include the
ruminants such as cattle and goats. Animal models have been used for the study of
EPEC and EHEC A/E lesion, diarrhoeagenic virulence mechanisms, inflammatory
responses and tissue tropism. The formation of A/E lesions and the critical role of
intimin in colonisation has been demonstrated in animals including gnotobiotic piglets,
rabbits and neonatal calves (Tzipori et. al., 1987, et. al., Tzipori 1995; Marches et. al.,
2000; Dean-Nystrom et. al., 1998). In particular, studies in gnotobiotic piglets provided
the first evidence of the involvement of intimin in region-specific EHEC 0157:H7
colonisation and Stx-mediated intestinal lesions (Tzipori et. al., 1995). The bovine
model has been used to show colonic adhesion by EHEC 0157:H7, in particular to the
lymphoid follicle-dense mucosa of the terminal rectum (Baehler and Moxley, 2000;
Naylor et. al., 2003). The absence of vascular receptors for Stx in bovine intestine may
account for the resistance of cattle to Stx-induced injury (Hoey et. al., 2003). Ligated
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ileal loops are commonly used for studying enterotoxin-induced fluid accumulation and
inflammation (De and Chatteije, 1953), and have demonstrated fluid accumulation in
rabbits by STEC as well as enteropathogenic effects generated via intimin- and Stxindependent mechanisms by EHEC O103:H2 in the bovine model (Keenan et. al.,
1986; Stevens et. al., 2002a). An infant rabbit model has been used for demonstrating
the importance of all characterised LEE-encoded effector proteins for EHEC 0157:H7
virulence (Ritchie and Waldor, 2005). However in older rabbits, diarrhoea and the
intestinal pathology of A/E lesions are not accompanied by Stx-mediated renal damage
that results in HUS. Intravenous injection of Stxl induces lesions in the caecum and in
the central nervous system but without renal involvement due to the absence of the Gbs
receptor in the rabbit kidney (Richardson et. al., 1992).

Several animal models are being developed for the study of EHEC 0157:H7-induced
HC and HUS. Natural infection of Dutch belted rabbits by EHEC 0157 exhibits
intestinal, renal, and systemic pathology that closely resembles human HUS and hence
could serve as a relevant model for the study of EHEC-induced HUS in humans (Garcia
et. a l, 2002). A naturally occurring condition known as iodiopathic cutaneous and renal
glomerular vasculopathy similar to HUS has been documented in greyhounds which
may thus also serve as a model for HUS (Fenwick and Cowan, 1998). The features of
thrombocytopenia and microangiopathic haemolytic anaemia are observed but these
have not been linked to infection by STEC. The domestic ferret may be used for the
study of Stx-mediated renal pathology in STEC infections without colitis involvement
(Woods et. al., 2002). A primate model using monkeys for the study of intestinal A/E
lesion formation and ulceration in EHEC 0157:H7 infection has also been developed
(Kang et. al., 2001). Intravenous infusion of Stxl in babbons resulted in acute renal
failure characterised by microvascular thrombosis chiefly due to localisation of the host
inflammatory response to the kidneys, sharing similarities with human HUS and thus
the baboon could be used as a suitable primate model for the study of the Stx-mediated
renal and systemic pathology in HUS (Taylor et. al., 1999).

Natural models of infection for the study of EPEC pathogenesis include the C.
rodentium surrogate infection murine model. Formerly known as Citrobacter freundii,
C. rodentium is the only known murine A/E pathogen and causes transmissible murine
colonic hyperplasia characterised by epithelial cell hyperproliferation in the descending
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colon (Barthold et. al., 1976). However, C. rodentium displays a caecal patch-restricted
tissue tropism and expresses the Cfc type IV pilus for initial colonisation, in contrast to
the production of Bfp by EPEC which adheres to all regions of the small bowel (Wiles
et. al., 2004; Mundy et. al., 2003; Phillips et. al., 2000b). No distinction between FAEand non-FAE-adherence has however been shown for the caecal patch adhesion
phenotype. Nonetheless this model has been used to demonstrate intimin-specific
immune responses, roles of intimin and Tir in colonisation, and as a model of
inflammatory bowel disease (Higgins et. al., 1999; Reece et. al., 2002a; Reece et. al.,
2002b; Deng et. al., 2003). The extent of genetically-determined host susceptibility to
bacterial infections may be an important consideration as the inbred C57BL/6J mouse
strain, as compared to NIH Swiss mice, is more susceptible to colonisation by C.
rodentium and EPEC, and sustains inflammation of the colon consistent with intestinal
inflammation seen in in vivo EPEC infections (Vallance et. al., 2003; Savkovic et. al.,
2005). Natural infection of rabbits by REPEC and RDEC-1 has also been extensively
studied with close comparison to human EPEC infection. The PP-colonisation
phenotype of A/E pathogens was first shown in REPEC and RDEC-1 infections of
rabbits (Cantey and Inman, 1981; Von Moll and Cantey, 1997) and that REPEC
interaction with ileal mucosa decreased apoptosis of enterocytes (Heczko et. al., 2001).
The role of intimin and Tir in colonisation and virulence was also demonstrated in
REPEC rabbit infection (Marches et. al., 2000). Production of proinflammatory
cytokines in intestinal inflammation during REPEC infection was also noted and was
dependent on intimin and EspA (Ramirez et. al., 2005).

1.3.20.4 Human volunteer experiments

The first demonstration of EPEC as pathogens with the capacity to cause diarrhoea was
carried out in human adult volunteer studies (Levine et. a l, 1978). To date, other EPEC
factors that have been examined for their roles in diarrhoeal production in humans
include the EAF plasmid, Bfp, intimin and EspB (Levine et. al., 1985; Bieber et. al.,
1998; Donnenberg et. al., 1993; Tacket et. al., 2000). Although all the virulence factors
tested were involved in diarrhoea production, there was no one factor that was solely
critical for pathogenesis. The degree of host susceptibility may also be extremely
variable due to differences in genetic backgrounds of the volunteers, and is likely to
exert an influence on the experimental outcome. Only one volunteer study has been
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performed with an atypical EPEC 0128:H2 strain with no documentation of diarrhoea
generated in the volunteers, but the results remain inconclusive due to a lack of
understanding of the virulence characteristics of the 0128:H2 serotype (Levine et. al.,
1978). Protection against heterologous rechallenge was not shown to be conferred by
prior exposure to a different EPEC serotype although disease was significantly milder
in severity in homologous challenge (Donnenberg et. al., 1998). STEC has not been
tested in human volunteer studies due to the potential risks of HC and HUS, hence little
is known with regards to the role of the specific key virulence factors in human disease.

1.4 Conclusions
EPEC and EHEC share the pathogenic mechanism of A/E lesion formation associated
with the common carriage of the LEE pathogenicity island. However, the loss and gain
of genetic elements during divergent evolution have given rise to different
combinations of virulence-associated factors, translating into differences in aspects of
pathogenicity and human disease. Despite a wealth of data on EPEC and EHEC biology
derived from cell culture models of infection, the knowledge of their interaction with
human intestine is limited. Thus, to further study the virulence mechanisms of EPEC
and EHEC, the human intestinal IVOC system will be extensively applied in this thesis
for assessing and comparing the adhesion characteristics of EPEC and EHEC. The
particular aims of the thesis are:a) To study tissue tropism on human intestinal mucosa in this ex vivo experimental
setting that more closely mimics the in vivo situation than cell culture systems,
and affords access to different regions of the gut.
b) To explore the influence of the environment as well as certain experimental
parameters of the IVOC system that may modulate bacterial interaction with
human intestinal epithelium.
c) To examine the involvement of the translocated intimin receptor (Tir) in A/E
lesion formation in human intestine, and assess the requirement for Tir-tyrosine
phosphorylation in EPEC infection and TccP interaction in 0157:H7 infection.
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Chapter 2.0 Material and Methods

2.1 Bacterial Strains

The Escherichia coli strains, listed in tables 2.1-2.3, were used to generate the results in
chapters 3, 4 and 5. Further descriptions are also included in the corresponding results
sections.

Table 2.1 Wildtype bacterial strains
Strain

Serotype

Source/Reference

E2348/69

0127:H6

Levine et al., 1978

G57

055:H7

Adu-Bobie et al., 1998; Rodrigues et al., 1996

G58

055 :H7

Adu-Bobie et al., 1998; Rodrigues et al., 1996

S6

055:H7

A.D. Phillips, Centre for Paediatric Gastroenterology,

S7

055:H7

Royal Free Hospital, London, U.K.

S112

055:H7

WC155

055:H7

S. Knutton, Institute of Child Health, Birmingham

WC211

055 :H7

University, Birmingham, UK

WC416

055 :H7

R.ahmed

055:H7

EPEC

Atypical EPEC
1711-4

051 :H40

T.A.T. Gomes, Departamento de Microbiologia,

1931-2

051 :H40

Immunologica e Parasitologia, Universidade Federal

2922-2

098:H8

de S&o Paulo, Brazil

3941-1

NT :H34

4281-7

O104:H-

4361-2

O51:H40

EHEC
85/170

0157:H7

Tzipori et. al., 1987

TUV 93-0

0157:H7

A. Donohue-Rolfe, Division of Infectious Diseases,
Tufts University School
of Veterinary Medicine, Massachusetts, USA
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Table 2.1 Wildtype bacterial strains (continued)
Strain

Serotype

Source/Reference

Sakai 813

0157:H7

S. Chihiro, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

12900

0157:H7

H. Smith, Division of Enteric Pathogens, Central

EHEC

Public Health Laboratory, London, UK
AGT300

0157:H7

Torres et. al., 2002

HI 1/8624JK

0157:H7

(Griffin et. al., 1998; Sperandio et. al., 1999)

TT12B

0157:H7

P. Feng, Division of Microbiological Studies, US
Food and Drug Administration, Washington DC,
U.S.A.

PMK5

O103:H2

Mariani-Kurkdjian et. al., 2001

E77804

O103:H-

H. Smith, Division of Enteric Pathogens, Central
Public Health Laboratory, London, UK

EAEC
042

Nataro et al., 1996

044:H18

All the strains used in the experiments described in chapters 3, 4 and 5 are Stx-negative.
The laboratory is a Safety Category Class II laboratory and Stx-expressing bacteria are
required by law to be handled in a Class III laboratory.
E2348/69 was isolated from a case of infant diarrhoea, Taunton, Somerset, U.K. It is
positive for the EAF plasmid and BFP and as such is considered to be a prototypical
strain of typical EPEC. It produces LA on HEp-2 cells and causes diarrhoea in human
volunteers (Donnenberg et. al., 1993).

042 was isolated from an infant with diarrhoea in Lima, Peru, in 1983. It adheres to
HEp-2 cells in a distinctive aggregative pattern, and the HEp-2 assay (Nataro et. al.,
1987a) and a DNA probe (Baudry et. a l , 1990) are used as diagnostic tools for EAEC.
Human volunteers inoculated with 042 developed watery, non-bloody diarrhoea
without fever (Nataro et. a l , 1995). It is genetically negative for intimin and Stx.
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85/170 was isolated from a food handler in a Canadian nursing home.

It is a

spontaneous Stx negative derivative of EHEC 0157:H7 strain 84-289, lacking both stxl
and stx2 (Tzipori et al., 1987).

TUV 93-0 is the Astx derivative of EDL933 that was isolated from contaminated
ground beef patties responsible for outbreaks of haemorrhagic colitis in the states of
Oregon and Michigan, USA (Wells et. al., 1983). An out-of-frame deletion of 500 bp
was performed for stxl that resulted in removal of active site residues of the toxin A
subunit as well as the introduction of a stop codon within the A subunit (Gunzer et. al.,
1998). The stx2 gene was similarly deleted for its A subunit active site residue and the
entire leader sequence of the B subunit (Donohue-Rolfe et. al., 2000). This strain was
kindly provided by A. Donohue-Rolfe, Division of Infectious Diseases, Tufts
University School of Veterinary Medicine, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

Sakai 813 is the Astx derivative of strain Sakai that was isolated from the 1996 outbreak
in Sakai city, Japan and was inactivated in both copies of its Stx gene (Hayashi et. al.,
2001). A 0.6 kb BsiWl fragment containing the stxl A gene with its upstream region was
deleted while the stx2A gene was disrupted with a Smal-site kanamycin cassette
insertion. This strain was kindly provided by C. Sasakawa, University of Tokyo, Tokyo,
Japan.

12900 was isolated from a public health laboratory in Austria during 1992 (Best et. al.,
2005). The toxin-negative derivative of this strain does not possess either stxl or stx2
genes and was kindly provided by H. Smith, Division of Enteric Pathogens, Central
Public Health Laboratory, London, U.K.

AGT300 was isolated from the same outbreak associated with EHEC 0157:H7 strain
86-24 and is a streptomycin-resistant derivative of EHEC strain 87-23 which does not
produce Stx2. This strain was kindly provided by A.G. Torres, Center for Vaccine
Development, University of Maryland, U.S.A.

H ll and 8624JK are two isolates of the derivative strain of wild-type EHEC 0157:H7
strain 86-24, which is positive only for Stx2 expression, containing a mutation in the
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stxAl gene that inactivates Stxl production. The 8624 strain was isolated from an HC
outbreak in Walla, Walla, Washington, U.S.A. (Griffin et. a l , 1998). These strains
were kindly provided by A. Hull and J.B. Kaper, Center for Vaccine Development,
University of Maryland, U.S.A.

TT12B was isolated from a Japanese patient with haemorrhagic colitis and does not
contain the genes for Stxl and Stx2. TT12B was isolated along with its progenitor
strain TT12A which produced Stx and harboured intact stxl and stx2 genes. This strain
was kindly provided by P. Feng, Division of Microbiological Studies, US Food and
Drug Administration, Washington DC, U.S.A.

PMK5 was isolated from a paediatric clinical case of HUS in France (MarianiKurkdjian et. al., 2001). It is rendered negative for Stxl by internal deletions in stxl A
which also removes the start codon for stxlB. It does not express Stx2 as probed by
PCR.

This strain was kindly provided by E. Oswald, Unite INRA - ENVT de

Microbiologie Moleculaire, Ecole Veterinaire de Toulouse, France. The mutation in
stxl A was carried out by M.P. Stevens, Institute for Animal Health, Compton, U.K.

E77804 was isolated from an adult male with diarrhoea in Oxford, UK. It is also
designated as an atypical EPEC intimin e-expressing, EAF plasmid negative strain.
This strain was kindly provided by H. Smith, Division of Enteric Pathogens, Central
Public Health Laboratory, London, U.K.
EPEC 055:H7 strains S6, S7, SI 12 and R.ahmed were isolated from clinical cases of
acute diarrhoea that occurred in eastern London in the 1990s and were provided by Dr
A.D. Phillips, Centre for Paediatric Gastroenterology, Royal Free Hospital, London,
U.K. Strains WC155, WC211 and WC416 were isolated from paediatric cases of acute
diarrhoea in Thailand occurring in early 1990s and provided by S. Knutton, Institute of
Child Health, Birmingham University, Birmingham, U.K. Strains G57 and G58 were
from diarrhoea cases between 1950 and 1993, and provided by L.R. Trabulsi, Institute
Butantan, Universidade de S&o Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

The six atypical EPEC strains were isolated from paediatric cases of acute diarrhoea
between April 1989 to March 1990 in Sao Paulo, Brazil and provided by T.A.T. Gomes,
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Departamento de Microbiologia, Imunologia e Parasitologia, Universidade Federal de
Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil (Vieira et. al., 2001). Typing of intimin gene sequences
was separately conducted by C. Jenkins, Division of Enteric Pathogens, Central Public
Health Laboratory, London, U.K.

Table 2.2 Derivative strains of EPEC and EHEC
Strain1

Description

Source/Reference

E69Atir

tir deletion mutant of E2348/69

Kenny et. al., 1997

E69Atir-

E69Atir carrying plasmid pACYC184 that

Kenny, 1999

ptirEpEC
E69Atir-

contains map, tirEpEc, cesT, Cmr
E69A/z> carrying plasmid ptirEPECthat contains

plasmid (Kenny, 1999)

pft>Y474S

tyrosine 474-*serine substitution in tir, Cmr

transformation (This study)

E69Atir-

E69A/zV carrying plasmid pftrtPEC that contains

This study

ptirM2

deletion of the 12-amino-acid sequence

EPEC

encompassing tyrosine 474 in tir, Cmr
E69A/z>-

E69A/z> carrying plasmid pACYC184 that

plasmid (Kenny, 2001)

P^EHEC

contains the map, tir, cesT region of EHEC,

transformation (This study)

Cmr
UMD872

espA deletion mutant of E2348/69

Kenny et al., 1996

UMD870

espD deletion mutant of E2348/69

Lai et. al., 1997

UMD872-

UMD872 expressing EspAepec from plasmid

G. Frankel2

pespAEpEC

pBAD, Ampr Kmr

UMD872-

UMD872 expressing E spAehec from plasmid

pespAEuEC

pBAD, Ampr Kmr

UMD870-

UMD870 expressing E spDepec from plasmid

pespDEPEC

pBAD, Ampr Kmr

UMD870-

UMD870 expressing EspDehec from plasmid

pespDEHEC

pBAD, Ampr Kmr

G. Frankel2

G. Frankel2

G. Frankel2

EHEC
AGT401

IpfAl deletion mutant of EHEC 85/170, Cmr

Torres et. al., 2002

AGT403

lpfA2 deletion mutant of EHEC 85/170, Tetr

Torres et. al., 2004
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Table 2.2 Derivative strains of EPEC and EHEC (continued)
Strain1

Description

Source/Reference

IpfAl lpfA2 double deletion mutant of EHEC

A.G. Torres3

EHEC
AGT404

85/170, Cmr Tetr
12900Arir

tir deletion mutant of EHEC 12900

Kenny, 2001

12900Arir-

12900Arir carrying plasmid pACYC184 that

plasmid (Kenny, 2001)

prirnHEC

contains map, ^>ehec, cesT, Cmr

transformation (This study)

12900Arir-

12900A//r carrying plasmid pACYC184 that

plasmid (Kenny, 1999)

prirEPEC

contains the map, tir, cesT region of EPEC,

transformation (This study)

Cmr
12900Arir-

12900Arir carrying plasmid prirEpEC that

plasmid (Kenny, 1999)

pfr>Y474S

contains tyrosine 474->serine substitution in

transformation (This study)

/^ epecj Cmr
ICC 185

tccp deletion mutant of EDL933

Garmendia et. a l , 2004

ICC 188

espJ deletion mutant of 85/170

Dahan et. al., 2005

Strains1: Antibiotic resistances 0 conferred by the respective plasmids are indicated:
Amp- ampicillin, Km- kanamycin, Cm- chloramphenicol and Tet- tetracycline.
G. Frankel2: Centre for Molecular Microbiology and Infection, Imperial College
London, U.K.

A.G. Torres3: Department of Microbiology and Immunology, University of Texas
Medical Branch, Texas, U.S.A.

Table 2.3 Laboratory strains of E. coli for genetic manipulation
Strain

Description

Source/Reference

JM109

JM109: F’traD36proA+B+lacP A(lacZ)M15/A

Sambrook et. al.,

(lac-proAB) glnV44 e l4' gyrA96 recAl relAl
endAl thi hsdR17
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1989

2.2 Storage and culture of bacterial strains

Bacterial strains were stored at -70°C in a Microbank (ProLab Diagnostics, UK) or as a
25% glycerol stock. Routine culture of bacterial strains was performed on Luria Bertani
(LB) agar plates from which single colonies were subcultured into brain heart infusion
(BHI) or LB broth for use in infection studies on cells and whole tissue biopsies, or for
genomic DNA preparations for purposes of PCR amplification. Derivative wildtype
bacterial strains that carried plasmids were cultured in growth medium supplemented
accordingly with the appropriate antibiotic for selection and maintenance of the
plasmids. Antibiotics were applied at the following concentrations: ampicillin 50-100
pg/ml, kanamycin 50 pg/ml, chloramphenicol 30 pg/ml and tetracycline 30 pg/ml.

2.3 Laboratory cell culture
2.3.1 HEp-2 cell culture
HEp-2 cells were isolated from tumours produced in irradiated cortisonised weanling
mice after injection with epidermoid carcinoma tissue from the larynx of a 56-year old
male (American Type Culture Collection ATCC) (Moore et. al., 1955).

2.3.2 Caco-2 cell culture

The Caco-2 cell line is a human colon carcinoma cell line developed from colonic
epithelial cells isolated from a case of colorectal adenocarcinoma in a 72 year-old
Caucasian male (American Type Culture Collection ATCC) (Fogh et. al., 1977). Caco2 cells are capable of undergoing cellular differentiation upon reaching confluence
when cultured on permeable collagen-coated filter supports or assume a non
differentiated appearance when grown on plastic surfaces in laboratory cell culture.

2.4 Cell culture infection assays

Each experimental infection assay was carried out in triplicate and results obtained
showed consistency. Any inconsistent result is discounted and not included in the set of
triplicates.
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2.4.1 HEp-2 cell infection assay

HEp-2 cell monolayers were grown on 13-mm glass coverslips (Merck) in 24-well
tissue culture plates (Triple Red). Cells were seeded at a density of 5 x 105 cells per ml
of culture medium and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2 (Sanyo CO2 incubator) for a
minimum of 24 hours to achieve confluency of 70%-80%. For infection assays, the
wells were inoculated with 10 pi of an overnight culture of bacteria grown in BHI broth
or LB, and incubated for 3h and 6h at 37°C in 5% CO2. For the 6h assay, the medium
was replaced with fresh medium and the assay was allowed to proceed for an additional
3 hrs. At the end of each time-point, cells were washed 3 times with PBS to remove
non-adherent bacteria and fixed with 2.5% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 20 minutes at
room temperature. The FAS test as well as immunostaining of various bacterial and
host proteins was performed accordingly.

2.4.1.1 Relay HEp-2 cell infection assay

Bacterial-infected cell monolayers were washed thoroughly with sterile PBS to remove
as much non-adherent bacteria as possible and then lysed in 1 ml of 0.1 % TritonX-100.
The lysed contents were then transferred to a 1.5 ml-eppendorf tube and washed twice
with sterile PBS to remove residual traces of TritonX-100. The cell debris and bacterial
pellet was resuspended in 100 pi of LB to achieve densities of 1-5 X 106 colony
forming units (CFU) per 10 pi, and was then added at 10 pi to fresh uninfected HEp-2
cell monolayers for the relay assay. The relay assay was allowed to proceed to lh, 3h
and/or 6h as required and terminated at the end of each time-point as described
previously. CFUs recovered from the initial assay were inoculated onto intestinal
explants at 25 pi for the HEp-2 cell-IVOC relay assay which was performed for the
standard 8h as described in 2.5.2.

2.4.2 Caco-2 cell adherence assay

Caco-2 cell monolayers were seeded onto 13-mm glass coverslips (Merck) in 24-well
tissue culture plates (Triple Red) at a density of 5 x 105 cells per ml of culture medium.
Cells were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2 (Sanyo CO2 incubator) for 2-3 days in order to
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achieve confluency of 70%-80%. Infection assays with bacterial test strains were
performed according to the protocol described for the HEp-2 cell assay.

2.4.3 Caco-2 Cell transwell infection assay

Caco-2 cells were seeded at a density of 2 X 105 cells/cm2 onto Transwell filter inserts
(6.5 mm diameter, 0.33 cm2, 0.4 pm pore size; Costar) precoated with rat tail collagen
(Hurley et. al., 1999). The filters were placed in 24-well plates with 100 pi and 600 pi
of DMEM supplemented medium added to the upper and lower chamber respectively.
Fresh medium was replenished every 2 days for both chambers. The transepithelial
electrical resistance (TER) developed across the cell monolayer was monitored with an
EVOM resistance reader. Cells were allowed to differentiate for a full 14 days, and
achieved TER values of 500-1000 Q.cm2 that were indicative of intact tight junction
formation within the monolayer. For infection assays, 2 pi of a BHI overnight bacterial
culture were added to the upper chamber and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2 . The upper
chamber medium was exchanged for fresh medium after 2h during which the
monolayers were briefly washed with sterile PBS to prevent overgrowth of bacteria.
The assay proceeded for an additional 2h after which the filters were thoroughly
washed with PBS to remove non-adherent bacteria and then excised from the supports.
Each filter was further divided into two portions, each separately fixed in 2.5%
glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer pH 7.2 to be processed for SEM, and in 2.5% PFA
for immunofluorescence antibody staining.

2.5 In Vitro Organ Culture (IVOC)

2.5.1 Tissue Samples

Human intestinal biopsies were obtained during routine investigation of paediatric
patients for potential intestinal disorders, with fully informed parental consent and
ethical approval by the Local Ethical Committee of the Royal Free and University
College Medical School. All procedures were performed using Olympus PCF or
Fujinon EG/EC-41 paediatric endoscopes. The patients were being investigated for
abdominal pain, chronic diarrhoea, failure to thrive, polyps and inflammatory bowel
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disease. Proximal (fourth part duodenum or duodeno-jejunal flexure) and distal
(terminal ileum with or without Peyer’s patches) small bowel biopsies were obtained as
well as colonic biopsies (caecum, ascending colon, transverse colon, descending colon,
sigmoid colon and rectum). Tissues used for study were biopsied from mucosal regions
of the gastrointestinal tract which appeared macroscopically normal and were reported
as histologically normal following routine diagnostic examination by the Department of
Histology. Availability of normal tissue is entirely dependent on each individual patient,
and hence cannot be guaranteed. Due to inherent difficulties in manoeuvring through
the ileo-caecal valve, entry into the terminal ileum was not guaranteed for every patient,
thus sampling of Peyer’s patches biopsies was a more infrequent event. Tissue samples
obtained measured approximately 3mm in diameter. Immediately after biopsy the
explants were placed in prewarmed (37°C) in vitro organ culture medium (Appendix 1),
and promptly transported to the laboratory for culturing.

2.5.2 Standard 8 hour In Vitro Organ Culture (IVOC)

In vitro organ culture (IVOC) was carried out as previously described (Phillips et. al.,
2000). Tissue samples were viewed under an Olympus SZ40 dissecting microscope for
good gross morphology of tissue structure without visible signs of haemorrhage.
Samples were then placed on foam square supports (about 0.25cm2), gently orientated
with the mucosal surface facing upwards and incubated in 12-well plates (Triple Red)
containing about 0.8-1.0 ml of prewarmed (37°C) IVOC medium, taking care that the
tissue was not completely submerged in the medium. The plates were placed on a
rocking platform (Biometra) and incubated at 37°C in 95%02/5% CO2 for eight hours.
To perform the IVOC infection assay, 25 pi of an overnight or logarithmic bacterial
culture in certain experiments were inoculated onto the mucosal surface of the tissue
explant. Unless otherwise stated, overnight bacterial cultures were grown in 5 ml BHI
broth at 37°C under standing conditions. For strains harbouring plasmids for
complementation purposes, both the BHI broth and IVOC medium were supplemented
accordingly with the appropriate antibiotic for plasmid maintenance. The IVOC
medium was exchanged for fresh medium 3 times in the 8h incubation at regular time
intervals to prevent bacterial overgrowth and accumulation of metabolic waste resulting
in increased acidity. The incubation was terminated after 8h and the biopsies were
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removed from their foam supports and washed 3 times in IVOC medium or PBS to
remove mucus and non adhering bacteria. For analysis by scanning electron
microscopy, biopsies were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer pH 7.2 and
stored at 4°C until further processing. Biopsy samples for cryosectioning and antibody
staining were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C.

IVOC was performed for each bacterial strain on every intestinal site under
investigation using tissue biopsies from at least three different patients. This was for the
purpose of minimising the influence of host genetic and physiological variabilities on
the experimental outcome. An uninoculated biopsy sample for monitoring adhesion by
endogenous bacteria, and a positive control for verification of host susceptibility were
included for each set of incubation.

2.5.3 Modified IVOC assays

2.5.3.1 The immersion and combined immersion-tidal IVOC assays

The immersion and immersion-tidal (Imm-Tidal) IVOC assay protocols were adapted
from Cleary et. al. (Cleary et. al., 2004) to assay for EHEC colonic adhesion in chapter
4.2. The immersion assay (Imm) involves keeping the intestinal tissue biopsy
completely submerged in medium without the use of foam supports for the entire
duration of the assay. The tidal assay is equivalent to the experimental method
employed for the standard 8h IVOC assay. Briefly, an overnight BHI culture of bacteria
is diluted 1:50 into 10 ml of prewarmed IVOC culture medium with a colon explant
added into the medium in a 25-ml universal bottle. The bottles were secured on a
rocking platform and incubated at 37°C in 95%02/5% CO2 . For the Immi.5-Tidal6.5
assay, the explant was transferred from the immersion culture medium onto a foam
support placed in a 12-well plate and orientated with its mucosal surface facing
upwards after 1.5h. The bacterial-IVOC medium from the bottle was used to fill the
well containing the explant and the incubation was allowed to proceed for an additional
6.5h under the conditions of the standard IVOC assay. For the Imm8.o assay, the biopsy
was incubated immersed in the bacterial-IVOC medium for the full 8h with three
medium exchanges to remove excessive bacteria. The standard 8h IVOC assay (tidal
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assay) was conducted in parallel as a control. All three assays were terminated after 8h
and explants were washed and fixed in glutaraldehyde for SEM analysis.

2.5.3.2 IVOC relay assays

The IVOC-IVOC relay infection assay was performed as a continuation of the standard
8h IVOC assay for the examination of sequential spread of EHEC colonisation from
FAE to colonic epithelium. The HEp-2-IVOC relay infection assay has been described
in section 2.4.1.1. After the initial 8h of incubation (Tg), bacterial-colonised PP
explants, as infected in section 2.5.2, were washed thoroughly in sterile IVOC culture
medium and then placed in close proximity beside a transverse colonic explant. The co
incubation, termed the relay round of infection, was allowed to proceed for a further
12h. The culture medium was monitored bi-hourly and exchanged for fresh medium
once every 4h so as to allow bacteria dissociated from the FAE surface to reach the
vicinity of the colonic explant surface without being removed too quickly. The
infection was terminated after the entire 20h and the biopsies were washed thoroughly
to remove non-adherent bacteria before being fixed in glutaraldehyde for subsequent
SEM analysis. A schematic illustration of the above described procedures is shown in
figure 2.1.

2.6 Processing of IVOC explants and cell culture samples for scanning electron
microscopy (SEM)

Glutaraldehyde-fixed explants were washed in 2 changes of cold (4°C) 0.1M phosphate
buffer containing 3% sucrose (w/v) over 90 min. The explants were then post-fixed in
1% aqueous osmium tetroxide for 90 min, washed 3 times in distilled water over 10
min, and dehydrated through 3 3-min changes in 2,2dimethoxypropane and transferred
to 100% ethanol with 2 changes over 10 min. Cell culture samples grown on glass
coverslips or transwell filters were subjected to a shortened version of the above
protocol as cell monolayers were more easily penetrated by the reagents used than
tissue biopsies were. Briefly, cells were washed in 3% sucrose-supplemented 0.1M
phosphate buffer for 30 min and post-fixed in osmium tetroxide for 30 min. Cells were
then rinsed in water and dehydrated with 2,2dimethoxypropane for 2 min before being
further washed in 100% ethanol for 5 min. Explants and cells were then critically point
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dried using liquid CO2 and an Emitech K850 critical point drier. The specimens were
mounted onto 10mm aluminium stubs (Agar Scientific) using silver paint as a mountant
and subsequently sputter coated with gold/palladium using a Polaron E5100 series II
sputter coater. This provided a conductive surface over the specimen and base. The
explants were then examined using a JEOL JSM 5300 SEM at an accelerating voltage
of 30 kV.

2.7 SEM photography

SEM images were captured onto Ilford 120 FP4 film and scanned into Adobe
Photoshop 5.5 using a Hewlett Packard scanner (scanjet 5470c), or captured with a
SemaFore digital capture device (JEOL, UK).

2.8 Immunofluorescence staining and microscopy

The FAS test and every set of immunostaining were each carried out in triplicate and
consistency was observed in results. Inconsistent results were not counted in the set of
triplicates.

2.8.1 Fluorescent-actin staining (FAS) test

The fluorescent-actin staining (FAS) test was carried out on PFA-fixed bacterialinfected HEp-2 and Caco-2 cell monolayers for visualising actin recruitment beneath
bacterial attachment by fluorescence microscopy (Knutton et. a l , 1989). Cells were
permeabilised in 0.1% TritonX-100 for up to 20 mins and then incubated with 5 pg/ml
FITC-conjugated phalloidin (Sigma) at room temperature for 20 mins. The cells were
then washed five times in PBS, blotted dry and then mounted onto glass slides using
citifluor (Agar Scientific) as the mountant. The staining was examined using a Zeiss
UV microscope with 40x lens (numerical aperture 1.5), and images were acquired with
a Zeiss Axiocam digital camera system (8-bit, 1300 x 1030 pixel-standard resolution)
Software - Image Associates, UK). For confocal microscopy, bacteria and cell nuclei
were additionally counterstained with propidium iodide. Samples were mounted using
Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) and analysed with a Radiance 2100 confocal laser
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Figure 2.1 Diagrammatic representation o f the IVOC-IVOC relay assay
IVOC conditions
Standard
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Figure 2.1 Procedures involved in the IVOC-IVOC relay infection assay. A duodenal
(D4) and Peyer’s patch (PP) explant were each inoculated with E69 and EHEC
0157:H 7 respectively at the beginning o f the standard 8h assay (To). The second set o f
D4 and transverse colon (TC) explants for the relay phase were maintained under organ
culture conditions without infection. After 8h (Tg), the D4/PP explants were washed
thoroughly to remove all non-adhering bacteria (•) and each placed beside the relay
phase D4/TC explant respectively. Explants were co-incubated for a further 12h in the
relay assay, and were fixed and processed for SEM analysis.
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scanning microscope equipped with an Argon-Krypton laser and a red diode (Bio-Rad,
UK). Images were obtained with 60x oil immersion lens with pinhole settings
optimised according to magnification and fluorescence channel, and subjected to
averaging using Kalman scan (512 x 512 pixels).

2.8.2 Antibody Staining

PFA-fixed bacterial-infected HEp-2 and Caco-2 cell monolayers and polarised Caco-2
cells grown on Transwell filters were permeabilised in 0.1% TritonX-100 for 20 mins
and blocked with 0.2% BSA in PBS for 20 mins (optional in certain cases). Incubation
with primary antibody proceeded for 60 mins at RT, after which cells were washed and
then incubated in secondary antibody for 60 mins. Cell nuclei and bacteria were
counterstained with propdidium iodide (PI) at 1:100 for confocal microscopical
analysis. Primary antibodies were used at the following dilutions: rabbit universal
antibody to Tir (Frankel, G., Imperial College London), 1:40; mouse monoclonal antiphosphotyrosine clone 4G10 (Upstate Biotechnology, USA) 1:40, rabbit polyclonal
anti-Nck (Upstate Biotechnology, USA), 1:200; rabbit polyclonal anti-WASP (GBF
Braunschweig, Germany, Lommel et. a l , 2004) 1:10 and rabbit anti-a-actinin (Sigma).
Secondary antibodies were applied at the following dilutions: goat Alexa-conjugated
anti-rabbit (Alexa Fluor 488, Molecular Probes) and goat FITC-conjugated anti-mouse
(Sigma), 1:100. Cells were washed thoroughly and similarly mounted as described in
the FAS test. The stainings were examined with the Zeiss UV microscope or the
confocal laser scanning microscope as described in section 2.8.1.

2.9 Genetic Manipulations

Primers employed for polymerase chain reaction amplification and nucleotide
sequencing are shown in table 2.4.

2.9.1 Preparation of chemically competent bacterial cells

Chemically competent E. coli strain JM109, EPEC E2348/69AftV and EHEC 12900A/z>
were prepared as described (Djafari et. al., 2003). JM109, E2348/69Afr> or 12900Aft>
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were diluted 1:50 from an overnight LB culture into 50 ml of fresh prewarmed LB
medium and grown with shaking at 200 rpm at 37 °C until the optical density at 600 nm
(OD6oo) reached 0.4-0.6. The cells were then pelleted by centrifugation at 6000g at 4°C
and the pellet resuspended in 17ml of ice-cold CCMB80 buffer and kept on ice for 20
minutes. Cells were pelleted once more, resuspended in 4.2 ml of ice-cold CCMB80
buffer and either used immediately or stored as 200 pi aliquots at -80°C.

2.9.2 Transformation of competent bacterial cells of E69Afr> or 12900Ati> with
recombinant plasmids by heat shock

For the construction of the various ftV-derivative strains of E69 and 12900 listed in table
2.2, the respective plasmid miniprep samples or ligation mixture (for construct ptirAn,
refer to section 2.9.3) to be transformed were added to a 200 pi aliquot of chemically
competent bacterial cells of E69Atir or 12900Aftr and kept on ice for 30 mins. The cells
were then rapidly transferred into a 42°C water bath for 90 s to enable DNA uptake,
after which cells were briefly kept on ice again. 1 ml of LB medium was added to the
cells which were incubated at 37°C with shaking for 60 mins to aid in physiological
recovery. The cell mixture was then plated on LB agar supplemented with the
appropriate antibiotic for the selection of transformants.

2.9.3 Construction of the EPEC Tir-12-amino-acid domain deletion in plasmid
pACYC184

The chloramphenicol-based plasmid pACYQz>epec (p^epec) was purified using the
QIAPrep Miniprep kit (Qiagen) and used as the DNA template for inverse polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) applications. The plasmid encoding EPEC tir with the internal
deletion of the 12-amino-acid internal sequence was amplified from p tir ^ c using
Expand High Fidelity PCR System (Roche) with the primer pair Dell2-For/ Del 12-Rev.
PCR cycling conditions were employed according to the instructions of the kit: 1 cycle
of initial denaturation at 94°C 2 min; followed by 10 cycles of 94°C 15 s, annealing
temperature (Tempann) 30 s, extension time at 68°C for 6 min 30 s; followed by 20
cycles of 94°C 15 s, Tempann 30 s, 68°C 6 min 30 s plus 5 s increment per cycle;
followed by 1 cycle of final elongation at 68°C for 7 min. Tempann was determined by
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choosing a temperature 2-3 °C lower than the melting temperature of the primer pair
used. PCR products were analysed on a 0.8 % agarose gel for verification of correct
product size, gel purified using the QIAGEN Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen), and then
treated with Dpnl which degrades dam-methylated double-stranded DNA.

p /z > e p e c

extracted from dam+ E. coli JM109 contained Dpnl recognition sites that were dammethylated, whereas the newly PCR-amplified products were not dam-methylated.
Kpnl restriction sites were engineered into both forward and reverse primer sequences
to allow the generation of sticky ends by Kpnl digestion of the PCR product. Religation
of the fragment using T4 DNA ligase was carried out at 4°C overnight, after which the
ligation mixture was transformed into chemically competent E. coli JM109 cells.
Plasmids

were

extracted

from

randomly

selected

chloramphenicol-resistant

transformants and sent for sequencing to confirm that the deletion has been made
correctly. The plasmid harbouring the correct tir 12-amino-acid deletion was then
transformed into E69Atir via the same method previously described.

2.9.4

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification for screening and

sequencing

For screening of the laboratory’s collection of EPEC and EHEC strains for tir, tccp and
espJ, a single colony from each strain was first lysed in water at 99°C for 10 mins. Taq
DNA polymerase (Sigma, UK) was used to amplify the gene sequences under the
following cycling conditions:a) for tir - 1 cycle of 2 min 94°C; 20 cycles of 30 s 94°C, 30 s Tempann 54°C, 2 min Text
72°C; and followed by 1 final elongation cycle of 5 min 72°C,
b) for tccP - 1 cycle of 2 min 94°C; 20 cycles of 30 s 94°C, 30 s Tempann 56°C, 1 min
30 s Text 72°C; and followed by 1 final elongation cycle of 5 min 72°C, and
c) for espJ -1 cycle of 2 min 94°C; 20 cycles of 30 s 94°C, 30 s Tempann 52°C (espJEpEc)
or 56°C (espJEuEc), 50 s Text 72°C; and followed by 1 final elongation cycle of 5 min
72°C.

Each set of PCR screening was performed at least twice, with consistency in results
obtained. For amplification of tir and tccp gene sequences for DNA sequencing,
genomic DNA from the various EPEC and EHEC strains was isolated using the
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DNAeasy tissue kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The genes of
interest were amplified from genomic DNA template using Expand High Fidelity PCR
System (Roche) with the respective primer pairs. PCR cycling conditions were
performed according to the instructions of the kit as previously described, with
modifications to the extension time (Text) used: 1 min 30 secs at 72°C for tir, and 1 min
at 72°C for tccP. PCR products were analysed on a 1% agarose gel for correct product
size and gel purified using the QIAGEN Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen). The tir PCR
product was sent enclosed with the respective forward and reverse primers for
sequencing on an ABI 3100 Genetic Analyser at ABC Biotechnology Centre, Imperial
College London, UK.

2.9.4.1 Cloning of tccP into pUC18 for sequencing

For tccP, several bands of different sizes were obtained upon agarose gel electrohoretic
separation, and the band of the greatest intensity was hence excised and gel purified.
The tccP gene fragment was digested with restriction endonucleases EcoRl and Pstl,
and ligated to the iscoRI-Ftol-linearised cloning vector pUC18 with T4 DNA ligase.
The ligation mixture was transformed into competent E. coli JM109 cells and
ampicillin-resistant transformants were subjected to screening for correct insertion of
the tccp gene fragment into pUC18 in individual colonies by PCR. Universal primers
pUC18For and pUC18Rev used were designed to anneal to regions on pUC18 flanking
both sides of the multiple cloning site (MCS). Plasmids containing the cloned tccP
were purified and sent with primers pUC18For and pUC18Rev to MWG Biotech The
Genomic Company, Germany for sequencing. Electropherograms were similarly
analysed using the Chromas software program provided by ABC.
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Table 2.4 List of primers utilised for PCR amplification and nucleotide sequencing
Primer

Sequence (5’-3’)

Melting
Temperature
(°C)

EP-F1

5’ GGAATTCATGCCTATTGGTAACCT 3’

EP-R4

5’ CGGGATCCTTAAACGAAACGTATCTGGT 3’

65

EH-For

5’ GGAGAATTCTATGCCTATTGGTAATCTTG 3’

62.4

EH-Rev

5’ TATGGAATTCTTTAGACGAAACGAT 3’

56.4

46

5’ CCGGAATTCATGATTAACAATGTTTCT 3’

58.9

52

5’ AACTGCAGTCACGAGCGCTTAGATGTATT 3’

65.3

EPJ-For

5’ ATGCCAATCATAAAGAACTGC 3’

54.0

EPJ-Rev

5’ TTTTTTGAGTGGGTGGATAT 3’

51.2

EHJ-For

5’ATGTCAATTATAAAAAACTGCTTATC 3’

53.8

EHJ-Rev

5’ TTTTTTGAGAGGATATATGTCAAC 3’

54.2

LFlFor

5’ CGGGAATGGAGTTTTTCATGAA 3’

56.5

LFlRev

5’ AACGGACGATTACTCGTAAG 3’

55.3

LF2For

5’ GGCGCTATATTTATGAAACC 3’

53.2

LF2Rev

5’ GCCGCGAATGATTTATTTTATA 3’

52.8

Dell2-For

5’ ATCGGTACCTGGTTATAGCGT 3’

57.9

Del 12-Rev

5’ CATGGTACCTGATGAGCCGATA 3’

60.3

pUC18For

5 ’-GGAATTGTGAGCGGATAAC AATT

57.1

pUC18Rev

5 ’-TTTTCCCAGTCACGACGTTGT

57.9
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59.3

Chapter 3 Human intestinal tissue tropism of EHEC Q157:H7 and related
serotypes

3.1 Introduction

A common theme in microbial pathogenicity requires any pathogenic microorganism to
attach itself onto a suitable host surface, from which the pathogen may proceed to adopt
an intracellular lifestyle through invasion, or remain extracellular while exerting its
virulence effects via toxin production. Intimate attachment to the intestinal surface
enables EPEC and EHEC to overcome the flushing actions of peristalsis that serves to
dislodge loose-adhering microorganisms from the intestinal luminal wall. As generally
non-invasive pathogenic enteric bacteria, EPEC and EHEC exert their virulence effects
on host intestinal epithelium via the type III secretion system (TTSS)-mediated direct
injection of bacterial effectors into the host cell cytosol. This mechanism of molecular
invasion is central to the subversion of host cellular functions to generate the attaching
and effacing (A/E) lesion characteristic of the A/E family of pathogens. In addition to
the localised destruction of brush border intestinal microvilli, both EPEC and EHEC
induce profound rearrangements of the cellular cytoskeleton that result in an
accumulation of polymerised actin filaments directly beneath the site of intimate
attachment (Frankel et. al., 1998). The actin-rich pedestal generated beneath adherent
bacteria is equated with the “term A/E lesion”, and can be visualised in vitro on
cultured cells through labelling of the localised accumulation of actin with FITCconjugated phalloidin in the FAS test that serves as a routine diagnostic tool for the
detection of A/E lesions (Knutton et. al., 1989).

Localisation of A/E bacteria on the host cell surface allows convenient characterisation
and visualisation of bacterial adherence as well as gross morphological appearance of
the bacterial-induced A/E lesion by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Besides
cultured cell lines of human origin, human in vitro organ culture (IVOC) has been used
for the ex vivo study of EPEC, EHEC and EAEC surface interactions with various
regions of the human intestinal tract (Knutton et. al., 1987; Hicks et. al., 1996; Phillips
et. al., 2000). Biopsied human intestinal explants possess a fully differentiated brush
border surface covered with a layer of glycocalyx, and intestinal microflora that is
trapped in the mucus layer. The IVOC experimental system allows bacterial access to
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intestinal tissues encountered during an in vivo infection, and thus would accordingly
reproduce the actual in vivo host-pathogen interaction in a laboratory setting in a more
reliable manner.

The study of pathogenic interactions between intestinal pathogens and the gut
epithelium invariably requires a basic understanding of the tissue tropism of the
pathogen concerned, with regards to its affinity towards specific regions of the
gastrointestinal tract. The identification of Helicobacter pylori as the aetiologic agent of
peptic ulceration which may potentially progress into gastrocarcinoma, is correlated
with its high affinity for gastric epithelial cells both in vivo and in vitro (Wyatt et. al.,
1990; Clyne and Drumm, 1993). Various enteric pathogens including Salmonella,
Shigella and Yersinia have been shown to specifically target lymphoid follicular
Peyer’s patches (PP) in the terminal ileum through binding to M cells, a subset of the
follicle-associated epithelial (FAE) enterocytes (Siebers and Finlay, 1996). Upon
traversing the FAE via M cells, Salmonella readily invade and replicate within
macrophages so as to avoid potentially detrimental interactions with neutrophils and
dendritic cells (Santos and Baumler, 2004). The non-invasive A/E murine pathogen
Citrobacter rodentium also exhibits an affinity for the caecal patch, considered the
anatomical equivalent of PP, in the early stages of host colonisation and subsequently
spreads to the colon, inducing colonic crypt hyperplasia via its pathogenic interaction
with the colonic mucosa (Wiles et. al., 2004). A similar mechanism is also undertaken
by rabbit EPEC (REPEC and RDEC-1) which initially attach to PP in the rabbit distal
small intestine respectively mediated by the AF/R1 and AF/R2 fimbriae prior to colonic
adhesion (Cantey and Inman, 1981; Wolf et. al., 1988; Heczko et. al., 2000).

The use of human IVOC has previously demonstrated that the EHEC 0157:H7 strain
85/170, that produces the y variant of the intimin adhesin, forms A/E lesions
preferentially on FAE of PP located in the the terminal ileum (Phillips et. al., 2000).
Additionally, three other EHEC 0157:H7 strains have also previously been examined
for their tissue tropism on IVOC, of which strains AGT300 and TT12B similarly
exhibited an FAE-restricted tropism while no tissue adherence was shown for the strain
H11/8624JK (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). FAE-restricted tropism has also been shown
for an intimin e-expressing EHEC strain of serotype O103:H2 (Fitzhenry et. al., 2003).
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The role of intimin as a major determinant of intestinal tissue tropism has been well
documented in in vivo studies performed in the gnotobiotic piglet model. Introduction
of intimin a from the the prototypical EPEC 0127:H6 strain E2348/69 (E69) into the
EHEC 0157:H7 background was shown to extend adhesion of EHEC from the original
site of colonisation in the colon to the small intestine (Tzipori et. al., 1995). Small
intestinal adhesion is characteristic of the tissue tropism of classical EPEC, represented
by E69, shown in IVOC, although early studies of EPEC diarrhoea in infants have
reported EPEC adherence to all regions of the intestine ranging from the duodenum to
rectum (Rothbaum et. al., 1982). However, adhesion to the large intestine by EHEC
0157:H7 has not been demonstrated in contrast to its ability to colonise the same
intestinal region in gnotobiotic piglets. In spite of the association of EHEC 0157:H7
infections with colonic pathology, evidence of actual colonic adhesion by EHEC has
also yet to be reported in humans (Nataro and Kaper, 1998).

To further investigate if FAE tissue tropism is a common phenotypic trait of EHEC,
this chapter will extend IVOC characterisation of EHEC by examining other EHEC
0157:H7 strains that include the stx derivatives of strains EDL933 and Sakai. EDL933
was isolated from the multi-state outbreak in the U.S.A. that led to the first association
of EHEC 0157:H7 with human diarrhoeal disease in 1982, and has been used as one of
the prototypical strains of EHEC 0157:H7 (Pema et. al., 2001). The 1996 outbreak of
EHEC infection in Sakai City, Japan, was caused by the EHEC 0157:H7 strain Sakai
and involved more than 6,000 schoolchildren of which about 100 victims eventually
developed HUS that resulted in 3 cases of mortality. The fully sequenced genome data
from both strains have revealed up to 1.4 Mb of DNA sequence unique to 0157:H7 that
is not found in the non-pathogenic laboratory E. coli K-12 strain genome. The complete
array of 0157:H7-specific genes could hence provide for easier identification of
potential new genes involved in pathogenesis, and comparison with the E. coli K-12
genome could facilitate better understanding of the evolution of pathogenic E. coli
(Hayashi et. al., 2001; Pema et. al., 2001). In compliance with safety standards legally
required of a Class II laboratory, only non-Stx-producing versions of EHEC were used
in this study. In addition, the absence of Stx production would also allow better
interpretation of A/E lesion formation without the accompanying tissue inflammation
and damage elicited by an Stx-producing EHEC strain. An in vivo case of EHEC
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0157:H7 clinical infection diagnosed post-endoscopy will also be examined for the
presence of bacterial adhesion in biopsies obtained from the large bowel.
The EPEC serogroup 055 comprises the major serotypes 055 :H6, 055:H7 and 055 :Hand is the third most frequent cause of infantile diarrhoea (Gomes et. al., 1989). 055
EPEC strains are generally positive for the EAF plasmid probe and hence are
considered classical EPEC. Through MLEE analysis of housekeeping genes and
genotyping of key virulence determinants, 055 EPEC is divided into two major clonal
lineages, grouping 055:H6 and 055:H- in the first lineage, and 055:H7 in the second.
EPEC 055 :H7 is however considered an atypical EPEC serotype, as it is usually
positive for the eae gene but does not possess the EAF plasmid (Rodrigues et. al., 1996;
Pelayo et. al., 1999). Different intimin types are expressed by 055 EPEC and thus may
give rise to different tropisms towards human intestinal tissue within the 055
serogroup. Two isolates of the intimin y-expressing EPEC 055 :H7 have been observed
to show restricted tissue tropism towards FAE like the extremely closely related EHEC
0157:H7. However, the tropisms of two EPEC 055 :H6 isolates that express intimin a
were similarly FAE-restricted like that of EPEC 055:H7, thus indicating that 055:H6
tissue tropism may be influenced by additional genomic factors (Fitzhenry et. al.,
2002b; Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). This chapter also seeks to expand current
knowledge about human intestinal tropism of the atypical EPEC serotype 055 :H7 and
other atypical EPEC that express other variants of intimin and do not contain the EAF
plasmid. The HEp-2 cell assay will also be performed for characterisation of their in
vitro adhesion characteristics in relation to their tissue tropisms in human IVOC.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 HEp-2 cell adherence assay of EHEC 0157:H7

The HEp-2 cell assay was first carried out as described in chapter 2.4.1 to determine the
in vitro adhesion characteristics of EHEC 0157:H7 strains TUV93-0, Sakai 813 and
12900. The incubation time of EHEC with HEp-2 cell monolayers of 6h was performed
with a change of culture medium at the 3h time-point to prevent excessive bacterial
growth and metabolic damage to the cells. Cells were stained with FITC-phalloidin as
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described in chapter 2.8.1 (Materials and Methods) for fluorescent visualisation of actin
pedestal formation. All staining of F-actin with FITC-phalloidin were viewed with the
conventional fluorescence microscope in this chapter. EPEC E2348/69 (E69) and
EHEC 0157:H7 85/170 were also included for purpose of comparison.

Table 3.1 Bacterial strains of EHEC 0157:H7 tested for adhesion to HEp-2 cells and
IVOC
Strain

Serotype

Intimin

Source/Reference

type
E2348/69

EPEC 0127:H6

a

(Levine et a l , 1978)

042

EAEC 044:H18

negative

(Nataro et al., 1996)

85/170

EHEC 0157:H7

y

(Tzipori et al., 1987)

TUV93-0

EHEC 0157:H7

y

A. Donohue-Rolfe, Division of Infectious
Diseases, Tufts University School
of Veterinary Medicine, Massachusetts,
USA

Sakai 813

EHEC 0157:H7

C. Sasakawa, University of Tokyo,

y

Tokyo, Japan
12900

EHEC 0157:H7

H. Smith, Division of Enteric Pathogens,

y

Central Public Health Laboratory,
London, UK

Fluorescent and phase contrast images shown in figure 3.1 are representative of the
pattern of adhesion of each bacterial strain to HEp-2 cells. The actin-binding FITCconjugated phalloidin produces a more intense background staining than normal
immunostaining, due to the intracellular cytoskeletal network of actin filaments. Non
infected HEp-2 cells were included as a negative control showing fluorescence
localised mainly at the cell periphery and in stress fibres (Figure 3.1 A). Both 3h and 6h
time-points of incubation with the prototypical EPEC strain E69 were performed as
standard references for the pattern of adhesion as well as for the positive FAS test
phenotype. E69 adhered to HEp-2 cells as compact microcolonies by 3h of infection,
coined “good localised adherence” (LA) (Figure 3.IB). As HEp-2 cells do not spread
out as thinly as non-polarised Caco2 cells, viewing of bacterial colonies generally
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requires a different focal plane to the cells due to bacterial adhesion on the apical cell
surface. Actin fluorescence o f the EPEC microcolonies appeared complementary to the
corresponding phase contrast image, and most o f the bacteria were FAS positive. At the
6h time-point, EPEC colonies had grown bigger, spreading across most o f the cell
surface, whilst the cells appeared more rounded than the non-infected control.
Detachment o f cells from the coverslip during washing was occasionally observed but
more frequently encountered after the 6h infection period compared to 3h.

Figure 3.1 Adhesion o f EHEC 0157:H 7 to HEp-2 cells
Phase Contrast

F-actin
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Figure 3.1 Adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 to HEp-2 cells (continued)
Phase contrast

F-actin

*

D
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Figure 3.1 Adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 to HEp-2 cells (continued)
Phase Contrast

F-actin

Figure 3.1 HEp2 cell adherence assay o f EPEC E2348/69 (B) and EHEC 0157:H 7
strains TUV93-0 (C), Sakai 813 (D), 12900 (E) and 85/170 (F). An uninfected control
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(A) is included to show background staining of the cellular actin cytoskeleton.
Incubations of HEp-2 cells with the bacterial strains were carried out for 3h (i) and 6h
(ii) after which the FAS test was performed to highlight actin recruitment beneath
adherent bacteria. Colonies containing more than five bacteria are denoted by white
arrows while yellow arrow heads indicate singly-attaching or smaller groups of 2-4
bacteria. Only FAS-positive bacteria are indicated in the corresponding fluorescence
images. Original magnification was x 60. Scale bars represent 5 pm.

EHEC 0157:H7 strain 85/170 has previously been designated as being localised
adherence-like (LAL) on HEp-2 cells observed after 6h of infection and is used as a
reference for comparison of other EHEC 0157:H7 strains (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis).
LAL is defined as the formation of bacterial microcolonies or clusters on the surface of
a few host cells only with prolonged incubation periods above 3h, i.e. 6h being the
standard time employed (Scaletsky et. al., 1996). Figure 3.1Fi shows scanty adhesion
of 85/170 not exceeding 5 bacteria per cluster at 3h and the adhering bacteria did not
give a FAS positive signal. More bacteria were observed in loose-forming
microcolonies and in smaller groups of less than 5 bacteria at 6h (Figure 3.1Fii), hence
in agreement with previous characterisation of 85/170 as LAL. The majority of these
adherent clusters and groups were FAS positive.

EHEC 0157:H7 strain TUV93-0 adhered poorly to HEp-2 cells at 3h, in the form of
individual bacteria and very small microcolonies of which only a small proportion
showed FAS positivity (Figure 3.1Ci). The 6h assay presented a similar LAL
phenotype as 85/170, in which bacteria mostly adhered as non-compact microcolonies.
All the microcolonies, as well as most of the individually-adhering bacteria appeared to
be FAS positive (Figure 3.1Cii). In the 3h assay, extremely few bacteria were seen
adhering to HEp-2 cells for strain Sakai 813 (Figure 3.1Di). Adherence was much less
in comparison to that of 85/170 and TUV93-0, and a FAS negative phenotype was
shown. After 6h of incubation, more bacteria were observed adhering individually and
loose microcolonies were formed but at a very low frequency (Figure 3.1Dii). Most of
the microcolonies and a small proportion of individual bacteria were FAS positive. In
view of the poor overall adhesion observed, EHEC 0157:H7 strain Sakai 813 could be
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more suitably described as poor LAL. In contrast, strain 12900 showed the most
adherence to HEp-2 cells in comparison to the previous three EHEC 0157:H7 strains.
The 3h assay yielded microcolony formation on the majority of the cells with 6-7
bacteria per colony and FAS positivity was distinctly evident in colonies and non
colony associated bacteria (Figure 3.1Ei). At 6h, extensive bacterial attachment was
observed on every HEp-2 cell. Strain 12900 was largely seen to adhere in greater
numbers forming non-compact colonies that were FAS positive (Figure 3.1Eii). A
proportion of individually-adhering bacteria independent of colonies also gave a
positive FAS signal. In view of the relatively higher extent of adherence with
microcolony formation at 3h, 12900 is thus described as LA/LAL.

3.2.2 IVOC of EHEC 0157:H7

The IVOC assay was performed for the standard experimental time of 8h with intestinal
explants sampled from paediatric patients. Differentiation of explants obtained from
different regions of the intestine was based on their surface morphological features and
on site of endoscopic biopsy. Small intestinal explants presented with villi on the
mucosal surface while lymphoid follicles in the terminal ileum were identified by their
dome-shaped structures void of villi. Explants from the large intestine contained crypts
instead of villi, as well as a layer of mucus that aids in differentiating between the flat
surfaces of the mucosa and base layer.

Adherence of E69 and EAEC strain 042 to human intestinal explants has been
documented in various studies utilising the human IVOC system (Hicks et. al., 1998;
Nataro et. al., 1996). As a positive control strain for small intestinal adhesion, E69
adhered to both the proximal and distal regions represented by the duodenum (D4), and
terminal ileum (TI) including Peyer’s patches (PP) respectively (Figure 3.2). Adhesion
was accompanied by A/E lesions on 17/21 explants tested (Table 3.2). The A/E lesion
was characterised by attachment of bacteria to the epithelial surface with loss of
microvilli in the vicinity. Removal of the outermost glycocalyx layer exposes the apical
microvilli lying beneath, thus providing bacterial access to enterocyte microvilli.
Elongation of microvilli was seen to be closely coupled to the perimeters of the
bacterial colony, and hence was considered to have arisen specifically in response to
intimate bacterial adhesion. The non-A/E EAEC strain 042 was used as a positive
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Figure 3.2 Adhesion o f EPEC E69 and EAEC 0 4 2 to intestinal explants in IVOC
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Figure 3.2 Adhesion o f EPEC E69 and EAEC 0 4 2 to intestinal explants in IVOC
(continued).
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Figure 3.2 Adhesion o f EPEC E69 and EAEC 0 4 2 to intestinal explants in IVOC
(continued).

Figure 3.2 SEM micrographs o f EPEC E69 and EAEC 0 4 2 adhesion to intestinal
explants. Uninfected control samples o f D4 (A, bar = 10 /xm), FAE surface o f PP (D,
bar = 1 0 /xm) and TC (F, bar = 1 0 /xm) explants are shown. Classical A/E lesions are
generated by E69 on D4 (B, bar = 5 /xm), TI (C, bar = 10 /xm) and on PP explants (E,
bar = 5 /xm). Tips o f elongated microvilli (arrows) can be seen projecting out along the
edges o f adherent bacteria in the area o f A/E lesion formation (B). Non-A/E EAEC
0 4 2 is shown to adhere to TC explants (G, bar = 1/xm).

control for bacterial colonic adhesion and demonstrated a characteristic “stack brick”
pattern o f adherence for all seven incubations with transverse colon (TC) (Figure 3.2).

Assessment o f tissue tropism o f EHEC 0157:H 7 has been performed in previous
studies utilising strain 85/170 (Phillips et. al., 2000; Fitzhenry et. al., 2002a), and hence
was not repeated here in this study. 85/170 showed a highly restricted tropism to FAE
with adhesion to villous epithelium observed for 1/11 PP explants, and adhesion to
large intestinal explants occurred for only 1/36 incubations (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD
thesis). Subsequent examination o f 85/170 adhesion to IVOC and comparison to that
shown by the 85/1 lO&espJ mutant (ICC188) demonstrated adhesion to 3/3 and 1/3 FAE
and villous epithelium respectively (section 5.2.13). IVOC infection assays with 3 other
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intimin y-expressing strains of EHEC 0157:H7 are shown in table 3.2. Bacterial
adhesion to the proximal and distal small intestine was examined, while regions of the
colon included in the IVOC assay comprised the caecum, transverse colon and rectum.

Table 3.2 Intestinal regional adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7
Strains

Small intestine
D4

Large intestine

TI

Caecum

PP
Villi

FAE

TC

Rectum
FAE

85/170

ND

ND

1/3

3/3

ND

ND

ND

TUV93-0

1/3

5/7

3/5

3/5

0/3

0/4

ND

Sakai 813

1/4

5/7

5/9

5/9

0/3

0/6

0/1

12900

2/7

4/5

2/3

2/3

0/3

0/4

1/1

E69

8/11

6/7

3/3

3/3

042
Patients’

ND

ND
ND

7/7

1/1
43

24, 43,51,

43,51,76, 85,102,

76,161,

51,76, 92,

65, 82,

115,123,161,168,

196

115,123,

102,115,

180,196

age
(months)

123,150,

161,168,
180,196

161,180
Values correspond to A/E lesion formation as a proportion of biopsies inoculated.
Legend:
- D4: fourth part of duodenum,

- TI: denotes terminal ileum,

- PP: Peyer’s patch,

- FAE: follicle-associated epithelium,

- TC: transverse colon and

- rectum FAE: rectal explants sampled with follicles

ND - Not done

Incubations of EHEC 0157:H7 strains TUV93-0, Sakai 813 and 12900 with duodenal
explants sampled from the proximal small intestine showed infrequent bacterial
adherence with A/E lesion formation. Intimate bacterial attachment to the epithelial
surface with effacement of microvilli was observed for 1/3, 1/4 and 2/7 infected
duodenal explants respectively (Figures 3.3Ai, Bi, Ci). Explants obtained from the
distal small intestine were separated into two categories - terminal ileal tissue including
Peyer’s patches (PP) or terminal ileum with only villous structures (TI). In contrast to
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85/170, TUV93-0, Sakai 813 and 12900 all generated A/E lesions on the villi of TI
explants that did not contain morphologically evident dome-shaped lymphoid follicular
structures. The formation of huge colonies of adhering bacteria on the villous surface
by all three EHEC 0157:H7 strains is shown in figures 3.3Aii, Bii and Cii. Incidences
of adherence coupled with A/E lesion formation were 5/7, 5/7 and 4/5 incubations on
TI explants respectively (Table 3.2). For PP explants that contained both villi and
lymphoid follicles, A/E lesions were produced on FAE as well as on villous epithelium.
TUV93-0 and 12900 each generated A/E lesions on FAE of 3/5 and 2/3 PP explants
while Sakai 813 showed a slightly lower frequency of A/E lesion formation on 5/9 PP
explants. These observations differed from IVOC assays of 85/170 in which no
adherence had occurred on all 9 incubations with TI explants and A/E lesion formation
was shown on only 1/11 villi of PP explants with full 11/11 adhesion to FAE
(Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). As the caecum of the large intestine was situated adjacent
to the terminal ileum, explants from the caecal region were infected with EHEC
0157:H7 to test if close proximity to the follicular-rich ileal region would enhance
bacterial adherence. Similar to 85/170, TUV93-0, Sakai 813 and 12900 did not adhere
to caecal explants and no adhesion to explants from the transverse colon was observed.

Sakai 813 and 12900 were also tested for adherence to lymphoid follicle-containing
rectal explants biopsied during one endoscopic session in which attempts were made at
sampling rectal lymphoid follicles from an unusually lumpy-appearing rectal region.
Follicular structures located at the bottom of the explants were revealed by dissecting
microscopy, but these did not form dome-shaped structures that appeared on the
mucosal surface as for PP explants. A/E lesions were generated by 12900 on rectal
epithelium above the follicle (Figure 3.3Cv) while Sakai did not adhere in a similar
manner. Unfortunately, this result could not be repeated as lymphoid follicles of the
rectum do not present as dome-shaped surface structures and were rarely observed, and
thus could not be specifically biopsied during colonoscopy on a routine basis. Hence
EHEC 0157:H7 strains TUV93-0, Sakai 813 and 12900 demonstrate tissue tropism
towards the distal small intestine and are not FAE-restricted in the same way as 85/170.
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Figure 3.3 Adhesion o f EHEC 0157:H 7 to human intestinal IVOC
A
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Figure 3.3 Adhesion o f EHEC 0157:H 7 to human intestinal IVOC (continued)
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Figure 3.3 Adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 to human intestinal IVOC (continued)
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Figure 3.3 IVOC adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 (continued)

Figure 3.3 SEM micrographs o f TUV93-0 (A), Sakai 813 (B) and 12900 (C) forming
A/E lesions on D4 explants (I), villi o f TI or PP explants (II-III) and FAE o f PP (IV)
explants. The huge extent o f A/E lesions formed on villous epithelium o f the TI region
is illustrated for all three strains (II). 12900 (C) also forms A/E lesions on a lymphoid
follicle-containing-rectal explant (V). Adhesion o f EAEC 0 4 2 to rectal explants is also
shown (D). Bars and magnifications are as follows: A)I)-IV)- 1 pm, 10 pm, 1 pm and 5
pm; B)I)-IV)- 5 pm, 350X, 5pm and 5pm; C)I)-V)- 5,000X, 10 pm, 5 pm, 5 pm and 1
pm; and D) 5 pm.
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3.2.3 Clinical case study of EHEC 0157:H7 in vivo infection

A 13-year-old girl presented to East Kent Hospital NHS Trust, England, U.K. with
abdominal pain, bleeding per rectum and diarrhoea. She was referred to the surgical
team who recommended a sigmoidoscopy to investigate a possible diagnosis of
inflammatory bowel disease. On endoscopic examination marked reddening of the
sigmoid colon was observed with apthous ulceration. Biopsies were taken from the
sigmoid and rectum for histology. Stool samples, which had been sent off for
microbiology, were reported positive for E coli 0157:H7 which was Stxl positive. The
histology was reported to show the presence of ulcer slough. The crypt architecture was
minimally disrupted with no significant depletion of goblet cells in the epithelium. A
mild active chronic inflammation in the lamina propria was shown with the presence of
red blood cells and with infiltration of neutrophils in the lamina propria and to a lesser
extent in the epithelial layer. No granuloma was observed. The features were
considered to be suggestive of inflammatory bowel disease but of an infective nature.

Thus, the child appeared to be suffering from an EHEC 0157:H7 infection, rather than
inflammatory bowel disease. H&E and unstained, wax-embedded, sections from the
sigmoid and rectum were kindly sent to the Centre for Paediatric Gastroenterology,
Royal Free Hospital, London, by Dr Mohsin Malik, Consultant Paediatrician at the
hospital, for review and further study.

The H&E stained sections were studied for general histology and for the presence of
adhering organisms. Indirect immunofluorescence using agglutinating antisera against
0157 O antigen was used to look specifically for 0157 bacteria (kindly performed by
Dr S Schuller). Mild inflammation of the sigmoid and rectum was present and
neutrophils were seen in the lamina propria and epithelium (Figures 3.4A-C). However,
no bacteria were seen adhering to the epithelial cell surface (Figures 3.4B-C) and no
positive immunofluorescence for 0157 was detected (Figure 3.4D).
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Figure 3.4 Longitudinal sections of sigmoid colon and rectum biopsied from clinical
case of EHEC 0157:H7 in vivo infection
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Figure 3.4 Longitudinal sections of sigmoid colon and rectum biopsied from clinical
case of EHEC 0157:H7 in vivo infection (continued)

D

Figure 3.4 7-pm-sections o f biopsies sampled from (A-B) sigmoid colon and (C-D)
rectum were stained with haemotoxylin and eosin (H/E) (C) and with agglutinating
antisera against 0 1 5 7 O antigen (D). Infiltration o f the lamina propria with red blood
cells (black arrows) and neutrophils (white arrowheads) are shown in images A-C. (D)
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Background fluorescence o f red blood cells is observed without evidence o f positivelystained 0 1 5 7 bacteria. Original magnifications were A) x 16, B-C) x 40, and D) x 60.
Scale bars represent 50 pm.

3.2.4 HEp-2 cell adherence assay of EPEC 055:H7

EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 are highly similar to EHEC 0157:H 7 in their H7 flagellin gene
sequences and expression o f the intimin y variant (McGraw et. al., 1996; Rodrigues et.

al., 1996). Two clinical isolates o f EPEC 055:H 7, G57 and G58, have previously been
characterised on the HEp-2 cell assay and shown to adhere as LAL and generated actin
pedestals at 6h o f incubation (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). In this section, seven
additional strains o f EPEC 055:H 7- S6, S7, SI 12, WC155, WC211, WC416 and
R.ahmed (Table 3.3) were assayed for their patterns o f adhesion on HEp-2 cells at both
3h and 6h time-points o f incubation so as to widen current data available on the general

in vitro adhesion characteristics o f EPEC 0 5 5 :H7. Strains G57 and G58 were also
included in the assay to reproduce previous observations for reference purposes. The
FAS test was carried out in parallel to illustrate A/E lesion formation by each strain.

The HEp-2 cell adherence phenotypes o f all nine EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 strains are presented in
table 3.3. All the strains demonstrated the ability to adhere to HEp-2 cells and form
actin-rich pedestals beneath sites o f bacterial attachment. However, the patterns o f
adhesion shown did not conform to a single phenotype, and also differed from that o f
E69.

Both G57 and G58 adhered to HEp-2 cells and showed FAS positivity after 3h o f
incubation. The amount o f adherence was however evidently higher for G57 which
formed small microcolonies as well as smaller groups o f 2-4 bacteria (Figure 3.5B),
whereas G58 showed extremely scanty adhesion, adhering mostly as individual bacteria
(Figure 3.5C). Larger colonies were observed for both strains at 6h o f infection assay.
Colonies o f G57 included both compact and loose phenotypes, which were made up o f
FAS positive adhering bacteria. In contrast, adherence o f G58 consisted o f small
microcolonies and individually-adhering bacteria that attached insufficiently close to
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one another to form a microcolony. Staining o f accumulated actin was observed as
distinct tapered bands associated with the majority o f the singly-adhering G58 bacteria.
Hence, in agreement with the observations derived from the HEp-2 cell infection assay
in this section, the pattern o f G57 adherence remains as LAL, but that o f G58 is more
suitably described as poor LAL.

Table 3.3 Adhesion phenotype o f strains o f EPEC 055:H 7 on HEp-2 cells
Strain

Adherence pattern designation

FAS

G 571

LAL2

+ve

G 581

Poor LAL

+ve

S6

LAL

+ve

S7

LAL

+ve

S 112

LAL

+ve

WC155

LoA3

+ve

WC211

LAL

+ve

WC416

PA

+ve

R.ahmed

LAL

+ve

Legend:
G571 and G 581: known genotypic properties - intimin y, EAF-, BFPLAL2: localised adherence-like
LoA3: loosely-adherent
PA : poorly-adherent
Note: Intimin types expressed by all the strains, except G57 and G58, have yet to be
determined by intimin typing.
The 0 5 5 :H7 strains presented in table 3.3 are clinical isolates from diarrhoeal patients
in Brazil, the U.K. and Thailand from the 1950s to 1990s (Chapter 2.1).

The four 0 5 5 :H7 strains o f S6, S7, SI 12, W C211 and R.ahmed adhered to HEp-2 cells
with a similar pattern, and hence shall be described together. At 3h o f incubation,
overall adherence was scanty, with microcolony formation additionally observed for S6
and WC211 (Figures 3.5D & 3.5H), while S7 and SI 12 adhered as groups o f less than
5 bacteria (Figures 3.5E-F). The adherent bacteria were mostly FAS positive for all
four strains. The exception was R.ahmed that adhered as microcolonies as well as
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groups o f 1-2 bacteria which were both negative for the FAS test (Figure 3.5J). After
6h o f infection, increases in both colony numbers and size were observed, as more
bacteria attached to nearly every HEp-2 cell surface forming non-compact colonies.
Most o f the bacteria at this time-point showed FAS positivity and were thus intimately
adhering to the cells. The extent o f adherence appeared to be slightly less for S7 and
R.ahmed compared to that for S6, SI 12 and WC211, although a direct comparison by
quantification o f bacterial numbers recovered from infected HEp-2 cells was not
performed. The increase in bacterial attachment upon a prolonged incubation time o f 6h
thus places strains S6, S7, SI 12, W C211 and R.ahmed into the category o f LAL.

Strain WC155 adhered scantily to HEp-2 cells in small numbers and independently o f
microcolonies at 3h. Some o f these individually-adhering bacteria were FAS positive as
shown in figure 3.5G. An increase in the number o f bacteria was observed after 6h o f
incubation, which were diffusely distributed on the cell surface rather than being
associated as colonies. The majority o f these bacteria were FAS positive as an
indication o f their ability to recruit actin. As the pattern o f adherence was shown to be
o f a more diffuse nature as compared to the relatively more compact and localized-like
pattern by all the other 055:H 7 strains except for WC416, WC155 is thus designated as
loosely-adherent (LoA).

Strain WC416 showed scanty adherence without microcolony formation at 3h and only
to 3-4 bacteria per group was observed, but this could not be considered to be
microcolony formation. The adherent bacteria were FAS positive. The extent o f
bacterial colonisation appeared similar to that at 3h o f infection and was not enhanced
with prolonged incubation to 6h. WC416 is hence designated as poorly-adherent (PA).

3.2.5 IVOC of EPEC 055:H7

FAE-restricted tissue tropism on human IVOC has previously been demonstrated for
two strains o f the intimin y-expressing EPEC 0 5 5 :H7, G57 and G58 (Fitzhenry et. al.,
2002b; Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). Additional strains o f EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 have been
shown in the section above to exhibit a predominantly in vitro LAL adhesion pattern on
HEp-2 cells which deviates from the LA phenotype o f classic EPEC but resembles that
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Figure 3.5 Adhesion of EPEC 055 :H7 to HEp-2 cells
Phase contrast

F-actin
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Figure 3.5 Adhesion of EPEC 055 :H7 to HEp-2 cells (continued)
Phase contrast

F-actin

1
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Figure 3.5 Adhesion of EPEC 055:H7 to HEp-2 cells (continued)
Phase contrast

F-actin
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Figure 3.5 Adhesion of EPEC 055:H7 to HEp-2 cells (continued)
Phase contrast

F-actin
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Figure 3.5 Adhesion of EPEC 055 :H7 to HEp-2 cells (continued)
Phase contrast

F-actin

Figure 3.5 HEp-2 cell adherence assay o f EPEC E2348/69 (E69) (A) and EPEC
055:H 7 strains: G57 (B), G58 (C), S6 (D), S7 (E), SI 12 (F), WC155 (G), WC211 (H),
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WC416 (I) and R.ahmed (J). The infection assay was carried for 3h (i) and 6h (ii) after
which the FAS test was performed to highlight actin recruitment beneath adherent
bacteria. Colonies containing more than five bacteria are denoted by white arrows
while yellow arrow heads indicate singly-attaching or smaller groups o f 2-4 bacteria.
Only FAS-positive bacteria are indicated in the corresponding fluorescence images.
Original magnification was x 60. Scale bars represent 5 pm.

o f the closely related EHEC 0157:H 7. To further investigate the regional adhesion
pattern on human intestine, these 0 5 5 :H7 strains were subjected to incubation on
human IVOC with tissue explants sampled from the proximal and distal small intestine
and transverse colon.

Due to limited availability o f intestinal tissue biopsies especially lymphoid folliclecontaining biopsies sampled from the terminal ileum, the IVOC o f G57 and G58 were
not repeated here. Villous structures within PP explants are categorised under TI, hence
the category o f PP solely concerns FAE. The results o f IVOC incubation with the seven
EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 strains are shown in table 3.4 and show a mixed pattern o f adhesion to
the various intestinal regions tested. Representative SEM micrographs are shown in
figures 3.6A-G.

With respect to the remaining seven strains tested, all except S6 displayed the tendency
to colonise duodenal epithelium (Table 3.4) and A/E lesions were observed on their
incubations with D4 explants positive for bacterial adhesion (Figures 3.6B, 3.6D &
3.6F). Although there was some variability in D4 explant adhesion over a minimum o f
three experiments, the incidences, ranging from 2/5-3/4 positive incubations, were
however deemed too low to establish any recognisable statistical patterns. . S6 was
noted to fail to adhere to D4 explants for all three incubations. Thus, more infection
assays with D4 explants may be required to further elucidate the intestinal trophism
patterns o f EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 for future investigations. All seven strains demonstrated the
ability to colonise FAE o f ileal PP explants. Tropism towards TI villous epithelium
adhesion is also observed for all strains although adhesion o f R.ahmed to TI villi was
only shown for 1/3 explants incubations. Hence FAE-restricted tropism was not
generally featured here in the adherence patterns o f EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 to IVOC, which
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thus differ from the FAE-restricted tropism o f strains G57 and G58 previously
characterised. No adhesion to explants from the transverse colon region was shown for
any o f the seven strains.

Table 3.4 Intestinal regional adhesion o f EPEC 0 5 5 :H7
Strains

Intestinal Region
Small Intestine

Large Intestine

D4

TI

PP (FAE)

TC

S6

0/3

3/4

3/3

0/3

S7

1/3

2/3

3/3

0/3

SI 12

2/3

2/3

2/3

0/3

WC155

2/3

3/3

2/3

0/3

WC211

2/5

2/3

3/3

0/3

WC416

3/4

3/3

3/3

0/3

R.ahmed

3/4

1/3

2/3

0/3

Patients’

19, 4 8 ,5 1 ,7 4 ,

4 8 ,5 1 ,7 4 ,

4 8 ,5 1 ,8 5 , 116,

85, 116, 145, 172,

age

102, 155, 163,

116, 145, 155,

131, 145, 155,

197

(months)

189,

172, 178, 197

172, 197

Values correspond to A/E lesion formation as a proportion o f biopsies inoculated.
D4: fourth part o f duodenum,

TI: terminal ileum,

PP: Peyer’s patch,

FAE: follicle-associated epithelium,

TC: transverse colon.

3.2.6 Adhesion characteristics of atypical EPEC

The defining feature o f atypical EPEC is the lack o f the EAF plasmid which contributes
to the localised adherence phenotype o f typical EPEC in vitro (Nataro and Kaper,
1998). Clinically isolated strains o f atypical EPEC show variations in the localised
adherence pattern only upon 6h o f incubation with HeLa cells and possession o f the eae
gene does not necessarily result in A/E lesion formation (Vieira et. al., 2001). In
addition, the LAL adhesion phenotype was reported amongst atypical EPEC strains
included in the study by Vieira et. al., which was suggestive o f a resemblance to EHEC
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Figure 3.6 Adhesion o f EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 to intestinal explants in IVOC
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Figure 3.6 Adhesion of EPEC 055 :H7 to intestinal explants in IVOC (continued)
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Figure 3.6 Adhesion of EPEC 055 :H7 to intestinal explants in IVOC (continued)

Figure 3.6 SEM micrographs o f EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 adhesion and A/E lesion formation on
intestinal explants. Representative micrographs are shown for adhesion o f strains S6 to
PP (A, bar = 5 pm), S7 to D4 (B, bar = 5 pm) and PP (C, bar = 1 pm), WC416 to D4
(D, bar = 5 pm) and PP (E, bar = 5 pm) and R.ahmed to D4 (F, bar = 5 pm) and PP
explants (G, bar = 1 pm).

0157:H7 in in vitro adhesion. As little is known about the in vivo adhesion
characteristics o f atypical EPEC in general, this section seeks to examine the pattern o f
intestinal attachment o f six atypical EPEC strains o f various serotypes through IVOC in
correlation with their respective HEp-2 cell adherence phenotypes.

3.2.6.1 HEp-2 cell adherence assay of atypical EPEC

The bacterial strains listed in table 3.5 were isolated from acute clinical cases o f
paediatric diarrhoea in Brazil and do not belong to any o f the established serogroups o f
EPEC as tested by antisera against the O-antigenic serogroup. Through typing o f
intimin using RFLP (Jenkins et. a l , 2003), carried out in collaboration with C. Jenkins
o f the Central Public Health Laboratory, London, U.K., five o f the strains were
identified to be intimin 0-expressing and the strain 3941-1 to be an intimin y-producing
EPEC strain. To characterise the adhesion properties o f the atypical EPEC strains, the
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HEp-2 assay was carried out for both 3h and 6h incubation periods and stained with
FITC-phalloidin for examination o f A/E lesion formation.

Table 3.5 Atypical EPEC strains examined in the HEp-2 cell assay and IVOC
Strains

Serotype

Intimin type

1711-4

O51:H40

0

1931-2

O51:H40

0

2922-2

0 9 8 :H8

0

3941-11

NT:H34

Y

4281-7

O104:H-

0

4361-2

O51:H40

0

conventional O- serogroup-specific antisera. Intimin typing data was provided by C.
Jenkins o f Central Public Health Laboratory, London, U.K.

The plasmid pEAF-cured derivative o f E69, JPN15, was used as the standard for the
comparison o f patterns o f adhesion by the 6 atypical EPEC strains o f interest. After 3h
o f incubation with HEp-2 cells, adherence presented in the form o f extremely loose
groups o f individually-adhering bacteria that spread across the cell surfaces (Figure
3.7A). Compact microcolonies observed for a 3h infection assay with E69 were not
generated which could be attributed to the absence o f Bfp-dependent inter-bacterial
interactions. Due to the lack o f microcolony formation, recruited actin beneath most o f
the singly-adherent bacteria could be clearly visualised in the FAS test as pairs o f
tapered bands that sandwich each bacterium. After a further 3h o f incubation, bigger
bacterial groups were observed but which remained largely two dimensional.
Adherence was nevertheless restricted to groups o f bacteria rather than being evenly
spread out across the cell surface.

Strains 1711-4, 1931-2 and 4361-2 belong to the same serotype o f O51:H40 but show
different in vitro adhesion characteristics. Images o f the 3h infection assay with 1711-4
were not shown as no adherence was observed. Upon extending the period o f
incubation to 6h, 1711-4 formed loose microcolonies that comprised individual bacteria
adhering close to each other on the cell surface showing FAS positivity (Figure 3.7Bii).
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Overall cell adherence was observed to be scanty with low incidence o f microcolony
formation, thus 1711-4 is designated PA.

1931-2 adhered to HEp-2 cells at both 3h and 6h o f infection. Adherence after 3h
appeared in the form o f very loose bacterial colonies, and individual bacteria were also
found dispersed on the cell surface (Figure 3.7C). The adherent bacteria did not show
FAS positivity. An increase in the extent o f adherence was seen at 6h, in which huge
loose colonies were formed and single bacteria were also seen attaching to the edges o f
cells. Only some o f the adherent bacteria were positive for the FAS test. 1931-2 is
termed LAL.

Strain 4361-2 adhered to HEp-2 cells as both individual bacteria and microcolonies,
and FAS positivity was not apparent at 3h o f infection (Figure 3.7G). After 6h,
adherence was greatly increased with the formation o f larger bacterial colonies on the
majority o f HEp-2 cells. The colonies were not compact in appearance and most o f the
colony-associated bacteria showed FAS positivity. Strain 4361-2 is designated LAL.

Strain 2922-2 o f serotype 0 9 8 :H8 formed huge colonies that were both compact and
loose on HEp-2 cells for the 3h infection assay (Figure 3.7D). Only a minority o f
bacteria within each compact colony appeared to be weakly FAS positive, while the
loose colonies did not show FAS positivity at all. After 6h, a greater number o f bacteria
were seen to adhere as predominantly huge colonies o f loosely-held bacteria
interspersed with individual bacteria over the HEp-2 cell surface. Weak FAS positivity
was seen for only a small number o f bacteria, while the faint signals that colocalised
with the huge colonies may have arisen from non-specific staining o f actin-containing
structures unrelated to bacterial-induced accumulation o f actin. 2922-2 is termed LAL.

Adherence o f 3941-1 serotype NT:H34 to HEp-2 cells after 3h o f incubation consisted
o f small numbers o f individual bacteria on the cell surface without microcolony
formation (Figure 3.7E). A positive FAS test appearance was not apparent. Bacterial
adherence was increased after 6h with microcolony formation as w ell as a greater
number o f individual adherent bacteria. However, no positive staining o f accumulated
actin associated with sites o f bacterial attachment was observed. Thus, strain 3941-1
was negative for the FAS test and termed poor LAL.
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Strain 4281-7 o f serotype O104:H- adhered to HEp-2 cells in the form o f small
microcolonies that did not show FAS positivity for the 3h infection assay (Figure 3.7F).
After 6h, microcolonies increased in both numbers and size, and appeared relatively
more compact than those formed by a typical LAL strain at the 6h time-point assay.
Most o f the adherent microcolonies were identified to be FAS positive. The HEp-2
cells were also observed to undergo increased cell rounding and detachment that were
more pronounced compared to that in a 6h infection by other EHEC and EPEC strains

Figure 3.7 Adhesion o f atypical EPEC to HEp-2 cells
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Figure 3.7 Adhesion of atypical EPEC to HEp-2 cells (continued)
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Figure 3.7 Adhesion of atypical EPEC to HEp-2 cells (continued)
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Figure 3.7 Adhesion of atypical EPEC to HEp-2 cells (continued)
Phase contrast

F-actin

Figure 3.7 HEp-2 cell adherence assay o f JPN15 (A) and atypical EPEC strains
O51:H40 1711-4 (B), 1931-2 (C), 098:H8 2922-2 (D), NT:H34 3941-1 (E), O104:H4281-7 (F) and O51:H40 4361-2 (G). The infection assay was carried out for 3h (i) and
6h (ii), after which the FAS test was performed to highlight actin recruitment beneath
adherent bacteria. Colonies containing more than five bacteria are denoted by white
arrows while yellow arrow heads indicate singly attaching or smaller groups o f 2-4
bacteria. Only FAS-positive bacteria are indicated in the corresponding fluorescence
images. Original magnification was x 60. Scale bars represent 5 pm.

characterised in this chapter. 4281-7 is designated as LA6, a term coined by Vieira et.
al. for strains that generates a typical LA pattern o f adhesion only after 6h o f infection
time (Vieira et. al., 2001).
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3.2.6.2 IVOC of atypical EPEC

As shown in section 3.2.6.1, wide variation was observed in the adhesion phenotypes of
the six strains of atypical EPEC of which, the two strains 4361-1 and 3941-1 displayed
the EHEC-like LAL adhesion pattern but none of the six strains resembled the classical
EPEC phenotype of LA. Also of interest was the finding that 3941-1, the only strain
amongst the six that harbours an eaey type instead of eaeO, demonstrated a non-actinrecruiting FAS negative phenotype. To further characterise the pattern of intestinal
adhesion in IVOC by atypical EPEC, the six strains were each incubated with tissue
explants sampled from the various representative regions of the small and large
intestine.

The results shown in table 3.6 demonstrate variation in the adhesion patterns on IVOC
amongst the six strains of atypical EPEC. Representative SEM micrographs are shown
in figures 3.8A-H. The strains 1711-4 and 4361-2 of serotype O51:H40 displayed the
typical A/E lesion phenotype on D4 tissue explants while adherence in the distal small
intestine differed slightly between the two strains. The 3 occasions of 1711-4 adhesion
on TI villi occurred on PP explants (Figure 3.9B) and no adherence was observed on TI
explants bearing villous epithelium alone. For 4361-2, adhesion appeared mainly
confined to FAE of PP explants (Figure 3.8D), with A/E lesion formation on 1/3 TI
incubations. Thus, 1711-4 and 4361-2 appear to be FAE-restricted in the distal small
intestine but also adhere to the proximal duodenal region (Figure 3.8A). Strain 1931-2
of the same serotype 051 :H40 however displayed tropism primarily towards the distal
small intestine, forming A/E lesions on both FAE and villous epithelium of PP explants
(Table 3.6) although adhesion also occurred on 2/4 TI explants in the absence of
lymphoid follicles. A/E lesions were also formed less frequently on 2/6 D4 explants
(Figure 3.8C). Hence, strain 1931-2 shows a pattern of IVOC adherence ex vivo that is
different from that of 1711-4 and 4361-2.

Despite displaying a FAS negative phenotype on HEp-2 cells, the intimin y-expressing
strain 3941-1 of serotype NT:H34 adhered and generated full A/E lesions on D4, TI
and PP explants from both proximal and distal regions of the small intestine, thus
showing a tissue tropism like that of classical EPEC (Figures 3.8E-F). Adherence of
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Table 3.6 Adhesion of atypical EPEC to human intestinal explants
Strains

Intestinal Region
Large Intestine

Small Intestine
TI

D4

PP

TC

villi

FAE

1711-4

6/7

0/4

3/3

2/3

0/3

1931-2

2/6

2/4

4/4

3/4

0/3

2922-2

0/3

0/3

0/3

0/3

0/3

3941-1

3/3

5/6

3/3

3/3

0/3

4281-7

2/7

1/3

1/3

2/3

0/3

4361-2

4/5

1/3

1/3

2/3

0/3

31,52, 60,

31,60, 84,

31,60, 84, 95, 114, 128,

31,95, 114,

95, 114,

103, 128,

136, 168

103, 142, 168

103, 136,

142, 168

Patients’ age
(months)

168
Legend:
- D4: fourth part of duodenum

- TI: terminal ileum

- PP: Peyer’s patch

- FAE: follicle-associated epithelium

- TC: transverse colon

strain 4281-7 on IVOC consisted of A/E lesions on 2/7 D4 explants (Figure 3.8G) and
3/6 on TI explants without follicles. A/E lesions were noted on FAE for 2/3 PP
incubations and on villous epithelium for 1/3 of the same PP incubations (Figure 3.8H),
hence an FAE-restricted tissue tropism was demonstrated for 4281-7 similar to that of
EHEC 0157:H7 85/170 (section 3.2.2). Despite adhering in huge numbers on HEp-2
cells, the strain 2922-2 serotype 098:H8 did not adhere to any region of the small
intestine in the standard 8h IVOC assay. Explants inoculated with 2922-2 appeared
similar to non-infected negative controls showing no visible surface morphological
changes arising from effects of incubation with bacteria.

All six strains were also tested for colonic adherence, and were incubated with explants
biopsied from the transverse colon of the large intestine. The IVOC assay was carried
out in triplicate with each strain and no adherence was observed on the epithelium of
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Figure 3.8 Adhesion of atypical EPEC to human intestinal IVOC
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Figure 3.8 Adhesion of atypical EPEC to human intestinal IVOC (continued)
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Figure 3.8 Adhesion of atypical EPEC to human intestinal IVOC (continued)

Figure 3.8 SEM micrographs o f A/E lesion formation by atypical EPEC on intestinal
explants. Representative micrographs are shown for adhesion o f strains 1711 on D4 (A,
bar = 5 pm) and PP (B, bar = 1 pm), 1931 on D4 (C, bar = 1 pm), 4361 on PP (D, bar =
1 pm), 3941 on D4 (E, bar = 5 pm) and PP (F, bar = 5 pum), and 4281 on D4 (G, bar =
1 pm) and PP explants (H, bar = 5 pm).

transverse colonic explants (Table 3.6). Thus, the colonic non-adherence o f the atypical
EPEC strains investigated in this section is in line with current dogma o f EPEC being a
small bowel pathogen, and that the EHEC-like strains 1931-2 and 4281-7 also do not
show tropism towards the large intestine.
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3.3 Discussion

The phenomenon of the attaching and effacing (A/E) lesion was first reported in an
ultrastructural study of intestinal tissue biopsied from an in vivo case of EPEC
infection, in which direct interaction of bacteria with enterocytes was seen to occur
specifically on areas where the brush border microvilli had been destroyed (Ulshen and
Rollo, 1980). This observation had also been documented in an earlier study of rabbit
EPEC 015 (RDEC-1) infection in rabbits, in which TEM examination revealed close
contact of bacteria with the epithelial cell membrane was noticeably associated with a
total absence of glycocalyx and microvilli (Takeuchi et. a l , 1978). The bacterialinduced intestinal lesion was similarly noted in several in vivo infection case reports
that followed, illustrating tight association of adhering bacteria on surfaces of the
epithelial layer once covered with absorptive microvilli which had undergone localised
degeneration or shortening (Clausen and Christie, 1982; Rothbaum et. al., 1983; Hill et.
al., 1991). The term “attaching and effacing” (A/E) lesion was finally coined for what
appears to be the signature histopathological feature of EPEC (Moon et. al., 1983), after
years of being defined by the criteria of exclusion in its negative characteristics for
enterotoxin production and cellular invasion. This intestinal lesion was soon
demonstrated in the large bowel of gnotobiotic piglet models infected with human
isolates of shiga toxin-producing EHEC 0157:H7 as well as with non-0157 E. coli
serotypes recovered from clinical cases of HUS (Tzipori et. al., 1986; Tzipori et. al.,
1988). In addition to REPEC infection in rabbits, the A/E lesion was also featured in
the disease of transmissible colonic murine hyperplasia in the mouse model of natural
infection by Citrobacter rodentium (Schauer and Falkow, 1993). To facilitate further
study of the molecular basis of the mechanisms involved in the generation of the A/E
lesion, as well as the dynamics of intestinal colonisation by EPEC and EHEC in
general, the need for developing tractable human intestinal tissue models that could be
more conveniently handled than in vivo animal infection models thus arose.

3.3.1 The IVOC model system

The culturing of intestinal organ explants has been increasingly utilised for the study of
pathogen-host interaction, hence it was mandatory that overall tissue integrity be
maximally preserved under laboratory culture conditions. The intestinal organ culture
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system in vitro had been developed for uses mentioned in section 1.3.20.2. The first
attempt in ex vivo organ culture demonstrated maintenance of small intestinal tissue
explants for a period of 24h, with cell turnover and metabolic nutrient absorption
occurring at physiological rates (Browning and Trier, 1969). Culturing of explants
sampled from the large intestine has been shown to be permissive for a maximum of 20
days after which only a monolayer of epithelial cells remained (Autrup, 1980). Gradual
disintegration of epithelial cell integrity has nonetheless been shown via monitoring of
alkaline phosphatase levels released into the culture medium during the course of the
organ culture (Ashkenazi et. al., 1984). Short-term culture of intestinal explants has
been employed in various studies of intestinal bacterial pathogenicity, such as
Salmonella invasion of rabbit ileal explant culture, activation of inflammatory
regulators in Campylobacter jejuni infection of human colonic explants, and cholera
toxin-induced enhanced secretion in human small intestinal explants (Amin et. al., 1994;
MacCallum et. al., 2005; Lu et. al., 2003). The incorporation of the in vitro organ
culture (IVOC) model into the study of EPEC pathogenesis certainly proved
instrumental in enabling reproduction of the bacterial-induced A/E lesion on human
intestinal mucosal explants (Knutton et. al., 1987; Knutton et. al., 1992). The EPEC and
EHEC 0157:H7 A/E lesions as well as the aggregative adhesion phenotype of EAEC
were also respectively demonstrated on paediatric small intestinal and colonic explants
subsequently included in human intestinal IVOC (Hicks et. al., 1996; Phillips et. al.,
2000b). Uses of animal models and the IVOC system have been instrumental in
enabling the characterisation of specific virulence-associated factors of A/E pathogens,
such as LEE-encoded proteins pertaining to their roles in colonisation of intestinal
mucosa, thus applying molecularly-derived in vitro observations to the context of both
in vivo and ex vivo bacterial pathogenesis.

Distinct patterns of site-specific intestinal adhesion by the different A/E bacterial
pathogens of interest have been revealed by studies in animal models and IVOC, which
are largely determined by their respective intimin types. While the prototypical EPEC
strain E69 adheres to all three regions of the small intestine - duodenum, jejunum and
ileum, the site of adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 strain 85/170 appears to be specifically
confined to the lymphoid follicle-containing Peyer’s patches (PP) interspersed amongst
the villous surfaces of the terminal ileum (Phillips et. al., 2000b). These different
patterns of tissue tropism were shown to be transferable via intimin molecular exchange
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between EPEC and EHEC 0157:H7, and that the intimin subtype expressed could
influence the site of bacterial adherence as described in section 1.3.8.1.4 (Phillips and
Frankel, 2000; Fitzhenry et. al., 2002a). Other as yet unknown actors are also likely to
be involved in EPEC tissue tropism, as seen in the similarly FAE-restricted adhesion
phenotype of the classical EPEC 055:H6 serotype that expresses the intimin a subtype
(Fitzhenry et. al., 2002b).

The provision of small intestinal tissue biopsies from EPEC-infected diarrhoeal patients
had been the key reason for the successful identification of both the A/E lesion and the
pattern of in vivo EPEC colonisation. Evidence of both small and large bowel adhesion
by an EPEC 0119 strain has been reported in clinical cases of infantile diarrhoea
(Rothbaum et. al., 1982). In stark contrast, no evidence as yet exists with regards to the
exact sites of adhesion by EHEC 0157:H7 largely due to the fact that clinical
symptoms of haemorrhagic colitis (HC) presented in infected patients are often too
severe to warrant colonoscopic procedures. Hence, the FAE-restricted phenotype
observed in the IVOC system has yet to be clinically confirmed and furthermore does
not seem to correlate with the colonic pathology associated with EHEC-induced HC.
Tropism for the FAE has also been well documented for other enteric bacteria including
Salmonella, Yersinia, Listeria monocytogenes and the closely related REPEC and
RDEC-1 in animal models but studies correlating data derived from animals with
human infections are generally limited. Altogether, based on previous data, the FAErestricted pattern of adhesion has been observed for three strains of EHEC 0157:H7 as
well as a non-0157 EHEC isolate of serotype O103:H2 in IVOC (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD
thesis; Fitzhenry et. al., 2003). The findings in this study of a wider tissue tropism
observed for other EHEC 0157:H7 strains however require reinterpretation of this
FAE-restricted tissue tropism in current literature. The lack of colonic adhesion
nevertheless remains a consistent feature of EHEC tissue tropism.

3.3.2 The HEp-2 assay

In vitro adherence assays conducted on laboratory cell cultures such as the HeLa and
HEp-2 cell lines provide an avenue for initial assessment of the ability of a given
bacterial strain to reside in or interact with cells of mammalian origin in a pathogenic
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way. It had been the use of the HEp-2 cell adherence assay that enabled the first
identification of the ability of EPEC to adhere in large numbers onto mammalian cells
in the form of compact microcolonies three-dimensional in appearance instead of
spreading out across the entire cell surface (Cravioto et. al., 1979). The phrase
“localised adherence” (LA) was subsequently coined for this adhesion phenotype which
soon became synonymous with the definition of classical EPEC (Scaletsky et. al.,
1984) (section 1.3.20.1). Designation of the LA phenotype to a potential EPEC strain
requires the induction of compact microcolonies by the given strain on semi-confluent
HEp-2 or HeLa cells within the standard time of 3h. This definition was slightly
modified to accommodate the phenotypic appearance of EHEC 0157:H7, by
introducing the phrase “localised adherence-like (LAL)” to describe the formation of
bacterial microcolonies only upon a prolonged incubation period of 6h coupled with a
general lower extent of adhesion (Scaletsky et. al., 1996). More importantly, the ability
to reproduce the A/E lesion through EPEC and EHEC adhesion led to the development
of the fluorescence actin staining (FAS) test which was a more rapid and convenient
method of assessing the actin-recruiting phenotype synonymous with the A/E lesion as
compared to the more laborious TEM and SEM analyses (Knutton et. al., 1987).

However, limitations of the HEp-2 cell model include the inability to demonstrate
beyond the basic adhesion characteristics of gastrointestinal pathogens into the context
of bacterial intestinal tissue tropism which would inevitably require in vivo models of
infection for study. Furthermore, being a highly immortalised laryngeal-carcinoma
epithelial cell line of non-intestinal origin, HEp-2 cells do not represent the relevant
target host cell of intestinal pathogens, and their interactions with intestinal bacteria
may not be an accurate reflection of the interactions between pathogens such as EPEC
and EHEC and differentiated human intestinal epithelium in vivo. Thus although the
HEp-2 cell adhesion model is still predominantly utilised for molecular studies of the
A/E lesion, it nonetheless remains necessary to seek further confirmation of
observations derived in vitro with in vivo studies, as in this case with the IVOC model
system.
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3.3.3 IVOC of EHEC 0157.H7

In this chapter, three additional 0157:H7 EHEC strains were analysed with regards to
their regional interaction with the human intestine using the IVOC model. The
complete sequence of the genomes of the outbreak strains EDL933 and Sakai provides
a myriad of genetic data for better characterisation of their virulence mechanisms, and
thus it was deemed important to establish the nature of interactions of sto-negative
derivatives of these two prototypical 0157:H7strains with human intestinal mucosa in
IVOC. The third strain 12900 is also a Astx deletion strain which has been associated
with colonic adhesion in natural models of infection in animals such as chickens and
goats (Best et. al., 2005; La Ragione et. a l, 2005). The use of non Stx-producing strains
of EHEC is purported to remove the potential hindrance of Stx-induced cytotoxicity on
tissue culture cells and intestinal explants (Schuller et. al., 2004), and thus enables
clearer assessment of the general adhesion phenotypes of test strains. While
transmission electron microscopy allows direct visualisation of the asymmetric
association of bacteria with the extracellular enterocyte apical surface membrane, the
non-invasive nature of A/E bacteria provides the additional possibility of viewing the
bacterial-host cell interaction morphology on the external surface in three-dimension. In
human intestinal IVOC, tropism towards the terminal ileal PP region was observed,
further demonstrating the capacity of EHEC 0157:H7 to colonise human intestinal
mucosa. Rather than the strict FAE-restricted phenotype of 85/170, adhesion was also
observed on the finger-like villi of the terminal ileum in addition to FAE colonisation.
Ileal villi colonised by the test 0157:H7 strains were located both directly adjacent to
the dome-shaped follicles as well as in regions designated as terminal ileum (TI) as they
bore only villi without the presence of follicles. In certain cases, some of the colonised
villi on TI explants may have originated from the vicinity of a Peyer’s patch prior to
endoscopic sampling. Thus adhesion to villous surfaces in the terminal ileum may be
influenced by the presence of lymphoid follicles, and that in vivo adhesion of EHEC
0157:H7 in the distal small intestine may include both FAE and villous epithelium. A
similar observation has been reported in in vivo studies of RDEC-1 and REPEC
infections in rabbits which showed adherence of RDEC-1 and several test strains of
REPEC, considered to be PP-targeting pathogens, to both ileal villi and FAE (Cantey
and Inman, 1981; Von Moll and Cantey, 1997). The limited adhesion to duodenal
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explants by TUV 93-0, Sakai 813 and 12900 was in agreement with that previously
observed for 85/170, confirming that EHEC 0157:H7 do not generally adhere to the
proximal small intestine. These results thus confirm and extend previous observations,
and raise further questions regarding the biological basis of tissue tropism as well as the
limitation of the IVOC experimental system.

The preference shown by EHEC 0157:H7 towards the terminal ileum may be due to
differences within the various regions of the small intestine which comprise the
duodenum, jejunum and ileum. The main distinguishing feature of the duodenum lies in
an abundance of Brunner's glands located in the submucosa which represent an
extension of gastric pyloric glands. The main function of Brunner's glands involves
production of alkaline mucus for neutralisation of the acidity of chyme from the
stomach. The jejunum is characterised by the absence of features of the duodenum and
ileum although the presence of large folds of the submucosa termed plicae circulares
appears more numerous and prominent than those in other regions. In addition to a
higher proportion of goblet cells than in the proximal regions of the small bowel, the
most prominent concentrations of lymphoid follicles also occur in the appendix and
ileum as PP that present as three-dimensional dome-shaped structures protruding from
the epithelial surface in the latter. Non-PP lymphoid follicles also occur beneath the
epithelium and are scattered throughout the gastrointestinal tract, and together with PP,
are collectively known as the mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT). PP
lymphoid follicles may extend beyond the lamina propria into the submucosa and
contain germinal centres heavily populated with B and T lymphocytes that also
infiltrate surrounding epithelial tissue. While the enterocyte or absorptive cell
constitutes the predominant cell type of the FAE overlying lymphoid follicles, the
cardinal feature of the FAE lies in the presence of the M cell, also known as the
microfold or membranous epithelial cell. M cells are a unique epithelial cell type whose
primary function is not of digestion or absorption due to the absence of the brush border
microvilli containing membrane-associated enzymes that are otherwise found in the
approximately 3000 microvilli of villous enterocytes. Instead, the M cell apical surface
membrane, interspersed with microfold domains, is largely exposed to the lumen while
the basolateral membrane undergoes deep invaginations to form a large intraepithelial
pocket that serves as a docking site for T and B lymphocytes and macrophages, thus
constituting a follicular germinal centre (Neutra et. al., 1996). The primary function of
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M cells is associated with uptake and sampling of antigens from the luminal space
which are then rapidly transported across the M cell layer via transcytotic vesicles, and
presented by macrophages, dendritic cells and B lymphocytes located in the basolateral
pocket for the initiation of appropriate immune responses (Sneller and Strober, 1986).
Thus M cell-containing PP serve as important sites for sampling of luminal antigens.
This specialised function of M cells has also been shown to be exploited by various
viral

and bacterial

enteric pathogens

such

as reovirus type

1,

Yersinia

pseudotuberculosis, and Salmonella typhi which use M cells as a port of entry and are
subsequently disseminated via the lymphatic and vascular circulation to other major
organs of the body, resulting in systemic disease (Siebers and Finlay, 1996; Clark et.
al., 1998).

3.3.3.1 Distal small bowel-restricted tissue tropism

The adhesion of non-invasive A/E pathogens such as RDEC-1 and REPEC to rabbit PP
also occurs via M cells after which A/E lesions are formed on the FAE surface with
bacteria remaining extracellular of the epithelial layer (Inman and Cantey, 1993). A
specific association of EPEC or EHEC 0157:H7 with M cells of FAE has however not
been demonstrated and has also not been observed for PP explants in this study. If
EHEC 0157:H7 does not bind to FAE via M cells, then it is likely to be binding to the
microvillous enterocytes of the FAE in general, which presents as a dilemma due to the
fact that the strains of EHEC 0157:H7 examined in this chapter do not tend to bind as
readily to duodenal enterocytes as it does to those lining the villi of the terminal ileum.
In addition, these three strains exhibit a higher affinity for ileal villous epithelium than
does strain 85/170, which proves to be a departure from the previously established
FAE-restricted tissue tropism for three other strains of EHEC 0157:H7 inclusive of
85/170. Arguably, this differential adhesion is no doubt attributed to differences that
may exist in the epithelial layer or due to the specific luminal environment. Villous
epithelium of the ileum contain a higher percentage of goblet cells compared to
duodenal epithelium, and would accordingly produce more mucus giving rise to a
thicker unstirred layer that may serve to entrap larger numbers of bacteria directly
above the epithelium. Bacterial binding to intestinal mucus has been demonstrated for
ETEC and S. typhimurium, with the latter showing a higher amount of mucus binding
that was associated with virulent strains (Helander et. al., 1997; Vimal et. al., 2000).
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Binding to the mucus layer can be regarded as a first step in the colonisation of the
epithelium or also as a means for the body to trap for subsequent expulsion of the
microorganism. EPEC and EHEC have nonetheless been shown to produce the EspC
and EspP serine proteases that may harbour similar mucinolytic activities as the Pic and
Pet proteins of EAEC, which may degrade mucus (Brunder et. al., 1997; Henderson et.
al., 1999; Navarro-Garcia et. al., 2004). EHEC additionally expresses the p0157encoded StcE which has been shown to break down glycosylated mucin proteins (Grys
et. al., 2005), and may thus mediate bacterial penetration of the mucus layer for
epithelial adhesion. The close proximity of the ileum to the ileocaecal valve that
demarcates the point of entry into the large bowel may also contribute to a physical
buildup of bacterial numbers in the ileal luminal space. Similarly, occasional backwash
of colonic contents into the immediate adjacent ileal region may lead to spillovers of
colonic bacteria that could result in transient alterations of the composition of the ileal
microflora and the ileal luminal fluid. Some functional differences between duodenal
and ileal regions include the gradient of alkaline phosphatase activity down the small
bowel with extremely low levels found in the ileum, and the active transport of bile
acids being confined only to the ileum (Dietschy et. al., 1966). A higher amount of
disaccharidases is found in the proximal small intestine, while the absorption of vitamin
Bl'2 occurs mainly in the ileum. However, the relevance of these differences to the
preferential adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 is not yet known. In addition, there is also a
possibility that the general presence of lymphocytes both residing within the follicular
germinal centres as well as in the surrounding epithelial tissue may impose subtle
effects on the villous epithelium of the ileum. The development of in vitro M cell model
was based on findings in immunodeficient mice that immune cells may be essential for
FAE and M cell formation (Kemeis et. al., 1997). It was shown that co-cultivation of
the Caco-2 intestinal villous epithelial cell line with B lymphocytes led to the
conversion of a subset of Caco-2 enterocytes into M cells characterised by the
disorganisation of apical microvilli in contrast to the well developed brush border of
differentiated Caco-2 cells. Changes in digestive functions as measured by metabolic
enzymes and membrane transporters were also not confined to cells of the Caco-2
monolayer that had been in contact with the lymphocytes, which thus implies the
involvement of soluble factors as well as cell-cell contact for the conversion of normal
villous enterocytes into FAE and M cells. The long term co-existence of villous
epithelium with heavy concentrations of lymphocyte-containing lymphoid follicles
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may, over time, exert as yet unknown subtle physiological and membrane changes that
may increase the similarities between villous epithelium and FAE. This may therefore
promote the adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 to ileal villi in addition to its tropism for FAE
of PP in the distal small intestine. Of interest is the finding of intestinal villous M cells
in the mouse ileum, in addition to FAE-bome M cells, that have been shown to
translocate gut bacterial pathogens such as Salmonella and Yersinia (Jang et. al., 2004)
but this has yet to be demonstrated in the human intestinal tract.

The ability to perform molecular inter-exchange of the intimin adhesin between EPEC
and EHEC 0157:H7 has allowed the assessment of the role of intimin as a determinant
of their respective intestinal tissue tropisms. The observation of a conversion of the
tropism of EPEC E69 into an FAE-restricted phenotype accompanied by expression of
intimin y (Phillips and Frankel, 2000) strongly suggests that the FAE-restricted
intestinal adhesion of wildtype EHEC 0157:H7 is solely imposed upon by its carriage
of the intimin y variant. Conversely, substitution of intimin y with the a version native
to E69 results in an expansion of EHEC 0157:H7 adhesion to the proximal small
intestine (Fitzhenry et. al., 2002a). The basis for this difference in region-specific
targeting could be further narrowed down to a single amino acid located in the Cterminal 280 residues of intimin a, as mutagenesis of the valine 911 residue to an
alanine was shown to result in an intimin y-like adhesin that conferred an FAErestricted tropism to E69 (Reece et. al., 2001). While this appears to suggest structural
similarities introduced into intimin a by the V911A residue exchange with the threedimensional structure of intimin y, the crystal structure of intimin y has yet to be
resolved due to technical problems encountered in the crystallisation of the intimin y
protein for structural analysis, and is thus unavailable for comparative analysis (Frankel
G., personal communication).

The question thus arises as to how a restricted range of intestinal colonisation to one
specific region of the gastrointestinal tract, i.e. the distal small bowel, due to limitations
in the biological function of the bacterial adhesin expressed could prove advantageous
to the survival and propagation of an intestinal pathogen. For invasive pathogens,
exploiting the vectorial translocative function of M cells as a convenient mode of
accessing the deeper layers of the intestinal wall beneath the epithelium also enables the
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bacteria to escape the immune surveillance system of the MALT. Besides the complete
absence of immunoglobulin receptors on the entire FAE surface which would mediate
luminal secretion of IgA, the FAE also harbours reduced numbers of defensin- and
lysozyme-producing Paneth cells, which would greatly facilitate rapid colonisation by
bacterial pathogens without simultaneously mounting a host immune response (Pappo
and Owen, 1988). This stealth approach could also be followed up with subsequent
downregulation of host expression of antimicrobial peptides that constitute active
defence components of the innate immune system. Decreased mRNA levels encoding
the antibacterial peptides LL-37 and p-defensins have been detected in rectal biopsies
of clinical cases of Shigella infection, and a similar downregulation of expression of
LL-37 was observed in in vitro Shigella infection of the HT29 intestinal epithelial and
the U937 monocyte cell lines (Islam et. al., 2001). This mechanism of interfering with
LL-37 expression in epithelial cells is also utilised by Neisseria gonorrhoeae in the
invasion of epithelial cells lining the genital tract (Bergman et. al., 2005). A similar
mechanism of dampening the host immune response by EPEC or EHEC 0157:H7 has
yet to be demonstrated, although the presence of the lifA gene in EPEC that encodes a
Clostridial-like cytotoxin has been shown to inhibit proliferation of lymphocytes and
the production of cytokines IL-2, IL-4 and interferon y (Klapproth et. al., 2000). Hence
although A/E pathogens such as EPEC and EHEC do not undertake an invasive
pathway in their interactions with human mucosa, limiting the site of primary adhesion
to FAE in the distal small bowel for EHEC 0157:H7 may nonetheless promote
bacterial survival and allow for more efficient colonisation of the host intestinal
surface.
3.3.3.2 FAE-adhesion by EHEC 0157.H7

The FAE of PP was first identified to be the preferential site of initial adherence for
rabbit EPEC strain RDEC-1 (015:H-) and for several REPEC strains of various
serotypes (Cantey and Inman, 1981; Von Moll and Cantey, 1997). The caecal patch,
histologically akin to PP in tissue organisation, was shown to be the primary site of
colonisation by C. rodentium followed by adhesion to the colon. However, whether
caecal patch adhesion had also included non-FAE surfaces of the caecal epithelium or
had been solely confined to FAE had not been examined in Wiles et. al. 2004 (Wiles et.
al, 2004). In the bovine host, EHEC 0157:H7 adheres to a defined region in the
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terminal rectum termed the recto-anal junction that overlies a dense concentration of
lymphoid follicles (Naylor et. al., 2003). Thus, FAE adhesion appears to be a
commonly utilised mode of intestinal colonisation by non-invasive bacteria of the A/E
family of pathogens. Although lymphoid follicles occur in the human large bowel and
in abundance in the rectal region, these do not present as dome-shaped protrusions
which places severe limitations on the ability of the clinical endoscopist to biopsy
colonic lymphoid follicles on a routine basis. Colonic follicles are also seldom observed
for explants sampled from the transverse colon, hence the possibility exists that
adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 to colonic epithelium may occur only in the presence of an
underlying lymphoid follicle. Indeed, A/E lesions were generated by strain 12900 but
not by Sakai 813 on rectal epithelium immediately overlying a mucosal follicle on the
lone occasion when rectal explants biopsied from a patient who presented with an
unusually lumpy-appearing rectal region were observed to harbour lymphoid follicles.
Previous studies have also shown the adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 strain 85/170 to a
duodenal follicle that was biopsied by chance (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). Although
the affinity for lymphoid follicles should accordingly enable EHEC 0157:H7
colonisation throughout the entire intestinal tract, site-specific occurrence of lymphoid
follicles in high densities as in the terminal ileum as PP dome-shaped protrusions may
serve to be a more important recruiting factor for EHEC 0157:H7 both to FAE and
villous surfaces.

3.3.3.3 Absence of colonic adhesion by EHEC 0157:H7 in IVOC

The lack of clinical evidence of pathological association of EHEC 0157:H7 with
human colon specimens is contrasted by an array of studies in animal models that have
demonstrated colonic adhesion by EHEC 0157:H7. In infection studies conducted on
gnotobiotic piglets, mice and rabbits, colonisation with A/E lesion formation of EHEC
0157:H7 on various regions of the colon in addition to variable colonisation for the
distal small intestine have been documented (Tzipori et. al., 1995; Wadolkowski et. al.,
1990; Ritchie et. al., 2003). Experimental infection of both neonates and adults in
ruminants such as cattle, sheep and goats with EHEC 0157:H7 have also yielded A/E
lesions formed principally in the distal ileum, colon as well as rectum (Dean-Nystrom
et. al., 1997; Baehler and Moxley, 2000; Wales et. al., 2001; La Ragione et. al., 2005).
The finding of A/E lesions induced in the large intestines of adult cattle by EHEC
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0157:H7 proved particularly interesting, as cattle are known to be asymptomatic
carriers of STEC and yet no immune response appears to be mounted in response to the
pathogenic association of A/E STEC with the bovine gut mucosa (Baehler and Moxley,
2000). Thus, it is possible that STEC including EHEC 0157:H7 may in fact be
undertaking the role as commensals in adult ruminant hosts if EHEC 0157:H7 can
persist in the bovine gut without causing disease to the host in spite of forming A/E
lesions. The contrary however appears to apply to EPEC which are overt animal and
human pathogens, and this may further reflect differences in virulence mechanisms
between EPEC and EHEC.

The inability to demonstrate colonic adhesion by EHEC 0157:H7 does raise the
possibility that the IVOC experimental system may not have been fully optimised for
EHEC adhesion to colonic epithelium, although EPEC and EAEC colonic adhesion has
been shown (Hicks et. al., 1996). It remains likely that specific environmental
conditions characteristic of the intraluminal environment such as low oxygen levels,
increased carbon dioxide levels and osmolarity, may be required to promote EHEC
0157:H7 colonic adhesion in vitro. Modifications to the infection protocol assay such
as increasing the duration of bacterial incubation and reducing the frequency of medium
exchange have not altered the non-adhesive phenotype of EHEC 0157:H7 on colonic
explants (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). However, in vivo studies in the rabbit and mouse
models have provided an indication that the colon constitutes a secondary site of
adhesion by the non-invasive REPEC, RDEC-1 and C. rodentium, and that colonisation
of FAE as the primary site of attachment serves as a prerequisite for colonic adhesion
(Cantey and Inman, 1981; Heczko et. al., 2000; Wiles et. al., 2004). This mechanism of
sequential adhesion will be further elaborated in chapter 4. Alternatively, there is also
the possibility that EHEC 0157:H7 may not colonise the colon at all and that injury
sustained in the colon in HC may be solely attributed to the cytotoxic effects of Stx
expressed by FAE-adhering EHEC 0157:H7.

3.3.4 EHEC 0157:H7 HEp-2 cell adhesion

The adhesive capacities of the EHEC 0157:H7 strains 85/170, TUV 93-0, Sakai 813
and 12900 were also assessed in the HEp-2 cell assay with close comparison to that of
E69. As EHEC strains that do not harbour the EAF plasmid on which the Bfp-encoding
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operon resides, a poor amount of adhesion was generally shown after 3h with variable
actin recruitment by adhering bacteria. The extended incubation period of 6h enabled an
increase in adhesion by all four strains as loose colonies which demonstrate A/E lesion
formation. The slight differences in adhesion capacity observed for the four strains are
however considered a common characteristic of the EHEC 0157:H7 serotype.
Heterogeneity in the extent of adherence even within strains of the same serotype
0157:H7 has been reported which may quantitatively differ by up to 250-fold (Sherman
et. al., 1987). Although 0157-specific chromosomal sequences are generally highly
conserved in the 0157:H7 serotype, a high degree of genomic diversity has however
been revealed via whole genome PCR scanning comparative analysis of various
0157:H7 isolates with reference to the genome sequence of Sakai (Ohnishi et. al.,
2002). This was attributed to the extensive differences in sequence and positions of
insertion of prophages, and that with respect to the Stx-converting bacteriophage, at
least two types of Stxl phages and three types of Stx2 phages have been shown that
utilise different integration sites. Strain-to-strain phenotypic heterogeneity in EHEC
0157:H7 may also arise from variations in expression of the cryptic ETT2-encoded
EtrA and EivF regulators that suppress LEE gene expression in EHEC (Zhang et. al.,
2004). EtrA plays a stronger suppressive role than EivF, and that modulations in
expression levels and activities of EtrA and EivF due to widespread mutational attrition
of the ETT2 gene cluster may in turn result in differences in LEE protein expression
and secretion. In fact, heterogeneity in levels of secretion has been observed between
human and bovine isolates of EHEC 0157:H7, with the higher secretor phenotype of
human disease-associated strains directly correlating with the LAL pattern and a higher
extent of adhesion on HeLa cells (McNally et. al., 2001). This may also imply that
secretion levels of LEE proteins may not be uniform across all human isolates of EHEC
0157:H7, although comparative studies of strain-specific secretion linked to the
adhesion phenotype have not been performed. However, the equal ability of all the
EHEC 0157:H7 strains in colonisation of PP explants in IVOC which does not
correlate with the variability in HEp-2 cell adherence, further underscore the necessity
of viewing adherence assays performed with intestinal pathogens on non-intestinal
undifferentiated cell lines with caution.
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3.3.5 Case report of in vivo EHEC 0157:H7 infection

The discovery of an EHEC 0157:H7 infection in a patient who presented with
abdominal pain and rectal bleeding and underwent sigmoidoscopy for investigation of
the possible diagnosis of inflammatory bowel disease, provided a unique opportunity to
look for the presence of EHEC 0157:H7 in the mucosa of the distal colon. Apthous
ulceration with acute inflammation was present, reflecting a possible infectious colitis,
but no adhering bacteria were seen and no evidence of 0157 O antigen could be found.
The ulceration and inflammation observed with intact structural preservation of colonic
crypts in the sigmoid were in line with previous reports of the histopathology in
nineteen colonic biopsies and one resection specimen obtained from eleven cases of
HC, where similarly no adhering bacteria were seen (Griffin et. al., 1990). Griffin et. al.
concluded that the pathology resembled a combination of ischaemic and infectious
injuries and that Stx played a role in the pathology. Similar conclusions were reported
by Kelly et. al. in two cases where surgically resected right colon was studied (Kelly et.
al., 1990). The absence of bacterial attachment to the epithelium in this case supports
the contention that EHEC 0157:H7 may cause damage at a site of the large intestine
where bacteria are not present, the pathology resulting from the presence of luminal
Stx. However, negative results are difficult to interpret and the pathology present may
reflect an earlier interaction with the bacteria which are no longer present. H&E
sections and indirect immunofluorescence using agglutinating antisera have been used
successfully on formalin-fixed, wax embedded, intestinal biopsy samples to show the
presence of in vivo EPEC infections (Hill et. al., 1991) so the presence of bacteria in the
mucosa is unlikely to have been missed. Thus, distal colonic colonisation by 0157:H7
could not be found in this child with histological evidence of an acute infective distal
colitis and Stx 1-positive 0157:H7 in the stool, and the intestinal damage found may
have been a result of Stx interaction rather than bacterial attaching-effacing lesion
formation. It is impossible to conclude, however, that the colon is not the site of
infection, as another, more proximal, region of the large bowel could be colonised
rather than the bacteria being limited to the distal small intestine.
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3.3.6 EPEC 0 5 5 :H7

The first study that demonstrated specific lesions induced on small intestinal ileum in
experimentally infected newborn piglets had utilized an E. coli strain of serotype
055:H7, 14 years before the descriptive term of “A/E lesion” was being introduced
(Staley et. al., 1969; Moon et. al., 1983). EPEC 055:H7 represents one of the three
major serotypes of the 055 serogroup and is generally considered to be the ancestral
progenitor from which EHEC 0157:H7 evolved prior to subsequent acquisition of
secondary virulence factors such as the bacteriophage-borne stxl and stx2 genes
(Whittam et. al., 1993). Some similarities shared between EPEC 055:H7 and EHEC
0157:H7 include the nearly identical H7 flagellar antigen fliC sequence, expression of
intimin y and carriage of the same defective methyl-directed mismatch repair allele that
confers a 1000-fold higher rate of spontaneous mutation in more than 1% of EHEC
0157:H7 strains (Reid et. al., 1999; McGraw et. al., 1999; LeClerc et. al., 1996).
Unlike the typical EPEC 055:H6, EPEC 055:H7 does not carry the EAF plasmid and
is thus more suitably considered an atypical EPEC. Previous demonstration of an FAErestricted tissue tropism for two clinical isolates, G57 and G58, is in line with their
expression of intimin y similar to that of EHEC 0157:H7 (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis;
Fitzhenry et. al., 2002b). Little else is however known about the in vivo adhesion
properties of EPEC 055:H7 in general. In view of its extremely close phylogenetic
relationship with EHEC 0157:H7, it was thus of relevance to extend current
information with regards to the tissue tropism of this lineage of EPEC in close
comparison with that of EHEC 0157:H7.

3.3.6.1 EPEC 055:H7 HEp-2 cell adhesion

Assessment of the in vitro adhesion characteristics of EPEC 055:H7 in the HEp-2 cell
assay revealed a largely LAL phenotype associated with seven of the nine strains after a
prolonged incubation period of 6h. In comparison to the compact three-dimensional
colonies formed by E69 at both 3h and 6h time-points, the colonies observed in the
LAL adhesion phenotype presented with a loose and non-aggregated appearance thus
ascribing to the understanding that a lack of Bfp expression is often reflected in a nonLA phenotype in vitro. Confirmation of their capacity in A/E lesion formation on HEp-
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2 cells was also provided by a positive FAS test for each strain after 6h of incubation,
although the extremely low amounts of adherent bacteria at the 3h time-point did
demonstrate FAS positivity for the majority of the strains. Slightly different adhesion
phenotypes were however observed for three strains two of which displayed a lower
extent of adherence and were termed poor LAL and poorly adherent. The relatively
diffuse adhesion of strain WC155 may nonetheless be part of the adhesion
characteristics of EPEC 055 :H7, as the simultaneous expression of LAL and diffuse
adherence has been reported before (Rodrigues et. al., 1996). Overall, the in vitro
adhesion phenotype on HEp-2 cells does not segregate with the observed tissue tropism
as shown from the presence of three different phenotypes (LAL, loose/diffuse
adherence and poor adherence) within the four strains that display the classical EPEClike tissue tropism.

3.3.6.2 IVOC of EPEC 055:H7

The nine strains of EPEC 055 :H7 examined in this chapter did not exhibit a uniform
pattern of intestinal adhesion characteristic of that of EPEC E69 or EHEC 0157:H7,
but rather a mix of both phenotypes thus indicating heterogeneity. Although carriage of
the intimin y allele has been confirmed via intimin typing only for strains G57 and G58
out of the nine strains tested, intimin y is generally considered to be associated with
EHEC 0157:H7 and EPEC 055:H7 and also segregates according to its serotype within
the EPEC 055 serogroup (Whittam and McGraw, 1996). Thus based on the assumption
that all nine strains of EPEC 055 :H7 express the intimin y subtype, the display of an
E69-like tissue tropism by the four strains SI 12, WC155, WC416 and R.ahmed
suggests that in non-classical EPEC, the pattern of intestinal adhesion may not be solely
dictated by intimin subtype. In contrast to the reported FAE-restriction of G57 and G58,
adhesion to both villi and FAE of PP explants was shown for the remaining five strains
that demonstrated limited duodenal adhesion in parallel. A distal small intestinalrestricted tissue tropism is thus seen for more than half of the nine strains, bearing
similarity to that of EHEC 0157:H7 strains TUV93-0, Sakai 813 and 12900
characterised earlier in this chapter. Although the EAF plasmid that harbours the bfp
operon does not occur in the EPEC 055:H7 serotype, the association of Bfp with
localised three-dimensional colony formation rather than as an initial adhesin indicates
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that Bfp does not mediate the proximal small intestine adhesion of typical EPEC. The
absence of Bfp expression is thus not responsible for both the presence as well as lack
of adhesion to the proximal small intestine by EPEC 055:H7. The uniform lack of
colonic adhesion also implies that EPEC 055 :H7 is unlikely to harbour any specific
factor or adhesin that may serve to promote bacterial interaction with the large bowel,
which may have been lost by EHEC 0157:H7 down the evolutionary lineage.

The demonstration of a similar distal small intestinal-restricted tissue tropism for a
subset of EPEC 055:H7 as EHEC 0157:H7 raises questions as to whether the naturally
non-Stx-producing EPEC 055:H7 and the stx' derivatives of EHEC 0157:H7 examined
in this chapter had behaved as functional equivalents in intestinal IVOC adhesion. As
aetiologic agents of non-bloody infantile EPEC diarrhoea, it is uncertain whether the
existence of an EHEC-like tissue tropism restricted to the distal small intestine would
result in a subset of EPEC 055 :H7 less virulent than its counterparts that are capable of
colonising both the proximal and distal regions of the small bowel. The elicitations of
haemorrhagic colitis and the potential clinical complication of HUS in EHEC infections
are inevitably attributed to the toxic effects of Stx production following possible
colonisation of the large bowel, the latter which still has not been observed clinically or
experimentally shown. It is thus tempting to speculate that the difference between the
EHEC-like subset of EPEC 055:H7 and 0157:H7 EHEC in diarrhoeal disease may
only be in the carriage of stx genes in the latter, and that a natural stx' derivative of
EHEC 0157:H7 would appear no different from an EPEC 055:H7 in its virulence
phenotype. This is based on the assumption that EHEC 0157:H7 does not colonise the
large bowel as EPEC, but the possibility of colonic adhesion by the 0157:H7 serotype
nevertheless cannot be ruled out due to the colonic pathology documented in EHEC
0157:H7-induced HC but not in EPEC diarrhoea. However, the property of tissue
tropism is just beginning to be characterised for different serotypes of EPEC and
EHEC, and no correlation between severity of disease symptoms and intestinal tissue
tropism of clinical isolates has been shown. Diarrhoeal production and disease severity
in EPEC and EHEC gut infections are likely to be under multifactorial control by both
bacterial and host factors, rather than being solely determined by the intestinal sites of
bacterial colonisation.
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3.3.7 Atypical EPEC

The classification of atypical EPEC as a separate group from typical EPEC such as
EPEC 0127:H6 and EPEC 055 :H6 is solely based on the criterion of possession of the
EAF plasmid in the latter. Atypical EPEC are considered emerging pathogens
increasingly found in association with diarrhoea in developed countries which coincides
with the decline in the occurrence of typical EPEC. Genotypic characterisation of
atypical EPEC revealed diversity in their combinations of the various virulence gene
markers associated with diarrhoeagenic E. coli and that this subcategory of EPEC is
more closely related to EHEC 0157:H7 (Trabulsi et. al., 2002). Thus, further
characterisation of atypical EPEC for their intestinal tissue tropism was deemed to be
relevant to this study which also served as an expansion from the study of the closely
related atypical EPEC 055:H7.

3.3.7.1 Atypical EPEC HEp-2 cell adhesion

The six strains of atypical EPEC examined in this study displayed a wide range of
adhesion phenotypes in the HEp-2 cell assay. Atypical EPEC have been shown to
adhere in all the patterns described for other diarrhoeagenic E. coli except typical
EPEC, i.e. the localised-like (LAL), diffuse and aggregative adherence patterns. The
LAL adhesion phenotype after a 6h infection assay was observed for four of the six
strains examined in this chapter, in agreement with the LAL pattern being the most
common pattern of adhesion of the majority of atypical EPEC serotypes (Pelayo et. al.,
1999). The other two phenotypes were that of serotype O51:H40 1711-4 and O104:H4281-7 that adhered differently from all the three patterns described for atypical EPEC.
The term LA6, ascribed to 4281-7, had been coined by Vieira et. al. to describe a novel
phenotype observed for certain strains that produced localised adherence in the form of
compact microcolonies similar to those of typical EPEC such as E69, but only with an
extended incubation period of 6h (Vieira et. al., 2001). Differences were also observed
in the efficiency of A/E lesion formation, with two strains O51:H40 1931-2 and
098:H8 2922-2 showing FAS positivity for only a minority of adhering bacteria. The
serotype NT:H34 strain 3941-1 represents the only eae+ wildtype isolate in this study
that does not form A/E lesions on HEp-2 cells in spite of its carriage of an intimin y
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variant as do EHEC 0157:H7 and EPEC 055:H7. Hence other factors such as
activation by certain environmental stimuli may be required for 3941-1 A/E lesion
formation in vitro. Phenotypic variation was seen in the O51:H40 serotype represented
by strains 1711-4, 1931-2 and 4361-2 that showed differences in both the adhesion
pattern and the efficiency of A/E lesion formation. The extent of adhesion was observed
to be the lowest for 1711-4 while 1931-2 appeared largely FAS negative, generating
only low numbers of FAS-positive bacteria. These results nevertheless demonstrate the
association of atypical EPEC with a largely LAL pattern of adhesion, thus illustrating
their differences with typical EPEC as well as similarities with EHEC 0157:H7.

3.3.7.2 IVOC of atypical EPEC

The adhesion profiles of the atypical EPEC strains in the IVOC system, like those of
EPEC 055:H7, also do not correlate with their respective adhesion phenotypes in the
HEp-2 cell assay. Except for strain 2922-2, all the strains demonstrated the capacity to
adhere and form A/E lesions on human intestinal explants as well as a common ability
to colonise the FAE of the distal small intestine. The EHEC-like tropism phenotype
also comprised adhesion to both FAE and ileal villi, similar to that observed in
0157:H7 EHEC and EPEC 055:H7. Thus the non FAE-restricted but distal small
bowel-restricted phenotype appears to be a common occurrence in EPEC and EHEC for
strains that do not adhere to the proximal small bowel. Genetic carriage of eae0 was
however associated with both phenotypes of typical EPEC and 0157:H7 EHEC
intestinal adhesion. The observation of both EPEC and EHEC intestinal tropisms
occurring within the same intimin 0-expressing O51:H40 serotype appears to deemphasize the role of the 0 subtype as a determinant of tissue tropism. However,
virtually nothing is previously known with regards to atypical EPEC intestinal tropism
and intimin 0 has also not been associated with either the E69- or EHEC-like patterns
of intestinal adhesion. Considering the fact that atypical EPEC constitute an extremely
heterogeneous group of non-pEAF-containing EPEC, it may not be possible to draw
any definitive conclusions, with the examination of only six isolates of atypical EPEC,
with respect to the biological role of intimin 0 in site-specific adhesion of the human
intestine. Of particular interest is the intimin y-expressing 3941-1 which was deficient
in adherence and actin recruitment on HEp-2 cells but proved capable of generating
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A/E lesions on both proximal and distal regions of the small intestine in the EPEC-like
pattern of adhesion. As the atypical EPEC strains examined in this chapter had all been
isolated from clinical cases of diarrhoea, the pathogenic potential of FAS-negative
strains such as 3941-1 should not be underestimated. Epidemiological data has shown
that a high proportion of eae-positive strains isolated in the United Kingdom were FASnegative on HEp-2 cells but possessed the capacity to generate A/E lesions on human
biopsies (Knutton et. al., 2001). It is likely that activation of 3941-1 may have required
bacterial exposure to the mucus layer, glycocalyx as well as the microvillous brush
border of human enterocytes, all of which are absent in the HEp-2 cell model. In
addition, the association of the intimin y subtype with EPEC tissue tropism proves
contrary to the EHEC-like FAE-restricted tropism of intimin a-expressing EPEC
055:H6 (Fitzhenry et. al., 2002b). These results further argue against the role of intimin
as a principal modulator of intestinal tissue tropism in atypical EPEC that may
altogether belong to separate clonal lineages from typical EPEC.

3.4 Conclusions

This chapter has demonstrated that EHEC 0157:H7 adheres predominantly to the distal
region of the small intestine and displays tissue tropism towards both FAE of PP and
villi of the terminal ileum, therefore differing slightly from the previously characterised
strictly FAE-restricted tropism of strain 85/170. An absence of colonic adhesion by
EHEC 0157:H7 is consistent in both the IVOC assay and in the in vivo clinical case of
infection by EHEC 0157:H7. The lack of bacterial adhesion in general seen for rectal
biopsies from the EHEC-infected patient however does not exclude the possibility that
adhesion of EHEC may occur in more proximal regions of the large bowel. Phenotypic
characterisation of the EPEC 055 :H7 serotype and other atypical EPEC have largely
proven that the patterns of intestinal IVOC adhesion by other serotypes of EPEC do not
strictly segregate with their respective expression of the intimin subtypes a and y in
every instance. Therefore, the EPEC pathovar, both typical and atypical strains,
generally shows variable intestinal tropism whereas EHEC 0157:H7 tend to be FAEand ileal villi-restricted, and that EPEC strains more evolutionarily related to STEC
may also be similarly distal small bowel-restricted.
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Chapter 4.0 Environmental factors and modulation of EHEC tissue tropism
4.1 Introduction
The restricted tissue tropism of several strains of EHEC 0157:H7 to follicle-associated
epithelium (FAE) overlying Peyer’s patches has been demonstrated in the human IVOC
system (Phillips et. al., 2000b; Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). In the previous chapter, the
sites of colonisation included the finger-like villi of the terminal ileum in addition to FAE,
and with occasional adherence to the proximal small intestine by three other strains of
EHEC 0157:H7 whose tissue tropisms were not previously known. The other common
feature was a general absence of colonic adhesion observed for seven strains of EHEC
0157:H7 characterised thus far. The difference in tissue tropism between prototypical
EHEC and EPEC strains was attributed to the different variants of intimin expressed as
concluded from intimin-exchange studies (Tzipori et. al., 1995; Phillips and Frankel, 2000;
Fitzhenry et. al., 2002a). The finding that expression of intimin y in EPEC led to an FAErestricted tropism, and that colonisation was extended to the small intestine in gnotobiotic
piglets and human IVOC when intimin a was introduced into EHEC 0157:H7 certainly
pointed to the role of intimin not only as an adhesin but also as a critical factor in
influencing tissue tropism (Tzipori et. al., 1995; Phillips and Frankel, 2000). However, this
was contradicted to some extent by the FAE-restricted tropism observed for certain
055:H6 EPEC strains that express intimin a (Fitzhenry et. al., 2002b). The heterogeneity
observed in the patterns of intestinal colonisation by EPEC 055:H7 and atypical EPEC in
spite of the expression of identical intimin subtypes within each category, provides further
confirmation for the existence of additional factors involved in tissue tropism. Nevertheless
the absence of colonic adhesion in IVOC observed for EHEC 0157:H7 and for strains of
the closely related 055:H7 EPEC that exhibit an EHEC-like tropism on FAE and ileal
villous epithelium strongly implies that adhesion to the colon requires other LEE or nonLEE factors in addition to intimin.
In the context of medical microbiology, EHEC 0157:H7 is considered a pathogen of the
large bowel. The pathological syndrome of haemorrhagic colitis (HC) manifested in the
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form of bloody diarrhoea is frequently observed in EHEC-infected patients on the second
or third day of illness (Riley et. al., 1983). Unlike that of EPEC infections, in vivo A/E
lesion formation by EHEC on the human intestinal tissue has yet to be demonstrated,
possibly due to the late sampling of biopsy specimens when the disease has progressed past
the early phases (Nataro and Kaper, 1998). Certainly colonic pathology has been
demonstrated in cases of HC with 0157:H7 infections leading to the expectation of finding
bacterial adhesion in the colon, as demonstrated for in vivo EPEC infections in association
with small intestinal enteropathy (Ulshen and Rollo, 1980; Rothbaum et. al., 1983; Hill et.
a l, 1991). However, no bacteria have been demonstrated (Griffin et. al., 1990; Kelly et.
al., 1990), even when using 0157 antisera (Su et. al., 1998). Su et. al. 1998 reported
positive luminal staining which was however not in association with objects of bacterial
morphology. Alternatively, the tissue injury observed in the large bowel may have been
caused by the cytotoxic effects of Stx produced by EHEC 0157:H7 without actual colonic
adhesion. Although various animal models of infection including natural infection models
in ruminants and infection with human isolates have demonstrated adhesion and A/E lesion
formation by EHEC 0157:H7 in the large intestine (Tzipori et. al., 1995; Ritchie et. al.,
2003; Baehler and Moxley, 2000; La Ragione et. al., 2005), evidence of EHEC 0157:H7
human colonic adhesion in vivo still remains elusive.
The life cycles of most enteric bacteria alternate between two major environments, namely
the external environment which could include the soil and aquatic bodies of water, and the
host internal environment that chiefly comprises the gastrointestinal tract. Each
environment is equivalent to a new array of physiochemical conditions to which the
microorganism is compelled to adapt to for survival in these different niches. Arguably, the
ability to respond appropriately to specific environmental stimuli is of paramount
importance even more so for pathogens, so as to fully optimise the limited resources
available as well as to avoid eliciting premature host immune responses that could
undermine the survival of the pathogens. Untimely expression of virulence factors could
even prove detrimental as shown by the example of ectopic expression of flagella that
resulted in reduced capacity in tracheal colonisation by Bordetella bronchiseptica and
severe disruption to the development of the infection in mice (Akerley et. al., 1995). To
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survive and thrive in the host gastrointestinal tract, it is essential that enteric bacteria
rigorously adapt to the environmental conditions by responding appropriately to external
stimuli spatially and temporally. Elucidation of the gene expression profiles of enteric
bacteria recovered from the in vivo environment provides an insight into the type of
conditions being encountered in the gastrointestinal tract. These transcriptomes, studied for
in v/vo-grown Vibrio cholerae and Campylobacter jejuni, are often characterised by
upregulated expression of genes involved in anaerobic energy metabolism, repression of
aerobic metabolism, and scavenging of organic nutrients and iron in the form of increased
production of siderophores for iron binding and transport (Bina et. al., 2003; Xu et. al.,
2003; Stintzi et. al., 2005). Hyperosmotic stress and similar deficiencies in iron availability
are also encountered by UPEC in the urinary tract. Nitrogen-limitation is also a feature of
the urinary tract but not of the gastrointestinal tract (Snyder et. al., 2004). Hence the
conclusions derived for the small and large intestinal environments are of oxygen-,
nutrient-, and iron-deprivation, and of hyperosmolarity defined by the presence of ions and
compounds such as chloride, bicarbonate, calcium, ammonia and short chain fatty acids
that include acetate, propionate and butyrate. Metabolic adaptation in the host intestine is
often also accompanied by the activation of virulence-associated and colonisationassociated gene expression. The expression of virulence factors by EPEC and EHEC is
also influenced by various environmental stimuli such as temperature, pH and osmolarity
as described earlier in section 1.3.18.2. Hence, the passive influence of the environment in
modulation of virulence gene expression suggests that conditions unique to the luminal
environment of the large bowel may be required for the expression of adhesion factors that
may mediate the adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 to the colon.
Evidence from the rabbit model of infection illustrates that colonisation of the ileal and
colonic intestinal regions involves the utilisation of the FAE of ileal PP as a primary site of
attachment by REPEC and RDEC-1 (Cantey and Inman, 1981; Heczko et. al., 2000). In in
vivo REPEC and RDEC-1 infection, the observation of bacterial adhesion to PP, ileal villi
and the proximal region of the colon after the third day of infection led to the conclusion
that the subsequent spread of bacteria towards the colon had occurred from the FAE initial
adherence site. In the mouse model, the use of bioluminescence imaging for in situ
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visualisation of the movement of C. rodentium within the murine gastrointestinal tract
reported primary colonisation of the caecal patch, histologically akin to PP in tissue
organisation, during the first three days post-infection. Subsequent development of
bacterial adhesion in the colon was thus evidence of distal bacterial spread from the caecal
patch into the large intestine (Wiles et. al., 2004). Furthermore, C. rodentium shed from
infected mice were shown to bypass caecal patch adhesion and directly colonise the colon
in newly-infected animals, thus strongly suggesting that the initial stage of FAE attachment
served as a critical prerequisite for switching bacteria into a colonic-colonising mode. The
abolition of this ability in direct colonic adhesion upon re-introduction of shed isolates into
nutrient-rich grown medium indicates this activated state to be a transient occurrence
(Wiles et. al., 2005). As the distally-restricted tissue tropism of EHEC 0157:H7, including
the primary adhesion of ileal villi, resembles the initial FAE-restricted tropism of both
rabbit EPEC and C. rodentium, it is thus possible that EHEC FAE adhesion may also serve
as a preceding event that is necessary for subsequent bacterial spread to the colonic regions.
Besides the LEE-encoded intimin adhesion, EHEC 0157:H7 also contains other adhesins
such as ToxB and lha that are involved in host cell binding in vitro (Tatsuno et. al., 2001;
Tarr et. al., 2000). Among EHEC fimbriae that may serve as adhesins, long polar fimbriae
(Lpf) are an important consideration as they have been shown to direct the attachment of
Salmonella typhimurium to PP in the murine host (Baumler et. al., 1996). Two Ipf-Mke
operons have been identified in the EHEC 0157:H7 genome and each operon comprises a
slightly different genetic organization from that of IpfABCDE of S. typhimurium as
described in section 1.3.9.4 and in figure 4.1 (Torres et. al., 2002; Torres et. al., 2004). In
particular, the IpfABC’CDE organisation of the Ipfl operon was indicative of a truncated
version of the LpfC outer membrane usher chaperone as the second IpfC ORE did not
possess a ribosomal-binding site (Torres et. al., 2002a). The IpfABCDD arrangement of the
lpf2 operon was shown to lack the minor fimbrial subunit-encoding the IpfE gene (Torres
et. al., 2004). The LpfC usher chaperone mediates M cell binding by S. typhimurium and
promotes M cell invasion and virulence in mice (Jones et. al., 1994; Baumler et. al, 1996).
The functionality of both lpf operons of EHEC 0157:H7 have nonetheless been
demonstrated via fimbrial expression when introduced into non-fimbriated E. coli K-12
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strains (Torres et. al, 2002; Torres et. al, 2004). Contrary to the expectation that Lpf may
serve as the functional equivalent of AF/R1 of RDEC-1 in directing adhesion of EHEC
0157:H7 to FAE of PP, EHEC 0157:H7 strain 85/170 deleted in lpf instead displayed an
extended tissue tropism to the proximal small intestine in human IVOC (Fitzhenry, R.J.,
PhD thesis). Therefore, Lpf in EHEC 0157:H7 appears to be associated with a regulatory
role possibly in the repression of other adhesin or fimbrial expression that may enable a
wider range of intestinal regional colonisation by EHEC 0157:H7. Bfp and EspA have
been implicated as adhesins involved in the early stages of the EPEC infection process
(Cleary et. al, 2004). EspA constitutes the filamentous type III translocon that directs the
delivery of Tir into the host cell cytosol prior to the event of intimin-Tir-mediated pedestal
formation (Knutton et. al, 1998). Hence, it is likely that EspA may serve as an important
adhesin of Bfp-negative EHEC in primary attachment of bacteria to target host cells. In
attempting to more clearly define the factors involved in the general adhesion of EHEC
0157:H7 to intestinal epithelium, it is thus important to examine the role of the EspA
translocon as a colonisation factor produced during the early stages of bacterial-host
attachment that may exert an influence in the tissue tropism phenotype.
In view of the fact that EHEC 0157:H7 has not been experimentally shown to colonise the
epithelial layer of the colon where the pathological symptoms of HC are clinically found,
this chapter seeks to further assess the effects of certain environmental parameters in the
promotion of EHEC 0157:H7 colonic adhesion, as well as taking into consideration that
modifications to the IVOC system experimental setup may also influence ex vivo colonic
adhesion. Drawn from the in vivo experimental observations of rabbit EPEC and C.
rodentium intestinal colonisation in their respective animal hosts, the hypothesis of
sequential adhesion as a pathway undertaken by EHEC 0157:H7 for colonisation of
colonic tissue will also be tested using the human IVOC system. Furthermore, this chapter
will attempt to elucidate the regulatory mechanism by which Lpf modulates the tissue
tropism of EHEC 0157:H7, as well as to further clarify the role of the EspA translocon as
an initial colonisation factor in EHEC 0157:H7 intestinal adhesion.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic representation o f the genetic organisation o f the lpf operons from
EPEC, EHEC and Salmonella
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Figure 4.1 Comparison o f the genetic organisation and the predicted amino acid sequences
o f the lpf clusters from EHEC 0157:H7 and 0113:H21, Salmonella enterica serovar
Typhimurium, REPEC 015:H", EPEC 0127:H6, and S. typhi. Genes are shown as arrows
with patterns representing their putative function: solid black (major fimbrial subunit),
vertical stripes (chaperone), white (outer membrane usher chaperone), gray (minor fimbrial
subunit) and hatched (fimbrial subunit). Genes disrupted are indicated with two crossed
lines. The proteins encoded by the EHEC 0157:H7 lpf2 region and some o f their features
are listed in the table, (reproduced from Torres et. al., 2004)
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4.2 Results
4.2.1 Effects of modifications to IVOC experimental setup on EHEC colonic adhesion
The inability to demonstrate colonic adhesion by EHEC 0157:H7 strains tested in chapter
3, as well as in previous studies prompted a re-evaluation of the IVOC experimental
methodology with respect to its optimisation for EHEC adhesion to colonic explant tissue.
An alternative experimental setup was suggested by Dr Stuart Knutton (University of
Birmingham) and involved culturing of the explant placed on the edge of a foam support
which was trimmed to approximately the same surface area of the interior of a 45-mm petri
dish. The explant was maintained in the petri dish filled with 2-3 ml of mannose-free
IVOC medium that contained the same composition of components as that used in the
routine IVOC system in this study (Appendix 1.1), and was similarly incubated with test
bacteria on a rocking platform for 8h. This system, termed the “mannose-free” (MF)
system has been considered to allow EHEC 0157:H7 adhesion to colonic explants
although not on a routine or reproducible basis (Knutton, S., personal communication). In
contrast, the culture medium used in the IVOC system in this study was supplemented with
1% mannose for the purpose of inhibiting any type I fimbria-mediated bacterial adhesion
that is unrelated to A/E lesion-adhesion displayed by LEE-positive EPEC and EHEC
(Cravioto et. al., 1979). To investigate if differences between the MF system and the
routine IVOC system of this study may account for the lack of EHEC colonic adhesion, a
direct comparison of the two systems was carried out to assay for EAEC 042 and EHEC
0157:H7 Sakai 813 adhesion to colonic explants.
Results in table 4.1 show no observable difference between the MF and routine IVOC
systems conducted in parallel and in triplicate. Adhesion of the positive control strain 042
was detected on all colonic explants tested in both systems. No adhesion by Sakai 813 to
colonic epithelium was shown in the MF IVOC system. The absence of any effect of the
MF system also implied that mannose-dependent catabolite repression in EHEC cultured in
the presence of mannose, is unrelated to the colonic non-adherence phenotype (Nishikawa
et. al., 1995). The routine IVOC system was thus retained as the standard 8h IVOC assay
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and utilised in all subsequent sections for the testing of explant adhesion by EPEC and
EHEC.
Table 4.1 Comparison of bacterial adhesion to transverse colon in routine and MF IVOC
systems.
Strains

Transverse colon
Routine system

MF1system

042

3/3

3/3

Sakai 813

0/3

0/3

Uninfected

0/3

0/3

Patients’ age (months)

4, 37, 101

MF : mannose free
4.2.2 Alterations in experimental parameters and culture conditions
4.2.2.1 Effects of frequency of medium exchange on adhesion of EHEC to colon
The standard IVOC assay employed in this study involved three changes of culture
medium at intervals of 2h 40min over a total period of 8h. Medium exchange serves to
remove toxic metabolic waste and excessive numbers of bacteria replicated during each
interval. However, this may also remove secreted bacterial factors whose accumulation
may play a role in bacterial colonisation of target host epithelium via quorum sensingmediated regulation of virulence mechanisms such as LEE gene expression and flagella
production (Sperandio et. al., 1999). Previous attempts at retaining high bacterial numbers
in the IVOC medium involved completely excluding medium exchange, as well as
reducing the frequency of medium exchange to once in every 4h. This did not result in the
adhesion of EHEC strain 85/170 to colonic explants (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). This
section thus sought to investigate the effects of altering the frequency of medium changes
on colonic adhesion by another strain of EHEC 0157:H7, the Sakai 813 strain which
demonstrates a wider tropism than does 85/170 towards the distal small intestine by
colonising both villous epithelium and FAE of the terminal ileum (section 3.2.2).
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Table 4.2 Effect of frequency of medium exchange on adhesion of EHEC to colon in
IVOC
Strains

Transverse colon
4h medium exchange

No medium exchange

042

3/3

2/3

Sakai 813

0/3

0/3
49,1133, 159

Patients’ age (months)

Exclusion of medium exchange in the IVOC assay was shown to result in the medium
turning acidic as indicated by its yellow colouration at the end of the 8h incubation, while
the medium appeared slightly orange in colour for the 4h medium exchange assay. The
increase in acidity of the medium was reflected in the colour change of the phenol red
indicator present in the DMEM component which covers the pH range of 6.8-8.2.
Increased cell extrusion and rounding of colonic crypts were observed but these did not
occur for every inoculated explant. Nonetheless, adherence of 042 to colon explants was
not shown to be affected by the frequency of medium exchange (Table 4.2). However, a
total exclusion of medium exchange as well as exchanging the medium once every 4h did
not generate adhesion of Sakai 813 to colonic epithelium (Table 4.2). Hence the results are
in agreement with previous studies utilising strain 85/170, that non-adherence of EHEC
0157:H7 to colonic explants is not influenced by the frequency of medium exchange in the
8h period of IVOC. All IVOC assays performed in subsequent studies therefore adhere to
the 3 medium exchange protocol.
4.2.2.2 Effects of serum exclusion on EHEC colonic adhesion
The nutritionally-defined DMEM tissue culture medium has been shown to promote EPEC
and EHEC host cell adhesion through activating and increasing LEE protein expression
and secretion (Ebel et. al., 1996; Abe et. al., 2002). Previous attempts at pre-activating
EHEC 0157:H7 strain 85/170 in DMEM for a period of 4h prior to inoculation of tissue
explants for IVOC have however been unable to extend adhesion of EHEC to duodenal
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and transverse colonic explants (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). DMEM constitutes 50% of
the composition of IVOC medium which in turn contains 10% newborn calf serum for the
maintenance of tissue explants, and hence IVOC medium is considered a nutritionally rich
medium. Conversely, bacterial infection of tissue explants that are cultured in the absence
of serum may be equivalent to a prolonged activation of bacteria in DMEM. As an
extension to previous findings, this section thus sought to examine if exclusion of serum
from the IVOC medium enhances EHEC colonisation of colon explants.
In view of the duration of bacterial-explant incubation of 8h, the test strains EHEC Sakai
813 and EAEC 042 were inoculated directly onto transverse colonic explants maintained
in serum-free medium without the preceding step of pre-activation in DMEM. In the
absence of serum, uninfected control explants displayed gross rounding of crypts in
contrast to the level appearance of crypt rims with the crypt interior for a similarly
uninfected control cultured in serum-supplemented IVOC medium (Figures 4.2A-B).
Adhesion of EAEC 042 was observed on colonic explants maintained in serum-free
medium which presented with extensive crypt rounding and epithelial cell extrusion as
shown in figure 4.2C. Similar tissue surface changes were observed on colonic explants
incubated with Sakai 813 in the absence of serum but no bacterial adhesion was shown
(Figure 4.2D). Thus, the addition of serum is necessary for the maintenance of tissue
explants in IVOC but does not exert an effect in promoting EHEC colonisation of colonic
epithelium.
Table 4.3 Colonic adhesion of EHEC in IVOC in the absence of serum
Strains

Transverse colon
+ 10% NCS

Serum-free

042

3/3

3/3

Sakai 813

0/3

0/3

Patients’ age (months)

95, 131, 185

Note: Incubations of transverse colonic explants with 042 or Sakai 813 were carried out
with (+ 10% NCS) or without (serum-free) serum-supplemented IVOC culture medium.
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Figure 4.2 Adhesion o f EHEC 0157:H 7 Sakai 813 to colonic explants in the absence o f
serum.
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Figure 4.2 Adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 Sakai 813 to colonic explants in the absence of
serum (continued)

Figure 4.2 SEM micrographs showing the effects o f serum exclusion in the adhesion o f
EAEC 0 4 2 (C, bar = 5 pm) and EHEC 0157:H7 Sakai 813 (D, bar = 10 pm) to transverse
colonic explants. Uninfected controls maintained in the presence (A, bar = 10 pm) and
absence of serum (B, bar = 50 pm) are shown to illustrate differences in tissue preservation.
(B & D) Crypt rounding (white arrows) is observed for explants incubated without serum.

4.2.2.3 Effects of immersion IVOC on EHEC colonic adhesion
A modified version of the IVOC system has been reported in the study by Cleary et. al.
2004 that involved using DMEM-activated bacterial cultures for infecting intestinal
biopsies. The bacteria were pre-activated in DMEM for 3h and then added to an equal
volume o f IVOC culture medium that contains the tissue explant for infection, after which
the bacterial-explant IVOC mixture was placed in a Bijoux bottle and incubated on a rotary
mixer at 37°C for 90 minutes. Using this protocol, adhesion o f the Aeae mutant o f E69
(CVD206), deficient in intimin expression, to duodenal explants was demonstrated, and
was characterised by elongation o f brush border microvilli without apparent intimate
attachment of bacteria to the mucosal surface. However, the standard IVOC system
described in this study has been employed in previous reports that described CVD206 as a
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non-adhering mutant strain in IVOC and thus highlighting the crucial role of intimin in
EPEC colonisation of intestinal mucosal ex vivo (Hicks et. al, 1998; Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD
thesis). While the mechanism behind the adhesive capacity of CVD206 in the absence of
intimin production is not the point of interest here, the possibility that pre-incubating tissue
explants with bacteria in a fully submerged system may promote adhesion of previously
non-adherent bacteria to their target host tissue raises the question of whether this could
also be relevant to EHEC colonic adhesion. To explore this possibility, the standard IVOC
system was modified along the principles of the “immersion” system in Cleary et. al. 2004
by including two extra culture conditions- a two-step combined immersion-tidal culture
assay (Immi.5-Tidal6.5) and a full 8h-immersion culture assay (Immg). The modified IVOC
assay comprising the Immi.s-TidaU.s and the Imm8 conditions, as well as the routine 8h
assay specifically named the “tidal assay” (Tidals) to distinguish it from the immersion
assay here, were carried out as described in section 2.5.3.1 for direct comparison. EAEC
strain 042 and EHEC Sakai 813 were utilised as the test strains for adhesion to colonic
explants.
Table 4.4 Comparison of the standard and immersion IVOC systems in EHEC adhesion to
transverse colonic explants.
Strains

IVOC culture system
Standard

Immi.5-Tidal6.5

Immg

Uninfected

0/3

0/3

0/1 "^stripped

042

3/3

3/3

2/2+1 stripped

Sakai 813

0/3

0/3

0/1 +2stripped

Patients’ age

52, 163,216

(months)
-Immi .5 - Immersion culture for 90 mins
- Tida^.s - explant transferred to standard IVOC system for the next 6h 30 mins
-Immg - For the 8h lining system, figures represent the number of explants showing bacteria
adhesion out of the number of intact explants analysed by SEM. The number of explants
showing epithelial destruction (napped) after the assay are not included.
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The results in table 4.4 show that incubating colonic explants with bacteria in the
immersion system for the first 1.5h (Im m i.5) does not promote EHEC 0157:H7 adhesion to
colonic epithelium. Rounding of colonic crypts was more frequently observed on these
explants compared to that of an uninfected control (Figures 4.3A & C). Tissue damage was
however more extensive for explants subjected to the 8 h immersion culture system (Immg).
As shown in table 4.4, the explants in 2/3 (0/l+2striPped) incubations for the uninfected
control were completely stripped of epithelium by the end of the assay and were thus not
processed further for SEM analysis. Out of the three

Immg

incubations with colonic

explants performed for EAEC 042, 042 adhered to 2/2 TC explants that displayed cryptrounding (Figure 4.3D-E), with destruction of tissue epithelium in the third incubation. No
adhesion by Sakai 813 was observed for the single occasion when the colonic epithelium
was left intact while epithelial removal occurred for the remaining two

Immg

incubations

(table 4.4). Pronounced rounding of colonic crypts without evident cell extrusion was
observed after the 8 h immersion culture assay

(Imm g)

despite the absence of Sakai 813

adhesion (Figure 4.3F). Thus, prolonging the original incubation time of 1.5h in the
immersion culture system of Cleary et. al. 2004 to 8 h appeared to increase tissue damage
to intestinal explants, while both the Imm8 culture system and the combination of the
immersion and standard (tidal) IVOC assays did not induce adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 to
colonic epithelium.
4.2.3 Effects of bicarbonate in promoting EHEC 0157:H7 adhesion in IVOC
In a study that sought to characterise which components of DMEM promoted the secretion
of LEE proteins by EHEC 0157:H7, the inorganic bicarbonate ion HCO3' was identified to
be responsible for enhancing production of intimin, Tir, EspA and EspB through activation
of Ler expression (Abe et. a l, 2002). The study by Abe et. al. also found that distinctive
increases in cell adherence were obtained with a DMEM culture of EHEC 0157:H7 strain
Sakai 813 grown to late logarithmic (log) phase. In addition, the concentration of NaHC(>3
at 44 mM in DMEM was shown to elicit similar increased levels of protein secretion and
Caco-2 cell adherence in the nutritionally-rich LB broth when supplemented with 44 mM
NaHCC>3. Hence this section sought to investigate if pre-culturing of EHEC 0157:H7 in
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Figure 4.3 Effects o f the standard and immersion IVOC systems in adhesion o f EHEC
0157:H 7 Sakai 813 to colonic explants
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Figure 4.3 Effects of the standard and immersion IVOC systems in adhesion of EHEC
0157:H7 Sakai 813 to colonic explants (continued)
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Figure 4.3 SEM micrographs of EAEC 042 and EHEC 0157:H7 Sakai 813 adhesion to
TC explants in the immersion-tidal (Immi.s-TidaU.s) (B-C) and the full 8h immersion
(Immg) (D-F) IVOC assays. An intact mucosal surface is shown for the uninfected control
incubated in the Immi.s-TidaL.s system (A, bar = 10 pm). Adhesion of 042 is observed in
the Immi.5-Tidal6.5 assay (B, bar = 1 pm), and in the Immg assay displaying pronounced
rounding of crypt rims (D, bar = 50 pm). The right side of image D marked by the yellow
square is further enlarged to show bacterial adhesion (E). Sakai 813 was tested for colonic
adhesion in the Immi.s-TidaL.s (C, x 1500) and the Immg assays (F, bar = 50 pm), showing
rounding of colonic crypts but without bacterial adhesion.
NaHC0 3 -supplemented nutritionally rich LB medium would similarly promote adhesion to
colonic epithelium on IVOC.
For confirmation of bicarbonate-mediated enhancement of the in vitro adhesion phenotype,
bacterial culture conditions were also extended to both the late stationary phase commonly
used for infection assays in all other sections, as well as the late log phase in order to
reproduce previous findings. The poorly adherent Sakai 813 strain was selected as the test
strain here, firstly, for keeping in line with previous investigations by using the same test
strain and secondly, for the purpose of magnifying any improvements in HEp-2 cell
adherence due to inclusion of HCO3' for easier comparison. Briefly, a double inoculum
volume of a bacterial culture that measured 0.7-0.8 at OD600 was used for infection, to
compensate for the lower bacterial CFUs at the late log phase stage of growth compared to
that of an overnight stationary culture which commonly measured more than OD600 1.5.
Hence, the inoculum volumes of the overnight and late log phase cultures were 10 pi and
20 pi respectively. All cultures were grown in LB broth with or without 44mM NaHCC>3.
The FAS test was performed on infected HEp-2 cell monolayers to demonstrate actin
pedestal formation by adherent bacteria. All staining of F-actin with FITC-phalloidin were
viewed with the conventional fluorescence microscope in this chapter.
Pre-incubation of Sakai 813 in the presence of NaHCC>3 produced a greater magnitude of
adherence to HEp-2 cells than did Sakai grown in LB broth alone. After 3h of infection,
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Sakai 813 grown to both late log and late stationary phases (overnight growth) in LB
supplemented with 44mM NaHCC>3 adhered as loose microcolonies and clusters, the
majority of which were FAS positive (Figures 4.4Aii & 4.4Aiii), as opposed to the
extremely poor adhesion shown by Sakai grown overnight without supplementation
(Figures 4.4Ai). Extension of the assay to 6h showed that Sakai 813 cultured in the
presence of NaHCC>3 formed large FAS positive bacterial colonies, particularly so for
Sakai 813 in the late log phase of growth as colonies appeared larger and were formed on
every cell (Figures 4.4Bii & 4.4Biii). This remarkable increase in adherence was never
observed for a similar 6h assay infected by overnight growth cultures in LB (Figure 4.4Bi)
or BHI without NaHC0 3 supplementation, and hence is in agreement with observations in
Abe et al. 2002. In the absence of NaHC(>3, the growth phase did not appear to have an
effect on adherence as Sakai 813 grown to late log phase displayed similar levels of
adherence as that by an overnight culture at both 3h and 6h time points (not shown).
While serum-supplemented DMEM was used for culturing HEp-2 cells in in vitro
adherence assays, the NCTC-based IVOC medium used for maintaining human intestinal
biopsies contained a lower total concentration of the bicarbonate ion at 34 mM comprising
22 mM from the DMEM component and «12 mM from NaHC0 3 supplementation. It has
been shown that medium containing NaHC0 3 concentrations ranging from 11 to 44 mM all
produced high levels of LEE-encoded protein secretion by EHEC (Abe et. al., 2002). To
test if pre-conditioning Sakai in LB containing NaHCC>3 promotes adhesion to colonic
epithelium, Sakai cultured under all the four conditions (Table 4.5) were inoculated onto
transverse colonic (TC) explants for the standard IVOC assay. Explants sampled from the
terminal ileum with or without lymphoid follicles (TI/PP) were included as a control to
verify that adhesion of Sakai 813 to villous epithelium and FAE of TI/PP explants under
the standard IVOC assay conditions has not been impaired by the effects of NaHC0 3 .
Double inoculum volumes for log phase cultures applied on HEp-2 cells previously were
used for infecting IVOC explants. As shown in table 4.5A, A/E lesion formation was
maintained for Sakai 813 cultured under all four conditions and that the growth phase did
not affect Sakai adhesion. However, the addition of 44 mM NaHC0 3 did not promote
adhesion of Sakai 813 to colonic explants. The epithelium of colonic explants infected with
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Sakai 813 displayed general intact surface integrity with occasional presence of extruding
cells and minor removal of glycocalyx, but no bacterial adhesion was observed.
Table 4.5 Effects of sodium bicarbonate on EHEC Sakai 813 adhesion in IVOC
A
Strain

NaHC03-

Growth phase

------

suppl1
042

-

Sakai
+

Intestinal region
TI/PP

TC

LS

ND

3/3

LS

3/3

0/3

LL

2/3

0/3

LS

2/3

0/3

LL

2/3

0/3

46, 79,142,

46, 142,178

Patients’ age (months)

178
B
Strain

NaHC03-suppl

Growth phase2

Intestinal region
TC

042

-

Sakai
+

LS

3/3

LS

0/2

LL

0/2

LS

0/2

LL

0/2

Patients’ age (months)

59, 87, 206

or without (-) sodium bicarbonate (NaHC03) at 44 mM.
Growth phase2: growth phases of Sakai 813 culture used for IVOC infection include- LS ~ late stationary, overnight
- LL ~ late log phase OD600 0.7-0.8
- TI/PP: Peyer’s patch explants;

- TC: transverse colon explants - ND: not done

B: IVOC medium adjusted to 44 mM
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To further examine the possibility that the NaHCC>3 concentration of 34 mM in the
standard IVOC culture medium may have proven less optimal than the medium used for
culturing HEp-2 cells containing NaHC0 3 at 44 mM, infection o f intestinal explants with
Sakai 813 similarly primed as shown in table 4.5 was carried out in IVOC medium with
the NaHC0 3 concentration adjusted to 44 mM. Results in table 4.5B show that maintaining

Figure 4.4 Effects o f sodium bicarbonate-supplementation on Sakai 813 HEp-2 cell
adhesion
Phase contrast

F-actin

Figure 4.4 Effects of sodium bicarbonate-supplementation on Sakai 813 HEp-2 cell
adhesion (continued)
B

Phase contrast

F-actin

Figure 4.4 Effects o f pre-culturing Sakai 813 in 44 mM sodium bicarbonate (NaHCC^)supplemented LB broth medium on HEp-2 cell adhesion. Sakai 813 bacteria grown from (i)
an LB broth overnight culture (stationary phase), (ii) 44 mM NaHCCE-supplemented LB
broth overnight culture (stationary phase) and (iii) 44 mM NaHCOs-supplemented LB
broth late logarithmic phase culture, were allowed to infect HEp-2 cells for 3h (A) and 6h
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(B). The FAS test was performed to highlight A/E lesion formation by adherent bacteria.
Examples of F-actin recruitment are indicated by white arrows. Original magnification was
x 60. Scale bars represent 5 pm.

the NaHC0 3 concentration at 44 mM throughout the pre-infection priming of bacteria and
the 8h of incubation in IVOC did not alter the non-adhering phenotype of Sakai 813 to
colonic explants.
4.2.4 Sequential adhesion to intestinal IVOC by EHEC 0157:H7
EAEC and EPEC have been shown to adhere to colonic tissue in the IVOC system (Hicks
et. al., 1996). The affinity of EHEC 0157:H7 for villous epithelium and FAE of Peyer’s
patches (PP) in the distal small intestine in the absence of colonic adhesion inevitably
raises the possibility that EHEC adhesion to colon may occur at a later stage of intestinal
infection. PP have been shown to be selectively targeted by S. typhimurium, Listeria
moncyotgenes and S. flexneri which breach the intestinal epithelial barrier through invasion
of M cells associated with FAE in mice (Jensen et. al., 1998). In addition in REPEC
O103:H2 and RDEC-1 infection of rabbits, initial colonisation of exclusively the PP
surface has been shown after which bacterial adhesion was also observed for ileal villi and
proximal colonic epithelium, thus suggestive of bacterial spreading from PP to other
intestinal sites (Inman and Cantey, 1977; Heczko et. al., 2000). The process of A/E lesion
formation and exposure to the host environment and immune responses, may collectively
serve as prerequisites for priming the gene expression profile of the bacteria, in the case of
EHEC 0157:H7, to a state that enables interaction with colonic epithelium. Previous
studies have shown that simultaneous infection of HEp-2 cell-colonic explant co-culture
did not promote adhesion of EHEC strain 85/170 to the colonic explants. Furthermore,
85/170 bacteria recovered from the culture medium of a HEp-2 cell adherence incubation,
that includes both detached and non-adherent bacteria, showed no adherence when
inoculated onto transverse colonic explants (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). As an extension
to the above findings by focusing on the effects of the A/E lesion on subsequent bacterial
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re-adhesion, this section thus sought to examine the possibility if A/E EHEC bacteria
directly recovered from cell membranes would be conditioned for adhesion on colonic
IVOC.
To ensure that sufficient numbers of bacteria could be recovered from the HEp-2 cell assay,
TUV 93-0 was chosen to be the test strain for a 6h HEp-2 infection assay. For the purpose
of assessing the effects of inoculating HEp-2 cells with bacteria already undergoing A/E
lesion formation, the poor adherence of TUV 93-0 at the 3h infection time-point would
also serve to highlight any increase in cell adherence for comparison. A 3h infection assay
by EPEC strain E69 was included as a positive control for both assays on HEp-2 cells and
on IVOC.
4.2.4.1 HEp-2 cell relay infection assay of EPEC and EHEC
The HEp-2 cell re-infection assay, termed the HEp-2 cell relay assay, was performed as
described in chapter 2.4.1.1. The relay round of infection was terminated after lh of
incubation for E69, and 2h and 3h for TUV 93-0 and stained with FITC-phalloidin for
visualisation of A/E lesion formation. A lh incubation with overnight culture-grown E69
showed very few FAS positive microcolonies and scanty overall adherence (Figure
4.5A R oI),

whereas in comparison, the lh relay infection assay with E69 produced a higher

extent of adherence comprising big bacterial colonies on the majority of the cells. The foci
of fluorescence shown in Figure 4 .5 A R iI that co-localised with adherent bacterial colonies
viewed under phase contrast, however did not appear to resemble FAS positivity that
highlights actin pedestal formation. Nevertheless, the ability of Triton-extracted E69 to
adhere onto a fresh HEp-2 cell monolayer is evidence of the negligible effects of Triton
treatment on the viability and virulence capacity of the bacteria. The relay infection assay
was not examined beyond 2h of infection as the greatly increased adherence at the 2h timepoint of the standard first round assay (Ro) rendered differences with the equivalent timepoint in the relay assay negligible for definitive comparison (Figures

4.5A R oII & R ill) .

TUV 93-0 adhered extremely poorly at both 2h and 3h of infection without forming A/E
lesions on HEp-2 cells (Figures

4.5B R oII & 4.5B R oIII).
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Bacteria recovered from HEp-2

cell membranes after 6h of infection (Figures 4.5BRoVI) when re-inoculated onto the relay
assay, adhered as microcolonies and individual bacteria within 2h of incubation some of
which were weakly FAS positive (Figure 4.5BRiII). Adherence was further increased with
one additional hour of infection in the form of large colonies which mostly showed FAS
positivity and hence evidence of active actin accumulation (Figure 4.5BRiIII). Hence,
adherence in the relay infection assay occurred more rapidly and was greatly enhanced in
comparison to that of the standard assay, suggesting that both E69 and TUV 93-0 were
primed for more efficient subsequent intimate attachment by undergoing an initial stage of
A/E lesion formation. The experiment was carried out in triplicate, yielding positive results
described above for 2/3 occasions.
4.2.4.2 HEp-2-IVOC relay assay
The priming of TUV 93-0 was similarly performed for the HEp-2-IVOC relay assay in
which cell membrane-recovered bacteria were used to infect explants from the terminal
ileum and transverse colon under standard IVOC experimental conditions.
Table 4.6 Adhesion of HEp-2 cell-recovered A/E TUV 93-0 bacteria to IVOC
Intestinal region

IVOC Assay
conditions

TUV 93-0

TI/PP

Transverse colon

Standard

Relay1

Standard

Relay1

PP(1/1 FAE,

PP(l/2 FAE,

0/3

0/3

0/1 villi)

2/2 villi)

TI (1/2)

TI (1/1)

Patients’ age

61, 112,137

(months)
- TI/PP: terminal i eal (TI) or Peyer’s patch (PP) explants
Relay1: TUV 93-0-infected HEp-2 cells after a 6h infection assay were lysed with Triton
and the lysate containing cell debris and bacteria was used to infect TI/PP and TC explants
for the 8h standard IVOC adherence assay.
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Figure 4.5 HEp-2 cell relay infection assay o f EPEC and EHEC
A
Phase contrast

F-actin

/

Ril

Roll

Rill
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Figure 4.5 HEp-2 cell relay infection assay of EPEC and EHEC (continued)
Phase contrast
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Figure 4.5 HEp-2 cell relay infection assay of EPEC and EHEC (continued)
Phase contrast

F-actin

RiIII

Figure 4.5 Standard (Ro) and relay (Ri) HEp-2 cell infection assay o f E69 (A) and TUV
93-0 (B). E69 and TUV 93-0 were incubated with HEp-2 cells in both assays for lh (Rol &
R il) and 2h (Roll & R ill) each, while the time-points 2h (Roll & R ill) and 3h (RoIII &

RoIII) were included for both assays with TUV 93-0. The FAS test was performed on
infected cells for visualisation of A/E lesion formation corresponding to adherent bacteria
shown in the phase contrast images provided. Examples of F-actin recruitment are
indicated by white arrows. Due to extremely poor adherence and the typical FAS
negativity o f TUV 93-0 shown at the 3h standard infection time-point (RoIII), the FAS test
was not performed for TUV 93-0 at the 2h standard infection time-point (Roll). Original
magnification was x 60. Scale bars represent 5 pm.

TUV 93-0 relay infection of terminal ileum explants showed 1/2 and 2/2 adhesion on FAE
and villous epithelium o f PP explants respectively, as well as 1/1 adhesion on a TI explant
without lymphoid follicles (Table 4.6). The ability o f A/E lesion-forming TUV 93-0
extracted from HEp-2 cells to similarly generate typical A/E lesions on IVOC PP explants
demonstrated reproducibility of the HEp-2 relay infection assay on adhesion to human
distal small intestinal explants. Inoculation of TUV 93-0 for the relay assay however
produced no adhesion on colonic explants and no induction of surface changes on colonic
epithelium, thus suggesting that the enhanced adherence on the HEp-2 cell relay assay may
not necessary translate to parallel adhesion o f TUV 93-0 on colonic IVOC.
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4.2.4.3 IVOC-IVOC relay infection assay of EPEC and EHEC
To investigate the possibility of colonic adhesion as a sequel to FAE-adhesion in human
intestinal IVOC as is proposed in the rabbit REPEC infection model (Heczko et. al., 2001),
a relay experiment involving two consecutive IVOC assays, termed the IVOC-IVOC relay
assay, was carried out within the time limits of the experimental system. Strain 12900 in
addition to TUV 93-0 was included so as to widen the scope of investigation of EHEC
0157:H7 sequential adhesion to colonic epithelium. The experiment involved generating
EHEC-mediated A/E lesions on PP explants which were then incubated with transverse
colonic explants overnight for a further 12h, to allow maximum time for the development
of colonic adhesion via the spread of bacteria from the PP. In order to verify the spreading
of bacteria from adherent colonies to new sites of attachment on an uninfected explant in
IVOC, a D4-D4 relay infection was carried out for E69. The first D4 explant colonised by
E69 after 8h of incubation was co-incubated with a second, uninfected D4 explant (relay)
for a further 12h. The explant cultured for the entire experimental duration of 20h is
designated as T2o. The scheme of the relay assay is described in section 2.5.3.2 and is also
illustrated in figure 2.1.
As shown in figure 4.6A, huge three-dimensional colonies of E69 were developed on
T2oD4 explants. Examination of the colony boundaries at higher magnification revealed the
presence of cup-like pedestals formed beneath bacteria that adhered closer to the epithelial
cell surface (Figure 4.6B). In addition, A/E colonies of bacteria were observed on surfaces
of the lateral side of the relay D 4 explant that was placed adjacent to the T 2oD 4 explant for
the relay incubation of 12h (Figure 4.6C). The assay was performed in duplicate and no
adhesion by endogenous bacteria was noted for uninfected T 2oD 4 controls after the full 20h
incubation (Table 4.7).
After an overnight 20h incubation, EHEC TUV 93-0- and 12900-infected relay PP
explants often presented in a fragile condition and debris could frequently be seen in the
medium which was red/orange in colour but without evident excessive bacterial growth.
While the majority of the villi of these PP explants were completely stripped of epithelium,
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the overlying FAE of the dome-shaped lymphoid follicles generally appeared more intact
despite also exhibiting increased cell rounding. Extensive colonisation of infected relay PP
explants occurred on FAE and sometimes on villi situated close to the follicles (Figure
4.7A-C) but A/E bacteria were not seen on an uninfected control maintained for 20h (Table
4.7). Similarly, uninfected co-incubations of PP and colonic explants (T20PP + relay TC)
did not show the presence of bacteria, indicating any non-specific interaction between
endogenous bacteria and the mucosal surface had not been sufficiently strong to withstand
the hydraulic actions of the washing step upon termination of the assay. On 12900-infected
FAE, footprints resembling depressions formed on the epithelial surface as shown in figure
4.7D were observed occasionally among A/E adhering bacterial colonies and were likely to
have arisen from the detachment of bacteria that had initially formed an A/E lesion beneath.
In REPEC infection of rabbits, the generation of honeycomb-like structures has been noted
on absorptive villi of the ileum after up to 14 days of infection and was attributed to the
detachment of bacteria from the primary sites of colonisation in the ileum (Heczko et. al.,
2001). It was thus tempting to extrapolate from the observation in this study that
dissociation of both TUV 93-0 and 12900 from their respective initial attachment sites on
FAE would enable the spread of colonisation by these released bacteria. However due to
the limited number of PP biopsies allowed for sampling per patient during endoscopical
procedures for purposes of research, experimental verification of this speculation by co
incubation of EHEC-infected PP explants with fresh PP explants akin to a T20PP + relay
PP infection assay, could not be performed.
IVOC incubations of TUV 93-0 and 12900 with TC explants for a period of 20h (T20) as a
negative control generated adhesion on 0/3 and 1/3 occasions respectively, implying that
prolonged incubations do not significantly promote EHEC adhesion to colonic epithelium.
Adhesion of 12900 on colon for the T20 assay was characterised by removal of glycocalyx,
and a small extent of microvillous disruption but evidently without A/E lesion formation
(Figure 4.7E). The T20PP + relay TC co-incubation assay with TUV 93-0 and 12900,
resulted in bacterial adhesion on 2/5 and 2/6 TC explants respectively (Table 4.7), and
displayed glycocalyx removal and increased cell rounding on the epithelial surface
(Figures 4.7F-G). A lack of A/E lesion formation was however observed for all the four
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positive incubations, as the adherent bacteria appeared to be associating loosely with the
tips of the microvilli without generating visible changes in microvillous length reminiscent
of an A/E lesion. Thus, co-incubation of TC explants with PP explants pre-infected with
EHEC TUV 93-0 and 12900 was shown to produce bacterial adhesion on colonic
epithelium albeit in the absence of A/E lesion formation at low incidences of 2/6-2/5 TC
explants.
Table 4.7 Effects of relay co-incubation on EHEC and EPEC adhesion on intestinal IVOC
Strains

Scheme of IVOC assay

Intestinal region
PP

TC

T2o‘

-

0/3

T20PP +relay" TC

5/5

2/5

T20

-

1/3

T20PP +relay TC

6/6

2/6

Standard IVOC

ND

8/8

T20

-

0/8

T20PP + relay TC

0/2

0/3

TUV 93-0

12900

042
Uninfected

20, 53, 71, 104, 109, 138, 160, 174,

Patients’ age (months)

196
D4
E69

T20D4 + relay D4

2/2 + 2/2

T20

0/2

Uninfected
Patients’ age (months)
1

15, 136
1

T20 - the total period of 20h of explant incubated with or without (uninfected) bacteria.

1

relay2 - an initial 8h without bacterial infection followed by co-incubation with 8h-infected
explants for a further 12h.
D4 - fourth part of duodenum

PP - Peyer’s patch

ND- not done
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TC - transverse colon

Figure 4.6 Adhesion of E69 to T20D4 + relay D4 co-incubation IVOC
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Figure 4.6 Adhesion of E69 to T2oD4 + relay D4 co-incubation IVOC (continued)

Figure 4.6 SEM micrographs o f E69 adhesion to D4 explant for 20h (T2oD4) (A-B) and for
12h during D4-D4 co-incubation (Ti2D4) (C, bar = 5 pm). A/E lesions were generated on
both T20D4 and T)2D4. The top right comer marked by the white square in image A (A, bar
= 5 pm) is further magnified (B, bar = 1 pm) to illustrate possible pedestal structures (pink
arrows) formed beneath adherent bacteria.

4.2.5 Role of long polar fimbriae (Lpf) of EPEC and EHEC in initial adherence events

Previous studies have demonstrated that adhesion o f mutant derivatives o f EHEC 0157:H7
85/170 harbouring genetic deletions in its chromosomal lpf operons was not only retained
on PP explants but was also extended to include the duodenal region o f the small intestine
(Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis; unpublished results). Deletions had been constructed in the

lpfA gene o f both the Ipfl and lpf2 operons that encodes the major fimbrial subunit so as to
abolish Lpf formation, generating 85/170A//?// (AGT401), 85/170A//?/? (AGT403) as well
as the double deletion mutant 85170A//?// Alpf2 (AGT404). This phenomenon o f duodenal
adhesion was observed for both AGT401 and AGT403 and was not augmented by the
double Alpf deletion in AGT404. Adhesion to colonic epithelium was however not
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Figure 4.7 Adhesion o f EHEC TUV 93-0 and 12900 to colonic epithelium in IVOCIVOC relay assay
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Figure 4.7 Adhesion of EHEC TUV 93-0 and 12900 to colonic epithelium in IVOCIVOC relay assay (continued)
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Figure 4.7 Adhesion of EHEC TUV 93-0 and 12900 to colonic epithelium in IVOC-IVOC
relay assay (continued)

Figure 4.7 SEM micrographs o f EHEC 0157:H7 adhesion to intestinal explants in the
IVOC-IVOC relay infection assay. A/E lesions with large numbers o f adherent bacteria are
shown on villi (A) and FAE surfaces o f PP explants incubated with 12900 (A-B, bar = 50
pm and 1 pm) and TUV 93-0 (C, bar = 5 pm) for 20h. An example o f the honeycomb-like
structure observed on 12900-infected PP explants is shown in D, bar = 1 pm. Adhesion o f
12900 to colonic explants was observed on 1/3 occasions (E, bar = 1 pm), while adhesion
is shown for TUV 93-0 (F, bar = 1 pm) and 12900 (G, bar = 1 pm) to colonic explants in
the relay assay without observable A/E lesions.

reported. Confirmation o f the respective deletions were carried out via differential PCRamplification o f the lpfA ORF using primers LFlFor/LFlRev and LF2For/LF2Rev that
specifically recognise IpfAl and lpfA2 respectively. The mutations were carried out via a

cat cassette insertion within IpfAl and a tet cassette insertion within lpfA2, thus giving rise
to the » 1.4 kb and » 2.0 kb product amplified from each respective mutant (Figure 4.8).
The unexpected finding that inactivation o f a fimbrial element resulted in regional
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Figure 4.8 Differential PCR amplification o f IpfAl and lpfA2 from Alpf mutants of
85/170 and E69
Amplification

A)

IpfAl
~ » 1.4 kb

“ » 0.5 kb WT

Mi

lpfA2

M2

2.0 kb

0.7 kb WT

B)

Figure 4.8 PCR amplification o f IpfA from A) 85/170 (lane 1), and tdpf mutants o f 85/170
including AGT401 (lane 2), AGT403 (lane 3), and AGT404 (lane 4) using primers
LFlFor/LFlRev and LF2For/LF2Rev for specific amplification o f IpfAl and lpfA2
respectively. The insertional mutations in the IpfAl and lpfA2 ORFs are amplified as » 1.4
kb and » 2.0 kb sequences respectively.
B) lpfA2 but not IpfAl is amplified from wildtype E69 (lanes 1-2) while the lpfA2 sequence
is shown to be disrupted in E69A//?/(lane 3).
DNA standards are shown on the extreme left lanes (M and Mi).
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enhancement of intestinal tissue tropism thus implies the possible identification of the lpf
operons to be the first non-LEE genes that are capable of modulating EHEC intestinal
tropism. In addition, the observation that the absence of Lpf production was accompanied
by a complete abolition of wildtype type I fimbrial expression pointed to a potential role of
Lpf as a regulator of global fimbrial gene expression (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis;
unpublished results). The actual involvement of Lpf in in vitro and in vivo adhesion is
however unclear as identification of Lpf-like surface structures via specific antibody
staining has yet to be demonstrated for the various Lpf-containing wildtype bacteria
including even S. typhimurium.
4.2.5.I DNA microarray analysis of transcription profiles of wildtype EHEC and the
Alp f mutant
In collaboration with Dr G Frankel of the Center for Molecular Biology and Infection,
Imperial College London, U.K., efforts were undertaken to examine the changes induced in
the global transcriptome profile of AGT401 in relation to that of wildtype 85/170 via
whole genome DNA microarray analysis. A total of 124 genes were found to differ in
expression levels between 85/170 and AGT401, with 71 higher and 53 lower in the latter
(Appendix 2). Particular interest was shown in changes in flagellar gene expression but no
changes in mRNA levels were noted. Downregulation in some yag genes were recorded of
which the yagZ gene product has been implicated as an adhesin in EPEC E2348/69 (Giron,
J., unpublished results). Another group of genes (yahA,B,C,F,I) of unknown function but
predicted to include a putative transcriptional regulator (YahB), a putative oxidoreductase
subunit (YahF), a putative kinase (Yahl) and hypothetical proteins (YahA, C, E), were also
down regulated. Downregulation of some genes residing within cryptic prophages
(iecs2085, ecsl561, and ecsl955) were observed, and individual examples of changes in
expression of fimbrial, pilin or related genes were found (down - fimG, up - ecpD, ecsl280,
ecs4431).
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4.2.5.2 Role of Lpf in EPEC adhesion
Based on further sequence comparison with lpf2, a chromosomal region of E69 was also
identified to harbour a putative /p/-like cluster of genes which in fact was shown to bear
closer resemblance to S. typhimurium lpf and the EHEC 0157:H7 Ipfl operons in both
genetic organization and sequence (Torres et. al, 2004). This was demonstrated in the 89%
and 75% level of identities of the LpfAEPEC sequence to that of EHEC 0157:H7 and S.
typhimurium respectively (Tatsuno, I., unpublished results), as well as the differential
amplification of Ip / A

epec

by the IpfA 1-specific primers LFlFor/LFlRev (Figure 4.8B). It

was thus of interest to examine whether Lpf in EPEC was similarly involved in promoting
FAE colonisation as in S. typhimurium. An E69AIpfABCD mutant was generated by
performing an in-frame deletion of the IpfABCD sequence (Tatsuno, I., unpublished results)
and tested for adhesion to D4 and PP explants in IVOC. The production of A/E lesions
indistinguishable from those induced by wildtype E69 is clearly illustrated on both
duodenal epithelium and FAE of PP explants in figures 4.9B. The dispensability of Lpf in
the recruitment of actin in the HEp-2 cell assay was also confirmed by the FAS test (Figure
4.9A). Thus these observations do not demonstrate a role for the lpf locus in EPEC
colonisation and A/E lesion formation.
Table 4.8 Adhesion of E69A/p/to small intestinal explants in IVOC
Small intestinal region

Strains

D4

PP*

E69

3/3

2/2

E69A//?/

3/3

2/2

94, 141,172

141, 172

Patients’ age (months)
- D4 : fourth part of duodenum

- PP* : Peyer’s patch, A/E lesions occurred on both villi and FAE of 2/2 PP incubations.
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Figure 4.9 Adhesion of the Alpf mutant E69AIpfABCD to HEp-2 cells and IVOC
A

Phase contrast

F-actin

B
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Figure 4.9 Adhesion of the Alpf mutant E69AIpfABCD to IVOC and to HEp-2 cells
(continued)

Figure 4.9 A) Adhesion o f wildtype E69 i) and E69AlpfABCD ii) in a 3h HEp-2 cell
infection assay. Recruitment o f F-actin is highlighted by the FAS test. Original
magnification was x 60. Scale bars represent 5 pm.
B) SEM micrographs o f A/E lesion formation by E69AIpfABCCD on D4 (A, bar = 5 pm)
and FAE of PP explants (B, bar = 5 pm).

4.2.6 Interchangeablility of EspA and EspD in EPEC adhesion

The early expression o f EspA filaments during A/E lesion formation on cultured cells
occurs in order for Tir to be delivered into the host cell cytosol through the EspA
filamentous translocon, where subsequent membrane insertion and binding o f Tir to
intimin is necessary in effecting accumulation o f cellular actin under adherent bacteria
(Knutton et. al., 1998). The linking o f EPEC to the host membrane via EspA filaments in
the red blood cell model enables the formation o f a translocation pore by the capping
protein EspD and translocation o f effector proteins, thereby resulting in haemolysis o f the
erythrocyte model (Shaw et. al., 2001). In addition, studies on polarised human intestinal
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Caco-2 cells have demonstrated the importance of EspA in A/E lesion formation. The role
of EspA as an initial adhesin is however less clear, particularly in EPEC in which Bfp has
been accorded a more predominant role in initial attachment to host cells (Cleary et. al.,
2004). Bfp is in turn associated with three-dimensional colony formation in the human
IVOC system rather than with an adhesive function as the pEAF plasmid-cured EPEC
strain JPN15 still formed A/E lesions on human intestinal explants (Hicks et. al., 1998).
However, polymorphisms exist within EspA filaments of EPEC and EHEC and this is
suggestive of tissue specificity in EspA interactions with host cells as a potential initial
attachment factor of EHEC and atypical EPEC which do not harbour the EAF plasmid
(Neves et. al., 2003b; Kaper, 1996). Besides EspA, the ascribed roles of EspD as the EspA
filament-capping protein and in the formation of a translocation pore in the host cell
membrane further suggest that EspD may be the first bacterial protein to come into direct
contact with host cells. For EHEC, EspD appeared however to be targeted to the host cell
cytoplasm which is a characteristic of effector activity, in addition to its insertion and
aggregation in the cell membrane. Hence while EspD of EPEC may be linked to a potential
role in cell adhesion, the function of EspD in EHEC-host cell interaction appears less
tangible (Kresse et. al., 1999).
4.2.6.1 Complementation by espA- or espD-exchange in E69 HEp-2 cell adhesion
The initial interaction of EspA with the host cell surface prior to intimin-mediated intimate
attachment of EPEC and EHEC prompted an interest into a possible role of EspA in
determining the sites of intestinal colonisation. To investigate if EspA produced by EHEC
0157:H7 could modulate the adhesion and tissue tropism of EPEC to intestinal explants on
IVOC, the strain

U M D 872-p& s,/ ?/1ehec

(provided by Dr V Crepin and Dr

G

Frankel,

Imperial College London) in which the EPEC espA gene was complemented with EHEC
espA in the AespA mutant of E69 (UMD872), was first tested on the HEp-2 cell assay. The
complemented strain UMD872-pe5/?^EPEC was included as a reference for efficiency of
plasmid-expressed EspA. Both the pesp^EHEC and ^espA^PEC plasmids were constructed in
the pBAD plasmid vector such that expression of plasmid-encoded EspA was dependent
on the addition of arabinose that served to regulate and prevent over-expression of
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exogenous plasmid-encoded gene products. Both complemented strains were pre-incubated
with DMEM supplemented with 1 mM arabinose for activation of EspA expression, prior
to a 3h HEp-2 cell infection assay performed to assess the functional interchangeability of
EPEC EspA with EHEC EspA.
The abolition of actin recruitment in the absence of EspA expression is depicted in figure
4.1 OB. No specific staining of accumulated actin in the form of distinct bands as seen for
wildtype E69 (Figure 4.10A) was observed in association with the loose bacterial clusters
formed by UMD872. The FAS test revealed restoration of actin accumulation in both the
UMD872-complemented strains, although microcolonies formed by UMD812-pespAehec
were less compact than those by wildtype E69 and UMD872-pe5/?^EPEc (Figures 4.10C-D).
The more distinctive staining of UMD872-pespAehec-generated actin bands may be due to
adherence of UMD872-pesp4EHEC mostly as individual bacteria which are not clustered
tightly together, and this enables easier visualisation of the stained tapered bands of actin.
Nevertheless, the results illustrate the functional compatibility of EHEC EspA filaments
with EPEC EspA filaments in inducing A/E lesion formation by E69 on the HEp-2 cell
model.
The HEp-2 cell infection assay was similarly performed for assessing functional
similarities between EPEC EspD and EHEC EspD in the espD-exchanged strain U M D 870pes/?Z>EHEC- The LA phenotype was exhibited by the E69AespD mutant UM D 870 and
resembled that of wildtype E69. No actin recruitment was however observed as shown by
the FAS negative appearance of the adherent colonies, in agreement with previous
characterisation of the role of EspD in EPEC E69 A/E lesion formation (Figure 4.10E) (Lai
et. a l, 1997). The functional interchangeability between E s p D epec and E s p D ehec was also
demonstrated in the restoration of actin recruitment by adherent bacterial colonies of
UMD870-pespDEPEC

and UM D870 -pespDtmc (Figure 4.10F-G). A more LA phenotype

with formation of extremely compact bacterial colonies was also observed for UM D870pespDEPEc relative to that for UMD870-pes/?DEHEC> and similar to the adherence
phenotypes shown by the espA-exchange. Overall, the exchanging of EspA and EspD
between EPEC and EHEC does not appear to influence bacterial adhesion and A/E
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Figure 4.10 Adhesion of espA -exchanged or espD-exchanged strains of E69 to HEp-2 cells
F-actin

Phase contrast
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Figure 4.10 Adhesion of espA-exchanged or espD-exchanged strains of E69 to HEp-2 cells
(continued)
Phase contrast

F-actin

4.10 Adhesion o f wildtype E69 (A), UMD872 (B) and the espA-exchanged strains:
UMD%12-^espAEPEc (C) and UMD%12-^espAe h e c (D), UMD870 (E) and the espDexchanged strains: UM
D870-pes/>Z)EPEC(F) and UMD870-pesp£>EHEC (G) to a 3h HEp-2

Figure

cell assay. The FAS test was performed to highlight F-actin recruitment. A/E lesion
formation is observed for wildtype E69 and the four complemented strains but not for

UMD872 and UMD870. Original magnification was x 60. Scale bars represent 5 pm.
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lesion formation in the HEp-2 cell model.
4.2.6.2 Functional interchangeability of exchanges in EspA or EspD in E69 adhesion
to IVOC
To examine the effects on IVOC adhesion by EPEC expressing EspAehec filaments, both
UMD872-pespAepec and UMD872-pe5/?^EHEC were incubated with duodenal and terminal
ileal explants. However, despite 5 repeated attempts on duodenal explants as well as
increasing the arabinose pre-induction time to 3h, no adhesion could be demonstrated for
the complemented UMD872-pes/?./!epec strain (data not shown). Infection of terminal ileal
explants was similarly unsuccessful on 2 repeated attempts, and no bacterial adhesion was
also shown for UMD872-pespAehec on duodenal explants. A/E lesions were shown on
only 1/4 duodenal incubations with the complemented UMD870-pes/?DEPEC strain while
UMD87O-pespDEPEC failed to produce any adhesion on 3 incubations with duodenal
explants. Positive control incubations with wildtype E69 performed in parallel showed
normal A/E lesions on the intestinal mucosal, indicating that the absence of adhesion by
the test strains was not attributed to host factors. The inability to generate adhesion in
IVOC thus appears to lie fundamentally with the expression levels of multi-copy plasmidencoded EspA and EspD, and that the three dimensional structure of the EspA filaments
may be seriously compromised by an overexpression of EspA subunits.
4.2.6.3 Effects of espA- or espD-exchange in E69 on adhesion to the polarised Caco-2
cell model
In view of the difficulties in addressing the effects of exchanging for EHEC EspA on tissue
tropism of EPEC in the IVOC system, in vitro laboratory culture of differentiated human
intestinal Caco-2 cells was thus utilised for this purpose. The Caco-2 colon carcinoma cell
line resembles villous tip cells of human intestine and is a well established transepithelial
model for studying intestinal cell differentiation (Hecht, 2001). Culturing of Caco-2 cells
on permeable filter supports allow for basolateral feeding and transport of solutes, akin to
the in vivo setting in which epithelial cells obtain nutrients from the underlying mesenteric
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blood capillaries. This enables full cell polarisation characterised by development of brush
border microvilli on the apical surface and tight junction formation resulting in a highly
impermeable cell monolayer (McCormick, 2003). In contrast, Caco-2 cells adopt a largely
non-polarised phenotype when grown on impermeable substrata such as tissue culture
dishes and glass coverslips. The polarised Caco-2 cell system is hence considered an
intermediate between the human intestinal mucosa and non-differentiated laboratory
intestinal mono-cell culture.
Caco-2 transwell cell cultures were grown for 14 days to allow maximal development of
brush border microvilli, and developed a fully polarised apical brush border surface
covered with microvillous extensions (Figure 4.11 A). For E69-infected Caco-2 cells,
bacteria were intimately associated with the cell membrane in areas of microvilli
effacement. In addition, the cell membrane appeared to be raised above the cell surface
around the edges of the bacterium thus tightly securing it onto the cell surface (Figure
4.1 IB). The site of bacterial attachment resembled that of a depression formed on the
surface, rather than a pedestal structure which was not observed. In contrast, the UMD872
strain which was deficient in EspA translocon formation showed extremely scanty
adhesion with no evidence of microvillous destruction and A/E lesion formation. Adherent
bacteria appeared to be loosely associated with the intact microvilli beneath without
inducing any obvious changes of the apical cell surface (Figure 4.11C). Complementing
the AespA deletion with EspAepec expressed from pespAvmc led to restoration of the
microvillous effacement phenotype to UMD872 as shown from the attachment of bacteria
to the cell surface void of microvilli (Figure 4.1 ID). There was however no evidence of the
depression-like adherence - the A/E lesion - seen for wildtype E69 being fully reproduced
by

U M D 8 7 2 - p &s/?;4epec

and no other membrane changes occurred at the sites of

attachment. Hence, arabinose induction of pBAD-encoded EspAepec expression does not
appear to fully complement UMD872 at wildtype levels of A/E lesion formation. In
contrast to the FAS test positive phenotype on HEp-2 cells (Figure 4.10D), strain
UMD872-pes/?,4ehec exhibited adhesion characteristics of UMD872, showing severely
attenuated adhesion without effacement of the brush border microvilli (Figure 4.1 IE).
Experimental parameters of the infection assay including the washing procedure were kept
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constant for all strains tested, hence the weak adhesion of UMD872-pespAehec was most
likely attributed to the inability of the type III EspAEHEc translocon to direct the
translocation of Tir and subsequent intimate attachment through intimin-Tir binding. In the
absence of EspD expression, UMD870 was observed to form small bacterial colonies on
polarised Caco-2 cells in a similar LA pattern as on HEp-2 cells. No effacement of
microvilli was however induced and foci of bacteria appeared to be adhering on top of
intact microvilli without generating surface changes (Figure 4.1 IF). The lack of intimate
association with the apical surface was in agreement with the FAS negative phenotype
seen on HEp-2 cells. Plasmid-mediated expression of EspDepec or EspDEHEC was shown
not only to restore microvillous effacement but also intimate adhesion to the cell
membrane. Infection with UMD870-pes,/?DEpEc produced increased amounts of
microvillous-effaced membrane all around the contours of some adhering bacteria that
resulted in tight embedding of the bacteria onto the cell surface (Figure 4.11G). This
appearance was also similar for that of UMD87O-pespDEHEc in which the distinctive
depression-like anchorage of adhering bacteria onto the cell surface is certainly indicative
of formation of the A/E lesion (Figure 4.11H). These results thus demonstrate the
functional compatibility of EspDEHEc in the EPEC parental background and that EspDEHEc
may possess the capacity to substitute for EspDEPEc as the filament-capping protein of the
EspA translocon. In addition, the ability of both plasmid-expressed EspDEpEc and
EspDEHEc to restore the ridge-like tight adhesion phenotype to UMD870 on polarised
Caco-2 cells is in direct contrast to the absence of a similar observation for the
complemented UMD872-pes/?,4EPEc strain.
4.2.6.4 Surface morphology of interactions between espA- or ispD-exchanged strains
of E69 and HEp-2 cells
The reproducibility of the FAS test-positive phenotype, being the diagnostic feature for
A/E lesion formation, on polarised Caco-2 cells only by the E69 espD-exchanged strains
but not by espA exchange prompted a re-examination of the nature of EPEC surface
interactions with HEp-2 cells carried out in section 4.2.6.1. HEp-2 cells are typically flat in
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Figure 4.11 Adhesion of espA -exchanged or espD-exchanged derivative strains of E69
to differentiated Caco-2 cells
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Figure 4.11 Adhesion of espA-exchanged or espD-exchanged derivative strains of E69 to
differentiated Caco-2 cells (continued)

Figure 4.11 SEM micrographs o f adhesion o f E69

-exchanged and espD -ex changed

derivative strains to polarised Caco-2 cell transwells. An uninfected control is shown and
reveals a well developed apical microvillous brush border (A). Adhesion o f the positive
control strain wildtype E69 (B), the strains UMD872 (C), UMD872-p^/?^EPEC (D),
UMD872-p<?s/l4Ehec (E), UMD870 (F), UMD8 70-pespD^pEC (G) and UMD8 lO-pespD^nec

(H) are depicted. Only wildtype E69, UMD87 0-pespDEpEC and UMD8 70-pespD EHEc are
associated with depressions in the cell membrane. Bars in all cases represent 1 pm.

appearance and their cell edges are composed of numerous filopodial-like structures that
extend away from the cell perimeter in close contact with the glass coverslip substratum
(Figure 4.12A). Unlike differentiated Caco-2 cells, HEp-2 cells are not o f intestinal origin
and do not develop microvilli on the apical surface although regions with filopodial-like
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extensions are occasionally seen. Intimate association of wildtype E69 with the surface
membrane is clearly depicted in figure 4.12B. The phenomenon of dramatic membrane
elevation along the longitudinal sides of adhering bacteria in the polarised Caco-2 cell
model was however not evident here on HEp-2 cells. Adherence of wildtype E69 in
modest surface depressions was nonetheless shown. While the basal surfaces of UMD872
bacteria did not appear to be in tight association with cell membrane, adherent bacteria
appeared to be entangled in meshes of membrane derived from the vicinity of bacterial
attachment sites (Figure 4.12C). The induction of microvillous-like processes (MLP) has
been reported as an early event in wildtype E69 infection of HEp-2 cells preceding A/E
lesion formation and was shown to be enhanced in the absence of EspA-dependent cellular
signalling (Phillips et. al., 2000). However, the membrane meshes observed in association
with UMD872 did not resemble MLP. Complementation of the AespA deletion with
EspAepec or EspAehec led to an increase in bacterial adherence and disappearance of the
membrane meshes. The depression-like adherence phenotype of wildtype E69 was also
reproduced by both UMD8 7 2-pespAe p e c and

U M D 8 7 2 -p e 5 /? ^ E H E C -

Structures resembling

short pedestals closely associated with adherent bacteria were seen for both complemented
strains, in addition to the formation of depression-adherence sites (Figures 4.12D-E). As
with wildtype E69, such surface structures diagnostic for the A/E lesion do not occur
frequently and their visualisation is often rendered possible by singly-attaching bacterium
independent of three-dimensional colonies and in direct contact with the cell membrane.
Close examination of surface interactions between UMD870 and the cell surface was
considerably hampered by the predominant adhesion of UMD870 as extremely compact
microcolonies as seen in figure 4.12F. The deletion of espD has been shown to result in the
formation of short EspA filaments and reduced secretion of EspA (Knutton et. al., 1998).
Although UMD870 remains an intimin-expressing strain, the inability to translocate Tir
and other TTSS-delivered effectors would accordingly abolish A/E lesion formation as
reflected in the FAS test-negativity of UMD870 (Figure 4.10F). However, adhesion of
U M D 8 7 0 -p & s,/ ?D ep ec

was shown to restore tight association of bacteria with the cell

surface although the induction of membrane ridges did not occur uniformly along the
entire longitudinal side but resembled strips of wrinkled membrane that connected
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adherent bacteria with the cell surface (Figure 4.12G). Interestingly, the adherence of
bacteria in depressions and in relatively tighter association with underlying cell membrane
appeared more pronounced for UM D870-pes/?Z)EPEc interaction with HEp-2 cells (Figure
4.12H). Nonetheless, these results confirm the functional interchangeability between EPEC
and EHEC subtypes of EspA and EspD on HEp-2 cell adherence in vitro which however
did not similarly apply to EspA interchangeability in adhesion to polarised Caco-2 cells.
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Figure 4.12 Adhesion of es/?y4-exchanged or es/?£>-exchanged derivative strains of E69
to HEp-2 cells
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Figure 4.12 Adhesion of espA-exchanged or es/?Z)-exchanged derivative strains of E69
to HEp-2 cells (continued)

Figure 4.12 SEM micrographs adhesion o f E69 espA-exchanged and es/?Z)-exchanged
derivative strains to HEp-2 cells. An uninfected control is shown in (A). Adhesion o f
the positive control strain wildtype E69 (B), strains UMD872 (C), UM D872-p^/?^EPEc
(D), UMD872-pes/fc4EHEc (E), UMD870 (F), UMD870-pes/?£>EPEC (G) and UM D870pesp£>EHEC (H) are depicted. Tight association o f bacteria with the cell membrane is
indicated by black arrows. Bars in all cases represent 1 pm, except in A, bar = 1 0 pm.
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4.3 Discussion

4.3.1 Environmental influences on virulence gene expression

All enteric bacteria inevitably go through several environmental transitions in their life
cycles. Adaptation to each new environment often involves modifications in bacterial
gene expression on a global scale in response to the different physiochemical conditions,
and hence environmental influences serve as important stimuli for bacterial gene
regulation. Studies of the transcriptome profiles of Vibrio cholerae and Campylobacter
jejuni cultured in vivo revealed that global gene expression of enteric pathogens is
regulated by conditions of hyperosmolarity, oxygen inavailability and nutrientlimitation (Xu et. al., 2003; Stintzi et. al., 2005). Prior to entry into the small bowel, the
transitional stage in the stomach also elicits specific adaptative responses in the form of
acid resistance mechanisms required for survival in the extreme acidity of gastric juice
(Peterson et. al., 1989). The changes in metabolic gene expression are also
accompanied by the activation of virulence-related gene expression in enteric pathogens
exposed to the in vivo environment. UPEC recovered from mouse urine were shown to
display high expression levels of the type I pilus chiefly responsible for directing UPEC
colonisation of the urinary tract (Snyder et. al., 2004). Enhanced expression of
virulence genes involved in motility, intestinal colonisation and enterotoxin production
were also observed for V. cholerae grown in the rabbit ileal loop model (Xu et. al.,
2003). Physiochemical parameters are often examined in isolation in in vitro studies but
nonetheless are ascribed distinct roles for the various aspects of bacterial response to
external stimuli. The anaerobic environment of the large bowel has been shown to be an
important inducer of Salmonella virulence in rabbit ileal loops and invasion of host
cells (Singh et. al., 2000; Lee and Falkow, 1990). The role of anaerobiosis in EHEC
virulence has yet to be characterised. Activation of the LEE 4 operon encoding the
EspA, EspD, and EspB secreted proteins occurs in response to high osmotic
concentrations of chloride, calcium, manganese and HEPES, and a combination of the
body temperature of 37°C and high osmolarity results in the highest levels of type III
protein secretion (Beltrametti et. al., 1999). The EHEC LEE is transcriptionally
repressed via H-NS-mediated DNA supercoiling which undergoes derepression through
anaerobiosis, osmo-regulation and thermo-regulation, although temperature alleviation
of H-NS repression occurs via the sigmaS transcription factor rather than through Ler in
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EPEC (Umanski et. al., 2002). As host tissues are frequently low in free iron as a
defence strategy for inhibiting exploitation by pathogens, a low concentration of iron in
the gastrointestinal tract becomes a common environmental cue for enteric pathogens.
Activation of expression of the stx genes and the haem-utilization gene, chuA, of EHEC
is subjected to iron regulation, and the haemorrhaging elicited in the colon during
haemorrhagic colitis (HC) through the cytotoxic actions of Stx may serve to allow the
utilisation of haem or haemoglobin as sources of iron by ChuA (Calderwood and
Mekalanos, 1987; Torres and Payne, 1997).

The use of human intestinal tissue explants for the study of pathogenic interactions of
EPEC and EHEC with the human intestinal epithelium has facilitated the elucidation of
different tissue tropisms shown towards colonisation of intestinal mucosa by EPEC and
EHEC. However, ex vivo culturing of explants outside the human body does not
encompass replication of the intestinal luminal environment in the IVOC system. The
absence of a functional vascular system involved in the delivery of oxygen to the tissue
explant requires that the infection assay be carried out in the presence of oxygen and
thus excludes the possibility of a completely anaerobic atmospheric setup. Adhesion of
EHEC 0157:H7 has been observed on colonic and rectal explants from adult cattle in a
similar IVOC setup, showing that the IVOC system is generally conducive for bacterial
colonic adhesion. The higher extent of adherence yielded for co-incubating bovine
colonic explants with EHEC 0157:H7 in 5% carbon dioxide compared to that seen for
95% oxygen 5% carbon dioxide was however accompanied by poorer preservation of
tissue integrity. Thus a positive effect of anaerobiosis on EHEC adhesion was
illustrated but which may prove detrimental to the maintenance of explant tissue
(Baehler and Moxley, 2000). Intestinal explants cultured in IVOC also possess the
mucus layer of approximately 50 pm that lies above the mucosal surface of which
penetration is required for bacterial access to the apical epithelial brush border surface.
The mucus barrier may modulate bacterial access to the epithelial surface, as intestinal
mucus and the mucin glycoprotein have been shown to inhibit EPEC adhesion to HEp2 cells as well as the attachment of RDEC-1 to rabbit ileal epithelium (Drumm et. al.,
1988; Smith et. al., 1995). Mucus secretion in both the terminal ileum and proximal
colon has also been observed prior to the colonisation of FAE surfaces by REPEC in
vivo (Heczko et. al., 2000). Mouse or human intestinal mucus has also been shown to
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directly increase the cytotoxicity of Stx2 produced by isolates of EHEC 091:H21
(Melton-Celsa et. al., 1996). Nevertheless, attachment of bacterial pathogens to the
intestinal epithelial surface would involve successful penetration of the mucus barrier.
In addition, explant tissue sampled from the human intestine also harbours the
indigenous microflora whose presence may serve as activation signals for pathogenic
bacteria. Indeed in a study utilising a continuous-flow anaerobic culture that simulates
the physiological luminal environment of the large intestine, activation of the AggR
global transcriptional activator of virulence genes of EAEC was noted only in the
presence of commensal bacteria (Ruiz-Perez et. al., 2004). Cross talk between the
commensal flora and EPEC and EHEC may be mediated by bacterial autoinducers such
as AI-2 and AI-3 produced for quorum sensing purposes that activate transcriptional
expression of the LEE locus and flagella regulon in EPEC and EHEC (Sperandio et. al.,
2002a; Sperandio et. al., 2003). It has also been reported that AI-2 production by the
commensal flora plays an important role in virulence gene activation in the enteric
pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Duan et. a l , 2003). The structural similarity of the
intestinal neuroendocrine hormones epinephrine and norepinephrine with AI-3 further
suggests potential crosstalk between enteric bacteria and the intestinal epithelial
signalling pathways (Sperandio et. al., 2003). Norepinephrine is involved in innervating
the gastrointestinal tract and has also been shown to be an environmental factor that
augments adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 to murine caecum, porcine distal colon explants,
as well as induces inflammation and EHEC 0157:H7 adhesion in bovine ligated ileal
loops (Chen et. a l, 2003; Green et. al., 2004; Vlisidou et. al., 2004). Intestinal explants
sampled for IVOC are likely to contain these neuroendocrine hormones which may
further modulate EHEC colonic adhesion.

4.3.2 Modifications to the standard IVOC system for promoting EHEC colonic
adhesion

4.3.2.1 Differences in experimental setup and mannose exclusion

To investigate if EHEC 0157:H7 adhesion to colon explants may be dependent on
further optimisation of certain experimental parameters of the human IVOC system,
slight modifications were introduced into the experimental setup of the standard IVOC
system employed in this study. The use of human intestinal explants for the study of
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EPEC interaction with intestinal mucosa in IVOC was first pioneered by Dr Knutton
and colleagues (Knutton et. al., 1987). It was thus considered important to replicate, in
this study, the exact conditions of the IVOC system utilised in the laboratory of Dr
Knutton’s and that differences between the two IVOC systems, though minor, may
exert subtle effects on the bacterial-explant co-incubation process which may then
promote EHEC 0157:H7 adhesion of colonic explants. In comparison with the routine
IVOC system performed in this study, the mannose-ffee (MF) IVOC requires the use of
a higher volume of non-mannose-supplemented IVOC medium for culturing the explant
tissue in a Petri dish instead of in a 12-well tissue culture plate. Inoculating explants
placed on a larger piece of foam support would serve to retain a higher number of
bacteria within the empty spaces of the foam support that may come into contact with
the explant surface via the rocking movement of medium across the explants. This
localised concentration of bacteria in close proximity to the explant tissue may in turn
help to maintain high levels of secreted EHEC proteins such as EspA and EspB close to
the epithelial surface which may promote EspA filament binding to colonic enterocytes.
The main purpose of mannose supplementation in the study of bacterial host cell
adhesion was for inhibiting type I fimbrial expression so as to highlight cell adhesion
mediated by other bacterial factors or fimbriae (Cravioto et. al., 1979). Type I fimbriae
are required for mannose-sensitive targeting of UPEC to mannoprotein receptors of
epithelial cells lining the urinary tract as well as for the tropism of Salmonella for ileal
epithelium (Connell et. al., 1996; Ewen et. al., 1997). Although production of type I
fimbriae by EPEC has been documented in human volunteer infection studies, no role
in intestinal and in HEp-2 cell adhesion has been ascribed to EPEC type I fimbriae
(Karch et. al., 1987a; Elliott and Kaper, 1997). As the majority of EHEC 0157:H7 are
not known to produce type I fimbriae due to a 16 bp-deletion within the regulatory
region that controls expression of the FimA structural subunit (Enami et. al., 1999), the
exclusion of mannose from the culture medium may thus make no difference to
adhesion as demonstrated before (Fitzhenry, R. J., PhD thesis). The ability of EHEC to
metabolise mannose or glucose has however been linked to a corresponding reduction
in adhesion to cultured cells via the catabolite repression of genes involved in adhesion
(Nishikawa et. al, 1995). Exogenous addition of cyclic adenosine monophosphate
(cAMP) served to replenish reduced levels of bacterial cAMP but did not completely
reverse pleiotropic repression of the adhesion phenotype. Thus the MF IVOC system
promotes the expression of other factors subjected to catabolite expression in
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carbohydrate metabolism but may contribute towards EHEC adhesion. Other examples
of glucose-mediated catabolite repression comprise the regulation of heat stable
enterotoxin production and K99 piliation of ETEC (Alderete and Robertson, 1977;
Isaacson, 1980). However, adoption of the MF system did not alter the non-adherence
phenotype of EHEC 0157:H7 on colonic explants, thus suggesting that other factors
produced in the absence of catabolite expression do not contribute towards EHEC
colonic adhesion. It is however unknown if any of the operons of the LEE PAI is also
directly under the regulatory control of catabolite expression. It was also important to
note that EHEC adhesion to colonic explants in the MF IVOC system has not been a
reproducible observation and that general investigation of EHEC tissue tropism using
the same system was also not performed on a routine basis (Knutton, S., personal
communication). In conclusion, the MF IVOC system did not appear to promote the
colonisation of transverse colonic explants by EHEC 0157:H7 in this chapter and was
thus discontinued for further IVOC studies.

4.3.2.2 Less frequent medium changes

Quorum sensing (QS) mechanisms in bacteria growth and gene expression generally
require the extracellular accumulation of furanosylborate-diester compounds known as
autoinducers that, upon reaching a certain threshold concentration directly proportional
to the bacterial population size, re-enter the bacterial cell and induce target gene
expression in a density-dependent manner (Nealson et. al., 1997). The biosynthesis of
autoinducers AI-2 and AI-3 by the IwcS-encoded enzyme has been described for EHEC
0157:H7 in section 1.3.18.3 (Sperandio et. al., 2002a; Sperandio et. al., 2003).
Production of AI-3 by the indigenous microflora is postulated to enable a low infective
dose of EHEC to undergo rapid QS-mediated activation of EHEC virulence genes.
Additionally, functional substitution of AI-3 with the epinephrine and norepinephrine
endocrine hormones found in the gut strongly suggests that the presence of epinephrine
and norepinephrine in the extracellular milieu may be indicative of a gastrointestinal
tract environment which would then induce activation of the appropriate genes required
for target cell adhesion.

Thus, a concern that arose from the removal and replenishing of culture medium, at
three changes over the incubation period of 8h, was whether this may have prevented
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the accumulation of autoinducers such as AI-3 produced by both EHEC and the
indigenous microflora as well as of the intestinal hormones to the critical threshold
concentration required for signal-activating expression of the appropriate genes in
EHEC 0157:H7. As explant tissue cultured in IVOC does not have access to a
continuous supply of nutrients from the capillary vascular circulation as does intestinal
mucosa in vivo, periodical exchange of the culture medium is necessary for
replenishment of nutrient levels as well as the removal of toxic metabolic by-products
released by the explant tissue and from infecting bacteria. The closed nature of the
IVOC system also means that excessively high numbers of colony-forming units
(CFUs) generated from replication of the bacterial inoculum are not removed through
peristalsis as in the gastrointestinal tract in vivo, and may result in damage to the
explant. Hence a delicate balance is required between maintaining sufficient bacterial
numbers for autoinducer production and accumulation, and for preventing excessive
tissue damage to the explant. The increased acidity of the culture environment as
reflected in the colour change of the phenol red indicator to a yellow or orange colour
was shown as a result of the total exclusion of medium exchange as well as exchanging
the medium just once during the half-way time-point of 4h respectively. This is likely
to have been due to metabolic waste by-products from the explant tissue and from the
rapid replication of bacteria in the medium. The decrease in pH may also have partly
been due to atmospheric CO2 dissolving in the medium. Although reducing the
frequency of medium exchange may enable extracellular autoinducer compounds and
the epinephrine and norepinephrine hormones to accumulate and be retained within the
close system, the raised levels of acidity to below pH 6.2, the lower range point for the
phenol red indicator, may also prove inhibitory to type III secretion of LEE-encoded
effector proteins. Protein secretion in EPEC has been shown to be reduced at below pH
6.3 (Kenny et. al., 1997a), and activation of GadX occurs in acidic conditions of below
pH 5.5 that leads to negative regulation of the expression of virulence proteins such as
intimin and Tir via direct repression of the per regulon (Shin et. al., 2001). Thus an
increase in environmental acidity may signify a re-entry into the stomach and would
justify an overall downregulation of virulence determinant expression by non-gastric
pathogens. It is however not known if the GadX homologue in EHEC 0157:H7 would
exert a similar mode of negative regulatory control of virulence gene expression that
may involve other unknown transcriptional activators in the absence of the PerAencoding EAF plasmid. In conclusion, modulating the frequency of medium exchange
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for the reasons mentioned does not result in colonisation of the epithelial surface of
colonic explants by EHEC 0157:H7.

4.3.2.3 DMEM activation with serum exclusion

Laboratory culture of EPEC and EHEC in the DMEM tissue culture growth medium
has been shown to increase both expression of the LEE PAI as well as the secretion of
LEE proteins such as Tir, EspA and EspB (Ebel et. al., 1996; Abe et. al., 2002). In
particular, a prolonged overnight growth of EPEC and EHEC in DMEM has been
widely employed to stimulate A/E lesion formation on cultured cells as well as
physiologically simulate the event of host cell infection in global studies of the EHEC
transcriptome profile during infection (Dahan et. al., 2004). It was thus of interest to
apply this principle of pre-upregulation of LEE gene expression to the promotion of
EHEC 0157:H7 colonic adhesion in the IVOC system. The exclusion of the serum
component from the IVOC culture medium in this study had served as an extension of
previous attempts that could not demonstrate adhesion of DMEM pre-activated EHEC
0157:H7 to colonic explants (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). The explanation given was
that introduction of activated bacteria into the nutritionally-rich serum supplemented
IVOC medium may have instead resulted in a corresponding downregulation of
virulence gene expression. It was thus hypothesized that serum deprivation during the
8h of standard IVOC assay may be akin to a prolonged period of virulence gene
activation induced by environmental nutrient deficiency. While this neither promoted
colonisation of colonic epithelium by EHEC 0157:H7 Sakai 813 nor prevented
adhesion of the positive control strain EAEC 042, the tissue integrity of the explant
was however severely compromised by the absence of serum proteins to support its
metabolic functions. The ability of EAEC 042 to adhere to the explants demonstrated
that the lack of EHEC adhesion was not attributed to the damaged physiological state of
the colonic explant. Interestingly, it has been documented in animal husbandry that
rumen fluid collected from well-fed animals supported EHEC 0157:H7 growth more
poorly than that sampled from poorly-fed ruminant animals (Rasmussen et. al., 1993).
Similarly, a higher extent of STEC colonisation was seen on colonic biopsies obtained
from poorly-fed ruminants that those obtained from well-fed ruminants in IVOC, which
may explain why fasted, poorly or intermittently fed cattle and pre-ruminant calves
shed STEC to a greater degree (Cobbold and Desmarchelier, 2004). It was concluded
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that intestinal explants from well-fed ruminants may represent an enteric environment
characterised by high concentrations of volatile fatty acid and lactate and low pH, all of
which do not prove conducive for STEC growth and colonisation. Nutrient-limiting
conditions are also characteristic of the large bowel luminal environment and forms part
of the repertoire of environmental factors which collectively induce the appropriate
responses in bacterial pathogens that usually also include the induction of adhesion and
virulence factors (Xu et. al., 2003). However, these conditions were unlikely to be
replicated by the withdrawal of serum in the IVOC system which nonetheless does not
serve to generate EHEC 0157:H7 adhesion to colonic epithelium.

4.3.2.4 Immersion and tidal IVOC
In the study by Cleary et. al., the early stages of E69 adhesion to duodenal explants in
the absence of intimin production were examined using IVOC with a different
experimental setup that encompassed full submergence of the explant tissue in IVOC
medium and incubation with bacterial inoculum and gentle rocking for only 90 minutes
(Cleary et. al., 2004). Surface changes on the explant epithelium induced by the intimin
deletion mutant CVD206 were shown in the form of elongated microvilli without
intimate association of bacteria with the mucosal surface. Under the standard IVOC
system in this study, no adhesion of CVD206 including the absence of similar epithelial
surface changes has however been previously demonstrated (Hicks et. al., 1998). It was
uncertain whether a full 8h assay of the immersion IVOC described in Cleary et. al.
would result in total bacterial detachment from the duodenal surface. Thus, the apparent
contradiction in the adhesion phenotype of E69 impaired in intimin expression appears
to be attributed to differences within the two systems. In the immersion system, the
explant epithelial surface essentially remains fully submerged despite the swirling
actions generated on the rocking platform which may only serve to ensure the bacteria
are mixed evenly with the medium. This is in contrast to the standard IVOC system of
this study in which medium is drawn across the foam support-secured explant surface
via surface tension in a tidal manner, hence termed the “tidal system” to distinguish
between the two systems. Peristaltic actions in the intestinal tract are known to mediate
the constant movement of luminal fluid and particulate material over the epithelial
layer, hence the tidal standard IVOC system may mirror the in vivo situation more
closely than the immersion system. On the other hand, the full submergence of
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intestinal explants into bacteria-inoculated culture medium enables equal bacterial
excess to all surfaces of the explants, which may thus allow for more efficient initial
colonisation of the explant surface within a shorter period of 90 minutes. Thus, the
ability of the immersion system to demonstrate explant adhesion for CVD206 which on
the other hand failed to generate surface changes or even adhere weakly in the 8 h tidal
system, does suggest a possibility that the immersion system setup may also promote
EHEC colonic adhesion. In this study, the 90 min-immersion system was combined
with the standard (tidal) IVOC setup as well as extended to a full 8 h incubation period,
to ensure that maximum time was allowed for the development of EHEC adhesion to
colonic explants. Prolonged submergence in culture medium proved to be highly
detrimental to tissue integrity as seen from the complete removal of surface epithelium
from 2/3 colonic explants. Although the combined immersion-tidal IVOC system
allowed better tissue preservation after the 8 h incubation assay, adhesion of EHEC
0157:H7 to colonic epithelium was not demonstrated. In view of the positive evidence
showing EHEC 0157:H7 adherence, with A/E lesion formation, to human Peyer’s
patch (PP) explants and bovine colonic explants in the standard (tidal) IVOC system
(Baehler and Moxley, 2000), differences between the immersion and the standard
IVOC systems are concluded to be negligible for the in vitro study of EHEC-intestinal
epithelium interaction.

4.3.3 Bicarbonate as an environmental factor in LEE gene expression and EHEC
adhesion

The stimulatory effects by DMEM on LEE gene expression in EHEC 0157:H7 was
largely attributed to the presence of the inorganic bicarbonate ion HCO3' in sodium
bicarbonate (NaHCCb), a component of the nutritionally-defined DMEM that also
serves as a buffering agent against pH fluctuations (Abe et. al., 2002). HCO3' had been
first associated with enhanced levels of EPEC secretion, primarily through the
maintenance of medium pH at 7.4 which in turn constitutes a favourable condition for
LEE protein expression and secretion (Kenny et. al., 1997a). This however did not
appear to apply to EHEC 0157:H7 as well, as other buffering agents failed to
functionally substitute for NaHCC>3 in enhancing LEE protein secretion (Abe et. al.,
2002). In the gastrointestinal tract, NaHCC>3 constitutes an important component of
pancreatic secretions that is required for neutralisation of the acidity of gastric contents
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upon their entry into the duodenum. The presence of HCO3' may thus serve as an
environmental indicator that heralds the entry of bacteria into the small intestinal
region. The importance of HCO3' has been shown in its involvement in the positive
regulation of virulence-associated gene expression in various pathogens, such as
expression of cholera toxin and toxic shock syndrome toxin 1 of V. cholerae and
Staphylococcus aureus respectively (Iwanaga et. al., 1985; Ross and Onderdonk, 2000).
HCO3' increases in concentration along the intestinal tract with the greatest
concentration of approximately 44 mM occurring in the ileum (Abe et. al., 2002), and
thus in the context of this study, may potentially contribute to the activation of EHEC
0157:H7 for FAE colonisation. Coincidentally, the physiological concentration of ileal
HCCV is similar to that of DMEM at 44 mM which forms the upper limit of the range
of HCO3' concentrations that is shown to increase the secretion of LEE-encoded
proteins in EHEC 0157:H7.

In this chapter, the culturing of EHEC 0157:H7 strain Sakai 813 in LB microbiological
liquid medium supplemented with 44 mM NaHCC>3 was shown to increase bacterial
adhesion to HEp-2 cells after both 3h and 6 h of infection. As Sakai 813 is the poorest
adhering strain of EHEC 0157:H7 of this entire study shown in chapter 3, the
differences in the extent of adherence proved particularly prominent and were in
agreement with observations in Abe et. al. 2002 that HCO3' promotes bacterial adhesion
in vitro. The positive regulatory effect exerted by the HCCV ion has been shown to
occur via the transcriptional upregulation of Ler expression which thus in turn resulted
in increased expression and secretion of Ler-regulated proteins such as intimin, Tir,
EspA and EspB, responsible for mediating HEp-2 cell adhesion. It was postulated that
NaHC0 3 -supplemented LB broth may be akin to the luminal environment of the human
intestine, providing enteric bacteria with nutrients from enzymatic breakdown of
chyme, while the HCO3' ion is utilized by pathogenic bacteria as an activation signal
for increasing virulence gene expression. Given the increase in adhesion was observed
for Sakai 813 on HEp-2 cells, the interest therefore was to replicate the same HCO3 mediated upregulation of adhesion-associated LEE proteins in the IVOC system that
may potentially promote EHEC colonic adhesion. In contrast to the 44 mM
concentration of NaHC0 3 in DMEM that constitutes the main component of HEp-2 cell
culture medium, that for IVOC medium was only 34 mM although the range of
NaHC0 3 concentrations of 11-44 mM sufficient for activation of ler transcription as
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reported in Abe et. al. 2002 suggests that this difference of 10 mM may not be
significant. Nevertheless, two sets of the IVOC assay were carried out using IVOC
medium adjusted to both concentrations of NaHC0 3 for the coincubation of colonic
explants and NaHC0 3 -supplemented LB-grown Sakai 813. However, the absence of
Sakai 813 colonic adhesion was noted for both NaHC0 3 concentrations, suggesting that
despite the HC0 3 '-mediated increased levels of LEE protein expression, these may still
not be sufficient for promoting EHEC colonisation of colonic epithelium. It has been
shown via DNA microarray comparative analysis of the transcriptomes of red blood
cell membrane-adherent EHEC 0157:H7 bacteria and DMEM-grown bacteria, that
LEE gene expression was downregulated after A/E lesion formation as compared to the
maintenance of high levels of LEE protein expression and secretion in DMEM culture
(Dahan et. al., 2004). Thus the inability to generate colonic adhesion despite the high
expression levels of adherence-associated LEE factors such as EspA, intimin and Tir,
certainly suggests that colonic adhesion may not be dependent on the LEE gene
products that confer upon EHEC 0157:H7 the capacity of A/E lesion formation on
FAE and villous epithelium of the terminal ileum. Alternatively, it is possible that the
alteration of a single experimental parameter as in most in vitro culture systems that
examine variables in isolation, is unlikely to reflect the complex interplay of
environmental, bacterial and host factors in the in vivo interaction between EHEC
0157:H7 and the human intestinal mucosa.

4.3.4 The question of sequential adhesion

4.3.4.1 Enhanced EPEC and EHEC adhesion in the HEp-2 relay assay

The hypothesis for a sequential adhesion model for EHEC 0157:H7 human gut
infection was largely drawn from observations in rabbits that showed defined stages of
intestinal region-specific adhesion by REPEC and RDEC-1. Initial colonisation of
rabbit intestine by RDEC-1 was shown to be exclusively confined to ileal PP during the
first 24h, with subsequent bacterial adhesion to ileal villi, caecum and colon appearing
two days later (Cantey and Inman, 1981). The situation was largely similar for REPEC
infection of rabbits, and the 24h time lag between strict PP adhesion and colonisation of
proximal colon and ileum was concluded for allowing the spread of PP-dissociated
bacteria (Heczko et. al., 2000). The implication of this model is that initial attachment
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of a primary intestinal site may serve as a prerequisite for priming bacteria for adhesion
to the secondary site that is commonly associated with histopathological disease of the
infection. In addition, an in vitro parallel to this scenario has been shown in which pre
culturing of the intracellular pathogen Legionella pneumophila in its freshwater
amoebae protozoan host resulted in 100-fold and 10-fold increases in its invasiveness
for epithelial cells and macrophages respectively, as compared to culturing of the
bacteria in microbiological media (Cirillo et. a l, 1994). The relevance of this
hypothesis was thus first experimentally tested in vitro by assaying for changes in the
infectivity of EPEC and EHEC 0157:H7 induced by one round of passage in the HEp-2
cell model. While invasion is not a characteristic of both pathogens as L. pneumophila,
the results show that A/E bacteria prepared from HEp-2 cell membranes induced a
more rapid and higher extent of adhesion with A/E lesion formation on new HEp-2
cells. Although the procedure of chemical cellular lysis represents an artificial means of
separating tightly-adhering bacteria from mammalian cell membranes, changes in the
expression profile as a consequence of contact-dependent interaction with HEp-2 cells
nonetheless appear to confer upon the bacteria the capacity for more efficient
subsequent colonisation of uninfected cells with active accumulation of actin. The
observed increases in bacterial adhesion at the 2h and 3h time-points of the relay
infection assay were never reproduced with lone application of higher bacterial inocula
in the standard first round of infection, thus indicating that these increases were solely
due to the effects of an initial round of infection passage on HEp-2 host cells. However,
the larger clumps of adherent E69 bacteria observed after lh of infection in the relay
round may have arisen from the amalgamation of intact compact colonies carried over
from the 3h of standard infection rather than being formed de novo in the relay round,
as the detergent properties of Triton may not have been sufficient for complete
dissolution of the microcolonies. In situ monitoring of LEE gene transcription via real
time PCR has shown that in EPEC infection of HEp-2 cells, transcription of the LEE3
to LEE5 operons reach a maximum after 3h and is sustained throughout the course of
infection till 5h (Leverton and Kaper, 2005). This continuous expression of Esp effector
proteins, intimin and Tir after the formation of A/E lesions may thus promote the
quicker re-attachment of HEp-2 cell-passaged E69 onto new uninfected HEp-2 cell
monolayers.
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Although the more rapid formation of A/E lesions would similarly suggest the
maintenance of high expression levels of the LEE genes in passaged bacteria, DNA
microarray studies of the global transcriptome profile of rabbit erythrocyte membraneattached EHEC 0157:H7 on the contrary indicated otherwise. In the study by Dahan et.
al., decreases in overall levels of mRNAs encoding proteins of the LEE were revealed
in membrane-bound EHEC 0157:H7 strain 85/170 bacteria recovered from erythrocyte
membranes after a 5h infection assay (Dahan et. al., 2004). This was in agreement with
the downregulation of factors such as EspA and intimin involved in initial stages of
bacterial attachment for EPEC after a prolonged infection time of 6h in vitro, and it was
thus postulated that LEE gene products were no longer required upon the successful
intimate bacterial adhesion (Knutton et. al., 1997; et. al., 1998). Downregulation of SP1
expression had also similarly been reported for Salmonella after SP1-mediated invasion
of host cells (Eriksson et. al., 2003). According to this reasoning, the quick response in
A/E lesion formation displayed by cell-passaged bacteria in the relay round would
presumably suggest the involvement of a positive regulator of the LEE that may have
been downregulated to a lesser extent or the activation of novel fimbrial production not
examined in Dahan et. al. Hence the contribution of the LEE may only be a minor one
and insufficient to account for the enhanced adhesion of HEp-2 cell-passaged EHEC
0157:H7 in the relay assay. In fact, intracellular growth of L. pneumophila in HeLa
cells late in infection was shown to promote transformation of the bacteria into the cyst
like mature intracellular form of its developmental life cycle. This cyst-like form
exhibits unique properties for environmental persistence and constitutes the highly
infectious form of L. pneumophila with enhanced virulence for target amoebae or
mammalian hosts (Garduno et. al., 2002). EPEC and EHEC are not known to undergo
encystation in their life cycles and as the measurement of their enhanced virulence in
vitro has been based only on the extent and speed of adhesion in this study, the basis of
the effects of cell culture-passage on their adhesive properties remains unknown. The
enhanced adhesive capacity of membrane-recovered EHEC 0157:H7 did not however
translate into adhesion of EHEC on colonic explants in IVOC. This suggests that
colonic adhesion may require infecting bacteria to be passaged in vivo and generation of
a host-specific expression profile distinct from that obtained on HEp-2 cells.
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4.3.4.2 EHEC 0157:H7 sequential adhesion in IVOC
The rVOC-IVOCco-incubation assay was performed to investigate if sequential spread
of FAE-attached EHEC 0157:H7 TUV 93-0 and 12900 to colonic explants could be
demonstrated ex vivo. A/E lesions were observed on FAE and ileal villi of PP explants
within 8h of infection, and occasionally presented as honeycomb-like structures
characterised by holes that appeared to have been originally occupied by bacteria
interspersed among A/E bacteria coating huge areas of the mucosal surface. These
honeycomb-like structures bore resemblance to the pedestal footprints generated by
Amap and AespH mutants of E69 on duodenal epithelium in IVOC in the apparent
effacement of microvilli from the apical enterocyte surface that may have previously
formed the interface between intimately adhering bacteria and the host (Shaw et. al.,
2005). These structures have also been observed on REPEC-infected rabbit ileal villi
and PP surfaces and are purported as indirect evidence of bacterial detachment
subsequent to A/E lesion formation in vivo (Heczko et. al., 2001). Bacterial adhesion on
colonic explants co-incubated with EHEC-colonised PP explants in the relay round was
shown for only 2/5 and 2/6 separate incubations with TUV 93-0 and 12900, proving to
be an infrequent occurrence in the IVOC system. This is however considered a great
increase in comparison to the extremely low levels of colonic adhesion - 1/36 large
intestinal explant incubations shown in routine IVOC (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). In
addition, the nature of interactions with the colonic epithelial surface in the 4
incubations positive for bacterial adhesion was notable for an evident lack of A/E lesion
formation. Surface adhesion of bacteria was not shown for control incubations of
uninoculated colon explants similarly subjected to the entire 20h of IVOC, thus
excluding the possibility of the endogenous microflora penetrating the mucous layer
and interacting with the glycocalyx layer of the colonic mucosal surface. Overnight
EHEC 0157:H7 infection of colonic explants has also been previously shown not to
enhance adhesion to colonic epithelium (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). Tight association
of strain 12900 with the colonic surface was observed for 1/3 non-relay control
incubations for 20h, although signs of microvillous effacement were not evident.

In addition to the observation of sequential intestinal site adhesion in the study of
RDEC-1 and REPEC infections of rabbits (Cantey and Inman, 1981; Heczko et. al.,
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2000), a biphasic mode of colonisation and clearance of C. rodentium in the murine
model has also been demonstrated, providing further direct evidence for the in vivo
sequential mechanism of bacterial infection. The application of bioluminescence
imaging in situ facilitated not only the identification of the lymphoid follicular-rich
caecal patch as the exclusive primary site of C. rodentium colonisation, but also
enabled the tracking of bacterial spread as well as clearance from the caecal patch into
the colon after 3 days post-infection (Wiles et. al., 2004). The investigations undertaken
in this study to examine if the aforementioned scenario is also applicable to EHEC in
vivo infection of the human gut is further supported by the finding that modulations in
tissue tropism of C. rodentium were induced by passage of the pathogen through the
murine gastrointestinal tract (Wiles et. al., 2005). The phase of initial caecal patch
adhesion was bypassed in mice infected via natural transmission from faecal isolates
shed by an experimentally inoculated individual. Rapid bacterial colonisation of the
colon was detected in naturally-infected mice after 3 days post-infection in contrast to
the restricted caecal patch adhesion in mice infected with bacteriological mediumgrown inocula, illustrating the significance of host-specific factors in influencing the
virulence state of pathogens. The passage of C. rodentium through the murine host was
likely to have represented a selection process in which a subset of bacteria is primed for
direct colonic adhesion while those not equivalently primed are still targeted to the
caecal patch, as seen in the simultaneous colonisation of both caecal patch and colon in
horizontally-infected mice. The transient nature of this alteration in tissue tropism is
illustrated by reversion to the primary caecal patch-restricted phenotype with in vitro
passage of faecal (primed) bacteria in nutritionally-rich growth medium. Previous
studies have failed to demonstrate colonic explant adhesion by EHEC 0157:H7
recovered from the medium of a HEp-2 cell infection assay which would constitute
both bacteria dissociated from adherent colonies as well as those which may not have
undergone adhesion but which would have been conditioned to host cell factors
(Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). An in vitro cell culture is understandably an overtly
simplified version of the in vivo conditions encountered in the human gut and the main
interest is whether EHEC 0157:H7 adhesion to distal ileal PP explants would enable
subsequent adhesion to colon transplants ex vivo in IVOC. The low incidence of
bacterial adhesion on relay colonic explants may however be primarily due to the actual
time span required for sequential spread of bacteria in vivo. While 8h of incubation time
are sufficient for generating A/E lesions on PP explants in IVOC, the post-infection
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times at which bacterial adhesion was initially detected in animal models were noted to
be 3 days for C. rodentium for caecal patch colonisation and 2 days for REPEC
adhesion of PP, and examination of REPEC-infected rabbit distal ileal PP at earlier
time-points of 4h and 8h did not reveal evidence of bacterial attachment (Licois et. al.,
1991). This may be a reflection of the fundamental differences in methodology between
the IVOC and animal model systems as the former involves direct inoculation of CFUs
onto explant mucosa commonly measuring approximately 4 mm2 in surface area, while
a period of l-5h is required for orally-inoculated bacteria to clear the small intestine in
order to reach the caecum in the mouse (Wiles et. al., 2004). In addition, the absence of
non-specific barriers in the IVOC system such as intestinal peristalsis and reduced
colonisation resistance from the normal flora may also augment the quicker formation
of A/E lesions on intestinal explants in ex vivo culture. Subsequent colonisation of
proximal colon with A/E lesion formation by REPEC and C. rodentium was shown to
commence from the third day onwards, reaching detectable levels for bioluminescence
imaging on day 10 at 109 CFU g'1 in mice. Hence EHEC 0157:H7 may not have been
able to develop full colonic A/E lesions within the time limits of the IVOC system
necessary for maintenance of biopsy explants. A parallel to this has also been observed
in the low levels of invasion of terminal ileal epithelium by S. typhimurium after the
same standard 8h IVOC infection incubation, contrary to previous expectations of large
scale invasion of enterocytes, suggesting that the actual time required for establishing
bacterial adhesion or invasion in vivo may often exceed the experimental time limits of
the IVOC system (Haque et. al., 2004). The absence of an anaerobic environment
provided in IVOC may however be the most important factor underlying this attenuated
invasive phenotype as anaerobiosis has been shown to be a critical inducer of
inflammation in rabbit ileal loops resulting from S. typhimurium invasion of host cells
(Singh et. a l, 2000; Lee and Falkow, 1990).

The theory of direct colonic adhesion generated via a preceding stage of host-passage
also holds the implication that faecal isolates recovered from clinical cases of EHEC
0157:H7 infections would possess a heightened level of infectivity that may enable
bypassing of FAE adhesion, allowing direct colonic colonisation. This further suggests
a high rate of person-to-person transmission but as humans are not commonly exposed
to faeces in a restricted area unlike the cage-confinement of mice used for research
purposes, this hypothesis may not apply to human EHEC infections and will prove
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challenging to demonstrate. Although C. rodentium, REPEC and RDEC-1 as Stxnegative, non-invasive and A/E pathogens are more closely related to the human EPEC
E69, their restricted tropisms to follicular-rich areas of their respective host intestines in
the early stages of host colonisation certainly bear closer resemblance to that of EHEC
0157:H7 demonstrated in this study and previously (Phillips et. al., 2000b).
Importantly, the basis of colonic pathology in EHEC-induced HC may differ from that
caused by REPEC and C. rodentium due to the Stx-producing ability of EHEC
0157:H7. While the timespan of 7 days for full C. rodentium colonic adhesion may
have correspondingly translated to a time period exceeding 12h required for optimal
colonic A/E lesion formation by EHEC 0157:H7, there is also the possibility that the
tissue injury associated with HC may have arisen from Stx production rather than as a
result of bacterial-induced A/E lesions. Clinical documentation of EHEC diarrhoeal
symptoms places the incubation period at 3-4 days after which an episode of nonbloody
diarrhoea ensues, lasting 1-2 days prior to a 4-10-day stage of bloody diarrhoea (Nataro
and Kaper, 1998). In EHEC diarrhoeal patients, the common initial complain is of pain
experienced in the lower right quadrant of the abdomen where the appendix and distal
ileum reside (Griffin, P., C.D.C., Atlanta, U.S.A., personal communication; Rosen et.
al., 2005), which may have arisen from colonisation and A/E lesion formation by
EHEC 0157:H7 in the terminal ileum. The most severe inflammation was frequently
observed in the proximal (ascending) colon in HC patients with a gradual decrease in
the degree of tissue injury noted going distally towards the rectal region (Kelly et. al.,
1990; Shigeno et. al., 2002), which may correlate with the spread of Stx produced by
ileal-sequestered EHEC through the ileo-caecal valve and into the large intestine along
the direction of peristalsis. Additionally, the ischaemic aspects of EHEC 0157:H7induced HC (Griffin et. al., 1990) may be interpreted as tissue necrosis from hypoxia
sustained from the destruction of the mesenteric blood capillary bed due to Stxmediated cytotoxicity on endothelial cells via Gb3 receptor-binding and protein
synthesis inhibition. This would therefore attribute the colonic pathology of STECassociated HC more to the effects of Stx production rather than to adhesion and A/E
lesion formation by EHEC 0157:H7 on colonic mucosa. The finding of faecal amounts
of Stx commonly exceeding the calculated dose required for full-blown HC disease also
provides further evidence of Stx production by STEC in the large bowel in amounts
sufficient for causing HC (Acheson et. al., 1996).
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4.3.4.3 The “eii masse” and “stealth” strategies

Two phenotypes of in vivo colonisation, named the “en masse” and the “stealth”
phenotypes, therefore appear to be associated with A/E bacterial pathogens. The en
masse route provides for direct adhesion to the choice of intestinal region without
involving an intermediate adhesion stage, and is utilised by the small-intestine-adhering
EPEC E69 and the colon-adhering EAEC 042. For the stealth route, the prerequisite of
FAE adhesion is masked by the pathology sustained mainly in the colon, especially if
the disease is examined only in the later stages of infection, and the pathogens REPEC,
RDEC-1 and C. rodentium appear to fall under this category. The possible advantages
of FAE-restricted adhesion at least early in infection for survival have been discussed
earlier in chapter 3. The colonic pathology so characteristic of EHEC-associated HC
does tend to discount the distal small-bowel-restricted EHEC 0157:H7 as an en masse
pathogen, but the lack of colonic adhesion demonstrated thus far also does little to
qualify it for the stealth category. Instead, EHEC 0157:H7 may utilise a third
mechanism that shares features of the former two categories, in which a regionallyrestricted colonisation phenotype is coupled with subsequent release of toxin that
results in intestinal tissue damage. It is tempting to extrapolate from this speculation
that the ability to produce Stx capable of causing host tissue damage from a distance
may actually obviate the requirement for colonic colonisation by EHEC 0157:H7. The
benefits from eliciting intestinal haemorrhage in the clinical form of bloody diarrhoea
may involve releasing red blood cells into the luminal space, which upon their lysis
would provide an abundant source of iron in the form of haem or haemoglobin for a
typically iron-starved enteric pathogen. It remains nevertheless possible that EHEC
0157:H7 may still attain some colonic colonisation on a less frequent basis, as seen
from the 2/5 and 2/6 occasions of colonic adhesion by EHEC 0157:H7 strains TUV 930 and 12900 in the IVOC-IVOC relay assay. This would effectively place EHEC
0157:H7 under the stealth category albeit with a modified secondary adhesion
phenotype as no A/E lesions were observed on the relay colonic explants, which thus
raises the question as to whether true colonic adhesion is necessarily equated with A/E
lesion formation by the adhering bacteria. The EAEC strain 042 that is used as the
positive control strain for colonic IVOC, despite not displaying an A/E phenotype,
nevertheless adheres to colonic epithelium and also produces the Pic and Pet serine
protease cytotoxins that may elicit epithelial damage (Nataro et. al., 1996; Stein et. a l,
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1996; Henderson et. al., 1999b). Although A/E lesion formation by 12900 on rectal
follicular explants in figure 3.3 certainly proves the capability of EHEC 0157:H7 in
forming A/E lesions on colonic mucosa, a bolder interpretation of the observations for
the relay colonic explants is that adhesion to colonic explants as a secondary
colonisation site may not require the intimin-Tir-mediated intimate adhesion
mechanism. A parallel to this speculation has been observed in preliminary
investigations in which host-passaging of C. rodentium was shown to enhance its
adhesion and A/E lesion formation on HEp-2 cells, in sharp contrast to the poor
adherence of the LB-grown version of C. rodentium (Frankel, G., personal
communication). This non-A/E, secondary mode of adhesion may be mediated by novel
fimbriae expressed as a result of FAE adhesion which should prove to be a more
metabolically economical strategy than establishing bacterial colonisation via type III
translocation and A/E lesion formation.

As far as typical EPEC is concerned, the en masse pathway may be exemplified by the
prototypical EPEC 0127:H6 strain E69 but is unlikely to constitute a defining
characteristic of all typical EPEC due to the FAE-restricted tissue tropism of typical
EPEC 055:H6. This is further complicated by the presence of both E69-like and
EHEC-like tissue tropisms within the atypical EPEC 055:H7 as well as among the six
strains of atypical EPEC of other serotypes examined in chapter 3. As colonisation of
the large bowel has been reported in in vivo cases of EPEC 0119 human infection
(Rothbaum et. al., 1982), it is likely that small bowel-adhered E69 and FAE-restricted
EPEC 055 :H6 will probably spread to the colonic regions in a prolonged incubation
period of up to 14 days in the human gastrointestinal tract. This implies that both the en
masse and stealth pathways may be utilised by E69 although it may be impossible to
determine whether bacteria involved in secondary adhesion on colonic mucosa had
exclusively originated from the primary FAE attachment site. The ability of the FAErestricted EPEC 055 :H6 to subsequently spread to the colonic areas would however
represent a stealth category phenotype, which once again illustrates the potential
heterogeneity in the in vivo colonisation phenotypes of typical EPEC whether by the
“tissue tropism” definition or by the descriptions of “en masse” and “stealth”.
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4.3.5 Modulation of EHEC tropism and expression by long polar fimbriae (Lpf)

The importance of long polar fimbriae (Lpf) in the colonisation and invasion of murine
Peyer’s patches (PP) by S. typhimurium, prompted an interest in the possibility of Lpf
undertaking a similar role as an adhesin in EHEC 0157:H7 (Baumler et. al., 1996). In
addition, the wide distribution of the lpf locus in related A/E bacteria including non0157 EHEC, LEE-negative EHEC, REPEC and the closely related EPEC 055:H7
(Newton et. al., 2004) is certainly suggestive of a role in pathogenesis, as mentioned in
section 1.3.9.4. The two lpf loci have also been found in the genomes of EHEC
0157:H7 EDL933 and Sakai, each bearing a slightly different genetic organisation to
that of the lpf operon of S. typhimurium (Figure 4.1). Introduction of each operon into
the non-fimbriated derivative strain of the non-pathogenic E. coli K-12 resulted in the
production of fimbriae that appeared peritrichously distributed for Lpfl as opposed to
the polar localisation of Lpf on S. typhimurium (Torres et. al., 2002a), while that for
Lpf2 was different to EHEC Lpfl and S. typhimurium (Torres et. al., 2004). As for
most bacterial fimbriae, the presence of Lpfl and Lpf2 expression on the surfaces of
EHEC 0157:H7 could not be demonstrated due to difficulties in raising antibodies that
specifically recognise surface-assembled fimbriae when expressed by the native host.
Thus it remains unknown whether EHEC 0157:H7 produces Lpf during HEp-2 cell
adhesion and intestinal colonisation.

However, the most interesting observation was the expansion of tissue tropism of the
FAE-restricted EHEC 0157:H7 strain 85/170 to include ileal villi and duodenal small
intestine, as a result of inactivation of both lpf operons, either singly or doubly. Further
examination via negative staining of the two single AlpfA mutants, AGT401 and
AGT403, and the double mutant AGT404 of 85/170 for fimbrial assembly revealed an
abolition of common fimbrial expression, and this was certainly strongly suggestive of
a role of Lpf in gene regulation (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). The lpf operons are thus
the first genetic loci outside the LEE PAI to be directly involved in tissue tropism of
EHEC 0157:H7 and appear to suppress EHEC colonisation of small intestinal villous
epithelium, given the strictly FAE-restricted phenotype of 85/170. It was therefore
deduced that novel fimbriae or outer membrane protein adhesins that may mediate
villous epithelial adhesion are repressed by gene products of the lpf loci in wildtype
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85/170. Evidence of regulatory cross-talk between fimbrial operons have been reported
for UPEC in which the PapB regulator of the pap operon that encodes P fimbriae was
shown to transcriptionally repress type I fimbriae expression after the early stages of
(Xia et. al., 2000). Exclusive expression of either type I fimbriae or P fimbriae was also
shown for pathogenic E. coli that causes septicaemia in poultry, and this regulation is
essential for the efficient type I fimbriae-mediated bacterial colonisation of the upper
respiratory tract whereas P fimbriae-mediated adhesion was more crucial for later
stages of the infection (Pourbakhsh et. al., 1997). The physiological advantage of
EHEC 0157:H7 colonisation of both proximal and distal small intestine facilitated by
inactivation of lpf.\ or whether Lpf-suppression of a villous epithelium-adhesion
phenotype is essential for bacterial survival in vivo is however unknown. Although lpf
inactivation resulted in a lack of common fimbriae expression, it nevertheless remains
possible that other as yet uncharacterised novel fimbriae may be expressed in IVOC.
The absence of colonic adhesion by all three Alpf mutants also suggests that novel
fimbriae or adhesins that may mediate EHEC interactions with colonic epithelium do
not come under the negative regulatory control by the /p/loci gene products.
The complete genome sequence of EHEC 0157:H7 strain EDL933 revealed ten loci
bearing sequence homology to potential fimbrial adhesin gene clusters and five of these
loci encode EHEC-associated fimbrial genes not found in E. coli K-12 (Pema et. al.,
2001). With a special interest in the identification of novel fimbriae which may be
involved in tissue targeting but suppressed by the lpf loci in wildtype EHEC 0157:H7,
the expression profiles of DMEM-activated wildtype 85/170 and the ddpfAl mutant
AGT 401 were determined and compared. Changes in the expression levels of known
or putative fimbriae between the wildtype and mutant were revealed via whole genome
DNA microarray analysis, including a downregulation of the yag gene cluster in
AGT401. Further evaluation is required for the ORFs fimG, ecpD, ecsl280 and ecs4431
whose functions are unknown but which displayed alterations in their levels of
expression between the wildtype and klpfAl mutant strains. Reduced expression levels
have also been noted for several prophage-encoded proteins which may utilise the
TTSS for translocation and thus may be of relevance to virulence and tropism-related
events. In fact, the known examples of TTSS-translocated non-LEE proteins such as
TccP, EspJ and Cif are all encoded by prophage-associated gene sequences (Garmendia
et. al., 2004; Dahan et. al., 2005; De Rycke et. al., 1997). Hence although several genes
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were highlighted for further investigation, the comparison between the transcriptome
profiles of EHEC wild type and klpfAl mutant strains has not provided clear evidence
of alterations in gene expression of known fimbrial genes which could be linked to the
change in tropism observed for the AIpfAl deletion strain AGT401.

4.3.5.1 Lpf in EPEC adhesion

EPEC E69 was also shown to contain a chromosomal lpf operon which was first
identified through sequence comparison with lpf2 of EHEC 0157:H7. Similarities of
E69 IpfABCD were however higher to the S. typhimurium lpf as well as the EHEC
0157:H7 lpfl operons (Torres et. a l, 2004). Identities between IpfA^w and IpfAl of
EHEC 0157:H7 stood at 89% as demonstrated by the specific amplification of Ip fA ^
with primers to IpfAl and the lack of a product amplified by primers to lpfA2 suggests
that E69 may not harbour a second lpf operon that bears similarity to lpf2. Studies have
revealed that although the Ipfew operon was capable of encoding fimbriae in the non
fimbriated E. coli K-12 strain ORN172, LpfE69 is however unlikely to be natively
expressed by wildtype E69 under normal in vitro culture conditions (Tatsuno I.,
unpublished results). No tangible role could also be ascribed to LpfE69 as it was not
required for both A/E lesion formation and intestinal explant colonisation in IVOC.
FAE adhesion by E69 with inactivation of the lpft 69 operon indicates a lack of
association between Lpf£69 and FAE colonisation. In addition, infection studies in
animals have not noted alterations in tissue tropism associated with Lpf of EHEC
0157:H7 and REPEC, but rather that Lpf appears to be necessary for general bacterial
colonisation of intestinal mucosal (Newton et. al., 2004; Jordan et. al., 2004). It is thus
likely that the switch in tissue tropism mediated by EHEC 0157:H7 Lpf in IVOC may
be a unique phenomenon specific only to 0157:H7 EHEC, which may not apply to the
role of Lpf in E69.

4.3.6 Interchangeability of EspA from EPEC and EHEC in EPEC adhesion
According to the model of EPEC and EHEC infection, TTSS-delivery of Tir and of
other effector proteins occurs through the hollow conduits of the EspA filamentous
translocon prior to intimin-Tir-mediated intimate bacterial attachment. Additionally, the
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four-stage model proposed for the early events leading to EPEC A/E lesion formation
involves initial attachment of EPEC to cultured cells via Bfp and EspA filaments
(Knutton et. al., 1998). EspA filaments are in turn connected to the membrane-spanning
basal apparatus of the type III secreton via the 50 nm needle structural protein EscF,
together forming a supramolecular complex that bears structural resemblance to the
TTSS needle complexes characterised in Salmonella and Shigella (Wilson et. a l , 2001;
Sekiya et. al., 2001). In addition to protein translocation, a possible minor role in
adhesion has also been ascribed to EspA filaments as reported in studies showing
impairment in brush border adherence and microvillous effacement by EPEC depleted
of EspA (Cleary et. al., 2004; Shaw et. al., 2005). Although in comparison Bfp may
play a more predominant role in mediating initial attachment of EPEC in vitro, the
absence of the EAF plasmid and the Bfp-encoding operon in EHEC and atypical EPEC
strongly indicates that EspA could potentially serve as a second major adherence factor
after intimin. EspA filament production and cell binding occur in the early stages of
A/E lesion formation before the interaction between intimin and Tir, which is in fact
suggestive of an initial adhesin function. This thus raises interest as to whether EspAmediated initial bacterial attachment could exert any primary influence on the different
intestinal tropisms of EPEC and EHEC. Intimin is the established primary bacterial
adhesin in in vivo colonisation, and sequence heterogeneity in the carboxyl-terminus of
the protein gives rise to different subtypes that were shown to result in the different
patterns of intestinal tropisms displayed by E69 and EHEC 0157:H7 in gnotobiotic
piglets and in human IVOC (Tzipori et. al., 1995; Phillips and Frankel, 2000; Fitzhenry
et. al., 2002a). The intriguing feature of EspA is that in spite of identities of 79-80%
shared among EspA protein sequences of EPEC, EHEC 0157:H7 and the 0157:H7-like
EPEC 055:H7, recognition of EspA filaments assembled by these strains via polyclonal
antibody-staining proved to be mutually exclusive between EPEC and EHEC
0157:H7/EPEC 055:H7 (Neves et. al., 2003b). Differences in the ~ 20% variant
residues were hence believed to be reflected in the resultant polymorphisms among
EspA filaments from clonal groups of EPEC and EHEC, although the structural basis
for this is as yet unknown. Given that heterogeneity also exists within the three
dimensional structure of EspA filaments produced by EPEC and EHEC 0157:H7 as in
the sequence structure of intimin, the effects of exchanging the EPEC espA-coding
sequence for that from EHEC 0157:H7 on modulation of EPEC tissue tropism was thus
examined.
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As shown in the results, structural differences in the EspA filamentous translocon of
EHEC 0157:H7 did not appear to affect its functionality when expressed and
assembled by an E69 background. Complementation of the h&spA mutant of E69,
UMD872, with EspAehec restored actin recruitment to adherent bacteria in the HEp-2
cell assay, which was an indication of successful delivery of Tir and other TTSStranslocated

effectors

through

the

E69-assembled

EspAehec

translocon.

Immunofluorescence labelling with antisera of EspAehec have previously revealed
considerably shorter

E s p A ehec

filaments associated on the surfaces of UMD872-

yespAtuEc compared to that of wildtype E69 and UMD872-p^/?^EPEC, which certainly
do not appear to affect their functional interchangeability with EspAEpEc (Shaw, R.,
personal communication). This was also additionally confirmed by SEM analysis of the
morphological quality of the respective surface interactions, as shown by adherence of
both wildtype E69 and UMD872-pes/?v4EHEc as invaginations at the bacterial-cellular
interface, thus indicative of restoration of the A/E lesion formation capacity to wildtype
levels. In fact the bacterial association of the cell membrane did not seem to be in the
form of psuedopods but rather as slight depressions resulting in the invaginated
appearance of the intimately-adhering bacteria. This in vitro phenotype of the A/E
lesion has been reported in in vivo REPEC infection studies in rabbits and in crosssectional TEM analysis of EPEC 055-infected intestinal tissue (Heczko et. a l, 2000;
Fitzhenry et. a l , 2002b). Wildtype level restoration is also shown for the UMD872pespAmEC complemented strain although the extremely compact microcolonies
hampered SEM examination of the bacterial-cellular interface to some extent. As EspA
is not known to contribute to the localised adherence phenotype as Bfp does, the less
compact colonies formed by UMD872-pe5/?^EHEc may have been due to spatial
interference between the surface expressed EspA filaments and Bfp such that individual
bacteria may not be held sufficiently close together. However the lack of adhesion of
the complemented strain U M D 8 7 2 - p &s/?,4 epec to duodenal explants in IVOC effectively
impeded any further attempts to address the main question of EspA-mediated
modulation of human intestinal tropism. The cloning of the espA-coding sequence in
the pBAD expression vector had been performed for the purpose of preventing protein
overexpression, such that expression of EspA was placed under tight regulatory control
and induced only upon arabinose induction of the pBAD promoter. It nevertheless
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appears that this level of expression control may still prove suboptimal for
complementation of the AespA deletion of UMD872 in the context of IVOC.

The failure of the IVOC system to enable the study of plasmid-complemented UMD872
adhesion on human intestinal explants prompted utilisation of the polarised Caco-2 cell
model to gain further understanding of the aforementioned issue. Fully differentiated
Caco-2 cells possess the features of intestinal tissue enterocytes in development of an
actin-rich microvillous brush border, the apical-basolateral polarity and demarcation of
the apical-basolateral zone by tight junctions, resulting in a monolayer of cells highly
impermeable to macromolecular particle transport. Polarised Caco-2 cells thus provide
a closer parallel to intestinal epithelium encountered by A/E pathogens in vivo
compared to the non-differentiated HEp-2 cells originally derived from laryngeal
epithelium. The observation of a similar depression-like adhesion with more
pronounced bacterial invagination by wildtype E69 on areas of microvillous effacement
suggests that this phenomenon may not be restricted to only HEp-2 cells in this study.
The inability of UMD872 in localised microvillous effacement in order to form a closer
association with the apical cell membrane bears testament to the crucial role of the
EspA translocon in TTSS-mediated translocation, which in turn also poses the inherent
difficulty of dissecting any adhesive function from its fundamentally important function
in translocation. Although plasmid-encoded EspAepec expression reinstituted the
effacement of microvilli, the lack of intimate association of UMD872-pe5/?^EPEC with
the apical cell surface may have been a reflection of the possibility of EspAepec
overexpression. As binding of surface-expressed intimin to cell membrane-inserted Tir
forms the prerequisite for induction of A/E lesion formation, an explanation could be
that assembly of an excessive number of EspA filaments may have led to an over
translocation of Tir and other effectors. Thus although the effects on microvillous
effacement could not be quantitatively measured, an imbalance in the stoichiometric
ratio of intimin expressed along the adhering edge to an excessive amount of
membrane-inserted Tir may have in turn served to interfere with the intricatelyregulated dynamics of cellular actin rearrangement. This also implies that
complementation of the AespA deletion via chromosomal allelic exchange at the espA
lcous may have to be considered for future investigations so that expression of the
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espA^\mc ORF would be subjected to wildtype levels of regulation in order to ensure
optimal production of EspAehec for translocon assembly.

However, the main interest now lies in the inability of the EspAehec filamentous
translocon to complement the AespA deletion in UMD872, which was in sharp contrast
to the observations on HEp-2 cells. The similarities of the lack of microvillous
effacement without further evidence of accompanying surface changes in the adhesion
phenotypes between UMD872-P£s/l4epec and UMD872, may indicate a fundamental
inability of the shorter EspAehec filaments in engaging the cell surface at all. This does
hold the implication for EspA as a major initial adhesin of EPEC and that EspAmediated bacterial attachment onto villous epithelial surfaces in the extremely early
stages of EPEC infection is absolutely necessary for the second phase of intimate
adherence involving intimin and Tir. The general inability of EHEC 0157:H7 to adhere
to polarised epithelial cell cultures of intestinal origin has been previously described
(Viswanathan et. al., 2004) and is being reported in chapter 5 as well. The majority of
EHEC 0157:H7 are impaired in production of type I fimbriae, one of the most common
fimbriae expressed by E. coli. EHEC 0157:H7 also lacks the EAF plasmid for Bfp
expression, and is not known to express any other adhesin after intimin that are largely
involved in the early phases of cellular attachment. While the interchangeability
between

E spA

epec

and

E spA

ehec

in initial cell adhesion was demonstrated on HEp-2

cells, the different results obtained from the polarised Caco-2 cell model nonetheless
strongly suggest the importance of EspA filament length for successful initial
attachment to a microvillous brush border surface. It is however not possible to
speculate whether the non-interchangeability on polarised Caco-2 cells had also been a
result of the structural polymorphisms demonstrated via the lack of cross reactivity in
antibody staining (Neves et. al., 2003b). The even distribution of the 20% of amino
acids variant between EspAepec and EspAehec throughout the protein suggests that
identification of specific epitopes responsible for the differences in cross reactivity may
not prove feasible (Neves et. al., 1998). Future investigations would also involve
examining whether exchanging native EspAehec for EspAepec in an EHEC 0157:H7
background would promote EHEC adherence in the polarised Caco-2 cell model. These
observations also illustrate the closer physiological relevance of using differentiated
intestinal epithelial cell cultures such as Caco-2 cells and T84 cells than the commonly
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employed HEp-2 cells and HeLa cells, particularly for a more insightful study of enteric
bacterial interactions with the gut mucosal surface.

4.3.7 Interchangeability of EspD from EPEC and EHEC in EPEC adhesion

A further question also arose as to whether the function of EspA filaments in host cell
binding could have been attributed to EspD which has been suggested to form the
capping protein of EspA filaments (Daniell et. al., 2001a). Both EspD and EspB are
involved in the formation of the translocation pore in the host cell membrane through
which TTSS-translocated bacterial effectors gain entry into the host cell cytosol (Ide et.
al., 2001). For EPEC the direct localisation of EspD into the host cell membrane due to
its extreme hydrophobicity are all suggestive of EspD as the actual bacterial factor that
may make the first interaction with a target host cell surface. This thus raises interest as
to whether EspD-mediated docking of the EspA TTSS translocon is actually
responsible for the adhesive function of EspA filaments. Additionally, a totally
homologous function is not observed for EspD produced by EHEC 0157:H7 in view of
a possible effector function associated with its host cell cytosol and membrane
localisation similar to that of EspB (Kresse et. al., 1999). Nevertheless, EspD of both
E69 and EHEC 0157:H7 were shown to be functionally interchangeable in the in vitro
cell culture systems employed in this study. Deletion of the EspD-coding gene in E69,
generating strain UMD870, did not alter the LA phenotype but abolished the capacity
of UMD870 in actin recruitment as shown by its FAS negativity in the HEp-2 cell
adherence assay. While actin accumulation beneath adherent bacteria was restored by
complementating UMD870 with EspDepec or EspDehec, expression of EspDehec in an
EPEC background appears to affect the LA phenotype similarly as

E spA

ehec

did,

shown by the loose colonies of UMD870-pes/?DEHEC formed on the cell surface. Again
this points to a possible interference with Bfp-mediated interbacterial connections,
although it is uncertain how a non-structural protein as

E spD

ehec

may sterically affect

Bfp assembly. Nonetheless, the intimate association of both complemented derivatives
of UMD870 with the HEp-2 cell membrane resembling the wildtype phenotypic
appearance of E69 is shown by SEM analysis, indicating a homologous function
between

E spD

epec

or

E spD

ehec

in mediating A/E lesion formation by E69 on HEp-2

cells.
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In the polarised Caco-2 cell model, abolitions of microvillous effacement and intimate
adherence due to inactivation of espD in UMD870 were likely to have been due to the
absence of translocation pore formation in the host cell membrane to allow subsequent
TTSS-delivery of Tir and other effectors. In sharp contrast to the inability of plasmidencoded EspAepec to restore the wildtype phenotypic adhesion to UMD872, expression
of EspDepec from the same pBAD plasmid resulted in both effacement of microvilli
and generation of the invaginative adhesion phenotype that are indistinguishable from
that by wildtype E69. A similar phenotype was also observed for U M D 8 7 0 - p &s/?Z>ehec ,
showing for the first time in this entire thesis, that plasmid-complementation of deletion
mutants of E69 can restore the invaginative and tight adhesion phenotype as observed
via SEM analysis (also refer to chapter 5). Not only do these observations illustrate the
interchangeability between the

E spD

epec

or

E spD

ehec

proteins but also suggest that

expression levels of EspD are not crucial for the optimal induction of intimate adhesion
of wildtype E69 on polarised Caco-2 cells. This is based on the assumption that the the
EspD proteins are similarly overexpressed under the insufficient regulatory control of
the pBAD vector, in the same fashion as for EspA expression. The functional
interchangeability between

E spD

epec

and

E spD

ehec

also indicates that the impaired

adhesion and microvillous effacement phenotype of UMD872-pc5/>^EHEC is solely
attributed to its assembly of an E s p A ehec translocon which, unlike the native

E spA

epec

translocon, may be unable to adhere to the apical membrane of polarised Caco-2 cells.
However, it is likely that the shorter EspAehec filaments formed by UMD872P6s/?,4ehec may have been due to incompatible interactions between the ectopicallyexpressed

E spA

ehec

and the native

E spD

epec -

Therefore, the adhesion of UMD872-

QcspAehec to the microvillous brush border of polarised Caco-2 cells may have been
compromised by its production of
U M D 8 7 2 - p &s/?;4 epec -

E spA

ehec

filaments that are shorter than those of

Ironically, no physical binding between EspD and EspA filaments

in EPEC has been demonstrated to date. The ascribed role of EspD as an EspA filament
capping protein had been drawn from the parallel in the assembly of flagella in
Salmonella that involved a capping protein for the flagellar filaments (Ikeda et. a l ,
1985), as well as from the findings that EspD is intimately involved in the stability and
elongation of EspA filaments (Daniell et. a l , 2001a). Although both EspDepec and
EspDehec were shown to mediate A/E lesion formation by E69 on both HEp-2 cells and
polarised Caco-2 cells as additionally confirmed via SEM, the inability of the
heterologously assembled EHEC 0157.H7 EspA translocon in engaging a microvillous
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apical brush border is likely to be attributed to the shorter EspAehec/EspDepec hybrid
filament formed by UMD812-pespA

e h e c

•

4.4 Conclusions

This chapter has demonstrated that various modifications to the experimental
parameters of the IVOC system did not promote the adherence of EHEC 0157:H7 to
colonic epithelium. These included removing D-mannose so that adhesion via type 1
fimbriae was not inhibited, and removing serum to promote activation of virulence
factors. While pre-incubation of EHEC in bicarbonate-supplemented medium was
shown to increase adhesion to HEp-2 cells, this did not afford the same stimulatory
effect on colonic colonisation. The deletion of Lpf in EHEC 0157:H7 had previously
shown an expansion of tissue tropism but no clear evidence of an upregulation of
fimbrial expression was revealed by DNA microarray analysis of transcriptional
activity. The role of Lpf in E69 remains unknown. EspA filaments may serve as an
initial adhesin of EHEC 0157:H7 but are formed as shorter filaments when expressed
in the E69 background and are unable to interact with the microvillous brush border
surface of the differentiated Caco-2 cell model.

In contrast, prior A/E adhesion to FAE was shown to promote EHEC 0157:H7
adhesion to colonic epithelium in a non-intimate manner. This suggests that FAE
adhesion may either activate the expression of novel fimbriae or other colonisation
factor(s), or that the bacterium has modified the host in such a way as to allow colonic
colonisation, e.g. by down regulation of host defences. Non-intimate adhesion to the
colon represents a novel phenotype of adhesion for 0157:H7 which, if LEEindependent, would represent an energy efficient means of colonisation.

The extended experimental system required to investigate post FAE-adhesion events
pushes the IVOC system to it temporal limits. One of its strengths is in the evaluation
of initial colonisation. The results from this chapter hold the implication for EHEC that
if the initial interaction with FAE can be interrupted then the infective process might be
halted. Thus it is important to investigate early bacteria-host events, and, in particular,
the attaching-effacing lesion mediated by intimin-tir interaction. This is the subject of
the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Role of tyrosine phosphorylation of the translocated intimin receptor

Tir in intestinal colonisation in IVOC

5.1 Introduction

The hallmark of EPEC and EHEC interactions with intestinal epithelial cells is the
formation of the attaching and effacing (A/E) lesion, which is morphologically
characterised by elongation and destruction of the epithelial cell brush border microvilli
with intimate adherence of the bacteria onto the host cell surface. The A/E lesion is
primarily composed of a dense accumulation of cytoskeletal actin filaments directly
beneath sites of bacterial attachment, shown by both transmission electron microscopy
and fluorescence microscopy. This observed rearrangement of the host cell
cytoskeleton is also accompanied by the recruitment of various cellular proteins - aactinin, talin, erzin, myosin, VASP, WASP, Arp2/3 complex and cytokeratin (Goosney
et. al., 2001; Lommel et. al., 2001; Batchelor et. al., 2004). (Kenny et. al., 1997b).
Following entry into the host cell cytosol, the TTSS-translocated Tir associates with
the host cell membrane and interaction with intimin through its central domain is
crucial to the generation of the A/E lesion (Hartland et. al., 1999; Kenny, 1999). Both
the amino and carboxyl termini remain intracellular. The C-terminus interacts with
cellular components involved in signal transduction and actin assembly, and the Nterminus binds to focal adhesion proteins such as a-actinin, talin and vinculin for
anchorage of the bacterium to the cytoskeleton (Goosney et. al., 2000; Huang et. al.,
2002; Cantarelli et. al., 2001).

Events downstream of EPEC Tir-intimin interaction have generally been better studied
than those in EHEC. Translocated EPEC Tir undergoes a series of host-mediated
phosphorylation prior to its insertion into the host membrane (Kenny, 1999). Binding
of Tir to intimin expressed on the bacterial surface results in clustering of Tir, which
leads to phosphorylation of tyrosine residue 474 at the Tir C-terminus (Campellone et.
al., 2004b). Host cell kinases responsible for phosphorylation of Tir include the Src
family tyrosine kinase c-Fyn and the Abl tyrosine kinase family (Phillips et. al., 2004;
Swimm et. al., 2004). The importance of EPEC Tir phosphorylation on tyrosine 474
lies in the recruitment of Nek which is responsible for triggering a cascade of
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downstream signalling pathways described in section 1.3.8.2.2, leading to actin
pedestal formation (Gruenheid et. al., 2001; Lommel et. al., 2001; Campellone et. al.,
2002). Exchanging this tyrosine for a serine or phenylalanine residue abolishes A/E
lesion formation by EPEC (Kenny, 1999; DeVinney et. al., 2001). The capacity of the
phosphorylation of a second tyrosine residue, tyrosine 454, in mediating actin pedestal
formation has also been reported. This alternative pathway in actin recruitment
however does not involve the recruitment of Nek, which thus suggests the existence of
multiple mechanisms through which EPEC subverts the cellular actin assembly
apparatus for its own use (Campellone and Leong, 2005).

Actin pedestal formation in EHEC-host cell interactions also converges on N-WASP
and Arp2/3 activation albeit in the absence of Tir tyrosine phosphorylation, as EHEC
Tir contains a serine residue as the equivalent of tyrosine 474 of EPEC Tir (Lommel et.
al., 2004). The Tir phosphorylation-independent and Nck-independent mechanism of
actin nucleation by EHEC relies on the non-LEE EHEC-derived linker protein
TccP/EspFu that activates N-WASP by directly binding via its proline-rich C-terminus
to the GTPase-binding domain (GBD) of N-WASP (Garmendia et. al., 2004;
Campellone et. al., 2004a). TccP/EspFu however does not appear to bind directly to
EHEC Tir, thus additional factors of host origin may serve as the bridging intermediate
between TccP/EspFu and EHEC Tir.

The laboratory HEp-2 cell line has been used as a convenient model of study for
elucidation of the molecular mechanisms of A/E lesion formation by EPEC and EHEC.
Bacterial-infected

HEp-2

cell

monolayers

enable

applications

such

as

immunofluorescence antibody staining that facilitate identification of the various host
cell components recruited to the actin pedestal. In addition, analysis by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) provides a three-dimensional view of bacterial-host cell
surface interactions. Similar experimental studies performed in vivo have however been
less extensive comparatively. The role of intimin as an essential adherence factor has
been demonstrated in several animal models. Investigations using the EHEC 0157:H7
strain 86-24 have shown intimin to be required for colonisation of the gnotobiotic
piglet intestine and A/E lesion formation on HEp-2 cells (McKee et. al., 1995).
Variations in the rabbit model were reported in which eae-deletion mutants of REPEC
were still able to colonise rabbit distal small intestine but without causing A/E lesions
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or clinical symptoms (Marches et. al., 2000). On human IVOC, Aeae mutants of the
prototypical EPEC strain E69 (CVD206) failed to adhere to the proximal small
intestine (Hicks et. al., 1998) although non-intimate adherence with microvillous
elongation has been observed with shorter experimental incubation times in a separate
study (Cleary et. al., 2004). Nevertheless, CVD206 remains capable of forming large
bacterial colonies on HEp-2 cells within the standard infection assay time period for
EPEC of 3h albeit its inability in actin recruitment (Donnenberg and Kaper, 1991).
These observations point to intimin as a critical adherence and virulence factor in vivo
but not in the HEp-2 cell model.

The requirement for Tir in pathogenesis has been shown in the mouse model in which
Atir mutants of Citrobacter rodentium were unable to colonise the colon. For certain
mouse strains in which a severely attenuated degree of colonisation was achieved by
the Atir mutant, no disease symptoms in the infected mice were reported (Deng et. al.,
2003). In the same REPEC study by Marches et. al., the Atir mutant displayed the same
in vivo phenotype as t^eae in its inability to cause damage to the epithelial brush border
in spite of intestinal adherence (Marches et. al., 2000). In the only ex vivo study using
human intestinal tissue, CVD206 not only adhered to the brush border but also caused
effacement of microvilli. Many bacteria however appeared to have detached from the
tissue surface in contrast to the extensive colonisation shown by wild type E69, hence
this phenotype was termed “effacing bacterial footprint” (Shaw et. al., 2005). This
observation does not seem to agree with data from animal models in that Tir may be
required for stable binding of the EPEC bacterium onto the intestinal surface, but is not
essential for generating A/E lesions on human small intestine. The clinical relevance of
the role of Tir is hence unclear.
The first study on Tir phosphorylation in vivo was reported by Deng et. al. 2003. The
finding of an absence of tyrosine phosphorylation of Tir translocated into mouse
colonic epithelium was unexpected, as translocated Tir in C. rodentium-mfected tissue
culture cells was shown to undergo phosphorylation on the conserved tyrosine residue
Y471 leading to actin pedestal formation. It was thus of no surprise that a C. rodentium
mutant deficient in Tir phosphorylation of Y471 which could not effect actin
recruitment on cultured cell lines, still formed A/E lesions on mouse colon and induced
colonic hyperplasia as did the wild type strain (Deng et. al., 2003). The question thus
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arose as to whether tyrosine phosphorylation of EPEC Tir is also an in vivo occurrence
and if it is a prerequisite for A/E lesion formation. Prompted by this disparity between
in vitro and in vivo findings in the murine model, as well as the different results from
different animal models pertaining to the role of Tir in intestinal colonisation, this
chapter sought to investigate the role of Tir in EPEC and EHEC adherence in human
IVOC in our laboratory system, and to determine the involvement of Tir tyrosine
phosphorylation in actin recruitment during EPEC infection of human intestinal
mucosa ex vivo. The Tir phosphorylation phenotype was also assessed for the
collection of EPEC 055 :H7 and atypical EPEC strains characterised in chapter 3 that
displayed variable tissue tropism in IVOC that bore resemblance to that of E69 or
EHEC 0157:H7. In addition, the role of Tccp/EspFu was also further investigated in
EHEC A/E lesion formation in IVOC considering its importance as an Nck-equivalent
factor in the recruitment of N-WASP in vitro.
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5.2 Results

5.2.1 IVOC of M r mutants of EPEC E69 and EHEC 0157:H7 12900

To investigate the role of Tir in EPEC and EHEC adhesion to human intestinal IVOC,
strains EPEC E2348/69M r (E69Atir) and EHEC 0157:H7 12900Atfr kindly provided
by Professor B Kenny, University of Bristol, U.K, were incubated with duodenal (D4)
and terminal ileal Peyer’s patch (PP) explants in IVOC. The absence of Tir
translocation by these two strains was shown on the HEp-2 cell infection assay in
figures 5.13 and 5.20. The strains 12900 and 12900Aft'r were tested only on PP
explants due to adherence of EHEC to duodenal explants being an infrequent event as
shown in chapter 3. The inoculum volumes of both wildtype and Atir mutant were kept
the same at 25 pi of an overnight BHI broth standing culture. The IVOC assay
proceeded for 8h, after which explants were washed to remove non-adherent bacteria
and processed and evaluated by SEM.

Table 5.1 Adhesion of Atir mutants of E69 and 12900 to intestinal explants in IVOC
Small intestinal region

Strains
D4

PP

E69

5/5

4/4

12900

ND

5/5

E69Atir

0/5

0/3*

12900Atir

ND

0/4*

44,113, 152,178,191

44, 113,138, 152,178,191

- PP: Peyer’s patch

- ND: not done

Patients’ age (months)
- D4: duodenum

* Patches of microvillous elongation without adherent bacteria were seen on all test
samples.
As shown in Table 5.1, the different patterns of intestinal adhesion exhibited by
wildtype E69 and 12900 were abolished in their M r mutants respectively. E69A/fr
failed to show any adhesion to both D4 and PP explants in contrast to the normal
intestinal tissue tropism of wildtype E69. A complete absence of bacterial adherence
was observed on all E69A//r-infected duodenal explants. However, removal of the
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glycocalyx and extensive elongation of microvilli occurred on all PP incubations with
both mutant strains. Under the standard post-infection procedure of 3 washes for
removing mucus and non-adherent bacteria, no bacteria could be observed adhering to
these patches of elongated microvilli (Figure 5.1D-F). This implies that a lack of Tir in
E69 and 12900 does not impair their ability to induce remodelling of the follicleassociated epithelial (FAE) surface leading to lengthening of microvilli despite the
absence of bacterial adherence.

Table 5.2 Adhesion of E69Artr and 12900Aftr to intestinal PP explants in IVOC with
reduced post-infection washing
Strains

Distal small intestinal PP explants
3 washes

1 wash

Uninfected

0/4

0/1

E69A//r

0/3

1/1

12900Atir

0/4

1/1

44, 73, 102,113,178

73

Patients’ age (months)

To examine the possibility that E69A/z> and 1 2 9 0 0 could still adhere to FAE
through weaker interactions between intimin and unknown host receptors, infected PP
explants with each Atir mutant were subjected to only a brief rinse upon termination of
the 8h incubation that may help retain weakly-adhering bacteria. Due to limited
availability of terminal ileal tissue with PP, this assay was carried out only once for
each mutant. On these occasions, bacteria were seen on surfaces where the glycocalyx
layer still remained intact as well as within localised areas of microvillous elongation.
For E69Aft>, a mixed appearance in both loose and tight association of adhering
bacteria with elongated microvilli was shown. In some instances individual bacteria
appeared to be embedded halfway into the microvilli and hence represent a tighter
association with microvilli (Figures 5.2B-C). An example of a possible bacterial
footprint that may have arisen from detachment of an originally adhering bacterium is
shown in figure 5.2D, although this was not a frequent encounter and that structures
resembling tips of microvilli seen at the bottom of the depression indicate a lack of
effacement. On the other hand, uninfected control PP explants subjected to the same
shortened time of washing do not exhibit such changes in the surface morphology and
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Figure 5.1 Adhesion of E69A/z> and 12900Aft> to PP explants of distal small intestine
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Figure 5.1 Adhesion of E69A/z> and 12900AftV to PP explants of distal small intestine
(continued)
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Figure 5.1 SEM micrographs of an uninoculated control (A, bar = 5 pm) and of PP
explants infected with the wildtype strains E69 (B, bar = 1 pm) and 12900 (C, bar = 5
pm), and with the mutant test strains E69Aftr (D and E, bars = 1 pm, 5 pm) and
12900A/zV (F, bar = 1 pm) under the standard incubation time of 8h. Extensive
microvillous elongation in the absence of bacteria adherence is shown in D-F.

are covered with unremoved mucus due to the insufficient amount of washing (Figure
5.2A). Hence, this confirms that although indigenous microflora may have contributed
to the observed bacteria adherence on intact glycocalyx surfaces, the areas of elongated
microvilli are likely to have arisen as a specific response to the effects of E69Atir.
12900A//r-infected PP explants subjected to the same brief washing procedure
exhibited similar results to E69Aft>-infected PP surfaces as shown in figures 5.2E-F,
and more intimately-associated bacteria were observed amongst a predominantly looseadhering appearance. These observations in turn imply a loose connection of bacteria
with the surface epithelium which were removed under the standard post-infection
procedure of three full washes. These results thus suggest that the absence of Tir affects
the process of A/E lesion formation on FAE by impairing stable anchorage of bacteria
onto the intestinal mucosal surface.

5.2.2 Translocation and phosphorylation of Tir in IVOC

Translocation of Tir into the host cell has been demonstrated in infection assays of
HEp-2 human cell lines and its sequestration into the host cell membrane is confined to
the tip of an actin pedestal below the adhering bacteria (Kenny et. al., 1997b). In vitro,
phosphorylation of tyrosine 474 (Y474) of EPEC Tir has been shown to be necessary
for A/E lesion formation (Kenny, 1999; DeVinney et. al., 2001) but this has been
reported to be dispensable for in vivo C. rodentium colonisation in the mouse model
(Deng et. al., 2003). To ascertain if Tir was translocated into human intestinal
epithelium and phosphorylated, E69 and 12900 were incubated in IVOC using D4 and
TI, and PP explants respectively for the standard 8h incubation after which
immunostaining was performed. Samples were washed, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen
and passed to Dr S Schuller for cryosectioning and antibody staining. Confocal
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Figure 5.2 Adhesion o f E69A/z> and 12900A//r to PP explants with reduced post
infection washing
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Figure 5.2 Adhesion of E69A/zV and 12900Aft> to PP explants with reduced post
infection washing (continued)
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Figure 5.2 Adhesion of E69Atir and 12900A/z> to PP explants with reduced post
infection washing (continued)

Figure 5.2 SEM micrographs o f PP IVOC explants infected with E69A tir and
12900A//V and subjected to brief washing post-infection. An uninfected control shows
the presence o f the mucus layer that has not been removed due to the short washing
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J>V'

the presence of the mucus layer that has not been removed due to the short washing
period (A, bar =10 pm). FAE surfaces infected with E69Atir (B-C, bars = 1 pm, 5 pm)
and 12900Aft> (E-F, bars = 1 pm) display both loosely-adhering bacteria (pink
arrowheads) as well as bacteria that appear closely associated with elongated microvilli
(yellow arrows). The region marked by the yellow square in image B is further
magnified (D, bar = 1 pm) to show a possible bacterial footprint and the presence of
structures resembling tips of microvilli within the depression, thus indicating a lack of
effacement.

microscopical analysis showed that Tir was localised as a distinct band beneath
intimately-adhering bacteria for both E69 and 12900 on D4 explants and FAE of PP
explants respectively (Figure 5.3). Cryosections have not been treated with Triton X100 for permeabilisation prior to antibody staining, hence Tir staining was restricted to
translocated Tir in the epithelial cell membrane but not Tir located within the bacteria.
A distinct staining pattern that mainly co-localised with Tir and detected in blue-green
in the merged confocal picture of figure 5.3A, was shown for phosphotyrosine staining
of E69. For 12900-infected PP cryosections, some positive staining was detected in the
cytoplasm of the epithelial cells but a similar pattern of staining in figure 5.3A that
closely corresponded with Tir staining was not observed (Figure 5.3B). Hence these
results show that tyrosine phosphorylation of translocated Tir occurs during EPEC E69
but not EHEC 0157:H7 12900 A/E lesion formation ex vivo on human intestinal
IVOC, mirroring previous studies performed in vitro on tissue culture cells.

5.2.3 Role of Tir tyrosine phosphorylation in IVOC

The current dogma surrounding the importance of phosphorylation of EPEC Tir Y474
in the formation of actin pedestals was largely derived from studies on human cell lines,
mainly on HEp-2 cells of non-intestinal origin. To address the question if this event
was of equal importance to EPEC colonisation and A/E lesion formation on human
small intestine, the strain E69Aft>-pfr>Y474s (Kenny, 1999) was used for IVOC infection
of intestinal explants from D4 and TI. The single substitution of Y474 to serine (Figure
5.4) was verified by sequencing using the EP-R4
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Figure 5.3 Tir translocation and phosphorylation in IVOC
A

B

Tir

PY

Merged

Figure 5.3 Immunofluorescence staining o f cryosections o f D4 infected with E69 (A),
and PP infected with 12900 (B). Sections were stained for translocated Tir receptor
(green in merged image) and phosphotyrosine (PY, blue in merged image). Propidium
iodide (PI) was used for counterstaining o f bacteria and host cell nuclei (red in merged
image). Separate images o f Tir and PY staining in black and white are shown in
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addition to a merged image o f all three fluorescence channels. Positive staining o f PY
in E69-infected D4 cryosections is shown in image A while a similar appearance is not
detected in 12900-infected PP cryosections in image B. Scale bars represent 5 pm.

primer. E69A tir complemented in trans with Tir expressed exogenously from plasmid
pft’rEPEC was also included in the IVOC incubations as a control for possible plasmidmediated influences on the dynamics o f the infection assay. The vector used in both
strains was the low copy number chloramphenicol-based plasmid pACYC184 in order
to maintain expression o f plasmid-borne Tir at low levels.

Figure 5.4 Single amino acid substitution o f tyrosine 474 to serine in pfrry474s

A)

B)

ptirY474S'
EDL933

Tir
Tir
Tir

......GAAGAGCATATTTATGATGAGGTCGCTGCAGATCCT......
......GAAGAGCATATTTCTGATGAGGTCGCTGCAGATCCT......
......AATTC TAATACGTC TGTTCAGAATATGGGGAATACA......

E69:
ptirY474S:
EDL933

Tir
Tir
Tir

......EEHIYDEVAADP......
......EEHISDEVAADP......

E69:

......NSNTSVQNMGNT......

A) Sequence alignment o f tiry474s expressed by E69A/z>-pZz>Y474s with EPEC
E2348/69 (E69) tir (GenBank accession number AF022236) (Elliott et. al.,
1998) and EHEC 0157:H 7 EDL933 tir (AE005595). Underlined sequences
indicate the codons coding for tyrosine 474 in Tir o f E69 and serine 478 in Tir
o f EDL933 respectively, as well as the codon containing a single base mutation
(adenine-^-cytosine) that codes for a serine residue 474 in TirY474 sB) Alignment o f amino acid sequences in the C-terminal region encompassing
tyrosine 474 o f EPEC Tir and serine 478 o f EHEC Tir. Phosphorylated tyrosine
474 o f E69 Tir appears in bold and serine 474 o f TirY474 s is denoted in bold red.

As shown in Table 5.3, both bacterial colonisation and A/E lesion formation were
restored in p/z>EPEc-complemented E69Atir, although not totally to wildtype levels.
Colonies on D4 explants were small in size and showed limited extent o f microvillous
elongation and effacement (Figure 5.5 A). Figure 5.5B shows adherence to villi and
FAE o f TI/PP explants were more widespread and consisted o f larger bacterial colonies
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forming A/E lesions similar to that by wildtype E69. The reason for the difference in
E69A/j>-pfr>EPEc colonisation phenotype on proximal and distal small intestine is not
clear.

Table 5.3 Adherence of E69 deriative strains expressing wildtype Tir and nonphosphorylable TirY474s in IVOC
Strains

Small intestinal region
D4

TI

PP

E69

3/4

5/5

2/2

E69A//>-p //>epec

3/4

4/4

1/2

E69A?fr-p?zrY474s

3/3

3/3

2/2

37, 83,110, 144,

83,114,144, 176,

37, 52,144,181

170

181,198

Patients’ age
(months)

- D4: fourth part of duodenum

- TI: terminal ileum

- PP: Peyer’s patch

Previous studies have shown that exchanging Y474 of EPEC Tir for serine or
phenylalanine resulted in a lack of actin accretion and pedestal formation by E69 on
human non-intestinal cell lines (Kenny, 1999; DeVinney et. al., 2001). Table 5.3 and
figure 5.6 show that E69AftV-przVY474s adhered to D4, TI and PP explants from human
small intestine causing localised elongation and effacement of brush border microvilli
in a similar fashion to wildtype E69. Of interest was that E69A/fr-p/frY474s appeared to
colonise and induce A/E lesions more efficiently on D4 explants than E69Artr-pft>EPEC,
as seen from the bigger colonies formed by E69AftV-pftrY474s. These results show that
phosphorylation of Y474 is not required by EPEC for forming A/E lesions on the
human small intestine.

5.2.4 Interchangeability of T h * e p e c with T i r EHEC in IVOC adhesion

Actin pedestal formation by EHEC on HEp-2 cells is independent of tyrosine
phosphorylation. TirEHEC contains a serine residue equivalent of Y474 and is
phosphorylated instead on serine and threonine upon its insertion into the host cell
membrane (DeVinney et. al., 1999). Complementing E69Atir with T irEHEc fails to
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Figure 5.5 Adhesion of E69Aft>-p/j>EpEC to IVOC

Figure 5.5 SEM micrographs showing A/E lesion formation by E69ArzV-p/z>EPEC on D4
explant, (A, bar = 1 pm) and on a villus o f TI/PP explant (B, bar = 5 pm).
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Figure 5.6 Adhesion of E69Arz>-prz>Y474s on IVOC
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Figure 5.6 SEM micrographs showing A/E lesions formed by E69A^>-p//rY474s on D4
explants (A, bar = 5 pm), TI explants (B, bar = 10pm), and PP explants (C, bar = 5

nm).

restore actin nucleation and pedestal formation on HEp-2 cells, whereas expressing
TirEPEc or TirEHEc rescues the actin-recruiting phenotype o f EHECAfrr (Kenny, 2001;
DeVinney et. al., 2001). To investigate if TirEHEc complements E69A tir as EPEC
TirY474 s does on human IVOC, E69A tir was transformed with plasmid

p

/ z> E h e c

expressing TirEHEc arid EHEC CesT that aids in the proper folding o f Tir in its native
EHEC background (Kenny, 2001). Figure 5.7 shows the PCR amplification products o f

tir from the 3 different complemented strains including E69Afrr-p^>EPEC, E69A/z>pfrrY474 s and E69A/z>-pZz>EHEC using primers that specifically distinguish between
^

epec

and fr>EHEC (Figure 5.23). Amplification o f plasmid-encoded

/ z> e h e c

sequence by

primers EH-For/EH-Rev yielded a ~ 1.6 kb product while the chromosomal copy o f
^epec in E69A/z>-p/z>EHEC was amplified by primers EP-F1/EP-R4 as a smaller band o f
~ 900 bp. Both plasmid tir and the background copy o f tir in E69Afrr-prz>EPEC and
E69A/z>-p/z>Y474s were amplified by EP-F1/EP-R4 as ~ 1.6 kb and ~ 900 bp products
respectively.

Figure 5.7 Differential PCR-amplification o f tir from frr-derivative strains o f E69

kb
2.0.

M

1.5-

U «1.6 kb

1.0-

U * 900 bp

0.5-4

Figure 5.7 PCR amplification o f tir using primers EP-F1/EP-R4 from wildtype E69
(lane 1), E69Atir (lane 2), E69A/z>-p/z>EPEc (lane 3), E69A/z>-p/z>Y474s (lane 4) and

E69A/zr-p/z>EHEC (lanes 5-6). Primers EH-For/EH-Rev were additionally used for
E69Arz>-p/z>EHEC to amplify the plasmid-borne /zVehec sequence (lane 6). The full
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length tir is amplified as a ~ 1.6 kb fragment from wildtype E69 and the three plasmid
complemented strains of E69Aft>, while the truncated chromosomal copy in the
E69Atir background is shown as a « 900 bp product. The lack of a full length

/ z>

epe c

amplified from E69AftV-pft>EHEc confirms the absence of functional TirEPEc expression
(lane 6). DNA standards are shown on the extreme left lane (M).

Table 5.4 Adhesion of E69Aft>-pfr>EHEC to intestinal PP explants in IVOC
Strains

Small intestinal region
D4

TI

PP

E69

3/4

4/4

3/3

E69Aft'r-pft>EPEC

3/4

4/4

1/2

E69Arir-pft>EHEC

0/5

3/5

3/4

Patients’ age

14, 48, 69, 116,

14, 69, 116, 152,

14, 48, 69, 137,

(months)

137,152,170,

170,

152, 170

- D4: fourth part of cuodenum

- TI: terminal ileum

- PP: Peyer’s patch

E69Aft>-pfr>EHEC was similarly tested for adhesion to intestinal explants in IVOC. As
shown in table 5.4, no adhesion was observed for all 5 incubations on duodenal
explants, and

E69A/fr-pft>EHEC-mfected

duodenal explants displayed intact surface

morphology similar to that of uninoculated duodenal samples. The formation of A/E
lesions on ileal villi and on FAE was shown for 3/5 and 3/4 incubations respectively
which restores the actin pedestal-forming phenotype to
to wildtype levels. Figure 5.8 shows

E69Aft>

E69Aft>-p/frEHEC to

though not completely

be closely associated with the

mucosal surface as well as with the patches of elongated microvilli. This preferential
adhesion to FAE and ileal villous epithelium appears to suggest that tyrosine
phosphorylation is essential for A/E lesion formation on proximal small intestine but
does not play an equally critical role in adhesion to distal small intestine.

5.2.5 Recruitment of Nek and N-WASP in IVOC

Both phosphorylation-deficient EPEC and the Y474-deficient T i r EHEC do not recruit the
host adaptor protein Nek in vitro, which in turn fails to activate N-WASP, thus
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Figure 5.8 Adhesion of E69A//r-prz>EHEC to IVOC

Figure 5.8 SEM micrographs showing E69Aft>-pft>EHEC adhesion to villi (A, bar = 1
pm), and FAE o f TI/PP explants (B, bar = 1 pm).

resulting in an absence o f actin nucleation by the Arp2/3 complex (Gruenheid et. al.,
2001; Campellone et. al., 2002). In view o f the capacity o f E69A/z>-p/j>Y474s and
E69A/zV-pfr>EHEC to form A/E lesions on human IVOC independent o f Tir tyrosine
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phosphorylation as visualised by SEM analysis, the roles of Nek and N-WASP in
EPEC A/E lesion formation in the ex vivo IVOC system were thus examined in further
detail. Strains E69, E69Aft>-pftVEPEc and E69Mr-pfr>Y474s were used to infect D4
explants while

E69Afr>-pft'rEHEC

was used for PP explants, after which the samples

were preserved in liquid nitrogen and passed to Dr S Schuller for cryosectioning and
antibody staining for Tir, Nek and N-WASP. Translocation of Tir into the epithelial
cell membrane was confirmed for all three complemented strains (Figure 5.9A)
although the staining patterns of Tir appeared noticeably more diffuse and not as
distinct bands associated beneath adhering bacteria as that for wildtype E69 (Figure
5.3A). Tyrosine phosphorylation of only Tir directly beneath adhering bacteria was
detected (Figure 5.9Ai), reflecting the requirement for the clustering role of intimin in
this event (Campellone et. al., 2004b). In spite of the ability to form A/E lesions on
IVOC, E 69A/z>-pft>Y474s infection of D4 revealed an absence of detectable tyrosine
phosphorylation as no positive staining was associated with adhering bacteria at all
(Figure 5.9Aii). A similar undetectable presence of tyrosine phosphorylation was also
shown for

E69Aft>-ptfrEHEC adhesion

on FAE of PP (Figure 5.9Aiii). In contrast to in

vitro studies, these results show that the lack of Tir tyrosine phosphorylation does not
result in the abolition of A/E lesion formation by E69 on human intestinal IVOC also
previously observed in sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4.
Recruitment of Nek and W-WASP in IVOC was each shown as a distinct band stained
directly beneath intimately-adhering wildtype E69 and in a less focused manner for
E69A/zV-pft>EPEC (Figure 5.9Bi-ii). Surprisingly, localisation of both Nek and N-WASP
also occurred for E69Afr>-pfr>Y474s in the same diffuse appearance as E69Aft>-pftVEPEC
(Figure 5.9Biii). These diffuse staining patterns are likely to be attributed to plasmidexpressed Tir, translocated and inserted into the cell membrane in the same unfocused
manner as in figure 5.9A. The finding that Tir phosphorylation-deficient E69 was still
able to recruit Nek and form A/E lesions in IVOC proves to be in stark contrast to data
derived from investigations utilising tissue culture cells (Gruenheid et. a l , 2001;
Campellone et. al., 2002). This implies that recruitment of Nek and cellular actin may
not proceed via the pathway which is dependent on the phosphorylation of Tir Y474 in
EPEC infection of human intestinal IVOC. However, the similarly phosphorylationdeficient E69A/i>-p/z>EHEc displayed no recruitment of N-WASP in addition to its
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inability to recruit Nek (Figure 5.9Biv). This showed, for the first time, that SEMverified A/E lesion formation may occur independently o f the recruitment o f N-WASP,
and that A/E lesion formation characterised by elongation and effacement o f microvilli
in IVOC may not be equivalent to the intracellular recruitment o f the N-WASP/Arp2/3
machinery.

Further examination o f 12900 ex vivo infection for comparison was performed on
infected PP explants similarly processed for cryosectioning and antibody staining.

Figure 5.9 Tir phosphorylation and recruitment o f Nek and N-W ASP in IVOC

iii

Figure 5.9A Immunofluorescence staining o f D4 infected with (i) E69A/z>-pfr>EpEc, (ii)
E69Ar/r-p/j>Y474s and o f TI/PP infected with (iii) E69A/zV-pft>EHEC* Tir translocation
into the host cell membrane (green) is demonstrated for all three strains, while tyrosine
phosphorylation (PY) o f Tir is shown only for E69A/z>-pfrVEpEc (blue in merged
image). Bacteria and host cell nuclei were counterstained with propidium iodide (PI)
depicted in red. A lack o f tyrosine phosphorylation is shown for both E69A/z>-p/z>Y474s
and E69Afr'r-pft>EHEC- Samples in A, B and C were examined via confocal microscopy.
Bars represent 5 pm.
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Figure 5.9 Tir phosphorylation and recruitment of Nek and N-WASP in IVOC (continued)
B

i

ii

iii

Nek

NWASP
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iv

Figure 5 .9B Immunofluorescence staining for Nek and N-WASP on cryosections o f D4
explants infected with (i) E 69, (ii) E69Aft>-pft>EPEc, (iii) E69A/z>-p/z>Y474s and o f TI/PP
infected with (iv) E69Aft>-pft>EHEc- Merged images o f Nek or N-WASP (upper and
lower panel respectively, (green), PI (red) and cytokeratin staining o f epithelial cells
(blue in i and iv) are shown. Positive staining o f Nek and N-WASP is revealed in all
cases except for E69AftV-pft>EHEC (iv). Bars represent 5 pm.

Figure 5.9 Tir phosphorylation and recruitment o f Nek and N-W ASP in IVOC
(continued)

C

in
Figure 5.9C Immunofluorescence staining o f 12900-infected cryosections o f PP
explants for (i) Tir and tyrosine phosphorylation, (ii) Nek, and (iii) N-WASP.
Fluorescence staining o f Tir or Nek or N-W ASP (green), PI (red) and cytokeratin
staining o f epithelial cells (blue) were merged in the images shown except for (i) in
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which staining for phosphotyrosine is depicted in blue. An absence of Nek staining
with positive staining of translocated Tir and recruited N-WASP is shown. Bars
represent 5 pm.

Distinct translocation of Tir into the cell membrane as well as localisation of N-WASP
(Figure 5.9C) directly beneath adherent bacteria were revealed, in agreement with the
morphological observations of A/E lesion formation by 12900 on FAE via SEM
analysis (Figure 5.1) (Lommel et. al., 2004). An absence of positive staining for Nek
was shown (Figure 5.9Cii), in accordance with current dogma that Tir tyrosine
phosphorylation-negative EHEC induce N-WASP recruitment independent of Nek
involvement, and also demonstrates that the positive Nek staining observed for
E69A//>-pfr>Y474s (Figure 5.9Biii) did not arise from an artefact in the preparation
process.

5.2.6 Role of the 12-amino acid peptide of TirEPEC in adhesion

The Nck-binding domain of TirEPEC was identified to be a 12-amino acid (12-aa)
peptide sequence - EEHIYDEVAADP - containing Y474 located at the C-terminal end.
Recruitment of Nek to actin pedestals on HEp-2 cells occurs through phosphotyrosinedependent binding of the 12-aa sequence to the SH2 domain of Nek (Campellone et.
al., 2002). In view of the finding that phosphorylation-deficient E69A/z>-pft>Y474s still
localised Nek beneath bacterial attachments sites, the question thus arose as to whether
the 12-aa sequence could bind Nek independent of Y474 phosphorylation in IVOC. A
mutant was thus constructed in which the coding sequence for the 12-aa-peptide was
deleted, in order to generate expression of Tir that does not harbour the 12-aa. To
remove the 12-aa sequence from the TirEPEC protein sequence, inverse PCR of p^>epec
used as the template was performed with primers Del 12-For/Del 12-Rev, yielding a
product of approximately 8.0 kb (Figure 5.10C) The primers annealed to regions
flanking the 12-aa-encoding sequence to create an in-frame deletion between base pairs
1404 and 1441, hence replacing the sequence PEEHIYDEVAAD between residues 468
and 481 with a valine residue resulting from the introduction of a single Kpnl
recognition site for vector re-ligation (Figure 5.10). This plasmid construct was named
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p/z>Ai2 and transformed into E69A tir to obtain E69A/zV-pfrrAi2 which was then tested in
the HEp-2 cell assay and IVOC for assessment o f its adhesion phenotype both in vitro
and in vivo.

Figure 5.10 Construction o f the Tir-12-aa-deleted strain E69Aft>-p//rAi2
A
►
D e l 12 -F o r

5 ' - A T C GGTACCTG G TTATA GC GT- 3 '

TCTATCGGCTCATCAGCCAGAAGAGCATATTTATGATGAGGTCGCTGCAGATCCTGGTTATAGCGTT
L

S

A

H

Q

P

E

E

H

3 ' - ATAGCCGAGTAGTC CATGGTAC - 5 '

I

Y

D

E

V

A

A

D

P

G

Y

S

V

D e l 12 -R e v

<------------------------------------

B
TC TATC GGCTCATCAGGTAC CTGGTTATAGCGTT
L S A H Q V P G Y S V

Figure 5.10 Construction o f the tirA \2 derivative in pACYC184.
A) The flanking sequences o f tyrosine 474 in the EPEC tir gene sequence. Primers
D ell 2-For and D el 12-Rev are aligned with their respective complementary target
sequences. Kpnl recognition sites in the 5’ ends o f the primer pair as well as that
created in tirA\2 in B are underlined, and the 12-aa sequence to be removed is
highlighted in red. The TAT codon that codes for Y474 is coloured in blue. The arrows
each indicate the direction o f amplification by inverse PCR.
B) The in-frame deletion o f 12-aa. The valine residue that replaced the 12-aa sequence
is highlighted in bold.
C) Inverse PCR amplification o f a fragment « 8.0 kb from pfrrEpEc using primers
D ell 2-For/ Del 12-Rev for the deletion o f the 12-aa peptide domain. DNA standards
(M) measured in kilobase (kb) are included for size comparison.
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5.2.6.1 Phenotypic characteristics of E69Mr-pftrAi2 adhesion to HEp-2 cells

The HEp-2 cell adherence assay is commonly employed as a preliminary mode of
examination of the in vitro adhesion phenotype of newly-constructed recombinant
strains through genetic manipulation. Infection of HEp-2 cells with E69Atir-pirAU was
carried out for 3h after which the FAS test and antibody staining for Tir and tyrosine
phosphorylation were performed. Wildtype E69, E69Atir, E69Aft>-pftVEpEc and
E69Aft>-pft>Y474s were included as controls for the various phenotypes under
investigation. Surprisingly, the FAS test revealed the presence of intensely-stained
rings of actin co-localising with foci of adherent E69A^>-p/?>Ai2 bacteria (Figure
5.1 lAv). The stained actin appeared to be formed around each individual bacterium
thus appearing as a ring instead of as a pair of distinct tapered bands on wildtype E69infected cells (Figure 5.1 lAi). Both the complemented strain E69A/i>-pfi>EPEc and the
supposedly FAS-negative E69AftV-pft>Y474s appeared similar in which the majority of
bacteria in the huge colonies were associated with unfocused rings of actin staining
(Figure 5.11 Aiii-iv). Tir expressed from the plasmid ptirA \2 and stained with universal
antiserum to Tir also presented as diffuse fluorescent rings that encircled some bacteria
within each colony as not all the bacteria stained positively for Tir (Figure 5.1 lBv).
This bore close resemblance to the staining of Tir in E69Aft>-pfr>EPEC and E69Atirp/i>Y474s (Figure 5.1 IBiii-iv) and was again different to the sharp focused signals seen
for stained Tir in wildtype E69-infected HEp-2 cells (Figure 5.1 IBi). These results hold
two implications: that plasmid-encoded Tir in E69Atir-ptirEpECmay be overexpressed
above optimal levels and thus not fully restoring actin-accumulating activity to
wildtype levels; and that the non-Nck-recruiting E69Atir-ptirAn strain, as previously
shown (Campellone et. al., 2002), retains the capability to generate cytoskeletal
rearrangements that lead to recruitment of actin in a manner indistinguishable from that
by E69Ar/r-p/i>EPEC. Examination of E69A/z> interactions with HEp-2 cells revealed the
induction of some actin accumulation around adherent microclonies (Figure 5.11 Aii).
This accumulation of actin in the absence of Tir expression has also been reported in
other studies (Kenny, 1999; Kenny, 2001) and may have arisen from the presence of
filopodial structures and flaps of membrane associated with adherent bacterial
microcolonies visualised via SEM analysis (Figure 5.14D-E). It was postulated that this
induction of cellular actin rearrangement by the same E69Atir mutant strain may have
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occurred in response to other aspects of EPEC infection such as TTSS-injected
effectors, but independent of A/E lesion formation proper. Nevertheless, the actin
recruitment seen for E69A/z>-pft>Ai2 and E69Aft>-pft>Y474s which appears comparable to
that by the complemented strain E69A/z>-pft>EPEc proves contradictory to the current
dogma that phosphorylation of Y474 is required for the formation of A/E lesions
(Kenny, 1999).

Further efforts were undertaken to seek confirmation of a negative tyrosine
phosphorylation

phenotype

of E69Aftr-pfi>Ai2

via

conventional

fluorescence

microscopy. Uninfected HEp-2 cell monolayers stained for phosphotyrosines (PY)
presented with a speckled and granular appearance, and the areas surrounding cell
nuclei appeared to be more concentrated in stipling than the cytoplasmic areas (Figure
5.1 lCvi). This may reflect the staining of the numerous PY-containing cellular proteins
throughout the cell cytosol. Faint positive staining of PY was surprisingly revealed for
E69Aftr-pft>Ai2 in the form of rings around adhering bacteria (Figure 5.1 lCv). This
shadowy form of staining was also observed for the non-Tir-expressing E69Aft> and the
supposedly non-phosphorylating E69Afr>-pfr>Y474s, and the detected staining co
localised with adherent microcolonies (Figure 5.1 ICii & Civ). In contrast, wildtype
E69 and E69A//r-pr/rEpEc displayed bright distinct areas of fluorescence co-localising
with foci of bacterial microcolonies, and tapered fluorescent bands could be observed
in association with some singly-adhering bacteria (Figures 5.1 ICi and Ciii). Previous
studies that utilised the same mutant strain E69Aft> had also reported a similar
observation of unfocused accumulation of actin and PY-containing proteins in the
absence of Tir (Kenny et. al., 1997b; Kenny, 1999). This background staining of PY in
the E69Afc'r background may thus be responsible for the same occurrences observed for
both E69Aftr-pft>Y474s and E69A/i>-p/i>Ai2» and was investigated in further detail via
higher resolution confocal microscopical imaging analysis in section 5.2.7.

5.2.6.2 Adhesion of E69A//r-pft>Ai2 in IVOC

E69Arir-pft>Ai2 was further tested on IVOC for adhesion to all regions including
proximal and distal small intestine as well as Peyer’s patches. Results are tabulated in
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Figure 5.11 Actin recruitment and tyrosine phosphorylation in E69A//>-pn>Ai2 adhesion to HEp-2 cells
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Figure 5.11 Actin recruitment and tyrosine phosphorylation in E69A//r-p//rAi2 adhesion to HEp-2 cells (continued)
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Figure 5.11 Actin recruitment and tyrosine phosphorylation in E69A//r-p//rAi2 adhesion to HEp-2 cells (continued)
C
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Figure 5.11 HEp-2 cells were infected with (v) E69A/zr-p/z>Ai2 or with the control
strains (i) wildtype E69, (ii) E69Afcr, (iii) E69AftV-pft>EPEc and (iv) E69Aft>-pfr>Y474s
for 3h. Infected cells were then stained for (A) F-actin with FITC-phalloidin (FAS test),
(B) Tir and (C) phosphotyrosines with the appropriate antibodies. An uninfected
control (Cvi) is included to show background phosphotyrosine staining. Samples were
examined using conventional fluorescence microscopy. Bars represent 5 pm.

table 5.10 and show a slight attenuation of adhesion on D4 explants in which A/E
lesions (Figure 5.12A1) were formed on 5 of 9 explants tested compared to that of
E69A/z>-p ^>epec in duodenal adhesion (Table 5.3). The extent of adhesion was also not
uniform across all 5 positive occasions. Adhesion to the distal small intestine was
similar to that by wildtype E69 and E69Artr-pft>EPEc (section 5.2.3), with A/E lesions
occurring on villi of 3/4 TI explants and on FAE for both incubations with PP explants
(Figure 5.12Aii). The reason for the lower incidence of bacterial adhesion on D4
explants relative to that on explants from the distal small intestine is unclear. These
results suggest that removal of the 12-aa peptide responsible for recruiting Nek does
not abolish A/E lesion formation by EPEC E69 on human IVOC.

Table 5.5 Adhesion of E69A/ir-p/i>Ai2 to intestinal explants in IVOC
Strains

Small intestinal region
D4

TI

PP

5/9

3/4

2/2

Patients’ age

53, 77,91,98,112,

77, 98,124,150

98,163

(months)

119 124,150,163,

E69Afr>-pft>Ai2

- D4: fourth part oi' duodenum

- TI: terminal ileum

- PP: Peyer’s patches

Further analysis of the biochemical composition of the attachment sites of E69Aft>p/z>Ai2 was carried out by immunostaining cryosections of E69Afr'r-pft>Ai2-infected
duodenal explants for Tir translocation and recruitment of Nek and N-WASP, in
collaboration with Dr S Schuller. A disorganised appearance of Tir staining was shown
in association with the few attaching bacteria on the epithelial surface, in agreement
with previous observations of the unfocused staining of plasmid-encoded Tir
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translocated by complemented strains o f E69A//V (Figure 5.12Bi). Deletion o f the 12-aa
peptide resulted in an absence o f Nek recruitment as well as the corresponding lack o f
N-WASP accumulation (Figures 5.12Bii-iii), thus mirroring the appearance o f E69AftVP ^ ehec in IVOC adhesion (Figure 5.9Biv). It is thus shown that the requirement o f the
12-aa peptide for Nek and N-WASP recruitment in IVOC does not appear to play an
essential role in A/E lesion formation as observed by SEM.

Figure 5.12 Adhesion o f E69Mr-p/i>Ai2 to intestinal explants

Figure 5.12 A) SEM micrographs o f A/E lesion formation o f E69ArzV-pft>Ai2 on D4 (i)
and TI explants (ii). Bars depicted in both micrographs represent a measurement o f 1
pm.
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Figure 5.12 Adhesion of E69A/z>-p/z>Ai2 to intestinal explants (continued)
B
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E69Atz>-p/z>*Ai2-infected

cryosections o f duodenal explants stained for i) translocated Tir and tyrosine
phosphorylation, ii) Nek or iii) N-WASP. Fluorescence staining o f Tir or Nek or NWASP (green) and propidium iodide (PI) counterstaining o f bacteria and host cell
nuclei were merged in the images shown. Staining for tyrosine phosphorylation (i) and
for cytokeratin in epithelial cells (ii-iii) is depicted in blue. An absence o f Nek and NWASP staining is demonstrated for E69A/z>-pft>Ai2 in IVOC. Bars represent 5 pm.

5.2.7 Role of Tir tyrosine phosphorylation in HEp-2 cells

The finding in this study that phosphorylation o f Y474 o f EPEC Tir was not necessary
for A/E lesion formation and Nek recruitment in the human intestinal IVOC model,
prompted the re-evaluation o f EPEC interaction with human cell lines in vitro. In
addition, the accumulation o f actin by E69A/z>-p/z>Ai2 in HEp-2 cells also warranted
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further investigation into the actual role of Tir phosphorylation with regards to actin
recruitment. Keeping in line with the model systems used in previous studies, the
various strains of E69 that express derivatives of Tir were examined via a 3h HEp-2
cell infection assay. Infected cells were then stained for actin, Tir, PY, Nek and NWASP, as well as processed for SEM analysis. Confocal microscopy was employed for
higher resolution and sensitivity analysis of stained samples. The distinctive staining of
actin by FITC-phalloidin was shown as 1-2 tapered bands around propidium iodide
(Pl)-stained wildtype E69, while this observation was completely abolished for E69Afi>
(Figures 5.13Ai-ii) The regions of extremely diffuse staining of actin around adherent
bacteria (Figure 5.13Aii) could have been those also seen for E69A/fr in figure 5.1 lAii
when viewed under lower resolution. A separate function of Tir in the downregulation
of Map-dependent filopodial formation on the HeLa cell surface and unfocused actin
accumulation in the early stages of bacterial adherence during Map-mediated filopodial
formation has been reported (Kenny et. al., 2002). This may yet account for the diffuse
staining of actin due to filopodial formation on HEp-2 cells infected by E69A/fr here in
this study. Recruitment of actin was seen to be restored in the complemented strain
E69Aft>-p//rEpEc although in a less focused way, as accumulation of the actin appeared

to occur all around some of the adhering bacteria rather than being immediately
beneath the site of attachment (Figure 5.13Aiii). Although all the four plasmidcomplemented E69A/fr strains did exhibit a slight tendency to clump in culture
medium, the concentration of actin seen did not appear to be solely due to cumulative
effects of bacterial density of the adhering microcolonies. Actin rings were also shown
forming around non-microcolony-associated bacteria for E69Aft>-p/z>Y474s, E69Aftrp ft> A i2 ,

and E69Aftr-pftrEHEC (Figures 5.13Aiv-vi), suggesting that contrary to current

dogma, actin nucleation may still occur even in the absence of Y474 phosphorylation.

Immunostaining of Tir was confined to the tips of pedestals immediately beneath sites
of wildtype E69 attachment as shown from the sharp and focused tapered bands that
sometimes occur as pairs sandwiching the adhering bacterium (Figures 5.13Bi). In
comparison, the same appearance was shown for all the complemented strains,
exhibiting a diffuse pattern of Tir staining around only certain bacteria while the rest of
the microcolony showed no visible staining of Tir (Figures 5.13Biii-vi). The uneven
distribution of Tir at the points of adhesion may be an explanation for the unfocused
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recruitment of actin by all the complemented strains. The absence of Tir expression by
E69Afr'r was also confirmed (Figure 5.13Bii).

5.2.7.1 Tyrosine phosphorylation in the absence of tyrosine 474

As viewed under confocal microscopy, wildtype E69-infected HEp-2 cells revealed an
accumulation of phosphotyrosines (PY) stained as distinct sharp tapered bands beneath
adhering bacteria in a pattern similar to the FAS test (Figure 5.13Ci). However as
previously shown in figure 5.11Cii, faint PY staining was also observed for E69AftV
which has been shown not to produce Tir and hence cannot possibly deliver Tir into the
cells for ligand binding to intimin. This PY staining for E69Aft> appeared to occur
around the edges of adherent bacteria (Figure 5.13Cii) and could have arisen from
antibody recognition of host cellular proteins containing phosphorylated tyrosines that
localise at the sites of bacterial attachment independent of intimin-Tir interaction. This
basal level of PY-containing protein localisation may also partially account for the
staining of PY associated with E69Aft>-pft>Y474s and E69Aft>-pftVAi2 in addition to the
reported residual phosphorylation of tyrosine residue 454 that lies upstream of the 12aa peptide (Figure 5.13Civ-v) (Campellone and Leong, 2005). However, E69Atirpft’ffcHEc did not display the same kind of basal staining, as the PY staining was
restricted only to larger colonies, and appeared so extremely diffuse that it may be due
to non-specific staining (Figure 5.13Cvi).

5.2.7.2 Requirement of phosphorylated tyrosine 474 for Nek recruitment

The entire panel of complemented strains was also examined for their recruitment of
the key signalling proteins Nek and N-WASP to bacterial attachment sites. Confocal
analysis of staining for Nek was performed by Dr S Schuller. Figure 5.13D show the
recruitment of Nek by wildtype E69 and complemented E69AftV-pft>EpEc to pedestals,
although that by E69Aft>-pft>EPEc appeared more diffuse and unfocused. No Nek
recruitment was observed for E69A/z>-pft>Y474s, E69Aft>-pfr>Ai2 and E69A/z>-pftVEHEc,
despite PY staining present beneath E69Aft>-pft>Y474s and E69Afi>-pftrAi2 attachment
sites shown in the previous section. These results thus demonstrate the importance of
Y474 phosphorylation for Nck-Tir binding and recruitment in HEp-2 cells, in
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agreement with previous in vitro experimental reports (Campellone et. al., 2002;
Campellone and Leong, 2005). The recruitment of N-WASP however could not be
assessed as staining of N-WASP could not be demonstrated for any of the strains
including the positive control strain E69, despite repeated attempts that included longer
permeabilisation periods with TritonX-100 and application of the primary anti-WASP
antibody at a high concentration of 1:10 dilution. This was also in spite of the ability of
the same primary antibody to stain N-WASP in frozen IVOC cryosections (Figures
5.9B-C). The requirement and recruitment of N-WASP has been shown for both EPEC
and EHEC pedestal formation, and the recruitment of Nek can also occur in the absence
of N-WASP although this does not result in actin pedestal formation by EPEC
(Lommel et. a l, 2001). Despite the failure to demonstrate N-WASP staining due to
unknown technical reasons, it is nevertheless possible that N-WASP was being
recruited by the FAS-positive and Nck-positive wildtype E69, and that the lack of Nek
staining for E69Aft>-pn>Y474s, E69An>-pfr>Ai2 and E69AftV-pft>EHEC which all lack the
Y474 residue is likely also to imply an absence of N-WASP recruitment.

5.2.7.3 Surface morphology of EPEC-HEp-2 cell interaction

It was also of interest to examine interactions between EPEC and HEp-2 cells in the
absence of Tir phosphorylation in the surface morphological aspect, as well as the role
of phosphorylation in pedestal formation in this study. The term “pedestal” is defined
by an ex-vagination of host cell membrane that is raised above the surface, forming a
pseudopod to which the infecting bacterium intimately binds. Although this description
was initially derived from studies with HeLa cells, pedestals have not been frequently
observed in in vivo or ex vivo infections. The terms “actin pedestal formation” and
“A/E lesion” are often used interchangeably in the literature, implying that bacterial
attachment to a pseudopod is intimately coupled to the localised destruction of brush
border microvilli. As the issue of the generation of true actin pedestals has not been
clearly shown by the FAS test in the case of diffuse accumulation of actin in the
absence of Nek recruitment by E69Aft>-pfr>Y474s, E69AftV-pfr>Ai2 and TirEHEcexpressing E69, SEM analysis of HEp-2 cells infected as before was thus additionally
performed in an attempt to visualise the effects on pedestal structure from a lack of Nek
recruitment.
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HEp-2 cells that achieve 70-80% confluency on glass coverslips typically appear
relatively flat on the substratum with filopodia-like extensions formed at the edges in
close contact with the glass surface (Figure 5.14A). The apical plasma membrane
surface appear predominantly semi-wrinkled but do not develop microvilli that are
characteristic of intestinal epithelial cells, hence HEp-2 cells are, like HeLa cells, non
polarised epithelial cells. While the microvillous effacement ability of EPEC cannot be
assessed in this model system, the intimate attachment of wildtype E69 is clearly
manifested in the form of the extremely tight association of bacteria with the host cell
membrane (Figure 5.14B). The main feature of the adherence sites appeared to be a
slight depression formed on the surface upon which the bacterium attaches, and some
structures resembling pseudopods, thus considered to be pedestals, were also generated
but these were not observed as frequently (Figure 5.14C). Adhering bacteria were seen
to adopt an extracellular location with no evidence of cellular invasion. The ^-deletion
mutant E69A/fr showed a slight attenuation in overall adherence but remained capable
of forming compact microcolonies. Filopodia-like extensions emanating from
microcolonies were observed (Figure 5.14D), resembling similar structures induced by
a Atir mutant of E69 after 30mins of infection reported previously (Kenny et. al.,
2002). Membranous folds reminiscent of ruffles were often seen to be tethering
individually-adhering bacteria onto the cell surface (Figure 5.14E), but no intimate
association of E69Aft> to the HEp-2 cell membrane was apparent. The induction of
these surface changes by E69Afi> could have given rise to the extremely diffuse
staining of actin within these surface structures observed earlier in figures 5.11 A and
5.13A. Complementation of E69Atir with p^>epec resulted in the disappearance of
filopodia and restored close adherence of bacteria to the membrane. However, pedestals
and the depression-like morphology of wildtype E69 adhesion were not observed as
microcolonies of E69A/z>-pft>EPEC appeared to be partially covered with flaps of
membrane (Figure 5.14F). Tight association of bacteria with the membrane was only
rarely observed, with bacteria tethered to the surface by what appears to be undulated
wrinkled membranous folds in contact with only certain points on the bacterial
underside. This was in contrast to the relatively uniform ridges of cell membrane along
the entire lateral side of each individual bacterium of wildtype E69 (Figure 5.14B). The
adherence of E69Aft'r-pft>Y474s was closely similar to that of E69Aft>-pft>EPEC (Figure
5.14G) while that of E69Afr>-p/*>Ai2 appeared to involve the entanglement of bacteria in
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membrane meshes (Figure 5.14H). Intimate association of E69Aft>-pft>Ai2 with the
membrane was not apparent. Lastly, E69Aft>-pft>EHEc adhered to HEp-2 cells via
cellular-derived structures that resembled short extensions of filopodia and intimate
association of bacteria with the cell membrane was not evident (Figure 5.141). The
inability to reproduce the wildtype phenotype of intimate adherence by E69A/i>P^^epec indicates this to be a plasmid-mediated problem, which thus does not enable
the correlation of Nek recruitment with the morphology of actin pedestals formed to be
further examined on the HEp-2 cell model.

5.2.8 Role of tyrosine phosphorylation in the Caco-2 cell line - the issue of
cellular differentiation

The current dogma surrounding the critical function of Y474 phosphorylation is mainly
based on experimental studies on the HEp-2 and HeLa cell models. Both cell lines are
epithelial cells of non-intestinal origin and do not develop the polarity and apical brush
border surface of fully-differentiated enterocytes in vivo. Given the different
requirements for Nek recruitment in the absence of Tir Y474 phosphorylation observed
in non-polarised HEp-2 cells and in human IVOC, this section sought to extend the
same study of EPEC-host interactions to the Caco-2 intestinal epithelial cell line for
further comparison. As previously shown, the lack of Nek and N-WASP recruitment by
non-phosphorylating derivative strains of EPEC in the non-polarised HEp-2 cell line
did not abolish actin nucleation, but resulted in recruitment of actin in an unfocused
manner. Hence, the question arose as to whether Nek and N-WASP localisation would
be required for EPEC pedestal formation on polarisation-differentiated Caco-2 cells as
well as on non-polarised Caco-2 cells that unlike the former, do not display develop
polarity and microvili characteristic of intestinal enterocytes.

5.2.8.1 SEM analysis of Caco-2 cell adherence assay

SEM visualisation of non-polarised Caco-2 cells cultured on glass coverslips revealed
large islets of extremely flat cells that do not show visible demarcations of cell-cell
boundaries. Most of the cell surface were relatively void of protruding structures and
contained fewer filopodia than do HEp-2 cells (Figure 5.15A). Wildtype E69 was
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Figure 5.13 Adhesion of //r-derivative strains of E69 to HEp-2 cells
A) F-actin staining

B) Tir staining
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Figure 5.13 Adhesion o f /z>-derivative strains o f E69 to HEp-2 cells (continued)
C) PY staining

D) Nek staining
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Figure 5.13 HEp-2 cells were infected with wildtype (i) E69, (ii) E69A tir, (iii) E69A//rp/z>EPEC» (iv) E69A//r-p/z>Y474s, (v) E69A/z>-p//>Ai2, and (vi) E69A/z>-p/z>EHEC- Infected
cells were treated with propidium iodide (PI) to label bacteria and host cell nuclei in
red, and with the appropriate antibodies to show (B) Tir translocation, (C)
phosphotyrosine (PY) localisation and (D) recruitment o f Nek. (A) Accumulation o f Factin was demonstrated using FITC-phalloidin. The panel o f images o f Nek staining
was kindly provided by Dr S Schuller. Adhesion o f E69A/z> microcolonies associated
with diffuse staining o f actin but without true recruitment o f actin is indicated by white
arrows (Aii). Samples were viewed via confocal microscopical analysis. Bars represent
5 pm.

Figure 5.14 SEM analysis o f tir-derivative strains o f E69 adhesion to Hep-2 cells
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Figure 5.14 SEM analysis o f ft>-derivative strains o f E69 adhesion to Hep-2 cells
(continue)
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Figure 5.14 SEM analysis of //r-derivative strains of E69 adhesion to Hep-2 cells
(continue)
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Figure 5.14 SEM analysis of frr-derivative strains of E69 adhesion to Hep-2 cells
(continue)

Figure 5.14 SEM micrographs o f adhesion o f E69 ftV-derivative strains to HEp-2 cells.
An uninoculated sample (A) and wildtype E69 (B-C) were included as negative and
positive controls. Strains E69 (B-C), E69A//V (D-E), E69Aft>-pft>EPEc (F), E69A tirp//ry 474 s (G), E69A//r-p/j>Ai2 (H) and E69Aft>-p/z>EHEC (I) were used to infect HEp-2
cells for 3h. Pedestals formed beneath wildtype E69 are indicated by yellow triangles
while bacteria tightly associated with the cell membrane are indicated by white arrows.
Bars o f measurement in all cases represent 1 pm, except 10 pm in A).

shown to adhere tightly along the entire length o f the bacterium in contact with the cell
membrane but without inducing pronounced ridge-like membrane elevation as
compared to that formed on HEp-2 cells (Figure 5.14B). Pseudopod-like structures
were also occasionally seen above which a bacterium adheres (Figure 5.15B). The
deletion o f tir in E69A tir produced a similar adherence phenotype to that on HEp-2
cells showing loose attachment o f bacteria (Figure 5.15C) but without the filopodiallike extensions or membrane flaps seen on HEp-2 cells (Figure 5.14D-E). Intimate
adherence did not appear to be fully restored in the complemented strain E69AftVP^epec as the close adhesion o f bacteria to wrinkled protrusions o f cell membrane
shown in figure 5.15D that resemble the wildtype adhesion phenotype, occurred only
rarely and was not easily encountered. In addition, some bacteria were also seen to be
covered or entangled in strands o f cell membrane (Figure 5.15E) which may potentially
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give rise to the diffuse staining of actin in the FAS test (Figure 5.17A). For the three
non-Nck-recruiting strains E69Afr>-prirY474s, E69Arir-prirAi2 and E69Arir-prirEHEc,
adherence on non-polarised Caco-2 cells generally resembled E69Arir-prirEPEc. Tight
adherence to the cell membrane was occasionally observed but this occurred at a much
lower incidence to that by the wildtype strain, and majority of the microcolonies and
individually-adhering bacteria appeared to be only loosely attached to the surface
without inducing further surface changes (Figures 5.15F-H).

SEM examination of the surface morphology of wildtype EPEC interaction with
polarised Caco-2 cells showed the formation of pronounced cup-like structures within
which adhering wildtype EPEC on the apical surface were enclosed (Figure 5.16B).
Effacement of microvilli appeared to have occurred where bacteria adhered whilst the
cell membrane surrounding each bacterium formed a ridge-like elevation to bring about
embedding of EPEC on the membrane surface. The bacterial-cell interface appeared to
be level with the rest of the membrane but may also resemble a slight depression on the
surface, and the formation of pseuodpods was not evident. In contrast to the non
adherence phenotype in human IVOC, E69Arir was able to adhere to microvilli-rich
polarised Caco-2 cells although effacement of microvilli appeared mildly attenuated
(Figure 5.16C). Bacteria that were seen in close proximity to the membrane surface did
not appear to be attached intimately, whereas other bacteria were mostly associated
with intact or shortened microvilli. The formation of cup-like surface structures to
which wildtype EPEC bound were also abolished. Some filopodial-like extensions of
the cell membrane were observed on the surface of E69Arir-infected HEp-2 cells at the
site of bacterial colonisation (Figure 5.14D) that may have arisen from a lack of Tirdependent suppression of filopodial formation (Kenny et. al., 2002). These extensions
were less easily distinguishable on polarised Caco-2 cells due to the presence of
microvilli, although structures resembling membrane ruffles may be present beneath
adherent bacteria.

Complementation of E69Atir with prirEpEc restored microvillous effacement on
polarised Caco-2 cells and close bacterial attachment to the cell apical surface. Ridgeformation of the cell membrane around the edges of adherent bacteria was however not
induced and no other surface changes produced by E69Arir-prirEpEc were discernible
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(Figure 5.16D). The lack o f full complementation is likely to have arisen from Tir
overexpression from pACYC despite being a low copy-number plasmid. The SEM
adhesion phenotype o f the derivative strains o f E69A/z>-p/zrY474s, E69A/z>-p/z>Ai2 and
E 6 9 A /z r-p fr rEHEC
P /z > e p e c »

on polarised Caco-2 cells appeared highly similar to that o f E69A tir-

generating effacement o f microvilli and adhering on the cell membrane

without forming wildtype cup-like depressions on the surface (Figures 5.16E-G). The
extent o f cell membrane ex-vagination for a few bacteria was limited (denoted by white
arrows) and not as pronounced as that for E69 (Figures 5.16F). Hence, the overall
results on the Caco-2 cell model indicate that supra-optimal expression levels o f

Figure 5.15 SEM analysis o f frV-derivative strains o f E69 adhesion to non-polarised
Caco-2 cells
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Figure 5.15 SEM analysis of J/r-derivative strains of E69 adhesion to non-polarized
Caco-2 cells (continued)
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Figure 5.15 SEM analysis of ft'r-derivative strains of E69 adhesion to non-polarized
Caco-2 cells (continued)
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Figure 5.15 SEM micrographs of non-polarised Caco-2 cell infection with wildtype
E69 (B), E69Atir (C) and the rtr-derivative recombinant strains E69Aft>-pfr>EPEC (D-E),
E69Aft>-pft>Y474S (F), E69Art>-p^>Ai2 (G) and E69Aft>-pft>EHEC (H). An uninfected

control in (A) shows the negligible presence of microvilli on the cell surface. Intimate
association of bacteria (black arrows) with the cell surface is seen in E69 (B) and to
lesser extent in E69Aft>-pft>EpEc (D), E69A/z>-p?z>Ai2 (G) and E69A^>-p^>Ehec (H). A
rare example of a pedestal structure (white arrow head) raised above the cell surface is
seen for infection by E69 (B). Bars depicted in all the micrographs represent a
measurement of 1pm.

plasmid pACYC184-bome Tir may be the underlying reason for the lack of full
restoration of the wildtype intimate adherence phenotype.

5.2.8.2 Tyrosine phosphorylation and recruitment of Nek and N-WASP

The panel of complemented strains of E69Atir was assayed for actin, Nek and NWASP recruitment, Tir translocation and tyrosine phosphorylation on non-polarised
Caco-2 cells. Cellular actin recruited by wildtype E69 stained as sharp distinct bands
and occasionally in the form of actin tails trailing directly beneath the site of bacterial
attachment (Figure 5.17Ai). In agreement with the observations derived from SEM
analysis about absence of filopodial formation, no actin-containing structures were
revealed by the FAS test to be in close association with small adherent groups of
E69Atir bacteria (Figure 5.17Aii). Complementation with TirEp£c or TirEHEc as well as
the non-Y474-phosphorylable Tir derivatives TirY474s and TirAi2 were all observed to
produce a diffuse concentration of cellular actin around microcolonies, with actin rings
formed around some bacteria but no organisation into the form of focused bands of
staining was seen (Figure 5.17Aiii-vi). These appearances mirror that on HEp-2 cells
and no morphological distinction could be made between the plasmid-complemented
E69Aft>-pft>EPEc strain and the other three derivative strains of E69Aft>.

As shown in figure 5.17B, Tir translocated by wildtype E69 also tended to stain mainly
as rings around bacteria (Figure 5.17Bi). Comparison with Tir staining on E69A//r-
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Figure 5.16 SEM analysis of /z>-derivative strains of E69 adhesion to differentiated
Caco-2 cells
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Ks
Figure 5.16 SEM analysis of /z'r-derivative strains of E69 adhesion to differentiated
Caco-2 cells (continued)

Figure 5.16 SEM micrographs o f /zV-derivative strains o f E69 adhesion to polarised
Caco-2 cell cultured on transwells. Infection with strains wildtype E69 (B), E69A tir (C)
and the /zr-derivative recombinant strains E69A/ z>- p Zz> epec (D), E69A/zV-p7z>Y474s (E),
E69A/zV-p7z>Ai2 (F) and E69A/ z>- p / z> ehec (G) were performed for 4h. An uninfected
control (A) shows the presence o f microvilli developed on the apical cell surface. Close
association o f adherent E69AZz>-pZz>Ai2 bacteria with the apical cell membrane is noted
(white arrows). Bars depicted in all the micrographs represent a measurement o f 1pm.

P^EPEc-infected cells revealed little difference, only for the fact that fluorescent rings
o f stained Tir were associated with nearly all adherent bacteria o f E 69A/z>- p / z> epec, but
these did not appear to be considerably less focused to that o f wildtype E69.
Translocated Tir also stained as sharp fluorescent rings enclosing adherent bacteria o f
E69AZz>-pZz>Y474s, E69AZz>-p7z>Ai2 and E69AZzV-p / z> ehec-

The same results as that o f the HEp-2 cell assay were yielded for the occurrence o f
phosphorylation. The morphological pattern o f PY staining largely resembled that o f
Tir-staining since Y474 is borne on Tir. PY staining was detected in E69A/zr-infected
Caco-2 cells despite the absence o f Tir expression (Figure 5.17Cii). It was hence o f no
surprise that positive staining was also demonstrated for both E69A/z>-prz>Y474s and
E69A/zV-p/z>Ai2 that express the non-Y474 phosphorylable form o f Tir (Figures
5.17Civ-v). The abolition o f the PY-positive phenotype o f E69A/z> on HEp-2 cells by
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complementation with TirEHEC was reproduced on non-polarised Caco-2 cells, as no
specific staining of PY around the contours of adherent E69A//r-pfrVEHEc bacteria was
apparent (Figure 5.17Cvi). Thus, the anomaly of PY staining associated with E69Atir
that does not express Tir or effect Nek recruitment, with the exception of E69AtirP^ehec, was shown not to be an artefact generated previously on HEp-2 cells.

EPEC-infected Caco-2 cell transwells were subjected to antibody staining to the same
markers. Preliminary experimentation with FITC-phalloidin labelling of F-actin
produced an extremely high level of background staining of the actin microvillous
brush border which interfered with detailed analysis of EPEC-induced alterations of the
cellular cytoskeleton, and the FAS test was thus not pursued further for all the other
strains. Translocated Tir of wildtype E69 stained as sharp distinct bands directly
beneath adhering bacteria (Figure 5.18Ai). Positive staining of Tir associated with
adherent bacteria for all the complemented strains appeared unfocused and more
disorganised particularly for E69A/z>-pft>Ai2 and E69AftV-pftVEHEc (Figures 5.18Aiii-vi).
The staining patterns resembled that obtained on cryosections of human intestinal
explants described in section 5.2.5, and no distinct localisation of Tir beneath adherent
bacteria was discernible. As attempts at triple staining infected cells for Tir, PY, and
bacteria and nuclei (PI) proved unsuccessful although this was achieved on intestinal
tissue cryosection (sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.5), staining for PY was carried out separately.
Distinct rings of PY staining closely associated with adherent bacteria were shown for
E69 (Figure 5.18Bi) and the same appearance was reproduced in E69Aft>-pft>EPEC,
albeit in a more unfocused manner (Figure 5.18Biii). Staining for PY in E69Atirp/z>Y474s- and E69Aft>-pft>Ai2-infected cells however appeared relatively more focused
than that for E69A/zV-pft>EPEC in addition to being localised around bacteria as rings
(Figures 5.18Biv and v). Although the significance of this minor difference in staining
appearance is not clear and could have arisen due to a less thorough removal of
background for E69Aft>-pft>EPEc during the staining process, the ring-like and focused
pattern of PY staining suggest that the localisation of PY-containing proteins around
bacteria may be Tir-independent. Surprisingly, E69Atir did not demonstrate positive
staining for PY (Figure 5.18Bii), in contrast to the presence of PY staining observed in
HEp-2 and non-polarised Caco-2 cells (Figures 5.13Cii & Figure 5.17Cii). In
agreement with previous observations on these two cell models, no PY staining was
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detected for E 6 9 A //> - p ^ > ehec (Figure 5.18Bvi). Several attempts at staining for Nek and
N-WASP recruitment in both non-polarised and polarised Caco-2 cell culture however
proved unsuccessful. No positive staining of both Nek and N-WASP could be shown
for any of the six test strains including wildtype E69, despite modifications to the
antibody staining procedure that involved longer permeabilisation and primary
antibody incubation as well as application of higher concentrations of antibody.
Although positive staining of both Nek and N-WASP has been shown on cryosections
(sections 5.2.5), the inability to obtain the same results on intact HEp-2 and polarised
Caco-2 cells suggests a problem with antibody penetration of cells in spite of
permeabilisation. No conclusion can thus be made as to whether recruitment of Nek
and N-WASP occurs in the polarised Caco-2 cell model, as well as whether these
proteins are recruited by the strains E69Afi>-pfiry474s and E69Aft>-pfr>Ai2 both of which
have demonstrated localisation of PY on all three cell models tested.

5.2.9 fir-exchange in EHEC 0157:H7

The role of intimin as a key factor in influencing tissue tropism in early events of EPEC
and EHEC colonisation of intestinal mucosa was illustrated mainly by intiminexchange experiments in animal models and on human intestinal IVOC. The expression
of EHEC intimin y in the C. rodentium background in particular highlighted the
possible function of intimin in determining host specificity, as no colonisation or
colonic hyperplasia were induced at all (Hartland et. al., 2000). The exchange of
intimin a with intimin y was shown to restrict tissue tropism of EPEC strain E69 to the
FAE on human IVOC while intimin a expression enabled the spreading of EHEC
adherence to villous epithelium of the small intestine (Phillips and Frankel, 2000;
Fitzhenry et. al., 2002a). Although EHEC Tir and the genetically engineered EPEC
Tiry474s both do not undergo Y474 phosphorylation and do not recruit Nek and NWASP on non-polarised tissue culture cells, the exchange of TirEPEC for TirEHEC in an
E69 background was shown to restrict IVOC adherence to the distal small intestine,
reminiscent of a similar exchange of intimin type in EPEC. Studies on laboratory cell
lines have demonstrated that A/E lesion formation by EHEC 0157:H7 can be rescued
by complementation with either TirEHEC or TirEPEC regardless of tyrosine
phosphorylation (Kenny, 2001). This section thus sought to examine the effects of
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Figure 5.17 Adhesion of //r-derivative strains of E69 to non-polarised Caco-2 cells
A) F-actin staining

B) Tir staining
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Figure 5.17 Adhesion of /z'r-derivative strains of E69 to non-polarised Caco-2 cells (continued)
C) PY staining
Figure 5.17 Coverslip-grown Caco-2 cells were infected with wildtype (i)
E69, (ii) E69A/zr, (iii) E69A/zV-p / z> epec> (iv) E69A^>-p/zrY474s, (v)
E69A/z>-p//>Ai2, and (vi) E69A/z>- p / z> ehec for 3h. Infected cells were
treated with propidium iodide (PI) to label bacteria and host cell nuclei in
red, and with the appropriate antibodies to show (B) Tir translocation,
and (C) phosphotyrosine (PY) localisation. (A) Accumulation o f F-actin
was demonstrated using FITC-phalloidin. Samples were examined via
confocal microscopical analysis. Bars represent 5 pm.
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Figure 5. 18 Adhesion of /zr-derivative strains of E69 to differentiated Caco-2 cells
A
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Fig 5.18 Adhesion o f /z'r-derivative strains o f E69 to differentiated Caco-2 cells (continued)
B
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Figure 5.18 Immunofluorescence staining of polarised Caco-2 cell monolayers infected
with E69 (i), E69A tir (ii), E69Aft>-pfr>EPEc (iii), E69Aft>-pfr>Y474s (iv), E69Aft>-pft>Ai2
(v) and E 6 9 A / z> - p ^ > ehec (vi). Translocated Tir ( A ) and phosphotyrosine (PY) (B) were
each stained in green (in merged image), while bacteria and Caco-2 cell nuclei were
counterstained with propidium iodide (red in merged image). Shown are separate
images of Tir and PY staining in black and white, and a merged image of the two
fluorescence channels. Samples were examined via confocal microscopical analysis.
Bars represent 5 pm.

exchanging for TirEPEC on EHEC 0157:H7 strain 12900 adherence in human IVOC.

5.2.9.1 Actin recruitment and tyrosine phosphorylation in HEp-2 cells

The respective recombinant plasmids were chemically transformed into 12900Aft> and
the resultant derivative strains, listed in table 5.6, were tested on the HEp-2 cell assay
for 6h in order to confirm efficient delivery of Tir and complementation of the A/E
lesion phenotype. Differential PCR-amplification of the tir types with the ^>epecspecific EP-F1/EP-R4 and the ft>EHEC-specific EH-For/EH-Rev primers was performed
to confirm that each strain was complemented with the correct respective tir sequence
(Figure 5.19). In the absence of Tir, adhesion of the deletion mutant 12900Aft> was
greatly attenuated and no nucleation of actin could be seen (Figures 5.20Aii and Bii) as
compared to the localisation of actin staining beneath adherent wildtype 12900.
Complementation with plasmid-encoded wildtype

T i r EHEC, T irE P E C Y 474S

and

T irE P E C

all

resulted in the restoration of actin recruitment by 12900Aft> (Figure 5.20 Aiii-v). The
three complemented strains largely adhered as single bacteria and translocation of Tir
could be clearly seen as distinctly-stained rings as well as tapered bands in close
association with adherent bacteria (Figures 5.20 Biii-v). Only the translocated Y474containing Tir of 12900Aft>-pft>EPEC was shown to be tyrosine phosphorylated although
the fluorescence signals appeared relatively weaker than that for Tir staining (Figures
5.20 Ciii). In contrast to the positive PY staining for the strain E69Aft'r-pfr>Y474s on
HEp-2 and Caco-2 cells described in previous sections, complementation of 12900Afr>
with the same plasmid construct however did not demonstrate a similar pattern of
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positive PY staining (Figure 5.20 Cv). The adhesion characteristics o f all the strains
examined are presented in table 5.6. Nonetheless, these observations verified previous
studies o f the functional compatibility o f TirnHEC and TE^pec in the EHEC 0157:H 7
genetic background that was irrespective o f Tir tyrosine phosphorylation (Kenny,
2001 ).

5.2.9.2 Adhesion in IVOC

The effects o f Tir exchange in the adhesion o f 1 2 9 0 0 to human IVOC were
investigated. The results in table 5.7 demonstrate the complementation o f the Atir
deletion by the pft>EHEC and p/z>Y474s plasmid constructs on FAE adhesion, albeit not
completely to wildtype levels. For the complemented strain 12900AZz>-p/z>EHEC,
adhesion with A/E lesion formation was restricted mainly to FAE o f PP explants for 3/5
incubations (Figure 5.21 A), with 1 additional incubation o f bacteria adhesion on FAE

Figure 5.19 PCR amplification o f tir from frr-derivative strains o f EHEC 0157:H 7
12900

^

Figure 5 .1 9 PCR amplification o f tir using primers EP-F1/EP-R4 for ZzVepec (lanes 6-7)
and EH-For/EH-Rev for /z>Ehec (lanes 1 -5 ) from EHEC 0157:H 7 1 2 9 0 0 (lane 1),
12900AZz>

(lane 2 ) , 12900AZz>-p/z>EHEc (lane 3), 12900AZzr-pZzVEpEC (lanes 4 and 6) and

12900Afrr-pZz>Y474s (lanes 5 and 7). The full length tir is amplified as a » 1.6 kb
fragment while the truncated chromosomal copy in the 1 2 9 0 0 A /z> background is shown
as a » 2 0 0 bp product. Strains 12900AZz>-pZzVEpEc and 12900AZz>-pZz>Y474s each harbours
a /z>epec sequence as recognized by EP-F1/EP-R4 (lanes 6-7). DNA standards are
shown on the extreme left lane (M).
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Table 5.6 Phenotypic characteristics of EHEC 12900 /^-exchanged strains adhesion to
HEp-2 cells.
Strain

FAS test

Tir

PY

12900

+

+

-

1 2 9 0 0 A r ir

-

-

-

1 2 900A rir-p ft> E H E C

+

+

-

1 2 9 0 0 A r ir - p r i r EpEC

+

+

+

1 2 9 0 0 A r ir - p r i r Y474s

+

+

-

- FAS test: positive (+) or (-) staining with FITC-phalloidin,
- Tir: (+) or (-) for immunostaining with antibody against Tir
- PY: (+) or (-) for immunostaining with antibody against phosphotyrosine

without microvillous elongation or effacement (Figure 5.2IB). It was thus likely that
the plasmid copy number in complemented strains may be a more important factor in
EHEC IVOC adhesion. Adhesion to villous epithelium of PP explants was not
complemented and bacterial were observed on villi without inducing surface changes
for 1/5 incubations. Expression of TirEPEC did not extend 12900 adhesion to duodenal
explants, in agreement with the intimin subtype being the key factor in determining the
tissue tropism of EHEC 0157:H7. However, a lower level of adhesion to PP explants
was shown for 12900A rir-p/zV EpEc, as A/E lesions were formed on FAE and villous
epithelium for only 1/7 PP explants (Table 5.7, Figures 5.21D-E). As a common vector
backbone would theoretically confer a similar efficiency of plasmid complementation,
the results suggest that

T irEpEc

may not fully substitute for the activity of TirEHEC on

IVOC. Interestingly, the phosphorylation-negative EPEC TirY474s was able to
restore12900 A/E lesion formation on FAE for 2/3 PP explants (Figure 5.21C) more
efficiently than wildtype TirEPEC did. With the exception of

12900A rir-p/z> EPEc

being

tested on D4 explants, strains were not examined for adhesion to duodenal and colonic
regions as adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 12900 has been shown to be restricted to
villous epithelium and FAE of the distal small intestine (section 3.2.2). The reasons
behind the poor complementation by TirEPEC in the EHEC 12900 background on IVOC
adhesion are unclear but may be due to non-optimal levels of expression from the
plasmid vector, as well as an absence of EPEC-dependent mechanisms and accessory
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factors that may be involved in post-translocation modifications of TirnpEC (Kenny and
Warawa, 2001).

Table 5.7 Effects of fr'r-exchange on EHEC 12900 adhesion in IVOC
Small intestinal region

Strains
D4

PP
Villi

FAE
ND

E69

3/3

12900

ND

4/5

5/5

12900A/z>-pft>EHEC

ND

l(only adh.)/5]

3+1 (only adh.)/52

12900Ar/r-pfr>EPEC

0/3

1/7

1/7

12900A//r-pft>Y474s

ND

0/4

2/3

Uninfected

0/3

0/5

0/5

34, 102,

26, 55, 84, 93,

34, 55, 68, 93,

138

102, 107, 138,

102, 120, 138,

154, 179, 195

154, 179, 195

Patients’ age (months)

- D4: fourth part of duodenum

- PP: Peyer’s patch

- FAE: follicle-associated epithelium

- ND: not done

l(only adh.ys1: bacterial adherence without A/E lesion formation was noted on villi in
1/5 PP incubations.
3+1 (only adh.)/52: bacterial adhesion was noted on FAE for 4/5 PP incubations with
only 3/5 showing A/E lesion formation.

5.2.10 Tyrosine phosphorylation in EPEC 055:H7

Phylogenetical analyses postulate an extremely close evolutionary relationship between
the EPEC serotype 055:H7 and EHEC 0157:H7, and that the EPEC 055:H7 clone may
have evolved into EHEC 0157:H7 after horizontal acquisition of stx genes (Whittam,
1995). In chapter 3 section 3.2.5 in which IVOC was performed for 7 different isolates
of EPEC 055:H7, heterogeneity was observed in their intestinal tissue tropism with
only 3 strains exhibiting an EHEC-like distal small intestine-restricted tropism. A
similar FAE-restricted tropism has previously been separately characterised for 2 other
isolates, G57 and G58 that expresses intimin y (Fitzhenry et. al., 2002b; Fitzhenry, J.
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Figure 5.20 Adhesion of /z'r-exchanged strains of EHEC 0157:H7 12900 to HEp-2 cells
A) F-actin staining

B) Tir staining

ft

H iIV

III
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Figure 5.20 Adhesion of//r-exchanged strains of EHEC 0157:H7 12900 to HEp-2 cells (continued)
C)

PY staining
Figure 5 .2 0 Immunofluorescence staining o f H E p-2 cells infected with i)
12900, ii) 12900A //r, iii) 12900Afr>-p/z>EPEC, iv) 12900A/z>-p/zrEHEC and

v) 12900A//r-p/z>Y474s- Infected cells were treated with propidium iodide
(PI) to label bacteria and host cell nuclei in red, and with antibodies to
illustrate (B) Tir translocation and (C) phosphotyrosine (PY) localisation.
(A) Accumulation o f actin beneath adherent bacteria was demonstrated
using FITC-phalloidin. Samples were examined via confocal microscopy.
Bars represent 5 pm.

hi

IV
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Figure 5.21 Adhesion of ftr-exchange derivative strains of EHEC 0157:H7 12900 to
IVOC
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Figure 5.21 Adhesion of /zV-exchange derivative strains of EHEC 0157:H7 12900 to
IVOC (continued)

Figure 5.21 SEM micrographs o f EHEC 12900 rzV-exchange derivative strains adhesion
to PP explants. A/E lesion formation is shown for 12900A/z>-pfzrEHEC on FAE o f PP (A,
bar = 5 pm), 12900 A r ir -p ft> Y 474S on FAE o f PP (C, bar = 5 pm), and 12900A/z>-p/zVEPEc
on FAE and villi o f PP explants respectively (D-E, bar = 1 pm). Adhesion without A/E
lesion formation is also observed for 12900A/z>-p/z'rEHEc on villous epithelium o f PP
explants (B, bar = 1 pm).
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PhD thesis). Preliminary assessment of tyrosine phosphorylation of Tir produced by
these two EHEC-like strains of EPEC 055 :H7 revealed a lack of phosphorylation for
G57 but positive phosphorylation for G58. Similar characterisation of 2 strains of
EPEC 055:H6 were conducted in parallel with the above two 055:H7 isolates, yielding
an FAE-restricted IVOC tissue tropism and positive tyrosine phosphorylation of Tir for
both.

Although phosphorylation is not required by EHEC 0157:H7 for host cell colonisation
both in vitro and in vivo, it is unclear if this is also the case for EPEC 055:H7 in view
of the finding that strain G58 produces a Tir capable of being tyrosine phosphorylated.
It was therefore of interest to obtain more information on the general phosphorylation
phenotype of 055 :H7, and to examine any possible correlation between Tir
phosphorylation and tissue tropism. All 9 strains of EPEC 055 :H7 including G57 and
G58 in the Centre of Paediatric Gastroenterology laboratory’s collection were thus
screened for their Tir types and phosphorylation phenotypes.

5.2.10.1 Tir phosphorylation in EPEC 055:H7 adhesion to HEp-2 cells

The ability of EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 Tir to undergo tyrosine phosphorylation was assessed on
HEp-2 cells in vitro. Only the 6h period of infection was carried out for subsequent
immunostaining with anti-phosphotyrosine (PY) antibodies as the amount of adhesion
was higher for all 9 strains at 6h, and would thus yield a stronger positive signal for
visualisation. A 3h infection assay with E69 and a similar 6h assay with TUV 93-0
were performed in parallel as positive and negative controls. As reported in chapter
3.2.4, all the strains display a FAS positive phenotype upon 6h of incubation with HEp2 cells. The occurrence of tyrosine phosphorylation in HEp-2 cells incubated with G58,
WC416 and R.ahmed was confirmed and appeared indistinguishable from that induced
by E69 (Figures 5.22C, 5.22H & 5.221). The positive PY staining co-localised with
attached bacteria shown in the corresponding phase contrast image often outlining the
contours of the bacterium and sometimes also as two tapered bands around the
bacterium. Background staining of cellular tyrosine phosphorylated-proteins in HEp-2
cells infected with TUV 93-0 occurred to a certain extent but did not interfere with
visualisation of bacterial Tir tyrosine phosphorylation (Figure 5.22B). No PY staining
was detected for G57 (Figure 5.22D) and for the five strains S6, S7, SI 12, WC155 and
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WC211. Images are shown only for G57, S7, SI 12 and WC155 as representatives o f
the PY-negative phenotype (Figure 5.22 D-G).

Figure 5.22 Tyrosine phosphorylation in EPEC 055:H 7 infection o f HEp-2 cells

Phase contrast
A

B
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Figure 5.22 Tyrosine phosphorylation in EPEC 055:H7 infection of HEp-2 cells
(continued)
Phase contrast
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Figure 5.22 Tyrosine phosphorylation in EPEC 055 :H7 infection of HEp-2 cells
(continued)
Phase contrast
H

l

:

I

Figure 5.22 Immunofluorescence staining for phosphotyrosines (PY) in HEp-2 cells
infected with E69 (A), TUV 93-0 (B) and EPEC 055:H 7 strains G58 (C), G57 (D), S7
(E), SI 12 (F), WC155 (G), WC416 (H) and R.ahmed (I). The infection assay was
carried out for 6h after which cells were stained for PY located beneath sites o f
bacterial attachment. The white arrows indicate examples o f positive PY staining
associated with bacterial adhesion. Original magnification was x 60. Bars represent 5
pm.

5.2.10.2 PCR screening and sequencing of tir in EPEC 055:H7
In genotypic characterisation o f tir gene sequences, genomic DNA was prepared from
the various strains and used as a template for the PCR amplification o f tir, using the
primer pairs EP-F1/EP-R4 and EH-For/EH-Rev in separate reactions. EP-F1/EP-R4
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and EH-For/EH-Rev anneal to the regions that flank the 5’ ATG start codon and the 3’
TAA stop codons of the tir gene (Figure 5.23), and specifically discriminate between
prototypical sequences of EPEC E69 tir and EHEC TUV 93-0 tir respectively, thus E69
and TUV 93-0 were included as positive controls for their respective primer pair.
Figures 5.24 demonstrates the amplification of a single band of »1.6 kb from all the
strains tested, corresponding to previously reported sizes of tir cloned from E69 and
EHEC 0157:H7 strain 86-24 (Kenny et. al., 1997b; DeVinney et. a l , 1999). A product
of similar size »1.6 kb was each amplified by the primer pair EP-F1/EP-R4 from the
phosphorylation-positive G58 as well as two strains, WC416 and R.ahmed (Figure
5.24A lanes 3, 10-11). The phosphorylation-negative G57 and the remaining five
strains- S6, S7, SI 12, WC155 and WC211- all yielded a tir PCR product amplified by
EH-For/EH-Rev (Figure 5.24B lanes 4-9), thus paralleling the PY immunostaining
results on HEp-2 cells (Figure 5.22). The lack of cross-reactivity between E69 and
TUV 93-0 PCR reactions demonstrates the high specificity of each primer pair with its
cognate tir recognition sequences, as well as the unlikelihood of cross-contamination of
template genomic DNA among the PCR reactions.

To further ascertain the actual type of Tir encoded within these strains of 055:H7, the
PCR products amplified from each strain were subjected to nucleotide sequencing as
described in chapter 2.9.4. The tir sequences from WC416 and R.ahmed were found to
be 100% identical to that of G58 (Figure 5.25A), hence the tir sequence of G58 is
considered the representative sequence of EPEC-like tir of 055 :H7 here. Sequencing of
the PCR products amplified by EP-F1/EP-R4 from G58, WC416 and R.ahmed revealed
a 1,655-bp open reading frame (ORF) punctuated by an ATG start codon at the 5’ end
as well as a TAA stop codon at the 3’ terminus. Translation of this ORF using the
Translate Tool program of the EXPASY proteomics server (http://ca.expasy.org/tools/
dna.html) of the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics, revealed a 551 amino acid protein
that contains a tyrosine residue each at the 454th and 474th position (Figure 5.25A).

Comparison of Tiross with the Tir amino acid sequences of EPEC 2348/69 (GenBank
accession number AF022236) and of other related serotypes was performed using the
protein-protein BLASTp program of NCBI Webserver (Altschul et. al., 1997). The
highest identity was shown with Tir of E69 at 83%, followed by 75% identity to Tir of
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Figure 5.23 Annealing sites o f primers EP-F1/ EP-R4 and EH-For/ EH-Rev on tir o f
EPEC and EHEC 0157:H 7
A) tirE?EC
EP-F1
5 ' GGAATTCATGCCTATTGGTAACCT 3 '
AAATAAAAGGATATATGTATGCCTATTGGTAACCTTGGTAATAATG
TTTATTTTCCTATATACATACGGATAACCATTGGAACCATTATTAC

►

AACGCCGGGACCAGTACGTTTCGTTTAAATATATCTGTGAGTATT
TTGCGGCCCTGGTCTAGCAAAGCAAATTTATATAGACACTCATAA
<4
3 ' TGGTCTATGCAAAGCAAATTCCTAGGGC 5 '

EP-R4
B) tire h e c
GGGATTATGACCAAGATTACCAATAGGCATAAATATCTCCTTTTTA
CCCTAATACTGGTTCTAATGGTTATCCGTATTTATAGAGGAAAAAT
GTTCTAATGGTTATCCGTATCTTAAGAGG 5 '
4 ____________3 '

EH-For
TTACTAATACCTATATAAATCTGCTTTGCTACCCTAGGG
AATGATTATGGATATATTTAGACGAAACGATGGGATCCC
5 ' TATGGAATTCTTTAGACGAAACGAT 3 '

>

EH-Rev
Figure 5.23 Sites o f sequence homology between primers EP-F1/EP-R4 and the tir
ORF o f EPEC E69 (AF022236) (A), and between primers EH-For/EH-Rev and the tir
ORF o f EHEC 0157:H 7 (AE005595) (B). Each primer is aligned according to its
annealing site in the 5 ’ or 3 ’ flanking region o f tir. The start and stop codons are
highlighted in bold blue and bold red respectively. The direction o f PCR amplification
from the 3 ’ end o f each primer is denoted by black arrows.

EPEC 0111 (AF070069). A Clustal W alignment o f these sequences is shown in figure
5.26A displaying a high degree o f conservation in the two transmembrane domains
among the sequences. Conversely, only 60% identity was shared with Tir o f the closely
related EHEC 0157:H 7 EDL933 (AE005595), in agreement with the reported 59%
identity between Tir o f E69 and EDL933 (DeVinney et. al., 1999). While the N- and Ctermini o f EHEC Tir were 65% and 41% identical to that o f TirE69 respectively
(DeVinney et. al., 1999), these stood at 81.5% and 83.5% between Tir o f G58 and o f
E69 thus also demonstrating an overall higher similarity between the latter two Tirs. A
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55-residue region implicated in intimin binding (TIBA) has been found to reside within
the 109-residue extracellular loop flanked by the two transmembrane domains o f Tir
(Kenny, 1999). Considering that both TirG58 and TirEDL933 are also likely to bind to their
cognate intimin y adhesin via TIBA, their respective TIB As were shown to be 83.6%
similar and contained 9 single base substitutions. These proved to be slightly lower than
the 87.3% similarity between TirG58 and TirE69 with only 6 single base substitutions
(Figure 5.26B), hence implying that the non-conserved amino acids may not be crucial
in the topological conformation o f the TirG5 g TIBA in its ability to engage intimin y as
an EPEC-like Tir molecule. The Tir sequences o f G58, WC416 and R.ahmed were
individually deposited into Genbank under the accession numbers DQ007022,
DQ007024 and DQ007023 respectively.

Figure 5.24 PCR-amplification o f tir from EPEC 055:H 7
A
kb

Figure 5.24 PCR amplification o f tir from EPEC 0127:H 6 E69 (lane 1), EHEC
0157:H 7 TUV 93-0 (lane 2), and the EPEC 055:H 7 strains G58 (lane 3), G57 (lane 4),
S6 (lane 5), S7 (lane 6), SI 12 (lane 7), WC155 (lane 8), WC211 (lane 9), WC416 (lane
10) and R.ahmed (lane 11), using primers EP-F1/EP-R4 specific to EPEC tir (A) and
EH-For/EH-Rev specific to EHEC 0157:H 7 tir (B). Each strain yields a PCR product
o f » size 1.6 kb as compared to the DNA standards on the extreme left lane (M).

The nucleotide sequence yielded for tir amplified from G57 comprise 1,677 bases that
were deduced to encode a 558 residue protein (Figure 5.25B). The serine 478 residue
considered to be the equivalent o f TirEpEGtyrosine 474 in Tir o f EHEC 0157:H 7 was
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Figure 5.25 Complete nucleotide and translated protein sequences o f translocated
intimin receptors (Tir) o f EPEC 055:H 7 G58 and G57
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Figure 5.25 Complete nucleotide and translated protein sequences o f translocated
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Figure 5.25 Complete nucleotide and translated protein sequences o f translocated
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Figure 5.25 The complete nucleotide sequence and in-frame translated amino acid
sequence o f Tir o f EPEC 055:H 7 G58 (A) and o f G57 (B). The coding sequence is
displayed above the deduced amino acid sequence, and numbers on the left indicate the
relative positions o f the first base/residue o f each line to the first base/residue o f the
entire sequence. For G58 (A), the 474th amino acid residue phosphorylated in EPEC Tir
is indicated to be a tyrosine (Y) coded for by the TAC codon (TAC), whereas for G57

(B), a serine residue at the 478th position (S) coded for by the TCT codon (TCT) is
similar to that in EHEC Tir considered to be the tyrosine 474-equivalent. The EPEC Tir
Y454 is also present as Y454 in G58 Tir and as Y458 in G57 Tir (Y). The ATG start
codon is shown in bold while the non-coding TAA stop codon is underlined.

revealed in the same position in G57 Tir encoded by the codon TCT. Interestingly, the
Y454 residue equated as a second tyrosine phosphorylation site o f TirepEc was also
found in Tir o f G57 and EHEC 0157:H 7 in the 458th position (Figure 5.25B). Both
nucleotide and amino acid sequences o f G57 Tir are largely identical to that o f EHEC
0157:H 7 strain EDL933 except for minor differences shown in two regions depicted in
figure 5.27B. A 6-bp sequence o f CAACCT located between nucleotide 661 and 668 o f
G57 tir was absent from the homologous region in tir o f EDL933 (Figure 5.27Ai). In
addition, a 6-bp insertion sequence CTACAA between nucleotide 1205 and 1212 o f
EDL933 tir was not found in G57 tir (Figure 5.27Aii). At the protein level, G57 Tir
harboured an extra duplication o f a pair o f threonine-serine residues between residue
224 and 227 in the cytoplasmic N-terminus that were absent from

T i r EDL933-

Conversely, two threonine residues that occurred between C-terminal residues 402 and
405 in EDL933 were not present in Tiro57 as illustrated in figure 5.27Aiii. Further
comparison was carried out for the Tir protein sequence with known sequences o f Tir
reported from other EHEC serotypes using the BLASTp program. Tiro57 was shown to
be highly similar to Tir expressed by the EHEC 0157:H 7 serotype, showing an identity
o f 98% each to Tir o f EDL933 (AE005595), o f Sakai (BA000007) and o f EHEC

361

Figure 5.26 Alignment and comparison o f EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 G58, related EPEC and
EHEC Tir sequences
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Figure 5.26 Alignment and comparison of EPEC 055 :H7 G58, related EPEC and
EHEC Tir sequences (continued)
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Figure 5.26
A) Sequence alignment o f Tir o f G58 with EPEC E69 (AF022236), EPEC 0111
(AF070069), C. rodentium (AAL06376) and REPEC O103:H2 (AAF03080). The two
transmembrane domains o f Tir are denoted by asterisks (*) and the intimin-binding
domain domain is denoted by black square dots (•)• The Y474 residue is indicated with
a red inverted triangle and the Y454 residue o f TirE69 found in the 455th position o f
Tirc58 is indicated with a blue arrow. Sequence searches were performed using NCBI
BLAST and alignment using CLUSTALW and BOXSHADE on the EMBL server.
B) Alignment comparison o f the 55-amino-acid Tir-intimin binding area (TIBA)
between Tir o f G58 and EHEC 0157:H 7 EDL933 (AE005595), showing a high degree
o f similarity. Identical or conserved residues are shaded in black and conserved residue
substitutions are shaded in dark grey.

0157:H - (AF070067). The Tir o f Sakai was not included in the multiple alignment
comparison in figure 5.26B as it is 100% identical to that o f EDL933. Identities
towards Tir o f other EHEC serotypes were lower at 65% with EHEC 0 2 6 :H(AJ223063) and at 60% with EHEC 0 1 1 1:H- (AF025311) as these Tir were evidently
more closely related to TirEPEC- Comparison with EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 G58 (DQ007022)
revealed a similar level o f identity at 60% but which was slightly higher at 65% with
E69 (AF022236).
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The sequences of the remaining 5 EHEC-like tir molecules amplified from strains S6,
S7, SI 12, WC155 and WC211 also appeared largely identical to Th*EDL933 which was
used as a reference sequence. The C-terminal deletion of two threonine amino acids as
described for Tiro57 was similarly found in the exact positions between residues 402
and 405 in Thedl 933 for all 5 EPEC 055:H7 Tir sequences (Table 5.8). Heterogeneity
in their N-terminal regions was however observed with respect to the length and
positions at which additional sequences absent from Tir£DL933 occurred. Firstly, only
tirsi and ft>wc2 ii did not harbour any extra insertions in their respective N-termini and
their overall sequence, excluding the C-terminal deletions, displayed 100% identity to
that of ft>EDL933- The tir$6 N-terminus contained a 6-bp sequence insertion ACCTCA
that similarly encoded an extra pair of threonine-serine as tir0 5 7 , although the point of
insertion had been shifted 2 residues downstream to that of tirosi. Duplication of
stretches of amino acids was also seen for both tir \\2 and ft>wci55, each involving an
additional 18 bp sequence. In the predicted sequence of Tirn 2, a duplication of the 6residue peptide sequence SKGAGE is observed at the N-terminus as an indirect
consequence of an 18-bp insertion. Interestingly, as a result of a downstream shift of 3
amino acids, the duplication sequence was changed to AGESKG in TirwcissNevertheless, these results demonstrate for the first time that the EPEC 055 :H7
serotype is composed of a mixed population of A/E bacterial isolates that is
heterogenous with respect to the Tir subtypes expressed and tyrosine phosphorylation
of Tir during in vitro A/E lesion formation. The Tir sequences of G57, S6 and S7 were
individually deposited into Genbank under the accession numbers DQ007019,
DQ007020 and DQ007021 respectively.

5.2.11 Tyrosine phosphorylation in atypical EPEC

The six strains of atypical EPEC characterised in chapter 3 belong to O serogroups that
do not come under the classical serogroups of typical EPEC. These strains express the 0
variant of intimin, except for 3941-1 that produces intimin y, and display diversity in
their manner of adhesion to HEp-2 cell monolayers as well as tissue tropism on human
intestinal IVOC. PCR-typing of tir subtypes encoded by these strains have been
performed in a large scale Brazilian study of 59 strains of atypical EPEC that lack both
the EAF plasmid and Stx-encoding genes, and showed a mixed population of both
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Figure 5.27 Alignment and comparison of EPEC 055 :H7 G57 and related EHEC Tir
sequences
A
i)

N u c le o tid e

P r o te in

ii)

N u c le o tid e

P r o te in

G 57

651
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1195
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389
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Figure 5.27 Alignment and comparison of EPEC 055 :H7 G57 and related EHEC Tir
Sequences (continued)
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359
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ED L 933

536;

dBv
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!
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0 2 6 :H -

516

0 1 1 1 : H -5 2 9

Figure 5.27
A) Comparison o f differences in nucleotide and amino acid sequences between Tir o f
G57 and EHEC 0157:H 7 EDL933. Numbers shown for the first base/residue relate to
its position relative to the complete nucleotide/protein sequence. Non-aligned extra
bases and residues are respectively highlighted in blue and red.
B) Sequence alignment o f Tiro57 with Tir o f EHEC 0157:H 7 EDL933 (AE005595),
EHEC 0157:H - (AF070067), EHEC 026:H - (AJ223063) and EHEC 0111:H (AF025311). The Y454 residue o f Tir£69 found in the 458th position o f Tiro57 is
indicated with a blue arrow, while serine 478 is denoted with a red inverted triangle.
Identical or conserved residues are shaded in black while conserved residue
substitutions are shaded in dark grey.

EPEC- and EHEC-like tir subtypes (Vieira et. al., 2001). However, little is as yet
known about the molecular basis o f pathogenesis for atypical EPEC in general. It is thus
o f interest to expand upon the results obtained in chapter 3 by examining the atypical
EPEC strains for tyrosine phosphorylation o f Tir in vitro in the HEp-2 cell assay.
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Table 5.8 Sequence differences between Tirs of tyrosine phosphorylation-negative EPEC 055:H7 and EHEC 0157:H7 EDL933
Strains
S6

Terminus

Difference

N

Insertion

C

S7

SI 12

Deletion

N

Nil

C

Deletion

N

C

Insertion

Deletion

Sequence and Position o f insertion/deletion relative to EDL933
S6

664

ED L 933

6 6 4 1 C T C A A C C T C A -------------- A C T T C C A G

CTCAACCTCAACCTCAACTTCCAG

S6

223

ED L 933

2 2 3 1 E T Q T ST ST S- - SLRSDPK L

ET Q TSTSTSTSSLR SD PK L

S6

1 2 l l 2 A C T A C A A -------------- G C G CACG TA CG G

ED L 933

1205

ACTACAACTACAAGCGCACGTACGG

S6

4 0 4 2 V E Q T T T T T T T T T — SA R TV EN K

ED L 933

402

V E Q T TT TTT TTT TT SA R TV EN K

Nil
S7

1 2 0 5 2 A C T A C A A -------------- G C G CACG TA CG G

E D L 933

1205

ACTACAACTACAAGCGCACGTACGG

S7

4 0 4 2 V E Q T T T T T T T T T -- S A R T V E N K

E D L 933

402

V EQ T TT TTT TTT TT SA R TV EN K

S 12

591

GC TGGGG AG TC CAAAG G T G C TG G G G A G TC A A A A G G C G

EDL

5 9 1 1 G C TG G G G A G TC --------------------------------------------- AA AA G G C G

S112

197

ED L 933

1 9 7 1 IL E L L E P K G T G E S K G A G E -------------- S K G V G E L R E S N S

IL E L L E P K G T G E S K G A G E S K G A G E S K G V G E L R E S N S

S I 12

1 2 2 3 2 A C T A C A A -------------- GCG CACG TA C G G

EDL

1205

ACTACAACTACAAGCGCACGTACGG

S I 12

4 0 4 2 V E Q T T T T T T T T T -- S A R T V E N K

EDL9 3 3

402

V EQ T TT TTT TTT TT SA R TV EN K
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Table 5.8 Sequence differences between Tirs of tyrosine phosphorylation negative EPEC 055.H7 and EHEC 0157:H7 EDL933 (continued)
Strains

Terminus

Difference

WC155

N

Insertion

C

WC211

Deletion

N

Nil

C

Deletion

Sequence and Position o f insertion/deletion relative to EDL933
WC1 5 5

565

ED L 933

5 6 5 1 C A A A G G G A C C --------------------------------------------- GGGGAG

CAAAG G G A C C G G G G A G TC C A A A G G T6C T G G G G A G

W C 155

200

E D L 933

2 0 0 1 G E S K G A G E S K G -------------- V G E L R E S N S G A E N T

G ESK G AG ESK G AG ESK G VG ELRESNSG A EN T

W C 155

1 2 2 3 2 A C T A C A A -------------- G CGCACG TA CG G

E D L 933

1205

ACTACAACTACAAGCGCACGTACGG

S I 12

4 0 8 2 VEQTTTTTTTTT

E D L 933

402

SARTV ENK

V EQ T TT TTT TTT TT SA R TV EN K

Nil
W C 211

1 2 0 5 2 A C T A C A A -------------- G CGCACG TACG G

EDL9 3 3

1205

ACTACAACTACAAGCGCACGTACGG

W C 211

4 0 2 2 V E Q T T T T T T T T T -- S A R T V E N K

E D L 933

402

V EQ TTT TTT TTT TT SA R TV EN K

Table 5.8 Comparison o f specific regions o f EHEC-like Tirs o f tyrosine phosphorylation-negative EPEC 055:H 7 strains S6, S7, SI 12, WC155
and W C211 with that o f EHEC 0157:H 7 EDL933. Tirs o f S7 and WC211 harbour deletion o f bases/amino acids only in their C-termini. Extra
bases/amino acids are highlighted in bold/bold brown. The C-terminal deletions are all shown to occur in the same region while variability is
observed for the N-terminal deletions in location, sequence length and residue sequence.
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5.2.11.1 Tir phosphorylation in atypical EPEC HEp-2 cell adhesion

The six strains of atypical EPEC- 11711-4, 1931-1, 2922-2, 3941-1, 4281-7 and 43612- were incubated with HEp-2 cell monolayers for 6h after which infected cells were
stained for PY. JPN15 was included as a positive control and showed PY staining in the
form of 1-2 sharp tapered bands associated with adherent bacteria (Figure 5.28A),
while the negative control EHEC 0157:H7 TUV 93-0 demonstrated an absence of PY
staining (Figure 5.28B). Of the six strains of atypical EPEC tested, PY staining was
clearly shown only for 1711-4 and 4361-2 and co localised with adherent bacteria
groups in the corresponding phase contrast images (Figures 5.28C and 5.28H). Despite
good bacterial adherence shown on cells, no evidence of PY staining was demonstrated
for both 1931-1 and 2922-2 (Figures 5.28D-E). 4281-7 and the FAS-negative strain
3941-1 also presented with an absence of PY staining associated with the small groups
of adherent bacteria (Figures 5.28G and 5.28F). Hence the six strains of atypical EPEC
in this study exhibited a predominantly phosphoryation-negative phenotype with
respect to host cell-modification of Tir, with the exception of EPEC O51:H40 strains
1711-4 and 4361-2 that showed localisation of phosphotyrosines with bacterial
attachment.

5.2.11.2 PCR screening and sequencing of tir from atypical EPEC

Preliminary PCR-screening of the six atypical EPEC strains 1711-4, 1931-2, 2922-2,
3941-1, 4281-7 and 4361-2 using the primer pairs EP-F1/EP-R4 and EH-For/EH-Rev,
provided confirmation of the tir typing results by Vieira et. al. 2001 which had utilised
the same set of primers for EPEC tir and a primer pair for EHEC tir which annealed to
a slightly longer complementary flanking sequence of the tir gene. EP-F1/EP-R4
generated a « 1.6 kb band from each of the three O51:H40 strains (1711-4, 1931-2
and4361-2) and the 098:H8 strain 2922-2, similar to that from E69 thus denoting an
EPEC-like tir genotype (Figure 5.29A). A »1.6 kb band was amplified from the
remaining two strains 3941-1 (NT:H34) and 4281-7 (O104:H-), as well as from the
positive control EDL933 with the EHEC rtr-specific primers EH-For/EH-Rev (Figure
5.29B). Although equal volumes of the PCR reaction of each sample were loaded onto
the gel for electrophoresis, the band amplified from strain 4281-7 (Figure 5.29B lane 7)
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Figure 5.28 Tyrosine phosphorylation in adhesion of atypical EPEC to HEp-2 cells
Phase contrast

PY

Figure 5.28 Tyrosine phosphorylation in adhesion of atypical EPEC to HEp-2 cells
(continued)
Phase contrast

PY

G

H

m

.
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Figure 5.28 Immunofluorescence staining for phosphotyrosines (PY) in HEp-2 cells
infected with JPN15 (A), TUV 93-0 (B) and atypical EPEC strains 1711-4 (C), 1931-2
(D), 2922-2 (E), 3941-1 (F), 4281-7 (G) and 4361-2 (H). The infection assay was
carried out for 6h after which cells were stained for PY located beneath sites of
bacterial attachment. The white arrows indicate examples of positive PY staining
associated with bacterial adhesion. Original magnification was x 60. Bars represent 5
pm.

however appeared evidently much weaker in intensity when compared to that for other
lanes. This implies that the primers may have annealed to the flanking sequences of the
4281-7 tir gene with lower efficiency and hence resulted in a lower amount of PCR
product generated. The lack of cross-reactivity of 4281-7 with EP-F1/EP-R4 thus
suggests a comparatively higher extent of homology between the flanking regions of
4281-7 tir and the EH-For/EH-Rev. Nonetheless, a mixed genotype with respect to tir
type is shown with four strains yielding EPEC-like tir while the remaining two harbour
EHEC-like tir differentially amplified by primers F1/EP-R4 and EH-For/EH-Rev
respectively.

tir amplified from each strain with the appropriate primers was subjected to nucleotide
sequencing as with that previously performed for EPEC 055:H7. The EHEC primers
EH-For/EH-Rev were used for amplifying tir from strain 4281-7 as a »1.7 kb product
so as to yield sufficient product for the rounds of sequencing reaction (Figure 5.29C).
In agreement with the results obtained via PCR-screening earlier, strains 1711-4, 19312, 2922-2 and 4361-2 were each shown to harbour a tir ORF of sequence highly similar
to that of EPEC 055:H7 G58. Both the nucleotide and the predicted protein sequences
of Tir from 1931-2 and 2922-2 exhibit 100% identity to Tircss, which includes
possession of tyrosine 454 and tyrosine 474 residues in the C-terminal domain. Hence,
the in vitro phosphorylation phenotypes of 1931-2 and 2922-2 on HEp-2 cells do not
correlate with their respective Tir subtypes as well as the presence of the target residue
Y474 for phosphorylation. The Y474-encoding codon triplet TAC was also noted in tir
of strains 1711-4 and 4361-2 which were the only 2 isolates of the 6 atypical EPEC
strains tested to demonstrate a positive tyrosine phosphorylation phenotype on HEp-2
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Figure 5.29 PCR-amplification of tir from atypical EPEC

Figure 5.29 PCR amplification o f tir from EPEC 0127:H 6 E69 (lane 1), EHEC
0157:H 7 TUV 93-0 (lane 2), and the atypical EPEC strains 1711-4 (lane 3), 1931-1
(lane 4), 3941-1 (lane 5), 4361-2 (lane 6), 4281-7 (lane 7) and 2922-2 (lane 8), using
primers EPF1/EP-R4 specific to EPEC tir (A) and EH-For/EH-Rev specific to EHEC
0157:H 7 tir (B). Each strain yields a PCR product o f wsize 1.6 kb as compared to the
DNA standards on the extreme left lane (M). (C) The tir sequence was also reamplified from 4281-7 using the High Fidelity DNA polymerase for sequencing. A
product o f «1.7 kb was yielded with EH-For/EH-Rev (EH) primers but not with
EPF1/EP-R4 (EP) primers.

cells previously. Identities shared with TirE69 and TirG58 were at 83% and 99%
respectively. The less than 100% complete identity with TirG58 stemmed from the
presence o f an extra AC A triplet in both tiryjw^ and /z>436 i-2 nucleotide sequences
(Figure 5.30B). BLAST searches for further characterized tir sequence o f non classical
EPEC deposited into the NCBI Genebank databases revealed a tir o f an atypical intimin
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s2-producing EPEC strain serotype 0119:H9:K61 that displayed a greater level of
identity (95%) to the prototypical sequence of TirE69 and 83% identity to Tiross
(Gartner and Schmidt, 2004). The phosphorylation status of EPEC 0119:H9:K61 has
yet to be characterised. Alignment of the various atypical EPEC tir sequences show a
high overall degree of conservation also inclusive of the typically more variant Ctermini which harbour the 12-aa peptide domain in which Y474 resides (Figure 5.30A).
Thus these results provide an insight into the existence of yet different subtypes of the
tyrosine-phosphorylable classical EPEC tir allele within the atypical EPEC reservoir
but nevertheless sharing the common feature of the C-terminal Y474 as well as the 12aa domain.

Strains 3941-1 and 4281-7 arbitrarily represent the EHEC-like clones of atypical EPEC
in the aspect of their tyrosine phosphorylation-negative phenotypes in the HEp-2 cell
assay. Nucleotide sequencing of their respective tir provided confirmation of the
absence of the Y474 residue in the C-terminal region of the predicted protein sequence.
Identities of 95% and 58% are shared between Tir of 3941-1 and EHEC 0157:H7
Tir£DL933 and EPEC TirE69 respectively, thus placing ^>3941-1 of atypical EPEC 3941-1
into the category of EHEC-like translocated intimin receptors. Like the EHEC-like Tir
sequences of EPEC 055:H7, Tir394M contained the C-terminal deletion of 2 threonine
residues as well as duplication of peptide sequences in the N-terminal region (Figure
5.31). While Tirs of EPEC 055:H7 strains G57, S6 , S112 and WC155 each harboured
only one set of peptide insertion in their N-termini, 2 sets of duplicating insertions each
comprising

6

extra residues were found in the same vicinities in TU3941.1 as these

Th*o55:H7j hence giving rise to a 568-residue Tir394i_i protein that is 10 residues
longerthan the 558-residue

T u *ed l 933-

However Tir of 4281-7 was shown to display the

greatest variability amongst all the EHEC-like Tirs characterised in this study, showing
only 78% identity with

T i r EDL933

and an even lower 55% with the prototypical EPEC

Th*E69 sequence. The nucleotide sequence of tir^m-i comprised a total of 1743 bp that
encode a 580-amino-acid protein which was certainly substantially longer than the 558residue Tn*EDL933 encoded by a 1677 bp tir ORF (Figure 5.32). These additional amino
acids arose from the numerous insertions of residues occurring in

6

regions in both the

N- and C-terminals domains, with insertions lengths ranging from 1 to a maximum of
12 residues (Figure 5.33). The TIBA and transmembrane domains crucial for intimin
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Figure 5.30 Alignment and comparison of atypical EPEC and related EPEC Tir
sequences
A)
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Figure 5.30 Alignment and comparison of atypical EPEC and related EPEC Tir
sequences (continued)
1 7 1 1 -4

480
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Figure 5.30
A) Sequence alignment o f Tirs o f atypical EPEC O51:H40 1711-4 and 4361-2 with
Tirs o f atypical EPEC 0119:H9:K61 (AJ633129), EPEC 055:H 7 G58 and E69. The
two transmembrane domains o f Tir are denoted by asterisks (*) and the intimin-binding
domain domain is denoted by black square dots (•). The E69 Tir Y474 is indicated
with a red inverted triangle and Y454 is denoted by a blue triangle. The E69 Tir 12-aa
domain (+) is shown to be highly conserved. Sequence searches were performed using
NCBI BLAST and alignment using CLUSTALW and BOXSHADE on the EMBL
server. Identical or conserved residues are shaded in black and conserved residue
substitutions are shaded in dark grey.
B) Alignment comparison o f the differences between Tir o f 1711-4 and 4361-2 each
with Tir o f G5 8. The extra AC A triplet in Tir o f G58 is shown.

binding and protein structural integrity remain relatively conserved with respect to that
o f Tirs o f EHEC and EPEC. The most striking feature however lies in the discovery
that the position equivalent to

T i r EDL933

serine 478 and TirE69 Y474 was instead

occupied by a proline residue. In addition, the equivalent o f the TirE69 12-aa domain
was shown to be only 66.7% conserved in Tir428 i -7 as opposed to the 100% identity in
the -NSNTSVQNMGNT- domain encompassing serine 478 among all the EHEC-like
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Figure 5.31 Alignment and comparison o f atypical EPEC NT:H34 strain 3941-1 and
EHEC 0157:H7 EDL933 Tir sequences
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Figure 5.31 Sequence comparison between Tir o f atypical EPEC 3941-1 and EHEC
0157:H 7 EDL933, showing a high degree o f conservation. The serine 488 o f 3941-1
Tir equivalent to serine 478 o f EDL933 Tir is indicated by the inverted red triangle.

Tirs characterised in this study. Thus, the results reveal the first example o f a novel
allelic variant o f the Tir subtype o f EHEC 0157:H 7 present in a non-Stx-producing
atypical EPEC strain that possesses a non-serine residue in the C-terminal position
closely related to the type o f mechanism by which actin recruitment is effected.
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Figure 5.32 Nucleotide and translated protein sequence of Tir of atypical EPEC
O104:H- strain 4281-7.
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Figure 5.32 Nucleotide and translated protein sequence o f Tir o f atypical EPEC
O104:H- strain 4281-7 (continued)
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Figure 5.32 Complete nucleotide sequence and the in-frame translated amino acid
sequence o f Tir o f atypical EPEC 4281-7. The coding sequence is displayed above the
deduced amino acid sequence, and the proline 499 residue encoded b y the CCT codon

(CCT) in the position equivalent to serine 478 o f

T ir ED L 933

is highlighted in bold red

(P). The ATG start codon is shown in bold while the non-coding TAA stop codon is
underlined.
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Figure 5.33 Alignment and comparison o f atypical EPEC O104:H- 4281-7 and related
Tir sequences
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Figure 5.33 Alignment and comparison of atypical EPEC O104:H- 4281-7 and related
Tir sequences (continued)
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Figure 5.33 Sequence alignment o f Tir428 i -7 with Tir o f EPEC 055:H 7 G57, EHEC
0157:H 7 EDL933 (AE005595) and EPEC 0127:H 6 2348/69 (E69) (AF022236). The
proline 499 residue o f Tir428 i -7 that aligns with serine 478 o f Tirs o f G57 and EDL933
is denoted by a red inverted triangle

(V ).

The two transmembrane domains are denoted

by asterisks (*) and the intimin-binding domain domain is denoted by black square dots
(•). The Y454 residue o f TirE69 indicated with a blue arrow (4 ) is found in all the other
three Tir sequences. The 12-aa peptide domain (+) o f Tn*E69 is not conserved in Tir428i7,

Th*g57 or TirEDL933- Identical or conserved residues are shaded in black while

conserved residue substitutions are shaded in dark grey.

5.2.12 Role of TccP in IVOC adhesion

The lack o f recruitment o f Nek in the signalling cascade downstream o f intimin-Tir
interaction in adhesion o f EHEC 0157:H 7 to host cells implicates the translocation o f
an EHEC-specific factor that may harbour an Nck-like activity in the activation o f NWASP (Gruenheid et. al., 2001; Lommel et. al., 2004). In addition, early studies in
which introduction o f the LEE from EPEC but not from EHEC conferred upon the nonpathogenic E. coli K-12 strain the capacity to form A/E lesions on host cells, point to
the existence o f a factor encoded outside the LEE that is indispensable for actin
pedestal formation by EHEC (Elliott et. al., 1999a). Identified by two independent
groups, TccP also known as EspFu, was shown to be the bridging factor between EHEC
Tir and N-WASP, thereby effecting the recruitment o f N-WASP independent o f Nek
adaptor protein involvement (Garmendia et. al., 2004; Campellone et. al., 2004a).
Given such a crucial role in the subsequent activation o f the actin polymerising activity
o f the Arp2/3 complex, actin accretion and recruitment o f the host cytoskeletalassociated proteins N-WASP, Arp2/3 and a-actinin were completely abolished in
AtccP mutant-infection o f HeLa cells.
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The role o f TccP was hence examined on PP explants infected with EHEC 0157:H 7 in
IVOC. The AtccP chromosomal deletion was constructed in strain TUV 93-0 (ICC 185)
using a modified version o f the X Red recombinase method (Garmendia et. al., 2004),
and first tested for actin accumulation in the HEp-2 cell assay. In a 6h infection o f
HEp-2 cell monolayers, an attenuated adhesion phenotype was shown by ICC 185 in
addition to an absence o f any obvious actin accumulation under adherent bacteria as
demonstrated by the FAS test (Figures 5.34B), thus in agreement with observations
reported in Garmendia et. al., that TccP was essential for A/E lesion formation
(Garmendia et. al., 2004). However, infection o f PP tissue explants in human IVOC
revealed extensive colonisation o f both FAE and villi by ICC185 (Table 5.9). A/E
lesions indistinguishable from that o f wildtype TUV 93-0 shown in figure 3.3A were
generated on 4/4 villous epithelium and FAE each o f PP explants with characteristic
elongation o f microvilli within and around the boundaries o f adhering bacterial groups
(Figures 5.35 A & 5.35B). Hence, results from SEM analysis o f adhesion o f ICC185

Figure 5.34 Actin recruitment by ICC 185 on HEp-2 cells
Phase contrast

F-actin

382

A

Figure 5.34 HEp-2 cell adherence assay o f TUV 93-0 (A) and ICC 185 (B) was carried
out for 6h and the FAS test was performed to highlight actin recruitment by adherent
bacteria. Original magnification was x 60. Bars represent 5 pm.

Figure 5.35 A/E lesion formation by ICC185 on IVOC Peyer’s patch explants

Figure 5.35 SEM micrographs A/E lesion formation by ICC185 on (A) villous
epithelium and (B) FAE o f PP explants in IVOC. Bars = 5 pm.

IVOC proved unexpected, as TccP did not appear to be required for EHEC 0157:H 7
colonisation and A/E lesion formation on human IVOC ex vivo.

PP explants separately infected with wildtype TUV 93-0 and ICC 185 were passed to Dr
S Schuller for cryosectioning and immunostaining so as to further investigate the
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involvement of the key cytoskeletal proteins N-WASP and a-actinin in A/E lesion
formation. While both N-WASP and a-actinin were recruited to wildtype TUV 93-0
sites of adhesion as demonstrated by immunostaining of cryosections for N-WASP and
a-actinin, ICC 185 adhesion on TI villi however showed an absence of N-WASP
staining (Figure 5.36B). Recruitment of a-actinin appeared to show some variability
but immunostaining for a-actinin was largely negative (Figure 5.36C). The
translocation and host membrane-localisation of Tir beneath adhering bacteria was
demonstrated for both wildtype and ICC 185, confirming that the lack of N-WASP and
a-actinin recruitment was not due to defects in Tir translocation into the enterocyte
membrane (Figure 5.36A). Hence in contrast to observations in HEp-2 cells, EHEC
does not require the presence of TccP to form morphologically-defined A/E lesions on
human intestinal mucosa despite the abolition of N-WASP recruitment.

Table 5.9 Adhesion of ICC185 to PP explants in IVOC
Strains

Terminal ileum
TI

FAE

TUV 93-0

3/4

4/4

ICC 185

4/4

4/4
23, 86, 119,134

Patients’ age (months)
- TI: terminal ileum

- FAE: follicle-associated epithelium

Note: Due to general infrequent adhesion of TUV 93-0 to the duodenum, ICC 185 was
thus not tested for adherence to duodenal explants.

Attempts were carried out at studying the surface morphology of ICC 185 interaction
with polarised Caco-2 cell culture with the aim of drawing a comparison with human
intestinal IVOC. This however proved unsuccessful as adhesion by both wildtype
EDL933 and ICC 185 even upon 9h of infection was not observed, in addition to the
absence of changes induced to the surface microvillous brush border (data not shown).
As other parameters of virulence are not being tested here, the role of TccP in EHEC
pedestal formation remains inconclusive in the polarised Caco-2 cell transwell model.
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Figure 5.36 Recruitment of N-WASP and a-actinin by ICC 185 in IVOC
WT TUV 93-0__________________ ICC 185
A

Figure 5.36 Immunofluorescence staining o f cryosections o f PP explants infected with
wildtype TUV 93-0 and ICC 185 (TUV 93-OA/cc/?). Sections were stained for Tir (A),
N-W ASP (B) and a-actinin (C) presented in green. N-WASP stained sections were also
stained for cytokeratin (blue) for illumination o f the background (B). Propidium iodide
was used to counterstain bacteria and cell nuclei for all cases. A lack o f recruitment o f
both N-W ASP (B) and a-actinin (C) was shown for ICC185. Samples were examined
via confocal microscopy. Bars represent 5 pm.
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5.2.13 Role of EspJ in IVOC adhesion

The observation that the espJ ORF encodes a protein whose expression was
downregulated like that of many LEE-encoded proteins in attached bacteria on
eukaryotic cell membranes, prompted interest in the potential of EspJ as a virulence
factor (Dahan et. al., 2005). Located within the same cryptic prophage CP-933U, the
espJ gene lies upstream of tccP outside the LEE and encodes the EspJ protein that
undergoes TTSS-mediated translocation into host cells as TccP does. No function has
as yet been ascribed to EspJ in vitro, although a role associated with in vivo clearance
dynamics has been observed in the mouse model (Dahan et. a l, 2005). To investigate
the contribution of EspJ to colonisation of human intestinal explants, the AespJ-deletion
mutant ICC188 constructed in EHEC 0157:H7 strain 85/170 background was used to
infect PP explants sampled from the terminal ileum. The generation of A/E lesions that
resemble that by wildtype 85/170, on FAE of 3/3 PP explants indicates that EspJ is not
essential for bacterial adhesion on human IVOC (Figure 5.37B). Extensive colonisation
was also observed on a villus lying near the lymphoid follicle in 1/3 incubations on PP
(Figure 5.37B, table 5.10), nevertheless this was still in agreement with the strict FAErestricted tropism of 85/170 in comparison with other strains of EHEC 0157:H7
reviewed in chapter 3.2.2. A 6h HEp-2 cell infection assay was also performed for
ICC 188 to confirm its actin-recruiting phenotype. Both wildtype 85/170 and ICC 188
were shown to adhere to HEp-2 cells with actin accumulation induced beneath sites of
bacterial attachment as indicated by the FAS test (Figure 5.37A).

Table 5.10 Adhesion of ICC 188 to PP explants in IVOC
Terminal ileum

Strains
TI

FAE

85/170

1/3

3/3

ICC 188

1/3

3/3

46, 110, 141, 165

46, 86, 110, 193,

Patients’ age (months)
- TI: terminal ileum

- FAE: follicle-associated epithelium
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Figure 5.37 A/E lesion formation by ICC188 on HEp-2 cells and on IVOC Peyer’s
patch explants

Figure 5.37 A) A/E lesion formation by ICC188 on HEp-2 cells. HEp-2 cells were
infected with (i) wildtype 85/170 and (ii) ICC 188 for 6h after which the FAS test was
carried out to label actin recruitment by adherent bacteria. White arrows indicate
examples o f actin recruitment. Original magnification was x 60. Bars represent 5 pm.
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B) SEM micrographs of ICC 188 adhesion and A/E lesion formation on FAE of a PP
explant (bar =

1

pm).

5.2.14 Distribution of tccP in EPEC and EHEC

The finding that recruitment of N-WASP to EHEC 0157:H7 pedestals was brought
about by TccP, the bacterial equivalent of cellular Nek, raises the question as to
whether this is a general phenomenon that also applies to other Tir tyrosine
phosphorylation-negative A/E bacteria. The expression of EHEC-like Tir by certain
strains of EPEC 055 :H7 and atypical EPEC which form A/E lesions in vitro and ex
vivo suggests that these strains may also harbour tccP. In addition, tccP and espJ
constitute an operonic structure in EHEC 0157:H7 resulting in co-transcription of both
genes (Garmendia and Frankel, 2005). As tccP does not occur in EPEC strain E69 and
C. rodentium, (Dahan et. al., 2005), it was of interest to assess the distribution of both
tccP and espJ gene sequences within the collection of the above mentioned E. coli
strains, particularly in relation to their phenotypes of Tir tyrosine phosphorylation.

5.2.14.1 PCR-screening for tccP

According to the sequence retrieved from the genome database of EHEC 0157:H7
strain Sakai of the Genome information research center, Osaka University, Japan
(http://genome.gen-info.osaka-u.ac.jp/bacteria/ol57/), the tccP gene (Ecs2715) (under
NCBI accession number BA000007 for Sakai genome) contains 1,014 bases long and
encodes a protein of 337 amino acids (Figure 5.38A). In addition, the the gene length of
tccP of strain EDL933 annotated as Z3072 (AAG56991) was reported to be 1,155 bp
capable of encoding a 384 amino acid gene product. The TccP protein from EDL933 is
characterised by an N-terminal domain of 87 residues preceding six near identical 47residue domains rich in proline. The first 9 residues of the C-terminal 15 residues
constitute a seventh truncated repeat while the sequence of the last

6

residues does not

occur in any of the repeats (Garmendia et. al., 2004). These features occur in the Sakai
tccP sequence as well, except that the Sakai tccP gene comprises only five 47-residue
proline-rich domains, as illustrated in figure 5.33. PCR was performed to screen for the
presence of tccP in several strains of EHEC 0157:H7, EPEC 055:H7 and atypical
388

EPEC, utilising the primer pair 46/52 provided by Prof G Frankel of Imperial College
London. While primers 46 and 52 were designed to anneal to the tccP sequence
immediately after and before the 5’ ATG start and 3’ TGA stop codons respectively
(Figure 5.38B), sequences similar to the five bases of ATTAA that constitutes the
binding site of the 3’ end of primer 52 occur in all the 47-residue proline-rich domains,
which means that primer 52 may also anneal to multiple weak complementary sites
within the gene. Indeed, prelimininary PCR screening for tccP yielded positive
amplification of tccP sequences from all strains of EHEC 0157:H7 tested that
presented as a ladder of products of different sizes on an agarose gel (Figure 5.39Ai).
Nevertheless, the band of strongest intensity was deduced to be the full length tccP
gene product while the bands of lower intensity may have arisen from multiple
annealing of primer 52 within each consecutive proline-rich domain. The EHEC
O103:H2 strain PMK5 and EHEC O103:H- strain E77804 that was also considered an
atypical EPEC, were included in the screening assay and proved to be negative for a
tccP gene sequence amplified by primers 46/52 (lanes

8

& 9). Each of the two strains

also harbours an EPEC-like tir gene sequence which appeared less efficiently amplified
by primers EP-F1/EP-R4, which is suggestive of possible nucleotide morphisms within
the flanking regions of the tir ORF to which the primers may only weakly bind (Figure
5.39Aii). Interestingly, the brightest band that represents the full length tccP sequence
amplified each from TUV 93-0 (EDL933Asta) and Sakai 813 (SakaiAsto) appeared to
be similar in size (lanes 1 & 3), as well as being similar to that from the other EHEC
0157:H7 strains. An extrapolation from the number of possible annealing sites of
primer 52 indicates the number of PCR products generated for a gene encoding a 6 proline-rich-domain protein as EDL933 TccP to be seven, as the seventh truncated
repeat at the C-terminus would constitute a seventh binding site. These seven bands
were calculated to be of sizes 309 bp, 450 bp, 591 bp, 732 bp, 873 bp, 1014 bp and
1155 bp, and could be observed for the PCR-amplification of EPEC 055:H7 strain
WC211 tccP (Figure 5.39B lane 8 ), with the exception of the 309 bp band being less
easily visualised on a 1% agarose gel. However, the major PCR product band derived
from TUV 93-0 resembled that of all the other EHEC 0157:H7 six strains and appeared
to slightly exceed more than

1

kb in size, which would be a closer approximation to a

1,014 bp gene sequence that encodes a protein containing only 5 proline-rich domains.
This finding certainly does not agree with the reported sizes of tccP/espFu in
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Figure 5.38 Nucleotide and amino acid sequence of TccP of EHEC 0157:H7 Sakai 813
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Figure 5.38 Nucleotide and amino acid sequence of TccP of EHEC 0157:H7 Sakai 813
(continued)
B

EcoRl
primer 46
5 ' - C C G G A A T T C A T G A T T A A C A A T G T T T C T - 3 ' -------------------- ►

t CCP

ATAAGGTAATCTGCATGATTAACAATGTTTCTTCACTTTTTCCAAC

Start
S to p
tccP

TGCAGAGCATGGCATTAATACATCTAAGCGCTCGTGATTATAATATA
4 -----------------

3 ' - TTATG TA G ATTCG CG A G CA CTGACGTCAA -

5'

primer 52

Pstl
Figure 5.38
A) Nucleotide and amino acid protein sequence o f TccP (ECs2715) o f EHEC 0157:H 7
Sakai retrieved from Genome information research center, Osaka University, Japan
(http://genome.gen-info.osaka-u.ac.jp/bacteria/ol57/). Numbers on the left indicate the
relative positions o f the first base or residue o f each line relative to the first base or
residue o f the entire sequence. The beginning o f each 47-aa domain repeat is indicated
with a red arrowhead

(V )

and a total o f 5 domains are shown. Proline rich repeats

within each domain are highlighted in blue.
B) Annealing sites o f primers 46/52 are shown with respect to the 5 ’ and 3 ’ flanking
regions o f the tccP ORE. The transcriptional initiation start codon ATG is highlighted
in bold red while the transcriptional termination stop codon TGA is indicated in bold
blue. The 5’ ends o f both primers are engineered with recognition sites (underlined) for
restriction endonucleases EcoRl and Pstl respectively for purposes o f cloning. The
respective directions o f 3 ’ end elongation are denoted by the black arrows.

Garmendia et. al. 2004 and Campellone et. al. 2004a. To further investigate this
discrepancy, sequencing was performed for tccP o f both TUV 93-0 and Sakai 813
described in the next section.

For the nine strains o f EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 tested, the presence o f tccP was segregated
according to the phenotype o f Tir phosphorylation. With the exception o f G57, the
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Figure 5.39 Distribution of tccP in EHEC and EPEC
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Figure 5.39 Distribution of tccP in EHEC and EPEC (continued)
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Figure 5.39 PCR screening o f EHEC and EPEC for tccP using primers 46/52
A) Lanes 1-9: 5 EHEC 0157:H 7 strains TUV 93-0, 85/170, Sakai 813, 12900, TT12B,
8624-H11, AGT300, EHEC O103:H2 PMK5 and EHEC O103:H- E77804. A « 1.0 kb
major PCR product is seen for all 7 EHEC 0157:H 7 strains but not for PMK5
and E77804.

i)-ii) EHEC O103:H2 PMK5 (lane 2) and EHEC O103:H- E77804 (lane 3) are screened
for i)

/z> E 69

with primers EPF1/EP-R4 and ii) tirEne c with EH-For/EH-Rev. E69 (i) and

TUV 93-0 (ii) are used as positive controls respectively (lane 1). i) A » 1.6 kb fragment
appears weakly-amplified for both PMK5 and E77804 although a smaller weaklyamplified fragment « 1.2 kb is shown for E77804. ii) No positive amplification o f » 1.6
kb product by EH-For/EH-Rev is observed from both EHEC 0 1 0 3 strains.

B) i) Lanes 1-8: EHEC 0157:H 7 TUV 93-0, ICC185, EPEC 055:H 7 strains G57, S6,
S7, SI 12, WC155, WC211. The major PCR products are indicated by arrows a) » 1.2
kb, lane 8; b) » 1.0 kb, lanes 1, 2, 6-7; and c) » 0.9 kb, lanes 4-5.
ii) Lanes 1-4: EPEC E69, EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 strains G58, WC416, R.ahmed. No
amplification o f tccP is shown.

C) Lanes 1-7 EHEC 0157:H 7 TUV 93-0 and atypical EPEC strains 1711-4, 1931-1,
2922-2, 3941-1, 4281-7 and 4361-2. No amplification o f tccP is shown.

DNA standards (M) measured in kilobase (kb) are included for size comparison. Sizes
o f the 4 standard bands between the 0.5 kb and 1.0 kb bands are 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 kb
in ascending order.
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phosphorylation-negative strains S6 , S7, SI 12, WC155 and WC211 were shown to
harbour the tccP gene (Figures 5.39B) while no PCR product was amplified from the
three phosphorylation-positive strains G58, WC416 and R.ahmed (Figure 5.39C).
Interestingly, different lengths of the tccP gene were shown to occur in the five
phosphorylation-negative strains of EPEC 055 :H7. All the amplification products
displayed the characteristic ladder pattern as seen in Figure 5.34A which was absent for
ICC 185, thus confirming that the ladder of bands were due to multiple annealing of
primer 52 to the repeat domains. An approximately 850-bp major band and three minor
ladder bands were amplified each from S6 and S7 (Figure 5.39B lanes 4 & 5), while
SI 12 and WC155 each yielded a major band of similar size to that from TUV 93-0
corresponding to » 1 kb in addition to four minor ladder bands (lanes

6

& 7). The

largest major band was amplified from WC211 showing a size of more than 1.2 kb
together with six minor ladder bands, while the phosphorylation-negative G57 failed to
yield any PCR product from screening for tccP (Figure 5.39B lanes 3 & 8 ).

In addition, the screening for tccP was also extended to the six atypical EPEC strains
that harboured two phosphorylation-negative strains 3941-1 and 4281-7 that expressed
Tirs similar in sequence to Tir of EHEC 0157:H7, and four strains that contained an
^EPEC-like sequence. Interestingly, all six strains including 3941-1 and 4281-7 tested
negative for tccP, as PCR amplification with primer pair 46/52 failed to generate any
product for all six strains (Figure 5.39C).

5.2.14.2 Sequencing of tccP from representative strains

To further elucidate the nucleotide sequence of variants of tccP that occurred in EPEC
055:H7, S7, SI 12 and WC211 were selected as representatives of the variants 1 major
band (MB) + 3 minor bands (mb), 1 MB + 4 mb and 1 MB +

6

mb respectively.

Preliminary attempts at sequencing the major PCR product proved unsuccessful as
primer 52 failed to anneal at the 3’ end for reverse sequencing but instead bound to an
internal central region of tccP. The major PCR product band amplified from each
selected strain was thus excised, purified and cloned into the cloning vector pUC18 as
described in section 2.9.4.I. The major bands from S7, SI 12 and WC211 cloned into
pUC18 were approximately 900 bp, 1 kb and 1.3 kb respectively (Figure 5.40A). In
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addition, tccP from TUV 93-0 and Sakai 813 were similarly amplified and cloned into
pUC18 for sequencing, and the major bands purified from the PCR reaction were again
shown to be highly identical in size (Figure 5.40B).

The full nucleotide and protein sequences o f TccP o f S7, SI 12 and WC211 are shown
in Figures 5.41. The tccP coding regions in S7, SI 12 and WC211 are 873, 1014 and
1296 bases long respectively as demarcated by the ATG start and TGA stop codons,
thus in close correlation with their approximate sizes derived from comparison with
standard markers. Translation o f the nucleotide sequences using the EXPASY Translate
Tool program revealed each tccP sequence to encode a 290, 337 and 431 amino acid
protein respectively, that contains the N-terminal domain o f 87 amino acids conserved
in TccP reported for EHEC 0157:H 7 Sakai and TUV 93-0 (Garmendia et. al., 2004).
100% identity was each shared between TccPs 7 and TccPsii 2 with TccPsakai in the N-

Figure 5.40 Full-length versions o f tccP for nucleotide sequencing
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Figure 5.40 Purification o f the major PCR products from A) EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 strains S7,
SI 12 and W C211 (lanes 1-3), and B) EHEC 0157:H 7 strains TUV 93-0 and Sakai 813
(lanes 1-2) for cloning and sequencing.
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terminal 87-aa region, except for TccPwc2 ii which harboured a single amino acid
substitution of glutamine (Q) in TccPsakai for arginine (R) at the 69th residue position
(Figure 5.42). The conserved 87-aa domains are followed by a variable number of
proline-rich domain repeats as well as a C-terminal truncated repeat of 15 amino acids
each in TccPs7, TccPsm and TccPwc2 iiAn average of 800 bases were yielded per sequencing reaction with the pUC18
universal primers pUC18For and pUC18Rev that directed sequencing through the
5’start and 3’stop sites of tccP respectively. For tccPs7 and tccPsm, overlapping
between both forward and reverse sequencing extended into the 261-bp sequence
encoding the N-terminal 87-aa domain, thus providing confirmation of the actual length
of each respective tccP ORF (Figure 5.43B). However, the difficulties with identifying
the region of overlap from the sequencing of a multi-repeat domain gene of more than

1

kb such as tccPwc2ih stemmed from the finding that sequencing from the reverse
primer pUC18Rev was insufficient to cover the 5’ 261-bp region at all. As well, the
multiple reoccurrence of the proline-rich domain-encoding sequences in the « 800 bp
yielded from both forward and reverse sequencing, rendered attempts to design an
internal primer impractical. The deduced ORF length of tccPwc2 ii was thus indirectly
derived from correlating the possible site of overlap with the observed size of the major
PCR product band of 1.2 -1.3 kb (Figure 5.40). In addition, the amplification of six
minor ladder bands from tccPwc2ii was in agreement with tccPwc2ii being a full-length
gene that contains seven repeat domains, which was also in line with the four minor
bands seen for the five-repeat-domain tccPsakai- The compiled size of tccPwc2 ii was
thus deduced to be 1296 bases for a seven-repeat-domain ORF.

For the purpose of alignment comparison, the proline-rich 47-aa residue domains of
TccPsakai are numbered with respect to their internal amino acid sequence such that all

the domains of the protein sequence are arranged in the order of CON-A-B-C-D-DEND, with the 5th domain being ascribed as domain D in view of its 100% identity with
the 4th domain (D) (Figure 5.43A). Alignment comparison of each individual 47-aa
domain repeat with that of TccPsakai revealed a unique domain combination for each
TccP protein. TccPs7 was shown to be composed of CON-A-B-C-BC-END while

TccPSii2 was made up of CON-A-B-C-BC-BC-END (Figure 5.43B). The difference
between domains B and C involves single residue changes at positions 14 and 30, while
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Figure 5.41 Translated protein sequences of TccP of EPEC 055:H7 S7, SI 12 and
WC211
A)
S7
M INNVSSLFPTVNRNITAVYK K SSFSVSPQKITLNPVKISSPFSPSSSSISATTLFRAPNAH SA
SFHRQSTAESSLHQQLPNVRQRLIQHLAEHGIKPARSMAEHIPPAPNWPAPPPPVQNEQSRPLP
DVAQRLVQHLAEHGIQPARNMAEHIPPAPNWPAPPLPVQNEQSRPLPDVAQRLVQHLAEHGIQP
ARSMAEHIPPAPNWPAPPPPVQNEQSRPLPDVAQRLVQHLAEHGIQPARNMAEHIPPAPNWPAP
PPPVQNEQSRPLPDVAQRLVQHLAEHGINTSKRS

B)
SI 12
M INNVSSLFPTVNRNITAVYKKSSFSVSPQKITLNPVKISSPFSPSSSSISATTLFRAPNAHSA
SFHRQSTAESSLHQQLPNVRQRLIQHLAEHGIKPARSMAEHIPPAPNWPAPPPPVQNEQSRPLP
DVAQRLVQHLAEHGIQPARNMAEHIPPAPNWPAPPLPVQNEQSRPLPDVAQRLVQHLAEHGIQP
ARSMAEHIPPAPNWPAPPPPVQNEQSRPLPDVAQRLVQHLAEHGIQPARNMAEHI PPAPNWPAP
PPPVQNEQSRPLPDVAQRLVQHLAEHGIQPARNMAEHIPPAPNWPAPPPPVQNEQSRPLPDVAQ
RLVQHLAEHGINTSKRS

C)
WC211
M INNVSSLFPTVNRNITAVYKKSSFSVSPQKITLNPVKISSPFSPSSSSISATTLFRAPNAHSA
SFHRRSTAESSLHQQLPNVRQRLIQHLAEHGIKPARSMAEHIPPAPNWPAPPPPVQNEQSRPLP
DVAQRLVQHLAEHGIQPARNMAEHIPPAPNWPAPPPPVQNEQSRPLPDVAQRLVQHLAEHGIQP
ARNMAEHIPPAPNWPAPPPPVQNEQSRPLPDVAQRLVQHLAEHGIQPARNMAEHIPPAPNWPAP
PPPVQNEQSRPLPDVAQRLVQHLAEHGIQPAKNMAEHIPPAPNWPAPPPPVQNEQSRPLPDVAQ
RLVQHLAEHG IQ P ARNMAEH I P PAPNWPAP P P P VQNEQ S RPL PDVAQRLVQHLAEHG IQ P AKNM
AEHIPPAPNWPAPPPPVQNEQSRPLPDVAQRLVQHLAEHGINTSKRS

Figure 5.41 Predicted amino acid proteins sequences of TccP of EPEC 055:H7 strains
(A) S7, (B) SI 12 and (C) WC211. The conserved 87-aa N-terminal domain is indicated
in blue while each 47-aa domain repeat is alternately underlined. The C-terminal 15
residues that do not constitute a domain repeat are shown in black. The first amino acid
of the sequence, methionine coded for by the ATG start codon is highlighted. Proline
rich repeats within each domain are shown in black bold. A total of 4, 5 and 7 proline
rich 47-aa domain repeats are shown for the TccP of S7, SI 12 and WC211 respectively.
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Figure 5.42 Comparison of N-terminal 87-aa domain sequence of EPEC 055:H7 TccP
with TccP of Sakai (ECs2715)
l
Sakai
S7
S112
WC211

MINNVSSLFPTVNRNITAVYKKSSFSVSPQKITLNPVKISSPFSPSSSSISATTLFRAPN
MINNVSSLFPTVNRNITAVYKKSSFSVSPQKITLNPVKISSPFSPSSSSISATTLFRAPN
MINNVSSLFPTVNRNITAVYKKSSFSVSPQKITLNPVKISSPFSPSSSSISATTLFRAPN
MINNVSSLFPTVNRNITAVYKKSSFSVSPQKITLNPVKISSPFSPSSSSISATTLFRAPN
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

61
AHSASFHRQSTAESSLHQQLPNVRQRL
AHSASFHRQSTAESSLHQQLPNVRQRL
AHSASFHRQSTAESSLHQQLPNVRQRL
AHSASFHRRSTAESSLHQQLPNVRQRL

Sakai
S7
S I 12
WC211

******** ******************

The arginine (R) at the 69th position in TccPWC211 substituted for glutamine (Q) in the
above 3 sequences is shown in red. Identity between the sequences is denoted by the
asterisk (*).

the 4th proline-rich domain of TccPsin contained an asparagine and a proline at the
same positions respectively thus bearing resemblance to both domains and hence
named BC (Figure 5.43C). Interestingly, six BC domains were identified in TccP of
WC2 1 1 immediately downstream of domain A, thus giving TccPwc2 ii the combination
of CON-A-BC-BC-BC-BC-BC-BC-END. Overall identity to TccPSakai was 97% for
TccPs?, 98% for TccPsm and 93% for TccPwc2ii- In agreement with PCR-screening
results demonstrated earlier, tccPsm was shown by sequencing to be of equal length
but not of identical sequence to /ccPsakai-

The sequencing of pUC18-cloned tccPruv93-o with primers pUC18For and pUC18Rev
led to the confirmation that tccPruv93-o contains only 1014 bp as tccPsakai does, and is
100%

identical to tccPsakai• The full nucleotide and translated protein sequence of

T c c P j u v 93-0

is shown to comprise only five proline-rich domain repeats in the CON-A-

B-C-D-D-END domain combination as TccPsakai- While this finding served to verify
the PCR product ladder profile of tccPruv 93-0 that featured 4 minor bands suggestive of
a five-domain gene product (Figure 5.39A-C, lanes 1), this disagrees with the gene size
reported in two independent publications (Garmendia et. a l , 2004; Campellone et. a l ,
2004a).
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Figure 5.43 Schematic representation of the domain organisation of TccP
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Figure 5.43 Schematic representation of TccP of A) Sakai, and B) EPEC 055:H7 S7,
SI 12 and WC211. The N-terminal 87-aa domain is denoted as CON and the C-terminal
truncated repeat of 15 residues is labelled as END. The proline-rich domains are
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labelled from A-D according to sequence differences, and domains that display 100%
identity to each other are assigned the letter. In B), the extent of pUC18For- and
pUC18Rev-directed forward and reverse sequencing is represented by dashed arrows,
and the extent of overlap between forward and reverse sequencing is reflected. Note
that box diagrams are not drawn to scale with the actual length of each domain.
C) Comparison of the amino acid sequence of domains B and C reveals single amino
tli

fh

acid changes at the 14 and 30 residue positions (*) involving a leucine residue (L) in
B that is absent from C as well as a serine (S) in C that does not occur in B. The BC
domains that are found in TccP of S7, SI 12 and WC211 are shown to differ to domains
B and C in each of the residue positions (underlined).

5.2.14.3 Occurrence of espJ in EPEC and EHEC

To obtain more information on whether the genetic linkage between tccP and espJ also
extended to strains of EPEC that displayed EHEC-like phenotypic properties, the
distribution of espJ in the various strains described earlier was assessed via PCRscreening. EspJ produced by EPEC differed from that by EHEC sharing 79.3% identity
at the protein level. Differences in both the 5’ and 3’ ends between the two variants of
espJ facilitates differential PCR-amplification using the specific primer pairs of EPJFor/EPJ-Rev and EHJ-For/EHJ-Rev provided by Prof G Frankel of Imperial College
London (Table 2.4) that discriminate between EPEC and EHEC espJ.

As shown in figure 5.44Ai, all seven strains of EHEC 0157:H7 were shown to harbour
an espJ^HEC gene sequence as demonstrated by the amplification of a » 600 bp band
that corresponds to the actual size of the espJ ORF at 650 bp Ihttn://genome. geninfo.osaka-u.ac.ip/bacteria/o 157A. While EHEC O103:H2 strain PMK5 and EHEC
O103:H- E77804 both tested negative for espJ^wEC, a product of similar size was
generated from PMK5 using primers EPJ-For and EPJ-Rev that specifically recognize
the espJ gene sequence of EPEC E69 (Figure 5.44B). For EPEC 055:H7, the espJEne c specific primers similarly directed amplification of a « 600 bp from all the six strains,
including the tccP' strain G57, that demonstrated EHEC-like properties in Tir tyrosine
phosphorylation and TirEHEC subtype expression (Figure 5.44Aii). Conversely, a
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Figure 5.44 PCR amplification o f espJ from EPEC and EHEC
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Figure 5.44 PCR amplification o f espJvttEC and espJwtc subtypes using A) EHJFor/EHJ-Rev primers and B) EPJ-For/EPJ-Rev. Strains tested include:-

i) EHEC 0157:H 7 TUV 93-0, 85/170, Sakai 813, 12900, TT12B, 8624:H11 and
AGT300, and EHEC O103:H2 PMK5 and EHEC O103:H- E77804 (lanes 1-9),
ii) EHEC 0157:H 7 TUV 93-0 and EPEC 055:H 7 G57, S6, S7, SI 12, WC155 and
WC211 (lanes 1-7),
iii) EHEC 0157:H 7 TUV 93-0 and atypical EPEC 1711-4, 1931-1, 2922-2, 3941-1,
4281-7, 4361-2 (lanes 1-7).

B) All strains from A) that tested negative for espJ^wEC were screened for the presence
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of espJ^pEC and include EPEC E69, EPEC 055:H7 G58, WC416 and R.ahmed,
EHEC O103:H- E77804, EHEC O103:H2 PMK5 and atypical EPEC 3941-1 (lanes 17 ).

A band size of * 600 bp is shown for strains positive for either espJ subtype. DNA
standards (M) measured in kilobase (kb) are included for comparison.

product of » 600 bp was amplified by the esp/EPEC-specific primers in the remaining
three 055:H7 strains - G58, WC416 and R.ahmed - that had proven tccP' and positive
for Tir phosphorylation (Figure 5.44B). Interestingly, all the atypical EPEC strains
except strain 3941-1, were shown to possess an espJEHEC-like gene that was amplified
by primers EHJ-For/EHJ-Rev (Figure 5.44Aiii). Further assessment however failed to
show the presence of an espJ^Ec gene sequence in 3941-1 (Figure 5.44B) which
together with EHEC 0103 strains E77804, represent the only two wildtype isolates
among strains examined in this section that do not harbour any espJ sequence
recognised by the primers used here.
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5.3 Discussion

The provision of its very own bacterial receptor is a truly unique aspect of the infection
strategy of the A/E family of pathogens that has yet to be reported for other bacterial
mechanisms of pathogenesis. Tir is the first characterised LEE-encoded effector of
EPEC and EHEC that is TTSS-translocated (Kenny et. al., 1997b; Deibel et. al., 1998)
and is associated with its chaperone CesT prior to its delivery into the host cell cytosol
after which it is inserted into the cell membrane as an integral membrane protein
(section 1.3.8.2). The topology of Tir as a hairpin loop facilitates the binding of intimin
via its central extracellular domain (Hartland et. a l, 1999; Kenny, 1999) whilst the
intracellular N- and C-terminal regions interact with host cell components associated
with focal adhesion such as a-actinin (Goosney et. a l, 2000; Huang et. al., 2002) and
other cytoskeletal proteins (Goosney et. a l, 2001). The clustering of Tir by intimin is
required for the phosphorylation of the C-terminal tyrosine 474 (Y474) residue
(Campellone et. a l, 2004b), and this event is instrumental in the recruitment of the
adaptor protein Nek that in turn initiates a cascade of recruitment and activation of NWASP and the Arp2/3 complex, required for driving actin polymerisation (Gruenheid
et. a l, 2001; Lommel et. a l, 2001; Campellone et. a l, 2002). In addition to Tir, host
receptors such as pi-integrins and nucleolin that bind intimin in in vitro studies have
been identified (Frankel et. a l, 1996a; Sinclair and O’Brien, 2002) but the
physiological relevance of their interaction with intimin has yet to be verified in vivo.

5.3.1 Tir is essential for intestinal colonisation in IVOC

Given the role of Tir as the receptor ligand of intimin for enabling the formation of A/E
lesions in vitro (Kenny et. al., 1997b), the requirement of Tir for colonisation of human
intestinal mucosa by EPEC and EHEC was thus assessed using IVOC. The abolition of
intimate adhesion in IVOC of Atir mutants of both EPEC E69 and EHEC 0157:H7
12900 indicated that Tir is an essential factor for bacterial colonisation of human
intestinal epithelium. Areas of microvillous elongation reminiscent to that seen in
association with A/E lesions were however consistently shown on FAE of PP explants
infected with E69Atir and 12900Aft>. This was interpreted as a possibility of A/E
lesions occurring in the absence of Tir but without the stable anchorage of bacteria
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accorded by the binding of intimin to Tir. Brief washing of PP explants infected by the
Atir mutant strains was thus performed in an attempt to retain bacteria that may be
weakly adhering to the mucosal surface. The subsequent observation of bacteria
associating both tightly and loosely with elongated microvilli illustrates the requirement
for Tir in intimin binding in order to effect stable attachment of bacteria to the epithelial
surface. While some of the loose-adhering bacteria on intact surfaces and patches of
elongated microvilli may be members of the indigenous microflora not completely
removed by the insufficient duration of washing, bacteria more closely associated with
elongated microvilli to resemble an actual A/E lesion were likely to be the Atir mutant
strains. The implication is thus of weak Tir-independent interactions formed with the
mucosal surface which may be mediated by Bfp or EspA (Cleary et. al., 2004), that
render sufficiently washed infected PP explants completely void of adherent bacteria.
Alternative intimin receptors of host origin have been identified in in vitro studies that
include pi-integrins that bind EPEC intimin a (Frankel et. al., 1996a), and the host
membrane protein nucleolin that binds intimin a and EHEC 0157:H7 intimin y
(Sinclair and O’Brien, 2002). Whether binding of intimin to these host receptors occurs
in vivo has yet to be shown. In studies conducted on polarised T84 cells, basolaterallysequestered Pi-integrins were shown to relocalise to the apical cell surface in response
to EPEC infection for interaction with intimin leading to A/E lesion formation and
reduction in transepithelial resistance (Muza-Moons et. al., 2003). Although intimin a
and intimin y each binds nucleolin with equal affinity, the binding affinity of intimin for
Tir was up to 10 times higher than for nucleolin (Sinclair and O’Brien, 2004). If Tir
was the only if not the major receptor of intimin, a disruption in Tir expression or
translocation would accordingly impair the ability of EPEC and EHEC to form a stable
attachment to the human intestinal mucosal surface. The inability of E69Atir and
12900Afr'r to attain stable adhesion in IVOC thus also implies that interactions mediated
by binding of intimin and other potential adhesins such as EspA and fimbriae to
putative host receptors do not confer the same strength of bacterial binding to intestinal
explants examined in this study.

The requirement of Tir for pathogenicity has been demonstrated in both the rabbit and
mouse models. In REPEC infection of the rabbit, a lack of clinical disease symptoms
was noted for rabbits infected with either Aeae or Atir mutants of REPEC O103:H2
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(Marches et. al., 2000). Postmortem examination of ileal tissue revealed severely
attenuated adherence of both mutants to the well preserved brush border microvilli
without evidence of microvillous effacement and A/E lesion formation. Similarly in the
absence of intimin or Tir, no mortality was associated with several strains of mice that
differed in susceptibility to C. rodentium infection, and that colonic mucosa from
infected mice failed to display crypt hyperplasia and histopathological lesions (Deng et.
al., 2003). Hence these studies conclude that the interaction between intimin and Tir is
absolutely essential for virulence of REPEC and C. rodentium in their respective in vivo
infection models. In the study by Shaw et. al. 2005 which utilised a similar IVOC
system for culturing human intestinal explants, generation of microvillous elongation
without bacterial adhesion was noted on duodenal biopsies infected by a t±eae mutant
EPEC. This mirrored the appearance of both E69Atir- and 12900Afrr-infected PP
explants under the standard washing procedure in this study but contrasted with what
was observed on E69Aft>-infected duodenal explants i.e. total absence of adherent
bacteria and intact epithelial surfaces indistinguishable from that of uninfected controls.
In addition to loosely-associated bacteria on duodenal explants infected with E69Atir,
the term “effacing bacterial footprint” was coined for what appeared to be hollow
structures carved out on the apical surface and into the patches of elongated microvilli
once occupied by adherent bacteria but which had subsequently dissociated from the
brush border surface (Shaw et. al., 2005). However as PP explants had not been
included in the IVOC infection study by Shaw et. al. 2005, a comparison with the
phenotype of rare bacterial footprints encountered on both E69A/z>- and 12900A/z>infected FAE surfaces generated in this study could not be carried out. However, the
exclusion of mannose in the IVOC culture medium used in Shaw et. al. 2005 may have
promoted a higher amount of general non-specific adhesion of E69An> to duodenal
epithelium mediated by type I fimbrial expression. Although a lack of type I fimbrial
involvement in EPEC adhesion to HEp-2 cell culture has been demonstrated (Elliott
and Kaper, 1997), evidence of type I fimbrial production in vivo has however been
shown by the immune response generated against type I fimbriae in human volunteer
EPEC infection studies (Karch et. al., 1987a). This in turn suggests that type I fimbrialmediated early adhesion may appear to be important for colonisation of duodenal
mucosa. The surface changes induced on FAE may have arisen from the remodelling of
the epithelial surface by intimin that is independent of Tir and A/E lesion formation.
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The ability of intimin-coated beads to induce microvillous-like processes on HEp-2
cells in the absence of EPEC has been noted previously (Phillips et. al., 2000a; Frankel
et. a l, 1995). Remodelling of microvillous brush border may also be accompanied by
the formation of filopodia induced by the Map effector protein, and a lack of Tirmediated inhibition of filopodial formation (Kenny et. al., 2002) may serve to augment
the gross appearance of elongated microvilli on E69Atir- and 12900Aftr-infected FAE.
In spite of the inability of these Atir mutants to form stable associations with the FAE
surface, whether these surface changes of microvillous elongation induced on FAE
would still contribute to the virulence process in the human gut is uncertain.
Nevertheless, the slightly differing results obtained in this study from that reported in
Shaw et. al. 2005 do not undermine the conclusion that the binding of Tir to intimin is
absolutely essential for stable adherence of EPEC and EHEC to human intestinal
epithelium.

5.3.2 Tyrosine phosphorylation in EPEC infection ex vivo

The translocation of Tir during infection by EPEC and EHEC was demonstrated for the
first time in human intestinal epithelium ex vivo. Membrane-inserted Tir was
concentrated as a band directly beneath the point of bacterial attachment in a similar
fashion to that in cell culture in vitro and in C. rodentium-infected murine colon. In
contrast to the uniform expression of intimin on the bacterial surface (Knutton et. al.,
1997), the clustering of Tir by intimin along the adhering edge of the bacterium is
necessary for initiating phosphorylation of Tir by host cell kinases (Campellone et. al.,
2004). Phosphorylation of the Y474 in the C-terminus of Tir is considered an
instrumental event in mediating actin pedestal formation by EPEC and C. rodentium in
vitro (Kenny, 1999; Deng et. al., 2003). The detection of phosphotyrosine (PY) co
localisation with translocated Tir in cryosections of E69-infected duodenal tissue in this
study thus provided confirmation of observations derived from tissue culture studies.
Conversely, tyrosine phosphorylation of Tir could not be demonstrated in in vivo C.
rodentium-infection of the mouse model, and that a mutant strain that was deficient in
phosphorylation showed the same level of host colonisation as the wildtype (Deng et.
al., 2003). The absence of immunostaining for PY was further independently verified
via applying different commercial preparations of monoclonal antibodies against PY
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onto cryosections of C. r o d e n infected murine colonic tissue (Schuller, S.,
unpublished results). In addition, positive staining of Nek and N-WASP was
demonstrated and this unexpected result is further suggestive of a novel mechanism
undertaken by C. rodentium in the recruitment of Nek via a tyrosine phosphorylationindependent pathway. This anomalous behaviour was certainly not extended to EHEC
0157:H7 which, in agreement with infection studies performed in vitro, translocates its
Tir that does not undergo tyrosine phosphorylation and hence effects recruitment of NWASP independent of Nek involvement. In fact, the ability of EHEC 0157:H7 to
produce TccP, a functional mimic of cellular Nek, has led to a bypassing of Nek
recruitment via activation of the N-WASP/Arp2/3 complex through TccP.

5.3.3 EPEC adhesion in IVOC does not require Tir tyrosine phosphorylation

The basis of Nek recruitment by EPEC lies in the phosphorylation of Y474 situated
within a 12-amino-acid (12-aa) internal sequence in the C-terminus of Tir that
collectively constitutes the binding motif for the Src homology 2 (SH2) domain of Nek
(Campellone et. al., 2002). The model in turn proposed for Nek recruitment of NWASP shares some similarity with that for vaccinia virus in which Nck-directed NWASP recruitment occurs indirectly via the WASP interacting protein WIP (Moreau et.
al., 2000). However for EPEC, WIP does not serve as the intermediate factor linking
Nek with N-WASP (Lommel et. al., 2004). Nevertheless together with tyrosine
phosphorylation, the recruitment of Nek and N-WASP was demonstrated in EPEC E69infected intestinal epithelium in IVOC. In view of the finding by Deng et. al. 2003 that
tyrosine phosphorylation of Tir has not been shown to occur in in vivo C. rodentium
infections and did not influence C. rodentium adhesion and virulence, the role of
tyrosine phosphorylation was examined in further detail in EPEC colonisation in IVOC.
Removal of Y474 phosphorylation via substituting Y474 with a serine residue
unexpectedly failed to impair the ability of E69 to form A/E lesions on both proximal
and distal small intestine. Biochemical analysis of these A/E lesions formed in the
absence of detectable tyrosine phosphorylation revealed the recruitment of both Nek
and N-WASP to sites of bacterial attachment. These observations were obviously a
departure from current dogma surrounding the pivotal role played by Y474
phosphorylation in A/E lesion formation and actin recruitment through Nck-binding in
laboratory cell culture investigations (Kenny, 1999; DeVinney et. al., 2001).
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Restoration of bacterial adhesion with tyrosine phosphorylation was shown for the
complemented strain expressing plasmid-encoded wildtype TirEPEc, thus implying that
the lack of tyrosine phosphorylation had not exerted a negative influence in A/E lesion
formation as well as recruitment of Nek and N-WASP. Deletion of the 12-aa peptide
sequence from Tir that constitutes the recognition motif of Nek SH2 domains resulted
in the abolition of Nek and N-WASP recruitment. The capacity in A/E lesion formation
however remained unimpaired despite a slightly attenuated level of adhesion shown on
duodenal explants. The observed recruitment of Nek in the absence of Y474
phosphorylation in the E69 derivative strain E69A//r-p/z>Y474s was thus likely to have
been mediated through binding to the 12-aa peptide domain of translocated Tir. In
addition, an over-expression of Tir from the complementing plasmid pACYC184 was
demonstrated in cryosections of tissue explants infected with all the plasmidcomplemented strains of E69Afz>. This presented as positive staining all around each
adhering bacterium but in an unfocused manner, in sharp contrast to the staining of Tir
translocated by wildtype E69 and EHEC 12900 as distinct bands directly adjacent to the
basal bacterial edge in contact with the enterocyte surface. Nek binding to the nonY474-encompassing 12-aa domain may thus simply have been driven by an excessive
accumulation of Tir in the enterocyte apical membrane, bypassing the need for
phosphorylated Y474 in the 12-aa sequence. This would account for the absence of Nek
recruitment with the removal of the 12-aa domain in Tir expressed by E69A/z>-ptirAi2
and highlights the observation of A/E lesion formation without involvement of both
Nek and N-WASP.

The functional non-interchangeability of TirEHEC with TirEpEC in the EPEC background
has been previously characterised to highlight the requirement for Y474
phosphorylation in the generation of A/E lesions (DeVinney et. a l , 2001; Kenny,
2001). Hence TirEHEC was considered to be functionally similar to TirY474s expressed by
E69Aft>-pZz>Y474s solely with respect to being negative for Y474 phosphorylation. The
expectation thus was that complementing E69Atir with TirEHEc would produce a highly
similar phenotype as the non-phosphorylating derivative strains E69A^>-p^>Y474s and
E69A/z>-ptirAi2 in IVOC. The results showed preferential adhesion with A/E lesion
formation to only the distal small intestine conferred by TirEHEc complementation of
E69Atir, with no restoration of adhesion to duodenal explants of the proximal small
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intestine that is characteristic of EPEC intestinal tropism. This pattern of adhesion bore
certain resemblance to the conversion of EPEC tropism into one distally restricted with
respect to the small intestine by exchanging intimin a for the y variant (Phillips and
Frankel, 2000). While the dispensability of tyrosine phosphorylation was shown again
by the ability of E69Arir-pftVEHEC to induce A/E lesions in IVOC, the exclusion of this
observation from the duodenal region of the small intestine proved puzzling, as Tir is
not known to be a determinant of tissue tropism like intimin. The adhesion of E69Arirpft>Y474s to duodenal explants suggests that the lack of E69Arir-prirEHEC adhesion to the
same intestinal region is not attributed to the inability of TirEHEC to undergo tyrosine
phosphorylation. In the structural analysis of the intimin-Tir receptor crystallisation
complex of EPEC, electrostatic repulsion between lysine298 of TirEHEC and lysine927
of EPEC intimin a was hypothesised to result in a 20-fold reduced affinity of TirEHEc
towards intimin a compared to that for intimin y (Luo et. al., 2000). In addition,
delivery of TirEHEC by an EPEC background resulted in a different profile of
modification of membrane-inserted TirEHEc which was also partially correlated with the
inability of TirEHEc to effect the induction of actin accumulation (Kenny, 2001).
However, the extension of EHEC 0157:H7 tropism to proximal small intestinal regions
by the exchange of intimin y to intimin a is indicative of the functional capacity of the
intimin

a - T i r EHEc

interaction (Fitzhenry et. al., 2002a). An example of tagging tissue

tropism according to tissue-specific receptor expression was shown in the artificiallyinduced expansion of Listeria monocytogenes tissue tropism into invasion of
cardiomyocytes by ectopically expressing its receptor, human E-cadherin, in the heart
muscle tissue of transgenic mice (Luo et. al., 2003). Hence, the reason for this localised
lack of adhesion by E69A/fr-p/frEHEC is likely to be due to defects in the delivery of
TirEHEc specifically into duodenal enterocytes by EPEC. It is also possible that Cterminal domains of TirEpEc not conserved in TirEHEC may be required for mediating
proper insertion of the receptor protein into apical membranes of duodenal epithelium
but not for terminal ileal villous epithelium and FAE of PP explants. This would
account for both the absence of bacterial adhesion as well as microvillous elongation on
duodenal explants by both E69Atir and E69Arir-prirEHEC due to the common inability in
generating membrane-inserted Tir for intimin binding.
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A/E lesion formation by E 6 9 A / z> - p ^> ehec on terminal ileal villi and FAE was shown to
occur independently of Nek recruitment which was similar to that by E69A/z>-pft>Ai2.
Although this was not a surprising result considering that TirEHEc does not harbour the
12-aa domain at all, the accompanying lack of N-WASP recruitment also highlights the
finding that microvillous elongation and effacement can occur independently of NWASP/Arp2/3 recruitment and actin pedestal formation, contrary to the established
definition of the A/E lesion which couples effacement of cellular surface microvilli to
the recruitment of actin.

5.3.4 Assessment of tyrosine phosphorylation in non-differentiated cell culture

5.3.4.1 Tyrosine phosphorylation and recruitment of actin

The unusual findings from EPEC and EHEC infection of human intestinal tissue ex vivo
warranted a re-evaluation of the issue of Tir tyrosine phosphorylation in the in vitro cell
culture models. Both the HeLa cell and HEp-2 cell models most commonly employed
in cellular microbiology research are derived from epithelial cells of non-intestinal
origin which thus do not undergo the differentiation of intestinal enterocytes.
Characteristics of differentiated intestinal epithelium include the anatomical
development of the microvillous brush border, the development of apical-basolateral
cellular polarity and of basolateral tight junctions that control and regulate paracellular
permeability of the epithelial monolayer (Mitic et. al., 2000). Hence the evaluation
study was also performed on Caco-2 cells as well for a more extensive comparison of
EPEC virulence in an intestinal cell culture model.

In contrast to previous reports, accumulation of actin was shown for all the
complemented strains of E69Aft> irrespective of their individual abilities in the
recruitment of the Nek adapter protein in HEp-2 and non-polarised Caco-2 cells.
Despite the more unfocused pattern of actin staining, the recruitment of actin to the
sites of bacterial attachment was nonetheless reflected in the FAS test positivity of
these complemented strains. Unaffected by over-expression of plasmid-encoded Tir, the
abolition of Nek binding in response to the single residue substitution of Y474S as well
as the deletion of the

1 2 -aa

peptide sequence was reproduced in cell culture and
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provided validation of the observation of tyrosine phosphorylation-independent
recruitment of Nek in IVOC. The conflicting result pertaining to actin recruitment in
the absence of detectable Nek pedestal-localisation inevitably raises further interest in
the definition of an actual actin pedestal in the context of in vitro cell culture systems.
Other studies examining the function of Y474 have replaced the tyrosine residue with
phenylalanine, glutamic acid or with serine as well (DeVinney et. al., 1999;
Campellone et. al., 2005). In none of these instances was the Nck-recruiting phenotype
rescued by these alternative derivatives of Tir, i.e. the phenylalanine amino acid which
displays aromatic biochemical properties as tyrosine, or the glutamic acid residue that
creates a negative charge in the vicinity to mimic that induced upon phosphorylation of
Y474. In addition, both serine and threonine are nucleophilic amino acids and
substituting tyrosine 474 with a serine residue instead of phenylalanine is likely to
retain even less of the original properties of tyrosine, which should thus render the
Y474S exchange more reliable for studying of the role of Y474 phosphorylation in
EPEC infection.

5.3.4.2 Different phosphorylation phenotypes associated with sensitivity of
microscopy

Preliminary assessment of tyrosine phosphorylation of Tir using the conventional
fluorescence microscope for routine analysis indicated positive staining for both
wildtype E69 and

E 6 9 A / zV- p ?z> epec

infection of HEp- 2 cells, which appeared distinctly

different from that for E69Atir, E69A/z>-pfrVY474s and E69A/z>-pft>Ai2- However,
adherent micocolonies of the latter three strains were associated with what appeared to
be subtle amounts of unfocused PY staining in HEp-2 cells, contrary to current dogma
and to the absence of observable PY staining in IVOC. Further analysis was thus
carried out using a more sensitive mode of detection of fluorescence signals with the
confocal microscope. As shown in figures 5.13 and 5.17, confocal microscopical
analysis provided better resolution of the fluorescence signals and revealed a positive
phenotype for PY accumulation by these three strains on both the HEp-2 and non
polarised Caco-2 cells. Although the background staining may have been slightly
higher for some of the strains due to increased exposure time, the results were
nonetheless positive for the entire panel of wildtype E69 and ft'r-derivative strains, with
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the exception of E69Aft>-pft>EHEC- As previous attempts at staining infected cell
monolayers for both translocated Tir and PY have proven unsuccessful, there was no
evidence to prove that the positive PY staining observed for E69Aft>-pftVY474s and
E69Afc>-pfc>Ai2 was respectively associated with their translocated Tir. The sensitivity
of detection by confocal microscopy thus does not allow the phosphorylation-positive
strains E69 and E69A^>-p ^>epec, as demonstrated by conventional fluorescence
microscopy, to be distinguished from the three phosphorylation-negative strains as
dictated by current dogma on the basis of the PY immunostaining. It appears that
confocal microscopy may not prove to be a good discriminatory technique for the
assessment of PY accumulation in non-Y474-containing ft'r-derivative strains of E69, as
the augmentation of fluorescence signals afforded by its strong sensitivity has instead
rendered differences between strongly and weakly positive appearances negligible.

The E69Aft> mutant, despite the absence of Tir, has been shown to mediate some PY
localisation in both the HEp-2 and non-polarised Caco-2 cell lines as observed by
conventional fluorescence and confocal microscopy. The unfocused accumulation of
actin and tyrosine-phosphorylated proteins has been previously reported for E69A//r
(Kenny, 2001). Therefore, PY accumulation induced in the absence of Tir by E69 Atir
appears to be a genuine occurrence rather than an experimental artefact. It is likely that
the wide array of host signalling proteins recruited by adherent E69Atir may have
served as targets of tyrosine phosphorylation by intracellular kinases. In EPEC
pedestals, only cortactin, annexin II, CD44 and calpactin (also known as pi 1) are
recruited independently of Tir membrane incorporation (Zobiack et. al., 2002; Goosney
et. al., 2001). Annexin II is a calcium-binding membrane phospholipid-binding
phosphoprotein which is capable of simultaneous interaction with components of the
actin cytoskeleton, in particular F-actin and spectrin, and cellular membranes (Gerke
and Moss, 1997). Calpactin serves as the cellular ligand of annexin II, and the
calpactin-annexin II complex has been shown to colocalise with CD44 in membrane
microdomains rich in cholesterol and sphingolipids known as lipid rafts (Oliferenko et.
al., 1997). The clustering of rafts induced by surface adhesion of EPEC to HeLa cells
leads to an enrichment of these cellular proteins at the sites of bacterial attachment and
is postulated to act as a prerequisite for subsequent rearrangement of cellular actin. This
hypothesis is supported by the finding that recruitment of these raft-associated proteins
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was dependent on the Type III secretion translocon but not on the presence of Tir, and
thus must occur prior to actual pedestal formation (Zobiack et. al., 2002). Importantly,
interaction of the calpactin-annexin II complex with the plasma membrane but not with
the submembranous cytoskeleton has been shown to stimulate tyrosine phosphorylation
of annexin II by the family of src-like tyrosine kinases (Bellagamba et. al., 1997).
Hence it is tempting to speculate that the PY staining observed for E69Afr> on HEp-2
and non-polarised Caco-2 cells may be attributed to the accumulation of tyrosine
phosphorylated annexin II within EPEC-induced clusters of lipid rafts, although this has
not been examined in the study by Zobiack et. al. It is possible that tyrosine
phosphorylation of other as yet unidentified cellular proteins recruited via the same Tirindependent manner as CD44 and annexin II may also give rise to this accumulation of
PY-containing proteins by E69A/z> that is totally unrelated to intimin-Tir-mediated
actin pedestal formation.

The role of Y474 has been characterised in several studies as the only tyrosine residue
of Tir that is phosphorylated in EPEC cellular infection until the identification of a
second tyrosine residue Y454 that also proved to be a critical target of intracellular
phosphorylation of Tir (Campellone et. a l , 2005). The existence of additional
phosphorylable tyrosine residues within Tir was first suggested by Phillips et. al. in
which low levels of phosphorylation by the Src kinase c-Fyn was detected for a Tiry474F
mutant (Phillips et. a l, 2004). However, the basal levels of PY associated with the
E69Atir genetic background has made it difficult for the relative contributions from non
Tir-related phosphorylation and Y454-phosphorylation to be assessed separately. Based
on the actin-recruiting capacity of E69Aft>-pft>Y474s and E69A/ir-pft>Ai2 in contrast to
the corresponding lack of this ability by E69Afz>, an assumption may have to be drawn
on the possible phosphorylation of the Tir Y454 residue in both E69A/z>-p/z>Y474s- and
E69A/z>-p/z>Ai2-infected HEp-2 and non-polarised Caco-2 cells. It was also important to
note that this level of Y454-phosphorylation presented as only a weakly positive
appearance under conventional fluorescence microscopy. In Campellone et. al. 2005,
Y454-phosphorylation was shown to drive a secondary level of actin assembly via an
Nck-independent mechanism of N-WASP activation as Y474 remains the key residue
for Nek recruitment. This proposed mode of actin assembly involves an unidentified
factor probably of host origin that is then responsible for linking N-WASP to the
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phosphorylated Y454 residue. However, the lower efficiency of actin accretion reported
for only 2-5% of bound bacteria solely mediated by phosphorylation of Y454 differed
from observations in this study. The majority of adherent microcolonies of both
E69Afr>-pft>Y474s and E69A/ir-pft>Ai2 were shown to demonstrate positive staining for
actin and PY at levels that were comparable to that of the complemented strain E69A/z>pft>Y474s,

thus microscopical

quantification of their relative

efficiencies in

phosphorylation and actin recruitment had not been performed in this study. These
higher efficiencies of actin recruitment as compared to the figures cited in Campellone
et. al. 2005 effectively accord Y454 as the equivalent of Y474 in mediating
downstream activation of the N-WASP/Arp2/3 actin polymerisation apparatus, instead
of a residual role as reported. Interestingly, the Y454 residue is also conserved in Tir of
EHEC 0157:H7 as well as in the EHEC-like variants of Tir expressed by a subset of
EPEC 055:H7 and atypical EPEC isolates as shown in figures 5.26 and 5.33. When
similarly examined under conventional fluorescence microscopy, these Y474-negative
strains demonstrated a strongly negative appearance for PY staining as shown in figures
5.22 and 5.28, and would accordingly suggest a lack of detectable phosphorylation of
Y454 in a non-E69 background. Unfortunately, whether the observed accumulation of
actin induced by E69Afr>-pft>Y474s and E69Aft>-pfr>Ai2 independent of Nek involvement
was driven by Y454 recruitment of N-WASP, could not be demonstrated in this study
due to the failure of the primary antibody to stain N-WASP in both the HEp-2 and non
polarised Caco-2 cell cultures. Extending the hypothesis proposed for the role of Y454
would suggest the recruitment of N-WASP for any adherent colony of the two
respective strains that display actin accumulation, however this cannot be definitively
assumed in the face of a lack of direct evidence.

The alternative pathway of actin recruitment mediated by Y454 does not however
explain the phenotypic properties exhibited by expressing a similarly non-tyrosine
phosphorylated TirEHEc in E69. As viewed under confocal microscopy, the absence of
PY staining in non-polarised Caco-2 cells and the extremely low levels of positive
staining associated with only some attaching colonies on HEp-2 cells suggest that the
basal levels of PY localisation in E69A/z> appear to have been abolished by the
membrane insertion of a non-native

T i r EHEC

subtype. The

T ir E P E c

Y454 equivalent is

found in the 458 position of TirEHEc but since E69A/ir-pft>EHEC displayed such low
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levels of PY staining that is not comparable to that of E69Atir or any of the other
E69Atir complemented strains, this does indicate the lack of phosphorylation of Y454
when borne on a TirEHEc sequence. This is not unexpected, as a lack of PY staining was
similarly observed in EHEC 0157:H7 wildtype 12900-infected HEp-2 cells (Figure
5.20Ci), and that the

T

h *e h e c

subtype has yet to be associated with tyrosine

phosphorylation in current literature. Nonetheless, the reason underlying the absence of
basal levels of tyrosine phosphorylation in E69Aft> when complemented with

T i r EHEc

expression remains unknown.

5.3.5 Role of tyrosine phosphorylation in A/E lesion formation on the polarised
Caco-2 cell model

5.3.5.1 Comparison by SEM analysis of E69 adhesion in cell culture models

As Nek and N-WASP recruitment in relation to Y474 phosphorylation could not be
demonstrated in the HEp-2 and non-polarised Caco-2 cell models, examination by SEM
of the morphology of the actin pedestal structure was performed in an attempt to gain
better understanding of the relationship between tyrosine phosphorylation and pedestal
formation at the extracellular level. This was also assessed on the polarised Caco-2 cell
model which bears closer physiological resemblance to fully differentiated intestinal
enterocytes in vivo. While adherent wildtype E69 were semi-wrapped by elevated cell
membrane on polarised Caco-2 cells, the interactions on HEp-2 and non-polarised
Caco-2 cells were of a more modest ridge-like elevation of cell membrane around
adherent bacteria. This may be a reflection of compositional differences such as the
greater concentration of actin filaments in polarised intestinal epithelial cells compared
to non-differentiated epithelial cells of non-intestinal origins. The phenotypic
appearance of wildtype E69 adhesion on the polarised Caco-2 cell model was thus used
as a standard for comparison. Although maintenance of Map-induced filopodial
structures formed early in infection has been linked to a lack of its downregulation
mediated by Tir in E69Aft> (Kenny et. al., 2002), the investigations were conducted on
the non-differentiated HeLa cell line which may thus explain why filopodia were seen
on HEp-2 cells but not on the intestinal Caco-2 cell line used in this study.
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Compared to wildtype E69, the “membrane-wrap” adhesion phenotype on polarised
Caco-2 cells was not restored by any of the complemented strains of E69Afir. Similarly
on HEp-2 and non-polarised Caco-2 cells, no surface changes that resemble the
wildtype adherence phenotype were observed, although the appearance of membrane
strands and meshes in association with adherent bacteria are likely to be responsible for
the unfocused staining of actin seen in the FAS test. The sharp contrast in the highly
disorganised spatial membrane insertion of translocated Tir to the distinctive adhering
edge-localisation of Tir for wildtype E69 was however, a consistent observation across
the three model systems examined, and may once again highlight the effects of Tir
overexpression on the intricately-regulated bacterial surface adherence phenotype. Out
of the three separate panels of E69 complemented strains examined on the polarised
Caco-2 cell model in this entire study, only the espZ)-exchanged strains of E69,
UMD870-pes/?T>EPEc and UMD870-pesp£>EHEc characterised in chapter 4, had
demonstrated the ability to reproduce the wildtype depression-like adhesion phenotype.
It is thus possible that this lack of complementation to wildtype levels in espAexchange and by plasmid-encoded Tir may have both converged upon a common issue
of Tir overexpression that eventually resulted in perturbations to the gross
rearrangement of host cell membrane and actin cytoskeleton directly beneath the sites
of bacterial attachment.

5.3.5.2 Tyrosine phosphorylation in polarised Caco-2 cells

Under confocal microscopy, an absence of PY localisation by E69Atir was shown in
polarised Caco-2 cells, which may represent another physiological characteristic of
differentiated intestinal epithelial cells, in comparison to non-polarised cell lines such
as HeLa (Kenny, 2001), HEp-2 and Caco-2 cells. The demonstration of positive PY
staining in polarised Caco-2 cells in the absence of the Y474 residue in E69Aft>pft>Y474s and E69Afcr-pft>Ai2 subscribes to the hypothesis of Y454 as a secondary
phosphorylation target. The sharper appearance of the PY staining as rings around
adherent bacteria for these two strains in contrast to the highly unfocused accumulation
of Tir suggests that the bacterial pedestal may contain other tyrosine phosphorylated
proteins. Host cellular proteins recruited to EPEC pedestals on HEp-2 and non
polarised Caco-2 cells dependent on membrane localisation of Tir include gelsolin,
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tropomyosin, ezrin, a-actinin, and talin (Goosney et. al., 2001). Ezrin serves as a linker
between the cytoskeleton and the plasma membrane of microvilli and microspikes, and
tyrosine phosphorylation of ezrin in differentiated T84 cells in response to EPEC
infection is involved in signal transduction leading to EPEC-induced disruption of
intercellular tight junctions and barrier function (Simonovic et. al., 2001). Whether
recruitment of Nek and N-WASP occurred in polarised Caco-2 cells however remains
unknown, as repeated attempts to immunostain infected samples for both cellular
markers had failed for even the positive control strain wildtype E69. Similar
experiences have been cited in other independent attempts at assaying for Nek
recruitment in cell culture (Schuller, S., personal communication), and thus indicate
that the nature of the biological sample may directly affect the strength of antibodyepitope binding of both primary antibodies to Nek and N-WASP. The fact that Nek and
N-WASP localised with adherent bacteria on cryosections of infected explant tissue
suggests the possible that the primary antibodies may not have been able to penetrate
whole intact cells in spite of Triton-permeabilising cells for the maximum 20 minutes.
Future work in pursuing this line of investigation may require obtaining sections of
infected samples for each of the three model systems for application of immunostaining
for Nek and N-WASP, so as to fully address the question of whether phosphorylation of
the tyrosine 474 residue is required for activation of the N-WASP/Arp2/3 actin
polymerisation machinery via Nek recruitment in human intestinal epithelium.

5.3.6 Tir-exchange in EHEC 0157:H7 in IVOC adhesion

The absence of Tir tyrosine phosphorylation remains the major difference between
EHEC 0157:H7 and classical EPEC in their mechanisms of subverting the host actin
assembly apparatus for their own pathogenic programs. While the tyrosine
phosphorylation-negative TirEHEc failed to restore Nek recruitment when complemented
in an EPEC E69 background as shown in this study, TirEpEc has however also been
demonstrated to complement the Atir deletion in both EHEC as well as its native EPEC
by virtue of the non-requirement for tyrosine phosphorylation of Tir in EHEC A/E
lesion formation (DeVinney et. al., 2001; Kenny, 2001). The same principle similarly
enabled the TirEpEc derivative, TirY474s> to restore the actin recruiting-phenotype to the
EHECAfr> mutant. These Tir-exchanges in the EHEC background were thus tested in
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IVOC in this study to examine if TirEPEc-mediated complementation was similarly
extended to colonisation of FAE ex vivo. The negative phosphorylation phenotype was
first verified in the HEp-2 cell assay for 12900Aft'r expressing TirEpEC or TirY474s, with
both derivative strains shown to accumulate actin beneath adhering bacteria. The
stronger FAS test seen for TirEpEc-expressing 12900Atir appeared to have arisen from
the ability of cell membrane-inserted TirEPEC to undergo tyrosine phosphorylation, and
may have been due to a sharper focusing of recruited actin at the bacterial pedestals.
While this may be interpreted as a reflection of higher efficiencies of A/E lesion
formation effected by the Nck-N-WASP signalling cascade presumably activated in an
EHEC background, the actual physiological significance of this phenomenon remains
unclear. The adhesion phenotype of 12900AftV-pftVEPEc in IVOC however ironically
appears to indicate otherwise, as colonisation with A/E lesion formation on 1/7 PP
explants on both FAE and ileal villi seem to suggest that expression of a Tir
phosphorylable on Y474 may instead serve to impair adhesion on intestinal epithelium.
Adhesion for both 12 9 0 0 A / z> - p / z> ehec and 12900A/zV-pft>Y474s was mainly restricted to
FAE of PP explants tested, and this indicates that plasmid-encoded Tir may not fully
restore complementation to wildtype levels, as wildtype 12900 colonises both FAE and
ileal villi. The occurrence of non-optimal levels of plasmid complementation due to
overexpression of pACYC184-encoded Tir has also been extensively observed in Tirexchange studies in E69 performed earlier. In comparison, the influence of plasmid
complementation alone may be insufficient to account for the experimental outcome in
which 12900Aft>-p/z>EpEc displayed a lack of adhesion for 6/7 incubations with PP
explants. Suggestion of higher endogenous levels of biochemical dephosphorylation
activity of phosphorylated tyrosine residues in EHEC has been previously mentioned
due to observations that the phosphorylated tyrosine epitope of EPEC Tir delivered by
the same 12900Afr> strain could not be detected on western blot analysis of infected
HeLa cell extracts (Kenny, 2001). While phosphorylation of Th*E69 was confirmed via
immunostaining of infected HeLa cells, a brief treatment with gentamicin, which
inhibits protein synthesis leading to death of extracellular-adhering bacteria, was shown
to improve the signal intensity, thus implying that an unknown TTSS-translocated
factor specific to EHEC may have been responsible for intracellular dephosphorylation
of pedestal-sequestered phosphorylated Tir£69. Immunofluorescence detection of
tyrosine phosphorylation in 12900AftV-pft>EPEC did appear comparatively weaker to that
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generated in an EPEC complemented background as in E69A/z>-p/z>EPEC, but this was
not a consistent observation and was thus not further pursued. This phenomenon of
attenuated phosphorylation of EHEC-delivered TirEPEc has however not been reported
elsewhere. A possible extension of this observation to IVOC may explain the low
incidence of A/E lesion formation by the weakly-phosphorylating 12900AftV-pfr>EpEc on
PP explants, on the assumption that the Nck-dependent pathway of N-WASP/Arp2/3
recruitment and activation was utilised in place of one without Nek involvement. The
intracellular conversion to an Nck-recruiting mode of A/E lesion formation could not
however be verified by immunostaining for Nek of cryosections due to the infrequency
of 12 9 0 0 A f t > - p f t > E P E c adhesion in IVOC. Since all the 12900Afir complemented strains
should invariably express and translocate the EHEC Nck-equivalent factor, TccP, a
bolder interpretation may be drawn on the possibility of mutual antagonism in the
simultaneous occurrence of intracellular TccP and pedestal-recruited Nek. TccP-NWASP binding may serve to sequester cytoplasmic pools of N-WASP in the immediate
vicinity of the bacterial attachment site, thereby reducing the levels of N-WASP
available for Nek interaction via an unknown host adaptor protein which would in turn
result in a lower efficiency of A/E lesion formation. The discrepancy between the
observed stronger recruitment of actin in HEp-2 cells and the attenuated ability of
12900A/z>-pftVEpEc in IVOC adhesion may yet again reflect fundamental physiological
differences between the two systems of infection.

5.3.7 Tir subtypes and tyrosine phosphorylation in EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 and atypical
EPEC

The first suggestion of heterogeneity in the in vitro phosphorylation phenotype of
EPEC 055 :H7 came from previous observations of positive tyrosine phosphorylation
by one of two isolates studied (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). FAE-restricton of EPEC
055:H7 strains G57 and G58 were like that of two other isolates of EPEC 055:H6,
representing the only two serotypes of the EPEC 055 serogroup characterised for their
pattern of intestinal adhesion by IVOC (Fitzhenry et. al., 2002b). These intimin aexpressing isolates of EPEC 055:H6 restricted to FAE adhesion in IVOC also proved
to be the first exception to the dogma dictating intimin as the only determinant of tissue
tropism. Another characteristic shared between EPEC 055:H6 and the classical EPEC
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E69 is tyrosine phosphorylation of Tir in the in vitro HEp-2 assay. On the other hand,
both EPEC 055:H6 and EPEC 0127:H6 are established typical EPEC serotypes
whereas EPEC 055 :H7 is also considered an atypical EPEC based on its lack of
carriage of the EAF plasmid (Pelayo et. al., 1999). In addition, EPEC 055:H7 is
accepted as the evolutionarily progenitor of EHEC 0157:H7 prior to the acquisition of
prophages that carried genes for stx, and certainly possesses many characteristics more
closely related to EHEC 0157:H7, such as the H7 flagellin sequence, the intimin y
subtype and structural conformation of the EspA filamentous translocon (McGraw et.
al., 1996; Rodrigues et. al., 1996; Neves et. al., 2003). The phosphorylation-positive
phenotype of the EPEC 055:H7 G58 isolate was thus viewed with uncertainty as to
whether this was representative of the EPEC 055 :H7 serotype in general. The results of
this study revealed the presence of other clinical isolates of EPEC 055:H7 that came
under each of the two above mentioned categories, in which the ability to undergo
tyrosine phosphorylation of Tir was associated with genetic carriage of EPEC-like or
EHEC-like Tir subtypes. Altogether, five other strains demonstrated a phosphorylationnegative phenotype as G57 whereas the remaining three strains including G58
displayed a tyrosine phosphorylation profile indistinguishable from that of E69. The
identification of the Y454 and Y474 residues from the predicted Tir protein sequences
of each of the three strains - G58, WC416 and R.ahmed - provided further confirmation
of the closer resemblance of these tir alleles to that of E69. The overall identity of 58%
between Tir expressed by EHEC 0157:H7 and E69 is also used as a reference point in
the bi-classification of Tirs of A/E pathogens (DeVinney et. al., 1999). While the most
conserved regions lie in the two putative transmembrane domains which are responsible
for anchoring of Tir in the host membrane, homologies in the terminal regions were
higher in the N-terminus (65% identity) in which the first 100 residues constitute the
recognition motifs for the cognate chaperone CesT (Crawford and Kaper, 2002). The
lower level of homology (41%) in the C-terminus is associated with the fact that these
regions contain the 2 key tyrosine residues, Y454 and Y474 that serve as targets for
phosphorylation by host cell kinases subsequent to intimin-mediated membrane
clustering of Tir. Additionally, the 12-aa recognition motif for the SH2 domain of Nek
is altogether absent from Tir of EHEC 0157:H7. Based on the occurrence of amino
acid substitutions at 17% in Tiross in relation to the sequence of TirE69, the Tirs
sequenced from the three phosphorylation-positive EPEC 055:H7 isolates may thus
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represent novel allelic variants of the prototypical tir gene of E69. Application of
conventional methods of typing such as PCR-RFLP may eventually enable the pool of
EPEC-like tir sequences to be further classified as subgroups of EPEC tir, as has been
performed for the a l/a 2 , pl/p2 and yl/y2 subgroups of intimin (Oswald et. a l , 2000).

In contrast, the only differences between EHEC 0157:H7 Th*EDL933 and Tirs sequenced
from the five phosphorylation-negative EPEC 055 :H7 strains were seen in the form of
insertions and deletions of up to 6 residues each, whilst the rest of the protein remained
virtually conserved at 100%. It is thus likely that one of these 055 :H7 tir sequences
may in fact represent the progenitor sequence of EHEC 0157:H7 tir, the latter which
may have undergone a loss of residues in certain regions of the gene due to mutational
mechanisms that naturally occur in bacteria. It would certainly also be of interest to
further analyse these tir sequences in the context of the evolutionary relationships
between EPEC 055:H7 and EHEC 0157:H7.

The Tir-intimin binding area (TIBA) of Tir has been localised to a 55-amino-acid
domain within a 109-residue central region between the two transmembrane domains
and that protrudes away from the host cell membrane (Hartland et. a l , 1999; Kenny,
1999). Sequences homologous to TIBA have also been identified in pi-integrins which
further illustrates the structural basis for ligand binding of Pi-integrins to intimin
(Frankel et. a l , 1995). Previous intimin-exchange studies as well as Tir-exchange
experiments performed in this study have demonstrated the artificially-induced binding
of intimin y with TirepEc and that the intimin y-TirEPEc interaction does not contribute to
intimin type-dependent tissue tropism (Phillips and Frankel, 2000). Characterisation of
the intimin y-expressing EPEC 055:H7 serotype has hence provided physiological
evidence of non-recombinant wildtype intimin y ligand binding to the EPEC-like Tir
subtype in the three strains G58, WC416 and R.ahmed. However, little correlation can
be made with respect to the in vitro tyrosine phosphorylation phenotype and the pattern
of adhesion to human intestinal explants in IVOC even with the consideration that
intimin does not function as the sole determinant of EPEC 055:H7 tissue tropism. As
shown in table 5.11, an E69-like phenotype of both proximal and distal small intestinal
colonisation is exhibited by four isolates of which SI 12 and WC155 express EHEC-like
Tir and are thus negative for tyrosine phosphorylation. This mirrored, albeit oppositely,
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the FAE-restrictive properties of two isolates of EPEC 055 :H6 that however displayed
the EPEC-like properties of tyrosine phosphorylation although their tir sequences have
yet to be characterised (Fitzhenry, R.J., PhD thesis). The FAE-restriction of strain G58
that demonstrates a tyrosine phosphorylation-positive phenotype in vitro also
underlines the pitfalls of equating tyrosine phosphorylation of a Y474-containing
EPEC-like Tir with duodenal adhesion in IVOC. Future investigations may include
verification of tyrosine phosphorylation by the strains G58, WC416 and R.ahmed in
IVOC intestinal explants as an expansion of current understanding of the role of
tyrosine phosphorylation of Tir in human intestinal ex vivo adhesion by other serotypes
related to classical EPEC and EHEC.

Additional studies carried out on a collection of predominantly intimin 0-expressing
atypical EPEC strains also demonstrated interactions between the intimin y-like intimin
0 variant and EPEC-like Tir by the fact that these strains were capable of producing
A/E lesions on HEp-2 cells and in IVOC. As mentioned in chapter 3, intimin 0 is highly
identical to both the intimin y subgroups, yl and y2, and together with y2 may be
considered to form a separate subtype (Zhang et. a l , 2002). A greater level of diversity
was reflected in the phenotypes of these six strains of atypical EPEC, as it was shown
for the first time that carriage of an EPEC-like tir ORF does not constitute an absolute
indicator of a positive tyrosine phosphorylation phenotype. Expression and
translocation of Tir during the HEp-2 cell infection has been separately confirmed for
all strains examined (data not shown). It is tempting to comment that the poorly FAS
positive phenotypes of strains 1931-2 and 2922-2, illustrated in figure 3.5, may have
been a result of the inability of their respective Tirs to undergo phosphorylation on both
their C-terminal Y454 and Y474 residues. It is possible that Tir tyrosine
phosphorylation may indeed occur during adhesion of 1931-2 to IVOC explants, or that
this event may nevertheless not be required at all for EPEC 1931-2 interaction with host
cells. The failure by strain 2922-2 to colonise human intestinal explants are likely due
to other factors rather than being solely attributed to a lack of phosphorylation in vitro.
Interestingly, all the four EPEC-like tir sequences characterised from this panel of
atypical EPEC proved to be more similar, with identities of 99-100%, to the EPEC-like
alleles found in EPEC 055 :H7 than that of classical EPEC E69, implying a closer
phylogenetic relationship with certain isolates of EPEC 055 :H7 in this aspect. Since
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Table 5.11 Properties of EPEC 055:H7 in adhesion and Tir tyrosine phosphorylation
HEp-2 adhesion

Strains

tir type

IVOC

pattern

Tyrosine
phosphorylation

G57

LAL

EH

EH

-

G58

PLAL

EH

EP

+

S6

LAL

EH

EH

-

S7

LAL

EH

EH

-

SI 12

LAL

EP

EH

-

WC155

LoA

EP

EH

-

WC211

LAL

EH

EH

-

WC416

PA

EP

EP

+

R.ahmed

LAL

EP

EP

+

Legend:
Adhesion pattern LAL

: localised adherence-like

PLAL

: poor localised adherence-like

LoA

: loosely-adherent

PA

: poorly adherent

W O O tir type EP

: Similar to E69 in proximal anddistal small bowel adhesion

EH

: Similar to EHEC 0157:H7 in distalsmall bowel adhesion (FAE and ileal
villi)

Tyrosine phosphorylation
+

: positive in HEp-2 cells via immunostaining
: negative in HEp-2 cells via immunostaining

EPEC 055:H7 is also considered an atypical EPEC serotype (Pelayo et. al., 1999), it is
thus not surprising that the EPEC-like subgroup of 055:H7 may share more genetic
similarities with other atypical EPEC. Allelic variation was also noted for the two
versions of the EHEC-like tir carried by the remaining two strains. Like Tirs expressed
by the EHEC-like subgroup of EPEC 055:H7, Tir394i_i remained largely similar to
TireDL933 but its association with both an intimin 0-expressing strain and a EPEC-like
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pattern of adhesion of human IVOC proved interesting especially in view of its FAS
negative phenotype on HEp-2 cells. Other factors present in the ex vivo IVOC system
are thus likely to be involved in the activation of the LEE in strain 3941-1 to enable it to
form A/E lesions on all tested regions of the small intestine. The greatest heterogeneity
was however shown for Tir428i-7 both in overall sequence and particularly in the
carriage of a C-terminal proline residue in place of serine 478 of Tir of EHEC 0157:H7
and Y474 of TirE69. The overall resemblance of atypical EPEC 4281-7 was still closer
to EHEC 0157:H7 in phenotypic adherence in vitro and in IVOC and in the common
carriage of an EHEC-like Tir (78% identity) negative for tyrosine phosphorylation.
Hence, this study reports the first example of a novel allele of tir identified from the
atypical EPEC reservoir that equally does not undergo phosphorylation as prototypical
Tir of EHEC 0157:H7 but which differs from its C-terminal carriage of a proline
residue. Deserving special mention is that the Y454 residue is present in all the EHEClike Tir sequences examined for EPEC 055:H7 and atypical EPEC, but its “backup”
function as a secondary target of phosphorylation in TirE69 does not appear to be utilised
when contained within an EHEC-like tir ORF. Again, examination of tyrosine
phosphorylation via immunostaining had been carried out using routine fluorescence
microscopy which is less sensitive than confocal microscopy but in this sense, more
discriminatory between phosphorylation-positive and negative wildtype strains.
However given the absence of detectable tyrosine phosphorylation as shown for 12900
in figure 5.20 under confocal microscopy, all the ftVEHEc-carrying strains are thus also
likely to be truly negative for tyrosine phosphorylation.

Genotyping analyses of various virulence-associated gene markers have demonstrated a
generally closer relationship between atypical EPEC and the serotype EHEC 0157:H7
(Trabulsi et. al., 2002). Results in this study show that within the two groups of related
EPEC and EHEC examined, the Tir subtype-tyrosine phosphorylation combination
does not correlate with their respective pattern of adhesion in IVOC. The occurrence of
both EPEC-like or EHEC-like intestinal tissue tropism within a collection of A/E
bacteria that express either the intimin y or 0 subtypes in turn does not subscribe to the
dogma of intimin being a determinant of tissue tropism of classical EPEC and EHEC
0157:H7 as previously demonstrated via intimin-exchange experiments (Phillips and
Frankel, 2000; Fitzhenry et. a l, 2002a). It was also intriguing that genotypic and
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Table 5.12 Properties of atypical EPEC in adhesion and Tir tyrosine phosphorylation
Strains

Serotype

HEp-2 adhesion

IVOC

eaetype

pattern

tir

PY

type

1711-4

O51:H40

PA

EP

0

EP

+

1931-2

051 :H40

LAL

EH

0

EP

-

2922-2

098:H8

LAL

-

0

EP

-

3941-1

NT:H34

LAL

EP

y

EH

-

4281-7

O104:H-

LA6*

EH

0

EH

-

4361-2

051 :H40

LAL

EP

0

EP

+

Legend: refer to table 5.11
- LA6*: denotes an LA phenotype only after a 6h HEp-2 cell infection assay

phenotypic traits characteristic of classical EPEC and EHEC 0157:H7 pertaining to
tyrosine phosphorylation of Tir exist in the EPEC 055 :H7 lineage widely recognised to
be the evolutionary progenitor of EHEC 0157:H7. In contrast, little is known about
atypical EPEC which comprises many more serotypes of non Stx-producing A/E E.coli
that do not carry the EAF plasmid. Atypical EPEC is also likely to include former
STEC that may have undergone loss of the stx genes after a natural course of host
passage in human infections (Mellmann et. al., 2005). Current information available on
Tir sequences from other non-classical EPEC include Tirs from the atypical intimin 82producing EPEC serotype 0119:H9:K61 and from the hybrid EPEC serotype
0157:H45 (AB036053), which are both more than 95% identical to Tir of typical EPEC
E69 and harbour the C-terminal Y474 (Gartner and Schmidt, 2004). It would thus be of
great interest to expand upon present data by extending future studies to a larger
number of isolates of the EPEC 055 :H7 serotype and of atypical EPEC for a more
comprehensive understanding of the relationship between tyrosine phosphorylation of
Tir and human intestinal adhesion.

5.3.8 Role of TccP in IVOC versus cultured cells - the A/E lesion
The identity of the non-LEE EHEC-specific factor that was hypothesised to be essential
for actin pedestal formation had remained elusive for years until the discovery of the
prophage-encoded TccP in EHEC 0157:H7 strains EDL933 by two independent studies
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(Garmendia et. al., 2004; Campellone et. al., 2004). The importance of TccP stems
from its ability to activate N-WASP which stimulates the Arp2/3 actin polymerisation
cellular machinery, which reconciles the issue of Nck-independent N-WASP
recruitment with the fact that Tir produced by EHEC 0157:H7 does not contain the key
Y474 residue that undergoes phosphorylation. TccP thus serves as the bacterial
counterpart of cellular Nek which is engaged by Y474-phosphorylated EPEC Tir in
order to activate Arp2/3 via the same signalling pathway through N-WASP (Gruenheid
et. al., 2001; Garmendia et. al., 2004; Campellone et. al., 2004). However the
difference is that TccP does not appear to bind directly to Tir, which then implicates an
unknown factor likely of host origin to form the link between Tir and TccP. An absence
of TccP resulted in highly attenuated adherence as well as an inability to effect actin
accumulation beneath adherent bacteria on cultured cells as shown by the FAS negative
phenotype of the AtccP mutant of EHEC strain TUV 93-0, ICC 185 in figure 5.34.
Surprisingly, this did not prevent ICC 185 from generating A/E lesions on PP explants
in IVOC, given the crucial role of TccP as the bridging factor between translocated
EHEC Tir and the actin assembly apparatus via N-WASP-binding. Although the
morphology of ICC 185 A/E lesions were shown by SEM to be indistinguishable from
that of the parental strain TUV 93-0, the sites of ICC 185 bacteria attachment did not
sequester N-WASP and a-actinin despite their association with translocated Tir. In
previous attempts at staining cryosections of intestinal tissue with FITC-conjugated
phalloidin, the dense concentration of cellular actin naturally present in the microvillous
brush border of differentiated enterocytes yielded an extremely intense background that
prevented visualisation of any rearrangements of actin that may have occurred beneath
adherent bacteria. While the lack of N-WASP recruitment was demonstrated both in
vitro and ex vivo, the same definite conclusions cannot be made with respect to
induction of actin accumulation at the bacterial-enterocyte interface in the absence of
TccP expression by ICC 185 on FAE of terminal ileal PP.

Nonetheless, these results illustrate that classical A/E lesion formation on human
intestinal mucosa ex vivo can occur independently of the recruitment of host proteins
involved in activation of the cellular actin-polymerising machinery. In addition, this
also effectively dissects the phase of microvillous elongation and effacement from the
definition of the A/E lesion in the aspect of actin pedestal formation. The results
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indicate that microvillous effacement occurs upstream of N-WASP/Arp2/3-mediated
recruitment of actin, rather than being a consequence of the latter event. There is also
the possibility that activation of the Arp2/3 complex through N-WASP recruitment by
EPEC and EHEC may not actually be required for A/E lesion formation at all on human
intestinal epithelium. It is tempting to speculate that, as opposed to the HEp-2 and HeLa
cell lines of non-intestinal origin which do not undergo differentiation as intestinal
epithelium, generating A/E lesions on an actin-rich apical brush border of polarised
intestinal enterocytes may not warrant the same scale of cytoskeletal rearrangement or
activation of the Arp2/3-dependent pathway of actin polymerisation. Studies of EPEC
interactions in IVOC in this chapter earlier have also demonstrated the ability of nonphosphorylating derivative strains of EPEC to form well-defined A/E lesions on small
intestinal explants without Nek and N-WASP recruitment. However the fact that tccP is
retained in EHEC 0157:H7 may imply an evolutionary advantage in survival
associated with the ability to mediate actin recruitment in non-differentiated cells. The
enteropathy documented in EPEC human infections is characterised by crypt
hyperplastic villous atrophy involving a high turnover rate of epithelial cells (Rothbaum
et. al., 1982; Ulshen and Rollo, 1980; Hill et. al., 1991) as part of the host response to
stem the spread of infection. Exfoliation of enterocytes is likely to result in the
exposure of basement membrane fibroblast cells which may in turn be infected by the
pathogen. EHEC 0157:H7 colonisation of fibroblasts that do not possess the brush
border surface of enterocytes may then require the recruitment of N-WASP by TccP in
order to effect Arp2/3-driven actin assembly to facilitate intimate adherence. EHEC
0157:H7 has been reported to adhere to squamous epithelial cells of the rectal-anal
junction in animals (Pohlenz and Dean-Nystrom, 2004) which similarly share the
characteristic of being non-polarised as HEp-2 cells and fibroblasts without a
microvillous brush border apical surface. It is possible that TccP may play a specific
role in mediating actin accretion in non-polarised cell types of the intestinal mucosa
which do not develop the actin-rich microvillous brush border of differentiated
intestinal enterocytes. The ability to attach intimately to non-differentiated cells
mediated by TccP-activation of N-WASP upon breaching the epithelial layer, may
enable bacterial access to the nutrient-rich tissues of the host intestinal wall and would
thus enhance survival and propogation of TccP-expressing EHEC 0157:H7.
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The role of TccP in A/E lesion formation was further examined on the polarised Caco-2
cell model with the purpose of reconciling the differences in observations derived from
HEp-2 cells and IVOC. This however proved unsuccessful as both the wildtype EHEC
strain TUV 93-0 and the deletion strain ICC 185 failed to show adhesion even with
prolonged periods of infection of up to 9h. This phenomenon of impaired EHEC
adherence has also been observed before on infection assays utilising polarised Caco-2
cells (Phillips, A.D. personal communication). In addition, as compared to that of
EPEC, reduced adhesion and the absence of A/E lesion formation by EHEC 0157:H7
on the crypt-like human colon carcinoma T84 cell line has been previously reported (Li
et. al., 1999). Despite the lack of A/E lesion formation on both non-polarised and
polarized T84 cells, adhering EHEC has been shown to decrease transepithelial
resistance by impairing epithelial barrier function and ion transport (Li et. al., 1999;
Viswanathan et. al., 2004). Hence it appears that EHEC 0157:H7 is generally unable to
adhere as efficiently as EPEC to differentiated intestinal cell lines that develop an
apical microvillous brush border in vitro. Although TccP has been shown in the same
study by Viswanathan et. al. 2004 to possess a homologue function as EspF in barrier
disruption, no assessment of this property as well as other aspects of EHEC
pathogenesis were conducted here. Hence, the induction of A/E lesions by the nonTccP-expressing mutant ICC 185 has been shown in IVOC but could not be reproduced
on the polarised intestinal Caco-2 epithelial cell model.

5.3.9 Distribution of tccP and its allelic variants in EHEC 0157:H7, EPEC
0 5 5 :H7 and atypical EPEC

Since EHEC 0157:H7 rely on TccP instead of Nek for actin pedestal formation in vitro,
it was of interest to examine if this mechanism was also utilised by other closely related
EPEC and EHEC that similarly demonstrate the FAS positive phenotype coupled to a
tyrosine phosphorylation-negative mode of actin recruitment. The presence of tccP was
found to segregate according to phosphorylation phenotype with the exception of the
phosphorylation-negative strain G57 in the nine strains of EPEC 055 :H7 tested. The
lack of tccP in the three strains G58, WC416 and R.ahmed that demonstrated positivity
for phosphorylation and EPEC-like tir sequences was in agreement with the
preliminary hypothesis of mutual exclusivity between the phosphorylation-positive
phenotype and the possession of tccP. This is suggestive of a similar pathway of N428

WASP activation by possible recruitment of Nek or SH2 domain-containing Nck-like
adaptor proteins through their respective Y474-phoshorylated Tir in this subset of
EPEC 055:H7. Also of interest was the finding of EPEC-related tir gene sequences in
the EHEC O103:H2 strain PMK5 and O103:H- E77804, the latter also categorised as a
stx atypical EPEC strain, as well as the accompanying absence of tccP thus deviating
from the prototypical EHEC 0157:H7 genotypic combination with regards to the tir
and tccP gene markers. The phosphorylation characteristics are generally unknown for
EHEC O103:H2, and future work would obviously require both genotypic screening
and phenotypic characterisation studies to be extended to more isolates of EHEC
O103:H2 and O103:H- so as to establish a more conclusive pattern of gene distribution
within these two serotypes of non-0157 EHEC. Unexpectedly, exceptions were
observed in the six atypical EPEC strains that exhibited a unanimous lack of tccP.
Notably these exceptions were strains 3941-1 and 4281-7 both of which produce an
EHEC-like form of Tir that do not undergo tyrosine phosphorylation. 4281-7
interestingly resembles EPEC 055:H7 strain G57 in this respect, both being capable of
forming A/E lesions both in vitro and ex vivo in IVOC but do not appear to harbour the
tirtwEC-tccP combination. Although the absence of tccP could explain the reason behind
the inability of 3941-1 in in vitro actin pedestal formation as shown by its negativity for
the FAS test, this certainly fails to account for its corresponding capacity in A/E lesion
formation in IVOC, displaying an E69-like pattern of intestinal tropism for an intimin
y- and TirEHEc-producing strain of atypical EPEC. These results may yet imply a novel
TccP-independent mechanism of N-WASP/Arp2/3 activation for effecting actin
recruitment both in HEp-2 cells and in IVOC. The possibility also cannot be discounted
for allelic variants of tccP that may be harboured by strains G57, 3941-1 and 4281-7
that have proven negative for a tccP gene sequence specifically recognised by only the
primer pair 46/52. Taking into account the variation in tirEUEc sequences identified
from 3941-1 and 4281-7, it would certainly pose no surprise for the existence of
different TccP subtypes that may be expressed by these atypical EPEC which have not
been as extensively characterised as classical EPEC. Future studies could involve
Southern hybridisation at low stringency for the probing of tccP-\ike sequences in these
EPEC strains or PCR amplification with primers that anneal to conserved intergenic
regions that flank each end of the tccP ORF. Depending on the extent of allelic
variation which may influence the structural conformation of antigenic epitopes of the
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TccP protein, antibody staining for TccP in infected cell culture may also be
considered. Nevertheless, results in this study reflect both genotypic and phenotypic
heterogeneity, as well as intra-serotype and inter-strain variation in the diverse
reservoirs of atypical EPEC.

Positive identification of tccP from EPEC 055:H7 that vary in size coupled with
different patterns of PCR amplification sparked interest in these novel tccP sequences
of non-0157 origin. The most striking feature of the TccP protein lies in the presence of
numerous highly-identical repeating domains that essentially constitute its C-terminus
after the N-terminal 87 amino acids that serve as the translocation signal for TccP
delivery via the TTSS into host cells (Campellone et. al., 2004). These C-terminal
domain repeats are highly rich in proline residues and are in turn responsible for direct
N-WASP binding and activation. tccP sequenced from the EHEC 0157:H7 strains
TUV 93-0 and Sakai 813 were shown to contain the conserved N-terminal domain
upstream of five proline-rich domains which directly correlated with the number of
minor bands in the PCR amplification profile, as a consequence of repetitive annealing
of the reverse primer 52 to each proline-rich domain. All the seven strains of EHEC
0157:H7 tested, including TUV 93-0 and Sakai 813, displayed identical tccP
amplification profiles and hence are also likely to harbour a similar 5-repeat-domain
tccP gene product as TUV 93-0 and Sakai 813. In contrast, the tyrosine
phosphorylation-negative EPEC 055:H7 characterised in this study contain three allelic
variants of tccP that differed in the number of C-terminal proline-rich domains, each
giving rise to a unique amplification profile. Sequencing of tccP from each
representative group revealed ORFs encoding a 4-, 5- and 7-repeat-domain TccP
protein from strains S7, SI 12 and WC211 respectively. The C-termini of these TccP
contained different permutations of the repeat domains that displayed only slight
variation in internal sequence from one another, and in particular those of TccPsm and
TccPwc2 ii were predominantly composed of the BC-designated domain not found in
TccP of the EHEC 0157 strains TUV 93-0 and Sakai 813. The BC domain differed
slightly from the B and C domains each in only one residue and its overall domain
sequence did not deviate from the signature characteristic of multiple occurrence of the
SH3-domain binding motifs represented by the -PXXP- quarter-residue peptide.
Ironically, N-WASP does not possess any SH3 domains to which the -PXXP- peptide
sequence of TccP could bind, and it is not clear if TccP interaction with the N-WASP
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GTPase domain involves its entire C-terminal region or only certain domains among
the multiple repeat-domains. It is nonetheless tempting to speculate that variations in Cterminal length pertaining to the number of proline-rich domains may serve to modulate
the strength of TccP-N-WASP binding. Whether this will in turn translate
proportionally into differences in efficiencies in actin recruitment is also an intriguing
aspect for future studies, considering all EPEC 055 :H7 strains tested were able to form
A/E lesions in vitro and in vivo as well as the dispensability of N-WASP recruitment
for microvillous enlongation and effacement by EHEC 0157:H7 in IVOC.

Interestingly, the common feature shared between TccP and functional homologues in
invasive bacterial pathogens does not specifically lie in their possession of proline-rich
repeat motifs but rather in the general presence of amino acid repeat motifs. While
ActA and IcsA of Listeria monocytogenes and Shigella flexneri are characterised by a
central proline-rich repeat, IactA of L. ivanoviie contains a repeat motif rich in glycine
(Cossart and Sansonetti, 2004). Both ActA and IcsA are highly similar to N-WASP in
structural and function, and their direct recruitment of the Arp2/3 complex is further
illustration of molecular mimicry between bacterial factors and mammalian proteins for
subversion of eukaryotic signalling pathways to suit their own pathogenic purposes
(Finlay and Cossart, 1997). Tandem stretches of amino acid repeat motifs such as the
leucine-rich repeat, have been identified in an increasing number of proteins showing
diversity in function and which are mostly of eukaryotic origin. As such, the common
characteristic of these proteins in protein-protein interaction is strongly associated with
the presence of amino acids repeats within their respective sequences (Kobe and
Kajava, 2001). Additionally, their repeat numbers may reflect functionally-related inter
species variation and polymorphism. Thus it remains to be seen if repeat numbervariants of tccP are indeed a common occurrence in the EHEC 0157:H7 and EPEC
055 :H7 reservoir.

The anamolous initial discovery of an identical PCR amplification profile and similar
tccP product size between TUV 93-0 and Sakai 813 prompted efforts undertaken in this
study to obtain the actual tccP sequences from the two strains concerned via nucleotide
sequencing. Being the stx derivative strain of EHEC 0157:H7 EDL933, it appeared
inreconciliable that TUV 93-0 should harbour a 5- instead of the 6-domain-repeat TccP
as published in two independent reports (Campellone et. al., 2004; Garmendia et. al.,
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2004). However, the sequencing results provided confirmation of that derived from
PCR screening, that tccPjuv 93.0 is 1014 bp in size and predicted to encode a gene
product that showed 100% identity to TccPSakai 813, featuring only 5 C-terminal prolinerich domain repeats. During a BLAST search conducted for potential ORF sequences
that were homologous to TccPsakai 813, the annotated version of tccPruv 93-0 designated
Z3072 was identified that showed 93% identity to the query TccPSakai 813- However, the
nucleotide sequences retrieved under accession numbers AAG56991 and AE005419
provided were found to contain numerous unidentified bases that did not belong to the
four standard bases of adenine, thymine, guanine and cytosine. The translated protein
sequence was composed of 384 residues but in turn also contained residues denoted by
the letter “x” which is not used to represent any of the 20 known amino acids. In stark
contrast, the tccP sequence of Sakai 813 designated ECs2715 that was retrieved from
the genome database of strain Sakai managed by the Genome information research
center, Osaka University, Japan (,http://genome.gen-info.osaka-u.ac.ip/bacteria/o 157/1.
presented lucidly as a complete 1014 bp ORF predicted to encode a 337 residue protein.
In this respect, TccPsakai si3 was deemed to be more reliable to be used as a reference
sequence. It also proved intriguing that TUV 93-0 should be the exception amongst the
seven EHEC 0157:H7 strains tested, as the remaining six strains including Sakai 813
were each shown to harbour a 1014 bp tccP equivalent to a 5-proline-rich-domainrepeat TccP protein. Unfortunately, no 6-repeat tccP gene sequence has been identified
in the panel of strains tested which could then be used for comparison of the respective
PCR amplification profiles. Strain TUV 93-0 had been extensively studied in previous
chapters, and consistently displayed an adherence phenotype that was distinct from that
of Sakai 813 on HEp-2 cells, hence the possibility of cross-contamination between the
two strains appears unlikely. Additionally, it was later known, through personal
correspondence with Dr J Garmendia, Imperial College London, UK, that the tccP
nucleotide sequence reported to be 1155 bp from TUV 93-0 had not actually been
verified through independent sequencing (Garmendia, J., personal communication). The
reason behind this discrepancy in sequence length of tccPruv 93-0 remains unknown.

5.3.10 Role of espJ in EHEC 0157:H7 IVOC adhesion
Interest in the function of the non-LEE EspJ effector protein was first initiated by DNA
array analysis of the EHEC 0157:H7 transcriptome post-adherence on red blood cells
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(Dahan et. al., 2005). The similar downregulation in expression placed EspJ into the
category as the majority of the LEE-encoded proteins and was also suggestive of a
possible role in virulence. EspJ is also present in C. rodentium and is interestingly,
associated with an antivirulence function in the dynamics of bacterial clearance. From
an evolutionary perspective, timely clearance of bacteria from the host intestinal
surface, which was shown to commence from the caecal patch 14 days post-infection,
may be necessary for reducing host mortality and in so doing enhance dissemination of
the pathogen via the faecal route for a new cycle of infection and transmission (Wiles
et. al., 2004). This hypothesis is further strengthened by the longer persistence of an
EHEC 0157:H7 AespJ mutant in six week-old lamb models for up to 27 days post
infection as compared to 9 days by the wildtype strain (Dahan et. al., 2005). Results in
this study confirm that a lack of EspJ does not abolish A/E lesion formation on HEp-2
cells and additionally demonstrate that EspJ does not contribute to colonisation of PP
explants by EHEC 0157:H7 strain 85/170 in IVOC. However, whether EspJ also
mediates a similar function in clearance dynamics in the human gut would in all
probability require human volunteer studies, and is hence beyond the scope of the
IVOC system. In EHEC 0157:H7, the espJ locus lies upstream of tccP being similarly
encoded within the prophage CP-933U and is further genetically linked to tccP in the
form of a bicistronic operon (Garmendia and Frankel, 2005). In spite of the
dispensability of EspJ for A/E lesion formation, the transcriptional coupling of espJ and
tccP that encode proteins with seemingly divergent functions- the former associated
with clearance dynamics and the latter critically involved in cytoskeletal reorganisationis still suggestive of a possibility that the intracellular roles of EspJ and TccP may be
inter-related.

5.3.11 Genetic linkage of tccP and espJ in EPEC and EHEC

In vitro transcription of the espJ-tccP operon is influenced by various physiochemical
environmental parameters such as temperature, pH, osmolarity and availiability of
oxygen, and undergoes regulation via a Ler-independent mechanism. The simultaneous
expression of EspJ with TccP in response to the same external conditions will certainly
be an interesting aspect for future investigations to identify additional functions of EspJ
that may be involved in the stages of A/E lesion formation. Meanwhile, this study
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undertook exploring the distribution of the espJ-tccP genetic loci in EPEC 055:H7 and
atypical EPEC which exhibit diversity in their mechanisms of Tir signalling in actin
recruitment characterised so far. While the EHEC allelic subtype of espJ, espJEuEC, was
uniformly conserved across the seven strains of EHEC 0157:H7 tested, the single
isolate of EHEC O103:H2 PMK5 harboured the EPEC subtype instead which together
with the presence of an EPEC-like tir and lack of tccP, draws it closer to classical
EPEC E69 in these aspects. The distinct segregation of espJEuEC and espJEEEc according
to the tyrosine phosphorylation phenotype in EPEC 055 :H7 certainly serves to
illustrate the existence of two different subgroups within the EPEC 055:H7 serotype
that bear distinguishing characteristics of classical EPEC and EHEC 0157:H7
respectively. The three phosphorylation-positive EPEC 055:H7 strains G58, WC416
and R.ahmed in fact more closely resemble classical EPEC that have been cured of the
EAF plasmid, although they are also likely to express the intimin y subtype. The
presence of espJ in G57 also increases the likelihood that G57 may indeed harbour an
allelic variant of tccP which may not have been detected by the primers 46/52 designed
according to the prototypical sequence of tccP. It is however uncertain if the same
phenomenon may also apply to the panel of atypical EPEC which unexpectedly, with
the exception of 3941-1, was shown to contain the EHEC allelic variant of espJ. The
finding of espJEHEC in the atypical EPEC 1711-4, 1931-2, 2922-2 and 4361-2 was
particularly surprising, as a closer relationship to classical EPEC has been observed for
these four isolates in tir subtype and lack of tccP in this study. This is unlike the Stxproducing EHEC O103:H2 PMK5 which displays EPEC-like characteristics in its
allelic variants of tir and espJ together with an absence of tccP. The resemblance of the
EHEC-like atypical EPEC 4281-7 to EPEC 055:H7 G57 was again reflected by the
presence of espJE\\Ec amidst a genetic background that is negative for the prototypical
tccP gene, hence it is possible that 4281-7 may also harbour a variant of tccP. The
complete absence of detectable espJEEEc or espJE\\EC as well as tccP in both atypical
EPEC 3941-1 and EHEC 0103:H- E77804 demonstrates heterogeneity in the espJ-tccP
locus but may also further imply that the espJ-tccP locus or even the prophage CP93311 may altogether be absent in certain strains of EHEC. This is not unexpected, as
the occurrence of CP-933U in non-0157 EHEC is largely unknown. Although this
finding is insufficient for any generalisations to be made on the EHEC 0103 serogroup,
it is likely the espJE?Ec, espJEnEC as well as novel alleles of espJ may occur in specific
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subsets of the EHEC 0103 reservoir. This is not surprising at all given that the EHEC
O103:H2/H- serogroup constitutes a highly diverse clonal group with more than 25
clonal types and is distinct from the 0157 and 026 serogroups (Prager et. al., 2002).
Although EspJehec shares 79.3% identity at the protein level with EspJepec
(http://www.sanger.ac.uk/proiects/Escherichia Shigella), further studies are necessary
to ascertain the role of EspJepec in in vivo infection before comparative functional
analysis with that of

E sp Je h e c

and EspJc.rodentium can be performed. However, as the

AespJ deletion has yet to be associated with a tangible phenotype in vitro, the
significance of sequence variation within espJ can thus only be examined with animal
models of infection.

In addition, the finding of espJ^uEC sequences within tccF EPEC-like atypical EPEC
appears to suggest two possible explanations. The first interpretation involves the
likelihood that espJEPEC may have been independently acquired by EPEC, and that
sequential insertions of espJtuEC and tccP into CP-933U on separate occasions before
acquisition of CP-933U by the EHEC genome may have given rise to isolates such as
EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 G57 and atypical EPEC 4281-7. A similar hypothesis has also been
proposed for the multi-step introduction of plasmid-borne virulence factors such as
ehxA, katP, and espP subsequent to the acquisition of stcE on the p0157 plasmid as
well as the of the Stx-encoding prophage (Lathem et. al., 2003). The second
explanation is that these espJEHEC-containing atypical isolates may indeed harbour a
tccP ORF that may not necessarily be transcriptionally coupled to espJ but that displays
highly variable 5’ or 3’ end sequences which are not recognised by primers 46/52 as a
result. As tccP is not present in EPEC E69 and the identical prototypical sequences
reported in EHEC 0157:H7 Sakai and EDL933 represent the only tccP sequence
known so far, it is a possibility that highly divergent tccP sequences may exist in these
atypical EPEC strains that are not as closely related to EHEC 0157:H7 as EPEC
055:H7 does. This however holds the implication of additional carriage of tccP by
certain fr>EpEc-containing atypical EPEC which appears to represent redundancies in the
mechanism of N-WASP recruitment. Again there has been evidence of such dual
carriage of /*>Epec and tccP in preliminary PCR screening of the EPEC 0119 serogroup
for various virulence gene markers (Phillips, A.D., personal communication), which
adds to the notion that the distribution of rirEPEc and tccP may not prove mutually
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exclusive in non-prototypical EPEC for which little is generally known with regards to
their mechanisms of virulence.
5.4 Conclusions

This chapter has demonstrated the importance of the intimin receptor Tir for the stable
attachment of EPEC and EHEC to FAE of ileal PP in IVOC. Despite the confirmation
that Tir is translocated and tyrosine phosphorylated in human intestinal epithelium,
phosphorylation of the key tyrosine 474 residue is not required for A/E lesion formation
and Nek recruitment. The abolition of Nek and N-WASP recruitment was also shown
not to impair A/E lesion formation, suggesting that recruitment of N-WASP is not
absolutely required for bacterial attachment and elongation and effacement of microvilli
on human intestinal mucosa. Studies in cell culture reinstated the importance of Y474
in Nek and N-WASP recruitment but further shows that actin accumulation can occur
without Nek and N-WASP involvement, contradicting current dogma. Basal
phosphorylation levels detected by confocal microscopy in the absence of translocated
Tir however obscures the contribution of Y454 phosphorylation towards N-WASP
recruitment by non-Y474-containing derivatives of Tir in non-differentiated cell culture
models. EHEC 0157:H7 induces A/E lesions and N-WASP recruitment without
tyrosine phosphorylation and Nek involvement in FAE, but expression of the
phosphorylable TirE69 in EHEC 0157:H7 appears to reduce the incidence of A/E lesion
formation in IVOC via unknown mechanisms. The EPEC 055:H7 serotype and atypical
EPEC harbour novel alleles of t i r ^ and ^>edl933 that are generally linked to their
phosphorylation phenotypes in vitro. This chapter also reports the first example of an
EHEC-like Tir in atypical EPEC that harbours a proline instead of serine equivalent to
Y474 of TirE69- The requirement for TccP in actin recruitment in vitro but not for A/E
lesion formation despite a lack of N-WASP recruitment in IVOC further reiterates the
uncoupling of microvillous elongation and effacement from the intracellular activation
of the N-WASP/Arp2/3 actin assembly machinery. C-terminal variants of tccP in the
EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 may have arisen from intra-serotype variation and polymorphism. The
distribution of the espJ-tccP locus in relation to Tir subtype and tyrosine
phosphorylation phenotype further reflects a highly diverse EPEC pathovar that may
effect A/E lesion formation on host cells via multiple signalling mechanisms not solely
restricted to the N-WASP/Arp2/3 recruitment pathway.
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Chapter 6 Discussion and Conclusions

The study of enteric bacterial pathogenesis necessitates a basic understanding of the
intestinal regions associated with bacterial colonisation. The use of the human intestinal
IVOC experimental system as a biologically relevant model has enabled the study of
the tissue tropism of EPEC and EHEC in man and allowed the investigation of their
mode of interaction with the intestinal epithelium via the A/E lesion. The different
intestinal tropisms observed for EPEC and EHEC 0157:H7 have however only been
based on the study of a limited number of prototypical strains. The objectives of this
thesis thus involved extending current knowledge of EPEC and EHEC tissue tropism by
using IVOC for the characterisation of additional clinical isolates of the EPEC and
EHEC pathovars. These included 0157:H7 strains, EPEC 055:H7 isolates and atypical
EPEC which are more closely related to EHEC 0157:H7. The apparently anomalous
IVOC-derived result of the lack of colonic adhesion by EHEC 0157:H7, a causative
agent of colonic pathology, was further addressed by assessing the effects of modifying
the IVOC experimental setup on enhancing EHEC 0157:H7 colonic adhesion ex vivo.
Environmental influences which may influence bacterial gene expression, such as
nutrient-limiting conditions and the presence of bicarbonate, were studied to determine
if they induced colonisation of colonic mucosa. Host and bacterial factors were
considered in extended and combined IVOC experiments based on the hypothesis that
colonic colonisation was a sequel of FAE infection. Key virulence factors that had been
identified from cell culture studies, were assessed for their genetic variation, their strain
segregation, and for their role in tropism and colonisation of human intestinal mucosa.
The latter work focused on Tir and its role in intimate adhesion and pedestal formation.

6.1 Tissue tropism of EHEC 0157:H7 is not restricted to FAE adhesion

Extending the study of EHEC 0157:H7 human tissue tropism to three other six' isolates
well established in their virulence in humans and animals revealed an additional feature
of villous adhesion in the terminal ileum. The infrequent colonisation of duodenal
explants and the absence of adhesion to transverse colonic epithelium were nevertheless
in agreement with the previously shown FAE-restriction of prototypical EHEC
0157:H7 strain 85/170. Therefore, certain isolates of EHEC 0157:H7 display a slightly
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expanded tropism that includes both FAE and villous epithelium adhesion in the human
distal small bowel. The basis for the affinity towards villous epithelium of ileum instead
of duodenum remains unknown but may be due to differences in membrane
composition, transport, and luminal environment, and subtle influences from the dense
concentrations of immune cells present within lymphoid follicles in the PP and within
the interstitial spaces of the surrounding tissue. An FAE-restricted phenotype of
adhesion has been documented for numerous invasive enteric pathogens such as
Shigella and Yersinia, and non-invasive A/E REPEC, RDEC-1 and C. rodentium
pathogens, and may confer a common advantage in evasion of the host immune
surveillance system and thus promote bacterial survival. Colonisation of lymphoid
follicle-containing rectal explant was observed on one occasion but this cannot be
established as a definitive adhesion phenotype. The lack of colonic adhesion may
however imply that the IVOC system may not be optimally designed for promoting
EHEC 0157:H7 interactions with colonic epithelium, as EHEC colonic adhesion has
been demonstrated in animal models such as gnotobiotic piglets and ruminants (Tzipori
et. al., 1995; Wadolkowski et. al., 1990; Ritchie et. al., 2003). Strain-specific variation
in the HEp-2 cell adhesion phenotypes observed for EHEC 0157:H7 did not correlate
with their similar adhesion phenotypes in IVOC, thus underscoring the importance of
assessing the adhesion characteristics of enteric pathogens in a system such as intestinal
IVOC that is more relevant to the host environment in vivo. These results further extend
the association of intimin y-expression with the FAE- and ileal villi-restricted tissue
tropism of EHEC 0157.H7.

6.2 No colonic adhesion observed in in vivo EHEC 0157:H7 infection in humans

An opportunity to examine in vivo EHEC 0157:H7 colonic adherence was presented by
post-sigmoidoscopy diagnosis of an EHEC 0157:H7 infection in a clinical case of
abdominal pain and rectal bleeding. Histological examination of sigmoid and rectal
biopsy sections did not however reveal the presence of bacterial attachment to the
epithelial surfaces, and 0157 bacteria were not identified via immunostaining with
0157 agglutinating antisera. This was in line with previous clinical findings of a lack of
bacterial adhesion but ischaemic-like pathology in EHEC-induced HC, which suggests
the predominant involvement of Stx in causing the observed tissue injury (Griffin et.
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al., 1990; Kelly et. a l , 1990). It however remains possible that, in the EHEC-infected
patient review in this study, bacterial colonisation may have occurred at a more
proximal location in the large bowel and yet to have spread to the distal regions of
sigmoid colon and rectum, despite the inflammation incurred as characterised by lamina
propria infiltration of red blood cells and neutrophils.

6.3 Environmental factors in the IVOC system do not promote EHEC 0157:H7
colonic adhesion

The effect of environmental influence on bacterial gene expression and regulation has
been well documented. Adoption of different experimental protocols for the IVOC
system such as reducing the frequency of medium exchange and submerging the tissue
explant in medium for varying periods, were not shown to alter the colonic non
adhering phenotype of EHEC 0157:H7. The inclusion of mannose and the increase in
bicarbonate concentrations which may serve as environmental factors that modulate
virulence gene expression did not promote EHEC colonic adhesion. Simulation of
nutrient-limiting conditions by serum exclusion from the culture medium was shown to
compromise tissue integrity but without adhesion of EHEC to colonic epithelium. It is
possible that a combination of factors is required to induce colonic colonisation, or that
this will only occur after FAE adhesion. Alternatively, colonic colonisation may be a
rare event in EHEC infection.
6.4 Colonic adhesion by EHEC 0157:H7 can be induced by prior colonisation of
distal small intestine

The observation of an initial ileal FAE-restricted adhesion phenotype coupled with
subsequent bacterial colonisation of the large bowel by REPEC, RDEC-1 and C.
rodentium in their respective rabbit and mouse models (Cantey and Inman, 1981;
Heczko et. al., 2000; Wiles et. al., 2004) prompted interest in a possible mechanism
undertaken by EHEC 0157:H7 for colonic adhesion. In vitro HEp-2 relay infections
assays were able to demonstrate that prior adherence to a HEp-2 cell monolayer led to
more rapid and a higher extent of adhesion with A/E lesion formation by EPEC and
EHEC on uninfected HEp-2 cells. While the increase in adhesion of E69 in the relay
assay may be mediated by the maintenance of high levels of LEE gene transcription
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after the initial 3h infection assay (Leverton and Kaper, 2005), the downregulation of
the LEE upon A/E lesion formation by EHEC 0157:H7 (Dahan et. al., 2004) suggests a
minor role of the LEE and possibly the involvement of novel fimbrial production for
the enhanced adhesion by cell-passaged EHEC 0157:H7. In the IVOC-IVOC relay
assay, the higher incidence of EHEC 0157:H7 adhesion on relay colonic explants
suggests that bacteria dissociated from A/E colonies sequestered on FAE may display a
greater tendency to colonise colonic epithelium. The absence of A/E lesion formation
on the relay colonic explants may however reflect the secondary adhesion phenotype of
EHEC 0157:H7 which may not require the intimin-Tir interaction for binding to
colonic enterocytes. This is in line with the stealth pattern of in vivo colonisation as
REPEC and C. rodentium but with a non-A/E phenotype of adhesion on colonic
mucosa, but this may however be a largely infrequent event in EHEC infections.
Conversely, the lack of positive identification of general bacterial adherence in colonic
specimens obtained from EHEC-induced HC patients in various studies and the
resemblance of HC to hypoxic tissue death in ischaemic colitis (Griffin et. al., 1990;
Kelly et. al., 1990) are suggestive of a strong association between the HC colonic
pathology and cytotoxicity of Stx. Therefore, Stx-mediated damage to the colonic
vascular system may be effected from a distance by distal small bowel-restricted EHEC
0157:H7. Both mechanisms may nonetheless account for the clinical symptom of
EHEC diarrhoea of lower right quadrant abdominal pain, which may reflect the site of
A/E lesion formation by EHEC 0157:H7 in the distal small bowel. Hence, prior
colonisation of FAE and ileal villi may lead to adhesion of colonic epithelium as a
secondary site by EHEC 0157:H7.
6.5 Non intimate modulators of EHEC tropism

Long polar fimbriae (Lpf) are required for S. typhimurium PP attachment and have also
been shown to enhance EHEC 0157:H7 in vivo colonisation in animal models
(Baumler et. al., 1996; Newton et. al., 2004). The expansion of the tissue tropism of
EHEC 0157:H7 deleted in its lp f loci to include duodenal adhesion is indicative of a
role of Lpf in negative regulation of novel fimbrial expression that may mediate
duodenal adhesion. Whole genome DNA array comparative analysis for upregulation of
known fimbrial gene expression in the EHEC 0157:H7 85/170 AIpfAl mutant however
did not provide clear identification of putative fimbriae that showed distinctive
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increases in expression. The exact role of Lpf in EHEC 0157.H7 tissue tropism thus
remains unknown. A chromosomal lpf locus has also been identified in E69 and does
not contribute to A/E lesion formation and tissue tropism.

The role of the EspA filamentous translocon in TTSS-mediated Tir delivery (Knutton
et. al., 1998) and evidence of an adhesive function (Cleary et. al., 2004) suggests an
initial interaction between EspA filaments and the host cell surface which could
influence tropism. Polymorphisms between E69 and EHEC 0157:H7 EspA filaments
have been shown by the lack of cross-reactivity between their respective antisera
(Neves et. al., 2003), implying the possibility that EspA of E69 and EHEC 0157:H7
may mediate different patterns of initial cell binding and adhesion. While functional
interchangeability was shown for EspAEpEc and EspAEHEc in actin pedestal formation in
HEp-2 cells, the shorter EspAehec filaments assembled in an E69 genetic background
were associated with the failure of EspAEHEc to mediate microvillous effacement on
polarised Caco-2 cells. The filament capping protein, EspD, of E69 and EHEC
0157:H7 was shown to be functionally interchangeable in adhesion and actin
recruitment in both HEp-2 and polarised Caco-2 cells. However, the lack of plasmid
complementation in IVOC suggests that over-expression of plasmid-encoded EspA and
EspD may have compromised the fragile structural conformation of the EspA
filamentous translocon and resulted in the abolition of initial enterocyte adhesion.
Future studies will require genetic complementation at the chromosomal level in order
for the optimal production and assembly of the EspA translocon.

6.6 Importance of Tir but dispensibility of tyrosine phosphorylation and
recruitment of Nek and N-WASP in adhesion in IVOC

The importance of the translocated intimin receptor, Tir, in establishing in vivo
colonisation has been illustrated for REPEC and C. rodentium in the rabbit and mouse
models respectively (Marches et. al., 2000; Deng et. al., 2003) but not in man. This
thesis demonstrated the inability of Atir mutants of E69 and EHEC 0157.H7 12900 in
adhesion to intestinal epithelium in IVOC, showing that Tir serves as an important
colonisation factor of EPEC and EHEC. Reduced washing of infected PP explants
revealed residual bacteria associating with patches of elongated microvilli, hence
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confirming that the intimin-Tir interaction is central to the stable attachment of the
bacteria. Surface changes in the form of microvillous elongation generated in the
absence of A/E lesion formation may have been induced by intimin which has been
associated with induction of microvillous-like processes on HEp-2 cells (Phillips et. al.,
2000a), as well as by Map-mediated promotion of filpodia formation (Kenny et. al.,
2002). In agreement with studies in cell culture, IVOC showed that Tir is translocated
and phosphorylated beneath adhering bacteria. However, the observation of A/E lesion
formation on human intestinal mucosa by various non-Y474-phosphorylating derivative
strains of E69 proved contradictory to current dogma. Although Nek and N-WASP
recruitment were still shown to occur for E69AftV-pft>Y474s, their absence in E69Aft>pft>Ai2- and E69A//r-pft>HHEC-infected enterocytes, for the first time, implied that A/E

lesion formation is separate to N-WASP/Arp2/3 recruitment and activation. The non
requirement for Tir tyrosine phosphorylation for host colonisation and recruitment of
Nek and N-WASP have also been shown in in vivo C. rodentium infection (Schuller S.,
personal

communication),

although

the

inability

to

demonstrate

tyrosine

phosphorylation for the wild type remains an anomalous result (Deng et. al., 2003).

In agreement with previous studies (Kenny,
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u *e h e c

and

T

u e p e c

were shown to

be functionally interchangeable in an EHEC 0157:H7 background and mediated actin
recruitment in HEp-2 cells in the absence or presence of Tir tyrosine phosphorylation
respectively. The discrepancy observed between efficient actin pedestal formation on
HEp-2 cells and the lower incidence of

1 2 9 0 0 A frr-p fr> E P E C

adhesion in IVOC may have

resulted from mutual antagonism between TccP-mediated sequestration of cytoplasmic
N-WASP, and Nck-N-WASP binding for activation of the Arp2/3 complex. The
underlying reasons however remain unclear.
6.6.1 Actin recruitment and tyrosine phosphorylation in cell culture

Although the literature reports a requirement for phosphorylation of tyrosine 474 on Tir
for actin recruitment via Nek on HEp-2 cells, this thesis could not find such clarity.
Indirect immunofluorescence microscopy was a discriminatory tool and showed
reduced positive staining for tyrosine phosphorylation in E69A/zr, E69A//r-pftVY474s,
and E69A/z>-p/z>Ai2 compared to the wild type. However, positive, but unfocused actin
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staining was present for all E69Atir complemented strains including pft>Y474s and
ptifai2? despite negative Nek staining. Explanations for this include the possibility of
actin recruitment via subtle phosphorylation of Y454 and Nek independent actin
recruitment (Campellone et. al., 2005), Map-induced filopodia formation (Kenny et. al.,
2002), and/or intimin-mediated changes (Phillips et. al., 2000a). Confocal microscopy
was not so discriminatory for tyrosine phosphorylation and showed positive staining for
all strains except E69AfrV-pfr>EHEC, with unfocused actin recruitment for all
complemented strains as for fluorescence microscopy. The tyrosine phosphorylation
antibody is not specific for Tir tyrosine phosphorylation and it is not surprising that
other phosphorylation events occur during EPEC infection as suggested previously
(section 5.3.4.2). Technical difficulties both with immunostaining, which prevented a
full investigation of Nek and N-WASP recruitment in intact cell lines, and plasmid
copy number in complemented strains, need to be addressed to allow progress to be
made in this area.
6.7 No requirement for the espJ-tccP locus in colonisation of intestinal epithelium

The dispensability of Nek recruitment in EHEC 0157:H7-induced actin pedestal
formation is reconciled with its production of TccP, which mimics the adaptor function
of Nek in N-WASP recruitment and activation (Garmendia et. al., 2004; Campellone et.
al., 2004a). While TccP is absolutely required for actin recruitment in HEp-2 cells, its
dispensability for A/E lesion formation in the absence of N-WASP recruitment in
IVOC further attests to the conclusion derived from this study that on differentiated
intestinal enterocytes, microvillous elongation and effacement may constitute an event
upstream of N-WASP involvement and can occur independently of Arp2/3-driven actin
assembly. However, the maintenance of tccP in EHEC 0157:H7 may facilitate
bacterial interaction with non-polarised cell types such as fibroblasts in the basement
membrane subsequent to apoptotic cell death of bacterial-infected epithelial cells, in
which TccP may then be required for N-WASP/Arp2/3-driven actin recruitment as
initially observed in HEp-2 cells. Sequence variants of tccP found in the subset of
EHEC-like strains of EPEC 055:H7 differ in their number of proline-rich domain
repeats which may modulate the strength of the interaction with N-WASP. The
prophage CP-933U that harbours tccP also encodes the non-LEE EspJ effector protein
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that is implicated as an antivirulence factor in in vivo C.rodentium infection of mice
(Dahan et. a l , 2005). Despite no apparent role in A/E lesion formation in vitro and ex
vivo, its transcriptional-coupling with tccP is nonetheless suggestive of an as yet
unknown function related to that of TccP.

6.8 The heterogenous EPEC 0 5 5 :H7 and atypical EPEC reservoir

6.8.1 HEp-2 cell adherence phenotypes and tissue tropisms

A predominantly localised adherence-like (LAL) pattern of adhesion in the 6h HEp-2
cell assay was shown for clinical isolates of EPEC 055:H7 and the pEAF-negative
atypical EPEC characterised in this study, thus distinguishing them from the localizedadhering E69. Only the atypical EPEC O104:H- strain 4281-7 adhered as compact
microcolonies but just in a 6h infection assay, and was termed LA6 (Vieira et. al.,
2001). Both small intestinal adhesion (E69-like) and distal small intestine-restricted
adhesion (EHEC 0157:H7-like) phenotypes were shown in IVOC, highlighting the
heterogeneity present within the EPEC 055 :H7 serotype and the atypical EPEC
reservoir. The association of an E69-like proximal and distal small bowel adhesion
characteristic in some 055 :H7 and atypical EPEC strains carrying the intimin subtypes
of y and 0 indicates that intimin may not serve as their principal determinant of tissue
tropism. The ability of intimin y and 0 in mediating bacterial adhesion to duodenal
epithelium when expressed in non-classical EPEC genetic backgrounds suggests the
presence of accessory factors in subsets of the strains that may promote colonisation of
the proximal small bowel. It also suggests that there is no inherent structural basis for
intimin y expressed in 0157:H7 not to adhere to proximal small intestine via
translocated Tir.

6.8.2 Tyrosine phosphorylation and carriage of the espJ-tccP.

Heterogeneity was also observed in the tyrosine phosphorylation of Tir in EPEC
055 :H7 and atypical EPEC. A positive tyrosine phosphorylation phenotype in HEp-2
cell infection was associated with carriage of a tir sequence highly similar to that of tir
of E69 and containing the C-terminal Y454 and Y474 residues. Conversely, non-
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phosphorylating strains were shown to harbour near identical alleles of tir of EHEC
0157:H7 with the C-terminal serine 478, which is equivalent to the Y474 position in
E69. The tir of phosphorylation-negative atypical EPEC O104:H- strain 4281-7
represented the first example of a non-serine residue, i.e. proline, occupying the 478
position. In relation to the tir genotype and tyrosine phosphorylation phenotype in
EPEC 055 :H7, the carriage of tccP was shown to segregate with a negative
phosphorylation phenotype, with the exception of strain G57 which was both tccP and
phosphorylation negative. The segregation of the E69 and EHEC 0157:H7 variants of
espJ with both the tir and tccP genotypes suggests the presence of two distinct
subgroups within the EPEC 055 :H7 serotype each bearing similarity to E69 and EHEC
0157:H7. Although tccP was not detected in the atypical EPEC strains, it is
nevertheless possible that allelic variants not recognized by the primers employed in
PCR amplification screening may exist in the strains negative for tyrosine
phosphorylation. The association of the espJ^wEc PCR variant with phosphorylationpositive atypical EPEC suggests that these strains may also harbour novel alleles of
tccP. The two isolates of EHEC 0103 included in the study harboured a ?z>E69-like
sequence and did not contain tccP but displayed heterogeneity in their carriage of the
espJ gene, further reflecting wide diversity in the genome reservoir of the EPEC and
EHEC pathovars.

6.9 Conclusions

The broad aim of this thesis was to apply the technique of human intestinal IVOC to
study the pathogenesis of EPEC and EHEC attaching-effacing bacterial pathogens.
Patterns of tissue tropism were confirmed and extended with the identification of a new
phenotype of 0157:H7 initial colonisation involving both distal ileal villous and FAE
surfaces. EPEC tropism appeared to be independent of intimin subtype. Attempts to
promote direct adhesion of EHEC 0157:H7 to colonic epithelium in IVOC by
manipulating environmental parameters were not successful, and no distal colonic
adhesion was detected in a human case of 0157:H7 infection. This supports the
contention that colonic pathology may be caused by Shiga toxin acting independently
of bacterial adhesion via ischaemia. However, the extension of the IVOC system into a
relay mode of incubation demonstrated the potential for non-intimate colonic adhesion
following FAE infection. Thus colonic infection would be a post-FAE attachment
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event, as reported in rabbit EPEC infection and Citrobacter rodentium in the mouse. It
remains to be seen if non-intimate attachment of 0157:H7 is associated with direct
colonic damage, or if it develops into A/E lesion formation. This thesis demonstrated
that Tir is essential for both EPEC and EHEC A/E lesion formation and colonisation of
human intestinal epithelium ex vivo. However, the phosphorylation of Tir tyrosine 474,
identified as essential in cell cultures, is not required for EPEC A/E lesion formation in
IVOC. Similarly, TccP, the bacterial Nek equivalent adapter molecule, is not essential
for 0157:H7 A/E lesion formation on FAE of PP. Thus the effacement of microvilli
and intimate attachment to the enterocyte apical membrane can be viewed as a separate
event to intracellular actin recruitment via WASP/Arp2-3 (pedestal formation). The
former may be vital for intestinal colonisation, whereas the importance of the latter is
uncertain.
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Appendices

Appendix 1

1.1 Growth Media and Buffers

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEMt
4500mg glucose/L. Amino acid rich liquid medium without L-glutamine, #D5671
supplied by Sigma.

NCTC-135 powder
Nutrient rich medium used in the maintenance of cultured cell lines containing Lglutamine, #N3262 supplied by Sigma.

IVOC medium
DMEM

100 ml

Double distilled water

100 ml

Sodium bicarbonate

0.22 g/*0.36

NCTC-135 powder

0.92 g

Newborn calf serum

20 ml

Mannose+

1g

The solution was filter-sterilised with a 0.2 pm sterile, non-pyrogenic disposable filter
(Triple Red) and stored at 4°C.
♦amount of sodium bicarbonate added to adjust to concentration of bicarbonate to 44
mM used in section 4.2.4.
Mannose+ : mannose was omitted in the mannose-ffee (MF) IVOC system performed in
chapter 4.21.
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Cell culture medium
DMEM

500 ml

Fetal calf serum

50 ml

Non-essential amino acids #M7145

5 ml

L-glutamine #G7513

10 ml

Brain Heart Infusion broth (BHD
Used routinely for laboratory culture of fastidious microorganisms, #CM225 supplied
by Oxoid.
Composition in g/L:
Brain heart infusion

250

Sodium chloride

5

Calf brain infusion

200

Disodium phosphate

2.5

Proteose peptone

10

Bactodextrose

2

Luria-Bertani broth (LB)
Used routinely for laboratory culture of fastidious microorganisms, #L3522 supplied by
Sigma U.K.
Composition in g/L:
Tryptone (pancreatic digest of casein)

10

Yeast extract

5

Sodium chloride

5

For preparing solid growth medium in Petri dishes or as slants, agar was added to 1.5%.

IPX Running buffer
For agarose gel electrophoretic separation of DNA fragments.
Trizmabase

108 g

Boric acid

55 g

0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0

40 ml

Components were dissolved in double distilled water to a volume of 1 litre.
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CCMB80 buffer
For preparation of competent bacteria for transformation.
Calcium chloride CaCl2

80 mM

Magnesium chloride MgCl2

10 mM

Glycerol

10%

Potassium acetate, pH 7.0

10 mM

The solution was adjusted to pH 6.4 with 0.1 NHCl, filter-sterilised with a 0.2 pm
sterile, non-pyrogenic disposable filter (Triple Red) and stored at 4°C.

1.2 Molecular Biology reagents

DNA standards
1 kb DNA Ladder #N3232S and 2-log DNA Ladder #N3200S supplied by New
England Biolabs.

DNA polymerases for PCR
Taq DNA Polymerase, #D4545 supplied by Sigma UK.
Expand High Fidelity PCR System, #1732641 supplied by Roche Molecular
Biochemicals

1.3 Pre-SEM preparative reagents

0.1 M phosphate buffer
*//-Sodium hydrogen orthophosphate anhydrous

21.584 g

Sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate

7.488 g

Components are dissolved in double distilled water to make a 0.2 M stock solution
which was diluted to 0.1 M with 3% sucrose added prior to use.
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2.5% glutaraldehvde
Ghitaraldehyde #R1312 25% supplied by Agar Scientific and constituted to 2.5 % in
phosphate buffer.

1% osmium teraoxide
4% osmium tetraoxide #R1024 supplied by Agar Scientific and constituted to 1% in
distilled water.

Quick drying silver paint and silver paint diluent
Quick drying silver paint #G302 and silver paint diluent #R1272 for biopsy mounting,
supplied by Agar Scientific.
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Appendix 2
2.1 Upregulated genes in DNA array analysis of AGT401 (85/170A/p/7) with respect to
wildtype EHEC 0157:H7 85/170
Systematic

Common

MWGECOV2#0133
M WGECO V 2#033 8

Description

Normalized

b0140

ECPD

probable pilin chaperone similar to PapD

b0362

B0362

orf, hypothetical protein

MWGECOV2#l 190

bl263

TRPD

anthranilate synthase component II, glutamine
amidotransferase and phosphoribosylanthranilate
transferase

MWGECOV2#1472

b l 556

B1556

orf, hypothetical protein

MW GECO V 2#2102

b2223

ATOE

short chain fatty acid transporter

MWGECOV2#2496

b2636

B2635

orf, hypothetical protein

2.29

M WGECO V 2#3166

b3344

YHEM

orf, hypothetical protein

2.43

MWGECOV2#3438

b3628

RFAB

UDP-D-galactose:(glucosyl)lipopolysaccharide1,6- D-galactosyltransferase

2.36

MW GECO V 2#3471

b3662

YICM

putative transport protein

2.39

MWGECOV2#4051

b4292

FECR

regulator for fee operon, periplasmic

2.15

MW GECO V 2#4055

b4296

YJHF

putative transport system permease

2.80

MWGECOV2#0067

ecs0075

LEUD

isopropylmalate isomerase subunit

2.87

MWGECOV2#0068

ecs0076

LEUC

3-isopropylmalate isomerase (dehydratase) subunit

2.47

MWGECOV2#0069

ecs0077

LEUB

3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase

2.04

MWGECOV2#4199

ecs0259

hypothetical protein

2.85

MW GECO V 2#4340

ecsl058

hypothetical protein

2.54

MWGECOV2#4463

ecsl280

putative major pilin protein

2.66

Up
2.22
2.04
13.99

3.12
11.50

MWGECOV2#4568

ecsl401

hypothetical protein

2.71

M WGECO V2# 1134

ecsl710

YCHH

orf, hypothetical protein

6.78

M WGECO V2# 1187

ecsl832

TRPA

tryptophan synthase, alpha protein

6.94

MWGECOV2#l 188

ecsl833

TRPB

tryptophan synthase, beta protein

5.75

MWGECOV2#l 189

ecsl834

TRPC

N-(5-phosphoribosyl)anthranilate isomerase and
indole-3-glycerolphosphate synthetase

9.89

MWGECOV2#l 189R

ecsl834r

TRPC-R

N-(5-phosphoribosyl)anthranilate isomerase and
indole-3-glycerolphosphate synthetase

7.51

MWGECOV2#4729

ecsl835

anthranilate synthase component II

8.63

MWGECOV2#5800

ecsl836

TRPE2

MWGECOV2#l 191

ecsl836

M WGECO V 2#l 192

ecsl837

MWGECOV2#1359

ecs2040

anthranilate synthase component I (EC 4.1.3.27)

28.13

TRPE

anthranilate synthase component I

24.65

TRPL

trp operon leader peptide

14.97

B1436

orf, hypothetical protein

2.05

MWGECOV2#l 500

ecs2294

B1588

putative oxidoreductase, major subunit

2.70

MWGECOV2#l 685

ecs2484

B1775

putative transport protein

3.68

M WGECOV 2#4866

ecs2503

hypothetical protein

3.54

MWGECOV2#4867

ecs2504

hypothetical protein

2.29

MWGECOV2#4868

ecs2505

hypothetical protein

2.82

MWGECOV2#4914

ecs2765

putative cell division control protein

2.34
2.24
2.22

MWGECOV2#l 978

ecs2898

GATZ

putative tagatose 6-phosphate kinase 1

M WGECOV 2#2160

ecs3165

NUOI

NADH dehydrogenase I chain I

MWGECOV2#2244

ecs3245

DSDA

D-serine dehydratase (deaminase)

2.03

orf, hypothetical protein

2.29

MWGECOV2#5906

ecs3270
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Systematic

Common

Description

Normalized

MWGECOV2#233 8

ecs3330

YFFG

putative oxidoreductase, Fe-S subunit

2.08

MWGECOV2#2532

ecs3536

NRDH

glutaredoxin-like protein; hydrogen donor

2.32

MWGECOV2#2548

ecs3551

B2689

orf, hypothetical protein

2.09

MWGECOV2#2780

ecs3814

SPEA

biosynthetic arginine decarboxylase

2.05

MWGECOV2#2993

ecs4042

MTR

tryptophan-specific transport protein

7.43

MW GECO V 2#3003

ecs4052

ARGG

argininosuccinate synthetase

2.35

MWGECOV2#3042

ecs4091

GLTB

glutamate synthase, large subunit

2.05

MW GECO V 2#3043

ecs4092

GLTD

glutamate synthase, small subunit

2.11

MWGECOV2#3134

ecs4177

RPMC

5OS ribosomal subunit protein L29

3.23
3.90

Up

MWGECOV2#3135

ecs4178

RPLP

50S ribosomal subunit protein L I6

M WGECOV2#3136

ecs4179

RPSC

3OS ribosomal subunit protein S3

3.47

MWGECOV2#3137

ecs4180

RPLV

50S ribosomal subunit protein L22

2.37

MWGECOV2#3138

ecs4181

RPSS

3 OS ribosomal subunit protein S19

2.45

MWGECOV2#3139

ecs4182

RPLB

50S ribosomal subunit protein L2

2.82

M WGECO V 2#3140

ecs4183

RPLW

50S ribosomal subunit protein L23

2.63

MW GECO V 2#3141

ecs4184

RPLD

2.99

MWGECOV2#3142

ecs4185

RPLC

50S ribosomal subunit protein L4, regulates
expression of S10 operon
50S ribosomal subunit protein L3

2.70

MWGECOV2#5179

ecs4414

hypothetical protein

2.12

M WGECO V 2#5184

ecs4431

putative fimbrial major protein precursor

7.53

MWGECOV2#5233

ecs4597

hypothetical protein

3.16

MWGECOV2#3480

ecs4612

ILVB

2.05

MWGECOV2#3485

ecs4617

YIDH

acetolactate synthase I,valine-sensitive, large
subunit
orf, hypothetical protein

MWGECOV2#3532

ecs4660

PHOU

2.97

MWGECOV2#3533

ecs4661

PSTB

negative regulator for pho regulon and putative
enzyme in phosphate metabolism
ATP-binding component o f high-affinity
phosphate-specific transport system
putative 2-component regulator

MWGECOV2#3553

ecs4688

YIEN

MWGECOV2#3568

ecs4702

ILVG_1

MWGECOV2#3712

ecs4849

2.20

2.08
2.29
2.00

FPR

acetolactate synthase II, large subunit, cryptic,
interrupted
ferredoxin-NADP reductase

2.33
2.29

MWGECOV2#3857

ecs5066

YJCS

orf, hypothetical protein

M WGECO V 2#6129

ecs5084

PHNG

phosphonate metabolism

2.54

MWGECOV2#3968

ecs5179

RPLI

50S ribosomal subunit protein L9

2.29

MW GECO V 2#4007

ecs5219

MGTA

Mg2+ transport ATPase, P-type 1

2.14

MW GECO V 2#5 384

ecs5328

MWGECOV2#4146

ecs5350

SLT

hypothetical protein

2.00

soluble lytic murein transglycosylase

2.40
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2.2 Down regulated genes in DNA array analysis of AGT401 (85/170A/p/7) with
respect to wildtype EHEC 0157:H7 85/170
Systematic

Common

MWGECOV2#0293
MWGECOV2#0295

Description

Normalized

b0315

YAHA

orf, hypothetical protein

0.19

b0317

YAHC

orf, hypothetical protein

0.42

MWGECOV2#0346

b0371

YAIT

orf, hypothetical protein

0.38

M WGECO V2#l 166

bl239

YCHG

orf, hypothetical protein

0.47

MWGECOV2#l 889

b2001

B2001

orf, hypothetical protein

0.46

M WGECO V 2#0347

b2089

TRA5_1

IS3 putative transposase

0.42

MW GECO V 2#2592

b2738

YGBL

putative epimerase/aldolase

0.46

MW GECO V 2#4205

ecs0282

hypothetical protein

0.30

MWGECOV2#5426

ecs0285

unknown protein from prophage CP-933H

0.37

M WGECOV 2#0271

ecs0322

YAGY

orf, hypothetical protein

0.24

MW GECO V 2#0272

ecs0323

YAGZ

orf, hypothetical protein

0.20

MW GECO V 2#0275

Down

ecs0327

YKGM

putative ribosomal protein

0.39

MWGECOV2#0294

ecs0365

YAHB

putative transcriptional regulator LYSR-type

0.33

M WGECO V 2#0297

ecs0368

YAHE

orf, hypothetical protein

0.36

MWGECOV2#0298

ecs0369

YAHF

putative oxidoreductase subunit

0.32

MWGECOV2#0301

ecs0372

YAHI

putative kinase (EC 2 . 1 2 . 2) .

0.46

M WGECOV2#0317

ecs0392

CYNT

carbonic anhydrase

0.42

M WGECO V 2#0318

ecs0393

CYNS

cyanate aminohydrolase, cyanase

0.24

MWGECOV2#0320

ecs0395

LACA

thiogalactoside acetyltransferase

0.41

MWGECOV2#0321

ecs0396

LACY

galactoside permease (M protein)

0.23

MWGECOV2#0322

ecs0397

LACZ

beta-D-galactosidase

0.42

MWGECOV2#0326

ecs0403

MHPB

2,3-dihydroxyphenylpropionate 1,2-dioxygenase

0.24

MWGECOV2#0342

ecs0420

TAUB

0.43

MWGECOV2#0343

ecs0422

TAUD

taurine ATP-binding component o f a transport
system
taurine dioxygenase, 2-oxoglutarate-dependent

MWGECOV2#0349

ecs0425

YAIV

orf, hypothetical protein

0.38

0.17

MWGECOV2#0350

ecs0426

YAIH

putative enzyme

0.32

M WGECO V 2#0455

ecs0538

YBAS

putative glutaminase

0.25

MWGECOV2#0495

ecs0587

PPIB

peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase B (rotamase B)

0.46

MWGECOV2#0554

ecs0629

FEPD

ferric enterobactin (enterochelin) transport

0.47

MWGECOV2#0892R
MWGECOV2#0929

ecsl037r

RMF-R

ribosome modulation factor

0.49

e c s l147

YCCM

orf, hypothetical protein

0.47

MWGECOV2#0957

ecsl266

PHOH

0.46

MW GECO V 2#5660

e c sl561

PhoB-dependent, ATP-binding pho regulon
component; may be helicase; induced by P
starvation
unknown protein encoded by prophage CP-933N

MWGECOV2#5781

e c sl955

MWGECOV2#5760

ecs2032

MWGECOV2#1503

ecs2297

MWGECOV2#1617

ecs2414

0.50
0.49

unknown protein encoded within prophage CP933R
orf; Unknown function

0.36

B1591

putative oxidoreductase component

0.39

B1707

orf, hypothetical protein

0.47
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Systematic

Common

Description

Normalized

MWGECOV2#l 709

ecs2511

YEAW

orf, hypothetical protein

0.36

MWGECOV2#2127

ecs3136

B2248

putative regulator

0.43

M WGECO V2#2191

ecs3196

PURF

0.46

MWGECOV2#2625

ecs3629

B2772

amidophosphoribosyltransferase = PRPP
amidotransferase
orf, hypothetical protein

M WGECOV 2#5071

ecs3635

hypothetical membrane protein

0.36

MWGECOV2#5132

ecs4138

putative integral transmembrane protein

0.41

MW GECO V 2#5205

ecs4550

EspF protein

0.46

Down

0.42

MWGECOV2#5215

ecs4566

hypothetical protein

0.40

MWGECOV2#5216

ecs4567

hypothetical protein

0.47

MWGECOV2#6077

ecs4575

escC

0.38

MWGECOV2#5221

ecs4576

type III secretion system CesD protein

0.40

MWGECOV2#5231

ecs4593

hypothetical protein

0.47

MWGECOV2#5344

ecs5072

0.44

M WGECOV 2#6149

ecs5259

putative carbohydrate ABC transport system
permease
orf; Unknown function

MW GECO V 2#4078

ecs5278

fimbrial morphology

0.40

MWGECOV2#5905

z3627

D-serine permease

0.33

ESCC

FIMG

454

0.46
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EspJ Is a Prophage-Carried Type III Effector Protein of Attaching and
Effacing Pathogens That Modulates Infection Dynamics
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Enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli, enteropathogenic E. coli, and Citrobacter rodentium are highly adapted
enteropathogens that successfully colonize their host’s gastrointestinal tract via the formation of attaching and
effacing (A/E) lesions. These pathogens utilize a type III secretion system (TTSS) apparatus, encoded by the
locus of enterocyte effacement, to translocate bacterial effector proteins into epithelial cells. Here, we report the
identification of EspJ (E. coli-secreted protein J), a translocated TTSS effector that is carried on the 5' end of
the cryptic prophage CP-933U. Infection of epithelial cells in culture revealed that EspJ is not required for A/E
lesion activity in vivo and ex vivo. However, in vivo studies performed with mice demonstrated that EspJ
possesses properties that influence the dynamics of clearance of the pathogen from the host’s intestinal tract,
suggesting a role in host survival and pathogen transmission.
brane, Tir adopts a hairpin-loop topology featuring a central
extracellular domain that binds intimin (17). The amino- and
carboxy-terminal domains of Tir are oriented in the host cell
cytoplasm, where they interact with host cytoskeletal and sig
naling components (reviewed in reference 4). Map targets mi
tochondria and has been suggested to disrupt their normal
function (24), and it also initiates filopodium formation imme
diately upon interaction with the host cell via the GTPase
Cdc42 (23). In contrast, EspH represses filopodium formation
and enhances the formation of actin-rich pedestals (45). EspG
is a 44-kDa protein homologous to VirA, a translocated pro
tein of Shigella flexneri that triggers host microtubule destabi
lization but has an unknown role in virulence (11). EspF dis
rupts intestinal barrier function (32) and therefore potentially
contributes to EPEC diarrhea. EspF also plays a role in epi
thelial cell apoptosis (7). Importantly, all the LEE-encoded
effectors except Tir are dispensable for A/E lesion formation.
In addition, three non-LEE-encoded proteins named Cif
(cycle-inhibiting factor) (30), EspI/NleA (16, 34), and TccP
(Tir cytoskeleton coupling protein)/EspFu (5, 15) are translo
cated via the LEE-encoded FTTSS. Cif is carried on a lambdoid phage and triggers an irreversible cytopathic effect in
HeLa cells, which is characterized by the progressive recruit
ment of focal adhesions, assembly of stress fibers, and arrest of
the cell cycle (30). EspI/NleA is carried within prophage CP933P, localizes to the Golgi (16), and is required for full viru
lence in the C. rodentium model (16, 34). TccP/EspFy is an
EHEC 0157 effector that is carried on prophage CP-933U and
translocated into host cells, where it displays an Nck-like ac
tivity (5, 15).
EH EC infection is associated with a range of symptoms from
nonbloody diarrhea, fever, and vomiting to bloody diarrhea
(hemorrhagic colitis) and hemolytic-uremic syndrome, a life-

Enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli (EHEC), enteropatho
genic E. coli (EPEC) (35), and Citrobacter rodentium (29) are
highly adapted enteropathogens that successfully colonize
their host’s gastrointestinal tract via the formation of attaching
and effacing (A/E) lesions (reviewed in references 13 and 28).
These lesions are characterized by the localized destruction
(effacement) of intestinal epithelial microvilli, an intimate at
tachment between the bacterium and the host cell apical mem
brane, and the formation of pedestal-like structures containing
high concentrations of actin (26) and intermediate filaments
(2) directly beneath sites of bacterial attachment. Formation of
A/E lesions is mediated by a filamentous type III secretion
system (FTTSS) apparatus (20, 42) responsible for the trans
location of bacterial effectors into eukaryotic cells, where they
subvert host cell signaling (13). The TTSS apparatus is en
coded on a pathogenicity island called the locus of enterocyte
effacement (LEE). The LEE was first described in EPEC
0127:H6 strain E2348/69 by McDaniel et al. (31) but is also
present in EH EC (36), rabbit-specific EPEC (44), and C. ro
dentium (10).
The LEE also encodes six effector proteins, Tir, Map, EspF,
EspG, EspH, and SepZ, which are all translocated into the
host cell via the LEE-encoded FTTSS (11,22,24,32,45; James
Kaper, personal communication). Tir is inserted into the host
cell plasma membrane (22), where it functions as a bacterial
receptor for intimin (21), an outer-membrane bacterial adhe
sion molecule (reviewed in reference 13). In the plasma mem

* C o r r e s p o n d in g a u t h o r . M a ilin g a d d r e s s : C e n t r e f o r M o l e c u l a r M i
c r o b io lo g y a n d I n f e c t io n , D e p a r t m e n t o f B io lo g ic a l S c ie n c e s , F lo w e r s
B u ild in g , I m p e r ia l C o lle g e L o n d o n , L o n d o n S W 7 2 A Z , U n i t e d K in g 
d o m . P h o n e : 4 4 ( 0 ) 2 0 7 5 9 4 5 2 5 3 . F a x : 4 4 ( 0 ) 2 0 7 5 9 4 3 0 6 9 . E - m a il:
g .f r a n k e l @ i m p e r i a l.a c .u k .
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TABLE

Name
S tr a in s
E 2 3 4 8 /6 9
IC C 1 7 1
8 5 -1 7 0
I C C 1 69
I C C 1 88
I C O 89
I C O 90
P la s m id s
pC X 340
pC X 327
p IC C 2 8 3
pG EM T
pSB 315
pK D 46
pK D 4

1. S tr a i n s a n d p la s m id s u s e d in th i s s tu d y

Description

Reference or source

W ild - ty p e E P E C 0 1 2 7 : H 6
A escF : :K a n in E 2 3 4 8 /6 9
E H E C 0 1 5 7 : H 7 A s tt
S p o n ta n e o u s n a la d ix ic a c i d - r e s i s t a n t d e r i v a ti v e o f w ild - ty p e C. rodentium
A e s p J::K a n in 8 5 - 1 7 0
A es/x /::K an in I C O 69
A e s p /::K a n in E 2 3 4 8 /6 9

27
47
38
46
T h i s s tu d y
T h i s s tu d y
T h i s s tu d y

p B R 3 2 2 d e r iv a tiv e ; c l o n in g v e c t o r u s e d t o f u s e g e n e s t o blaM, w h ic h
e n c o d e s th e m a tu re fo rm o f T E M -1 3 -la c ta m a s e
D e r iv a tiv e o f p C X 3 4 0 e n c o d i n g a f u s io n o f r e s id u e s 1 t o 16 o f C if t o T E M - 1
D e r iv a tiv e o f p C X 3 4 0 e n c o d i n g a f u s io n o f E s p J t o T E M - 1
C lo n in g v e c t o r
S o u r c e o f aphT c a s s e t te

6

oriRJOl repA101(Ts) blaM araBp-gam-bet-exo
T e m p la te p la s m id c o n f e r r i n g k a n a m y c in r e s is ta n c e

threatening condition. EPEC causes infantile nonbloody diar
rhea in developing countries, and although EPEC and EH EC
share many genes implicated in virulence, EHEC, but not
EPEC, produces a potent cytotoxin, Shiga toxin (Stx), which is
responsible for the severe complications that characterize its
infection (reviewed in reference 35). EHEC and EPEC are
human pathogens, and as such, they are poorly pathogenic in
other animal species. At present, there is no natural smallanimal model that allows in vivo study of EHEC or EPEC.
However, C. rodentium, a mouse-specific pathogen that pos
sesses the LEE pathogenicity island, causes transmissible co
lonic hyperplasia (1; reviewed in reference 28), and induces
colonic A/E lesions indistinguishable from those caused by
EHEC and EPEC (40, 41), provides an excellent small animal
model to simulate in vivo infection for those two pathogens
(16, 34). In addition, neonatal- and weaned-lamb infection
models have recently been reported (48). Animals experimen
tally infected with EHEC 0157:H7 exhibited cecal and rectal
colonization with A/E, although the infection was not associ
ated with clinical disease. Intimin has been shown to be essen
tial for persistence of EHEC in lambs (48).
Recently, we monitored the global transcription profile of
EHEC 0157.H7 (Sakai strain) during attachment to eukary
otic plasma membranes (8). This has shown that the majority
of the LEE-genes were down-regulated in attached bacteria. In
addition, decreased levels of two mRNAs of adjacent genes,
Z3071 (Ecs2714) and Z3072 (Ecs2715), carried within pro
phage CP-933U, were also detected (8). Importantly, Z3072
(TccP/EspFu) is present in EHEC but not in EPEC or C.
rodentium (5,15), while Z3071 is present in EHEC, EPEC, and
C. rodentium, and its product is homologous to the type III
effector HopF of Pseudomonas syringae (43). The aim of this
study was to define the role of Z3071 in the pathogenesis of
A/E pathogens in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains, plasmids, and growth conditions. The bacterial strains and
plasmids used in this study are shown in Table 1. Bacteria were grown in
Luria-Berlani (LB) medium or in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium. W hen
appropriate, additional antibiotics were added at the following concentrations:

6
T h i s s tu d y
P ro m e g a
14
9
9

ampicillin, 100 pg/ml; kanamycin, 50 p.g/ml; nalidixic acid, 50 p-g/ml; and tetra
cycline, 12.5 |xg/ml. Minimal medium consisted of M9 salts supplem ented with
1% glucose.
Translocation assay. Translocation assays were performed as described by
C harpentier and Oswald (6). Wild-type and AescF EPEC E 2348/69 strains car
rying derivatives of the pCX340 plasmid, a cloning vector encoding the m ature
form of TEM-1 (i-lactamase, were subcultured in LB medium supplem ented with
tetracycline and incubated for 16 h at 37°C. The cultures were diluted 1/100 in
D ulbccco’s modified Eagle's medium supplem ented with 10% fetal calf scrum
and 2 mM glutamine at 37°C for 3.5 h (preactivation). HeLa cells grown on glass
coverslips were infected with 1 ml of preactivated bacterial culture and incubated
at 37°C in 5% C 0 2. A fter 30 min of infection, IPTG (isopropyl-(J-D-thiogalactopyranoside) was added at a final concentration of 1 mM, and the coverslips
were incubated for an additional hour. The cell monolayers were washed three
times with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and covered with 100 pi of PBS plus
25 pi of 6 x CCF2/AM solution freshly prepared from the CCF2/AM Loading kit
(Invitrogen) (final concentration of CCF2/AM, 1 pM ). The cells were incubated
in darkness at room tem perature for 2 h and then washed three times with PBS
and observed under a Nikon Eclipse E600 fluorescence microscope using a
UV-2A filter set (330- to 380-nm excitation). Pictures were taken using a Nikon
DXM1200 digital camera.
Construction of nonpolar espj mutations. The E H E C 85-170 and C. roden
tium espJ mutants were constructed by using a modification of the onc-stcp
method (9). In each case, a part of the gene and the flanking regions from both
sides were amplified from the wild-type genomic D N A by PCR using the fol
lowing pairs of primers (Table 2): for the EH EC mutant, EHEC-cspV-flank-f 1
plus EHEC-esp/-flank-rl (fragment 1) and EHEC-espt/-flank-f2 plus EHEC-es/i/flank-r2 (fragment 2); for the C. rodentium mutant, Citro-es/x/-flank-fl plus
Citro-es/*/-flank-rl (fragment 1) and Citro-es/?y-flank-f2 plus Citro-esp/-flank-r2
(fragment 2). For each mutant, the two PCR fragments (fragment 1 and frag
m ent 2) were digested with BamHI, ligated to each other, amplified, and cloned
into the cloning vector pGEM T. Then, in order to inactivate the gene and
facilitate m utant strain identification, the nonpolar a p h T cassette (14) conferring
kanamycin resistance was inserted between the fused fragments (1 and 2) con
tained in pGEM T, at the BamHI site. The inserts containing the aphT cassette
in the correct orientation were then amplified by PCR with primers E H E C -espJflank-fl and EIIEC-ejp/-flank-r2 for the E IIE C mutant and Citro-es/*/-flank-fl
and Citro-espJ-flank-r2 for the C. rodentium mutant. In order to enhance allelic
exchange, plasmid pKD46 was transformed into wild-type EH EC O I57:H 7 strain
85-170 and into wild-type C. rodentium strain ICC169 by electroporation, gen
erating strains 85-170(pKD46) and ICC169(pKD46). The PCR product contain
ing the flanking regions and the kanamycin resistance cassette was transformed
by electroporation into each wild-type strain containing the pKD46 plasmid.
Clones were grown on LB medium containing kanamycin to select for kanamycin
resistance. pKD46 was cured by growth at 42°C. M utations were verified by PCR.
The EPEC E2346/69 espj m utant was constructed by using the one-step
m ethod (9). Briefly, a PCR product was generated by amplifying pKD4 tem plate
plasmid using long primers (EPEC-es/x/-pKD4-f and EPEC-espJ-pKD4-r) that
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T A B L E 2. P r im e r s u s e d in th i s s tu d y

Name

Primer sequence (5 '-* 3 ')

EHEC-espJ - f l a n k - f l

GAATTCAAGGTAGTAGTACTTATCTGC
E H E C - e s / V - f la n k - r l
CGGGATCCCGATAATTGACATTATAAATGCCTT
EHEC-espJ - f l a n k - f 2
CGGGATCCCGGATACATCATGCTCTCTGAG
E H E C - e s /* /- f la n k - r 2
CTGCAGTCATGCAGATTACCTTATAAG
C itr o - e s p J - f la n k - f 1 ........... G A A T T C T T C T A A C A C A C C A G A T C C T G
C it r o - e s p J - f l a n k - r l
CGGGATCCCGACAGTTTTCCTGTTTGTTCT
C it r o - e s p /- f la n k - f 2
CGGGATCCCGCATCATTACACTTCCAGAATC
C itr o - e s /* /-f la n k - r2
CTGCAGTTCACCAGGCATTGCGAAT
E P E C - e s p J - p K D 4 - f ........ C C A A T C A T A A A G A A C T G C r T A T C A T C A A T T A G T A A C A T A T T A C G C A A C G A G T G T A G G C T G G A G C T G C T T C
E P E C -e sp J-p K D 4 -r
CATCCAGCCTGACTGTTTCTGGAAGTGTAATAATGAATGGTTCTCCCAGTCATATGAATATCCTCCTTAG

corresponded to 20 nucleotides of pKD4 and 50 nucleotides of flanking D N A
regions homologous to the 5' and 3' ends of the espj gene. The PCR product
contains a kanamycin resistance gene (derived from pKD4) flanked by 50-bp
sequences located upstream and downstream of the espj gene. The PCR product
was then transformed by electroporation into EPEC E2348/69 containing the
pKD46 plasmid. Clones were grown on LB medium containing kanamycin to
select for kanamycin resistance. pKD46 was cured by growth at 42°C. M utation
was verified by PCR.
FAS test and IVOC assay. Fluorescent actin staining (FAS) testing was per
formed on infected HEp-2 cells as described by Knutton et al. (25). For the
human intestinal in vitro organ culture (IVOC) assay, tissue was obtained with
fully informed parental consent and local ethical committee approval using grasp
forceps during routine endoscopic (Fujinon EG/EC-41 pediatric endoscope)
investigation o f intestinal disorders. Terminal ileal mucosal biopsy specimens
from the Peyer’s patch region that appeared macroscopically normal were taken
for organ culture experiments. Light microscopy subsequently showed no histo
logical abnormality. IVOC infections were performed as described previously
(19). 85-170 lespJ (ICC188) was examined using tissue from three patients (aged
46, 110, and 141 months). In each experiment, an uninoculated sample (to
exclude endogenous bacterial adhesion) and a positive control (IVOC with the
parental strain 85-170 to exclude host factors) were included. Samples were fixed
with 2.5% glutaraldchydc, postfixcd in 1% aqueous osmium tetroxidc, and pro
cessed for viewing by a JEO L JSM 5300 scanning electron microscope.
Mice. Two murine models that differ in their susceptibility to C. rodentium
were used in this study. Female 6- to 8-week-old C57BL/6J mice and male 5- to
6-week-old C3H/HeJ mice were purchased from Harlan Olac (Bichester, United
Kingdom) and came from specific-pathogen-free stocks. During the course of
these studies, sentinel animals were screened for common murine pathogens
every 2 months. All animals were housed in individually HEPA-filtered cages
with sterile bedding and free access to sterilized food and water.
O ral infection of mice. Mice were orally inoculated using a gavage needle with
200 p.1 of bacterial suspension (=»1010 CFU for C57BL/6J mice (46) and =»2 x
10x CFU for C3H/HeJ mice (34). The viable count of the inoculum was d eter
mined by retrospective plating on LB agar containing the appropriate antibiotic.
Independent experiments were performed at least twice using groups of at least
four mice per strain. Stool samples were recovered asepticaliy at various times
after inoculation, and the number o f viable bacteria per gram o f stool was
determined by plating the stool onto LB agar containing the appropriate anti
biotics. At selected times postinfection, mice were killed by cervical dislocation.
The colon and cecum were asepticaliy removed and weighed after the removal of
fecal pellets and cecal contents. The organs were then homogenized mechani
cally in 5 ml of sterile PBS using a Seward (London, United Kingdom) 80
stomacher, and the number of viable bacteria per gram of organ hom ogenate was
determined by plating the homogenate onto LB agar containing the appropriate
antibiotics.
O ral inoculation of sheep. Ten 6-week-old crossbred lambs were randomly
divided into two equal groups, supplied with food and w ater ad libitum, and
confirmed to be free of EH EC 0157 by enrichment and 0157 immunomagnetic
separation. All o f the lambs were housed in biosecure containment level 2
accommodations. Each group was housed in a separate room with its own air
handling. The animals were visited only by experienced staff, who changed
clothing between groups. Five lambs were each dosed orally with either 10g CFU
of 85-170 Nalr or 85-170 AespJ::Kanr resuspended in 10 ml o f PBS (pH 7.4).
Approximately 24 h after the dosing, and as required thereafter for up to 27 days,
rectal fecal samples from each lamb were collected for direct plating onto
sorbitol-MacConkey (Oxoid) plates supplemented with either 15 (ig o f nalidixic
acid/ml or 25 p.g of kanamycin/ml (Sigma). Samples that were negative on direct

plating were enriched in buffered peptone water for 6 h at 37°C and then plated
onto sorbitol-MacConkey plates supplem ented with the appropriate antibiotic.
Representative colonies were confirmed to be E. coli 0 157 by latex agglutination
(Oxoid). All animal experiments were perform ed in accordance with the Animals
Scientific Procedures Act (1986) and were approved by the local ethical review
committee.
Statistics. The unpaired Student t test was used to compare normally distrib
uted values from groups of animals. The nonparametric Mann-Whitney and
Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to compare nonnormally distributed values.

RESULTS
Z3071 is present in EHEC, EPEC, and C. rodentium, and its
product is similar to HopF, an effector protein of P. syringae.
Z3071 (Ecs2714) is located within the 5' end of the cryptic
prophage CP-933U in EDL933 (37) and RIM D 0509952 Sakai
(18), two clinical EH EC 0157.H 7 isolates that were recently
sequenced. Z3071 is also present in EPEC 0127:H 6 strain
E2348/69 ( h ttp ://w w w .san g er.ac.u k /p ro jects/E sch erich ia
_Shigella) and C. rodentium (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects
/C_rodentium), but not in the E. coli K-12 genome (3), with
79.3 and 75.1% identity at the amino acid level, respectively.
Z3071 encodes a 217-amino-acid protein with unknown func
tion and is located upstream of Z3072 (tccP/espFu), encoding
an EH EC type III effector protein that is required for EHECinduced actin polymerization (5, 15). Similar to tccP and most
of the LEE-located genes, Z3071 is also down-regulated in
bacteria closely attached to plasma membranes (8). Im por
tantly, a search of the database revealed that Z3071 has 22%
identity with HopF, an effector protein of P. syringae (http://ca
.expasy.org; 43). The data suggested that Z3071 might be a
virulence factor of EHEC, EPEC, and C. rodentium, and it was
therefore chosen for further investigation.
Z3071 is translocated into epithelial cells. To determine
whether Z3071 is translocated into epithelial cells, the novel
TEM-1 translocation assay was applied (6). The system is
based on a translational fusion of effector proteins with a
mature TEM-1 (3-lactamase and the detection of TEM-1 ac
tivity within eukaryotic cells by using the fluorescent (3-lacta
mase substrate CCF2/AM. If translocation occurs, the transla
tional fusion will be present in the eukaryotic cells, and the
cells will appear blue. If translocation does not occur, the cells
will appear green.
HeLa cell monolayers were infected with wild-type and
AescF (ICC171) mutant (47) EPEC strains carrying the
pICC283 plasmid encoding the TEM-1 fusion with Z3071. In
addition, cells were infected with EPEC containing pCX340
(empty vector; negative control) or pCX327 (containing the
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F I G . 2. V ir u le n c e o f C. rodentium w ild - ty p e ( I C C 1 6 9 ) ( s o lid s y m 
b o ls ) a n d A espj m u t a n t ( I C C 1 8 9 ) ( o p e n s y m b o ls ) s tr a i n s in in d iv id u a l
s e n s itiv e C 3 H /H e J m ic e a s d e t e r m i n e d b y v ia b le c o u n t s in s to o ls a n d
o r g a n h o m o g e n a te s . *, s ig n if ic a n t d if f e r e n c e s w e r e f o u n d in th e v ia b le
c o u n t s o b t a i n e d f r o m I C C 1 6 9 - a n d I C C 1 8 9 - in f e c te d m ic e r e c o v e r e d
f r o m s to o ls o n d a y 8 p o s tin f e c ti o n a n d f r o m th e c o lo n s o n d a y 10
p o s tin f e c ti o n .

F I G . 1. I n v it r o a n a ly s is o f E s p J . T h e t r a n s l a ti o n a l fu s io n E s p J T E M - 1 is t r a n s l o c a te d in to H e L a c e lls in f e c te d w ith w ild - ty p e
E P E C ( p I C C 2 8 3 ) ( A ) b u t n o t in to H e L a c e lls in f e c te d w ith
I C C 1 7 1 ( p I C C 2 8 3 ) (B ). E s p j is n o t r e q u i r e d f o r A /E le s io n a c tiv ity in
v itr o , a s in d i s t in g u is h a b l e a c tin - ric h p e d e s t a ls w e r e o b s e r v e d u n d e r 
n e a th s ite s o f b a c te r ia l a d h e s io n in b o th th e espj m u t a n t ( C ) a n d
E H E C 8 5 - 1 7 0 ( D ) . E s p J is n o t r e q u i r e d f o r A /E le s io n s a c tiv ity e x
v iv o . A n u n in f e c te d f o llic le -a s s o c ia te d e p i th e l iu m d e v o id o f b a c t e r i a is
s h o w n in p a n e l E , a n d IC C 1 8 8 - in d u c e d A /E le s io n s a r e s h o w n in p a n e l
F.

first 16 residues of Cif; positive control) (6). Cells infected with
EPEC(pCX340) appeared green (data not shown), indicating a
lack of TEM-1 activity in these cells. Cells infected with
EPEC(pCX327) appeared blue (data not shown), indicating
that TEM-1 was translocated into the host cells. Cells infected
with EPEC carrying the translation fusion Z3071-TEM-1 also
appeared blue, indicating that Z3071 is a new translocated
effector (Fig. 1A). The translocation of Z3071 was dependent
on an active FTTSS, as a AescF EPEC strain carrying the
EspJ-TEM-1 fusion appeared green, indicating that Z3071 is
translocated via the LEE-encoded FTTSS (Fig. IB). In accor
dance with the conventional nomenclature, we named Z3071
EspJ (for E. coli-secreted protein J).
Espj is not required for the formation of A/E lesions in
vitro. In order to characterize the EspJ function, an espj mu
tant was generated in EHEC 0157:H7 strain 85-170, EPEC
strain E2348/69, and C. rodentium ICC169 by deleting the open
reading frame. The resulting mutant strains were analyzed for
growth in vitro in both rich and minimal media and were found
to have growth rates identical to those of the parental strains,
as measured by optical density (data not shown).
An espj mutant and the wild-type EHEC and EPEC strains
were assessed for A/E lesion formation in vitro. Infecting
HEp-2 cells with the mutant and the wild-type strains and

employing the FAS test (25) revealed actin-rich pedestals un
der adherent EHEC AespJ (strain ICC188) (Fig. 1C) and
EPEC Aespj (strain ICC190) (data not shown) that were in
distinguishable from those formed by the wild-type strains
(Fig. ID), indicating that espj is not required for this activity in
vitro.
E spj is not required for the formation of A/E lesions ex vivo.
The IVOC adhesion assay is based on the infection of human
intestinal biopsy specimens with pathogens and offers a more
physiological model for EHEC-EPEC infection. Using this
model, Phillips et al. demonstrated that EHEC 0157:H7 binds
to the follicle-associated epithelium of Peyer’s patches (39). In
order to assess the contribution of EspJ to the colonization of
human intestinal explants, Aespj (ICC188) and 85-170 wildtype strains were used to infect terminal ileal mucosal biopsy
specimens, which contained both villous and lymphoid follic
ular areas. Bacterial adhesion was not seen on the uninocu
lated negative control samples (Fig. IE). The infection showed
that the AespJ mutant attaches to and causes A/E lesions on
the follicle-associated epithelium of distal ileal samples (Fig.
IF), but not on ileal villous surfaces, a phenotype identical to
that of the parent strain, 85-170 (data not shown). Therefore,
EspJ is not required for A/E lesion activity ex vivo.
Contribution of E spj to colonization of C3H/HeJ mice. In
fection experiments were performed in the murine model to
determine the level of virulence of a C. rodentium AespJ mu
tant. The ability of the mutant strain to establish itself and
expand in mice was investigated by monitoring the viable
counts recovered from stools. In the sensitive C3H/HeJ mouse
strain, the AespJ C. rodentium mutant (ICC189) produced the
classic growth curve previously reported for the wild-type
strain (1); however, the size of the challenging population
increased steadily to peak at ca. 109 to 1010 CFU g of stool-1
at day 8, significantly higher than the levels for the wild-type
strain (P = 0.019) (Fig. 2). Ten days postinfection, the mice
had become too ill for us to continue (as determined by weight
loss, piloerection, and lack of mobility), so the experiment was
terminated. The pathogen burdens of the organs of C3H/HeJ
mice (n = 12) infected with the wild type and with ICC189

E spj M O DULATES EH EC AND C. RODENTIUM CLEARANCE IN VIVO
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F I G . 3. V ir u le n c e o f C. rodentium w ild - ty p e ( I C C 1 6 9 ) ( s o lid s y m b o ls ) a n d AespJ m u t a n t ( I C C 1 8 9 ) ( o p e n s y m b o ls ) s tr a i n s in in d iv id u a l
C 5 7 B L /6 J m ic e a s d e t e r m i n e d b y v ia b le c o u n t s in s to o ls ( A ) a n d o r g a n h o m o g e n a t c s ( B ) . *, s ig n if ic a n t d if f e r e n c e s w e r e f o u n d in t h e v ia b le c o u n t s
o b ta in e d f r o m I C C 1 6 9 - a n d I C C 1 8 9 - in f e c te d m ic e r e c o v e r e d f r o m c o l o n s o n d a y 1 4 p o s tin f e c ti o n . T w e n t y d a y s p o s tin f e c ti o n , m ic e in f e c te d w ith
w ild - ty p e C. rodentium h a d c o m p le te ly c l e a r e d i n f e c ti o n in b o t h t h e c e c u m a n d c o lo n , w h ile t h r e e o f fiv e a n d f o u r o f fiv e m ic e in f e c te d w ith I C C 1 8 9
still h a d b a c t e r i a p r e s e n t w ith in t h e c o lo n ic m u c o s a a n d c e c u m , re s p e c tiv e ly .

(Aespj) were determined, as were the abilities of the strains to
cause hyperplasia. Mice infected with /AespJ had significantly
higher pathogen burdens in the colon than mice infected with
wild-type bacteria (6.86 X 109 ± 1.96 X 109 compared to 4.32
x 109 ± 1.92 x 109 CFU g of organ homogenate- *; P = 0.007)
but similar burdens within the cecum (2.70 X 109 ± 1.67 x 109
compared to 2.01 X 109 ± 1.13 X 109 CFU g of organ homog
enate-1; P = 0.273) (Fig. 2). However, there was no significant
difference between the induced levels of colonic hyperplasia, as
indicated by increased colon weight (data not shown).
Dynamics of clearance of C. rodentium /AespJ in C57BL/6J
mice. Since C3H/HeJ mice infected with AespJ and wild-type
bacteria became too ill for us to follow the clearance of the
pathogens, the more resistant C57BL/6J strain was used to
follow the dynamics of colonization and clearance after infec
tion (n = 10). The ability of the AespJ mutant strain (ICC189)
to establish itself and expand in mice was investigated by mon
itoring the viable counts recovered from stools. For the first 10
days postinfection, the AespJ mutant produced the classic
growth curve previously reported for the wild-type strain (46),
with the size of the challenging population increasing steadily
to peak at ca. 109 CFU g of stool-1 on day 10 (Fig. 3A).
Fourteen days postinfection, the pathogen burdens of the or
gans of infected mice were determined, as were the abilities of
the strains to cause hyperplasia. Mice infected with AespJ bac
teria had significantly higher pathogen burdens in the colon
than mice infected with wild-type bacteria (2.18 x 108 ± 1.22
x 108 compared to 4.80 x 107 ± 5.73 x 107 CFU g of organ
homogenate-1; P = 0.05). Although the pathogen burdens
within the cecum were higher for mice infected with AespJ
bacteria, this difference was not significant (9.73 X 107 ± 1.13
x 107 compared to 1.19 x 106 ± 1.34 x 106 CFU g of organ
homogenate-1; P = 0.163) (Fig. 3B). Twenty days postinfec
tion, mice infected with wild-type bacteria had completely
cleared infection in both the cecum and colon, as previously
described (46). In contrast, three out of five mice infected with
AespJ bacteria still had bacteria present within the colonic

mucosa (ranging from 1.79 X 103 to 2.27 X 107 CFU g of organ
homogenate-1 ). In addition, four out of five mice infected with
Aespj still had bacteria present within the cecum (ranging from
1.41 x 103 to 1.42 x 107 CFU g of organ homogenate- ') (Fig.
3B). However, there was no significant difference between the
induced levels of colonic hyperplasia, as indicated by increased
colon weight (data not shown), on either day 14 or day 20
postinfection.
The contribution of Espj to the colonization of conventional
6-week>old lambs. Infection experiments were performed in
the conventional 6-week-old lamb model to determine the
persistence of E. coli 0157;H 7 strain 85-170 and an espj mu
tant. The abilities of the isolates to establish themselves and
persist in lambs were investigated by monitoring the viable
counts recovered in stools collected per rectum. Typically,
wild-type EH EC produced the classic shedding pattern (48),
persisting in relatively high numbers in the early stages of
infection and then declining until it became detectable in only
one lamb by day 9 postinfection (Fig. 4). EH EC was then
undetectable by direct plating or enrichment for the duration
of the study (27 days). In contrast, while EH EC AespJ behaved
like the wild type in the early stages of infection, three lambs
still had detectable EH EC AespJ on day 9 postinfection (Fig. 4)
and one lamb continued to shed bacteria (as detected by en
richment) until the end of the study 27 days postinfection (data
not shown). However, these differences were not statistically
significant at any of the time points.
DISCUSSION
Using a DNA microarray specifically designed for E. coli
0157:H7, we have recently identified two novel genes (Z3071
and Z3072) implicated in virulence that are located adjacent to
each other within prophage CP-933U and are absent from the
E. coli K-12 genome (8). Further studies demonstrated that
Z3072 (TccP/EspF,j) is a type III effector protein that has an
Nck-like activity following translocation, recruiting N-WASP,
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Arp2/3 complex, and actin to the site of bacterial adhesion (5,
15). The purpose of this study was the characterization of the
role of Z3071 (EspJ) in virulence.
Of particular interest is the fact that, while espj is found in
the genomes of EH EC 0157:H7, EPEC, and C. rodentium, the
gene downstream, tccP/espFu, is found only in EH EC 0157:
H7. Selective evolutionary pressures must have operated on
espj and tccP/espFu in the genetic backgrounds of EPEC and
EHEC once prophage CP-933U was introduced which main
tained espJ in EH EC 0157:H7, EPEC, and C. rodentium and
espFJtccP in EHEC 0157:H7 only.
In this study, we have demonstrated, by employing the
TEM-1 reporter system, that EspJ is translocated into HeLa
cells (6). Therefore, espj encodes the fourth identified TTSS
effector protein outside the LEE, after Cif (30), NleA/EspI
(16, 34), and TccP/EspFy (5, 15). In addition, by carrying out
in vitro and ex vivo adhesion assays, we have shown that EspJ
does not affect the A/E lesion phenotype, as indistinguishable
lesions were observed in both the espj mutant and the wildtype strain.
An unexpected effect of EspJ on virulence was revealed in
vivo. In the murine model of infection, higher levels of colo
nization by the AespJ mutant (ICC 189) were found in the
gastrointestinal tract sites than for the wild-type strain in both
susceptible and more resistant mouse strains. As infection of
C3H/HeJ mice rendered the animals too ill to be followed for
extended periods, the dynamics of colonization by and clear
ance of Aespj were studied in the more resistant C57BL/6J
mice. This model indicates that the dynamics of clearance of
the Aespj mutant and the wild type are very different. While
mice infected with wild-type bacteria had completely cleared
infection at 20 days postinfection, C. rodentium was still recov
ered from the colon and cecum of mice infected with the AespJ
mutant at the same time. It therefore appears that the AespJ
mutant exhibits a more persistent colonization phenotype than
the wild-type strain. It is worth noting that the wild-type and
mutant strains grew equally well on LB and M9 minimal me

dia, indicating that the phenotype obtained is not caused by a
higher growth rate. In addition, for both the wild-type and
Aespj mutant strains, the symptoms of disease, including levels
of colonic hyperplasia, were identical. This suggests that the
phenotype of the AespJ mutant may be due to a difference in
the dynamics of clearance of the colonizing bacteria and not
the initial inoculum or rates of progression of infection. R e
cently, the dynamics of colonization and the subsequent clear
ance of C. rodentium from orally infected mice were followed
by using bioluminescence imaging. In this study, it was shown
that the cecal patch is the first site to be colonized and the first
to be cleared, followed by colonization and clearance of the
colon. It has been suggested that this organ acts as a reservoir,
shedding bacteria into the colon (46).
It is important to note that C. rodentium mutants with dif
ferent colonization and clearance dynamics in the murine
model have been previously reported (34). C. rodentium strains
lacking the genes espl (strain ICC179) and map (strains P6C6
and P10H2) exhibited a different colonization phenotype in
mice than wild-type bacteria, with viable counts recovered
from the stools over an extended period. However, these
strains also differ in their initial colonization dynamics, with the
mutant strains being slower to become established and hence
reaching a peak several days behind that of the wild-type
strain. In contrast, the rates of progression of colonization of
mice were identical for AespJ and wild-type bacteria. In addi
tion, the mutant map and espl strains also produced lower
levels of hyperplasia, whereas the level observed with the AespJ
mutant was indistinguishable from that of the wild type. This
strengthens the observation that the AespJ mutant exhibits a
clearance defect phenotype unrelated to its in vivo growth rate.
Colonization of the cecum and the colon is also a charac
teristic of the infection of neonatal and weaned lambs with
EH EC 0157:H7. Although this infection is not associated with
clinical disease, A/E lesions were detected in the cecum and
rectum in 6-week-old lambs infected with EH EC 0157.H 7
(48). Previous studies of 6-wcek-old lambs have confirmed a
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role for intimin in the persistence of EH EC 0157:H 7 in the
ovine intestine (48). In order to confirm the findings observed
in the murine infection model, we also infected 6-week-old
conventional lambs with the wild-type or AespJ m utant E. coli
0157:H7 strain 85-170. In this model, the AespJ m utant was
found to behave like the wild type in the early stages of infec
tion but was recoverable from three out of five lambs on day 9
postinfection and persisted for 27 days postinfection in one
lamb, whereas the wild type was found in only one out of five
lambs 9 days postinfection. These data strengthen the obser
vation that the espJ mutant exhibits a clearance defect phenotype.
Here, we report a TTSS effector that possesses properties
that influence the dynamics of clearance of the pathogen from
the host’s intestinal tract in a novel manner. O ur data indicate
that the espJ mutant persists longer in mammalian hosts;
hence, the espJ gene exhibits “antivirulence” properties. A nti
virulence genes have been described in other pathogens, in
cluding Salmonella enterica (33) and Streptococcus pyogenes
(12), and two main hypotheses have been put forward for their
existence: they may favor host survival and thereby aid patho
gen transmission, or they may contribute to pathogen fitness in
nonhost environments. Indeed, the Salmonella antivirulence
gene pcgL was found to be required for survival in nutrientlimited environments (33). However, we found no such re
quirement for espJ for growth in nutrient-poor media, and the
presence of C. rodentium AespJ in the organs of mice after the
wild-type strain had been cleared suggests that in the case of
espJ a role in host survival, and hence in aiding pathogen
transmission, may be more likely.
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